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Elements control  Sat Aug 09, 2014 5:24 pm

Dragon666

Posts: 69

I have heard that there are yogis who can control the elements. 
What does that mean? For example Influence weather? 
To what extent? How?
thank you

Re: Elements control  Sat Aug 16, 2014 12:01 am

johnson_akemi
People who are spiritually advanced enough can invoke and evoke the elements and use the elements for their
own purposes. Invoking the fire element can keep a person warm even in freezing weather. Invoking the water
element can keep someone cool in the hottest summer weather. The "Protestant Wind," a severe storm, that
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Posts: 1935

destroyed the Spanish Armada during an invasion of England in 1588 was summoned through the efforts of a
nation of adepts. 

Creating a Fire Elemental Thoughtform
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Form.html

Invoking Fire
http://web.archive.org/web/201306030815 ... g_Fire.htm

Invocation of Water
http://web.archive.org/web/201305230209 ... _Water.htm

Hail Satan!!
Hail the True and Mighty Gods of Duat!!

Re: Elements control  Sat Aug 16, 2014 5:43 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3942

The Stuart Court of England where Rose Cross adepts back when it was still a Templar order thus Satanists. The
Templar's moved into Scotland and England. Which hints to why Catholicism was crushed in England under the
Stuarts. The leading orders where divided into covens of 13 members. Queen Elizabeth the First, painting was
found to originally be holding a serpent wrapped around her lower arm before being painted over with flowers.

The invasion of England in 1588 was a Papal Crusade against England.

Note all the warship's giving the Spanish a hard time on their shipping routes where flying the flag of the Templar
Deaths head which became the Pirate flag. 

johnson_akemi wrote:

People who are spiritually advanced enough can invoke and evoke the elements and use the elements for their own
purposes. Invoking the fire element can keep a person warm even in freezing weather. Invoking the water element
can keep someone cool in the hottest summer weather. The "Protestant Wind," a severe storm, that destroyed the
Spanish Armada during an invasion of England in 1588 was summoned through the efforts of a nation of adepts. 

Creating a Fire Elemental Thoughtform
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... _Form.html
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Invoking Fire
http://web.archive.org/web/201306030815 ... g_Fire.htm

Invocation of Water
http://web.archive.org/web/201305230209 ... _Water.htm

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Elements control  Sat Aug 16, 2014 5:48 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3942

The Templar's Serpent Tradition

"This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:
In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities,fondly believing them to be good.
But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons. Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil
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Worship
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!" -High Priestess Maxine

I hold the official story of the Founding of the Templar Order in suspect, the tale sounds of spiritual allegory, while
they where in the Middle East, I doubt they where founded there. Looking at the fact the Vatican was not as
powerful as claimed till the 14th century and for hundreds of years after the rise of Christianity, the previous
Pagan houses of the Priestly blood line nobility still existed in many parts of Europe such as the Merovingian's and
others it seems the Pagan leadership simply created a New Order to counter the Vatican's growing one. But
dressed it up in Christian looking tinsel on the outside to keep Rome at bay. There is a large back story in Europe
of the struggle of the Nobility against the Church that spans centuries:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211

"The creators of the Knights Templar were the descendants of the Merovingian dynasty."-Tsarion 

On the Merovingian's:

The Mevrovingians also apparently revealed their affiliation to Lucifer...the name of one of their capital cities,
Satanicum the "Place of Satan." The Mevrovingian link to Lucifer was also implicit in a curious royal birthmark in the
shape of a red cross, the ancient Mark of Cain, which a Merovingian would proudly display over his heart.

Merovee, which means "Born from the Sea". Has also been written as Merovach meaning "Born from a Bull" as
well Merovie, meaning Sea of Life or Water of Life. The name Merovee thus designates first Fisher King of the
Merovingian line to be the vessel of the Water of Life. 
Fisher King 

Legends maintain that the Fisher King Sanat Kumara [Sanat is an anagram of Satan] was the fountainhead from
which many legends of the Fisher Kings started. Sanat Kumara is the Lord of Shambhala which is also shown as
city in the shape of the eight pointed star[identical to the Grail Castle in the Western Tradition] of the perfected
soul, the name "Shambhala" means "realm of bliss" and evolves the Godhead obtainment which is the symbol of
the Grail, and this Grail symbol in the West is Lucifer Sigil of the Gold in the work. Shambhala is made mention in
the Yezidhi "Black book" by Melek Taus[Satan] Himself.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210

The final proof is the fact the Templar and Cathar sects both where related shared the symbols and originally
science of spirit. It is well known by writers such as Otto Rahn the Cathar's where from the Druidic[Naddred]
Order.
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"Deep within the grottoes of Sabarthez Rahn found chambers in which the walls were covered with symbols
characteristic of the Knights Templar, side by side with emblems of the Cathars. This finding confirmed the notion,
fostered by mystical historians, that the Knights Templar and the Cathars were at one time closely associated.
One intriguing image which had been carved into the stone wall of a grotto was clearly a drawing of a lance. This
depiction immediately suggests the bleeding lance which appears over and over again in the Arthurian legends.

The legend of the Grail, explains Miguel Serrano, "reappears forcibly
Christianised in the Middle Ages. The Templars disseminated it. It is centred on the legend of the court of King
Arthur (who is the King of the Grail and is also called Amfortas)."-Alexander Dugin

Here is the real origin of the Templar they where the same Aryans blood families that made up the Naddreds, they
where just under a new name given the times.

Later due once again to enemy attacks they would be forced to change themselves into the Free Masons.

The Templar's Pagan Order:

In the centers of the Knight's alchemical temples were the altars upon which sat effigies of the Green Man, also
gracing their shrines were Black Madonna's. The walls of these temples where adorned with alchemical symbols
Black Madonna's as the personification the black or destructive/transformative aspect of the Magnum Opus and is
synonymous with Kali in India. Madonna is an Latin title and name for Mary the mother of the fictional Christ. Mary
or Madonna and child was stolen from Egyptian Isis Meru and Horus child and many other Pagan cultures themes.
Isis is known as Astarte/Easter and to us Astaroth. The Templar churches where decorated with the images of
Satan and Astaroth, the Green Man another alias of Satan in the image of the Serpent or Kundalini force and the
Magnum Opus. The Templar's carried the same sacred black and red cords the Yezidhi's do as a link to their
eternal bond to Satan or Melek Taus.

Four major confirmed articles the Church found against the Templar's was:

The Templar initiation ceremony included denying Christ as Savior and Son of God, and defiling the Cross by
spitting or urinating up it.

The Knights worshipped an idol in the form of a bearded human head.

At their initiation the Knights received a sacred cord to wear around their waist that had first been bound around
the idolized head. An ancient Pagan custom still found among the Yezidhi that symbolizes the connection to Satan
eternally.
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During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the penis.

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation ceremonies
into the Coven and Craft:

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a high
ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's mouth, navel and
base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these parts of the body are
known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved blowing into the new initiate
mouth the breath of life, which was saturated with the elder Knight's own kundalini energy. And awakened the
seats of Kundalini in initiates body."

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a similar eastern
rite of initiation:

"The Templar kisses .had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of the breath of
Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations."

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the
Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric version of the Coven:

"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, and both
are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, an initiating guru
transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as:

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, which they do
by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth."

-A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous initiation
kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many "Articles" contained
within the manual states:

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least indiscretion
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being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, to transmit to him the
breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative force; then on the umbilicus, and
finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle."

"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding
Solomon's Temple" the Knight's Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top o f his head a Templar
would gradually become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the Serpent would
then enter the Holy of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of Third eye of spiritual sight
along with the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the state of Gnosis."

On Baphomet:

According to author Hugh Schonfeld, translated via the Atbash Cipher used by the Templar's, the name Baphomet
becomes Sophia, thus making Baphomet and Sophia synonymous, Sophia is the name of the Serpent
Goddess[Kundalini]. Identical to the union of Siva and Shakti.

"The Knights had a name for the Kundalini power transferred through the Templar Kiss. It was Baphomet, which
the occult historian Gerald Masse claims is a synonym for the "Mother of Breath."Much of what we know about the
Templar's and their relationship to Kundalini comes from their remaining images of Baphomet, which includes the
three black heads that once adorned the shield of Hughes de Payen collectively representing the universal Trinity
and triune power of the life force."

"While studying the name Baphomet, Sufi and Arab researchers have alluded to its Gnostic overtones. They
maintain that Baphomet is an evolution of the Arabic abufihamat, meaning "father of wisdom." Their perspective
affiliates Baphomet with Murrugan, the Jnana Pandita, the Lord of Wisdom. Murrugan[another alias of Satan] ,
whose is the embodiment of Kundalini and the father of Gnosticism[Yoga] in the East."

Murrugan's main center on Sri Lanka is Mylapur the place of the Peacock. The worship of which is identical to the
Yezidis, the Mandeans who are culturally connected to the Yezidis and also worship Melek Taus[Satan] state in
their record they came from Sri Lanka where Melek Taus taught them the spiritual wisdom to become Gods.

From reading numerous descriptions of the Templar Baphomet and seeing the images in the Templar Rosslyn
Chapel, the Baphomet of the Templar's and the old Green Man are related in image and meaning, the Kundalini
force of Satan.

Another Eastern Connection:

It is well known that Siva is a later form of the Vedic God Rudra which as stated on the subject by scholar Acharya
S:

"Before becoming a God himself Rudra was an epithet of Agni" .
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The Goat is primarily the vehicle of the Fire God Agni.Almost every mandala or division in the RigVeda starts with a
hymn to Agni. The Vedic hymns praise him copiously often describing him as the Supreme God and Creator. Agni
along with Indra Lord of the Heavens and Surya Lord of the Skies constitute the first trinity of Vedism their places
where later assigned to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva .He is often invoked with Indra of whom He shares the passion
for Soma drink.'

`The original Vedic triad Agni-Indra-Surya,'

What other name is Agni also known by?

The most striking similarity was found between the Vedic god of the Fire Agni and the Mesopotamian Enki
(Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian). We will first present the iconographic representations of Enki/Ea in the cylinder-seals
of Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad and Assyria) and then turn to the images used to describe Agni in the Veda.
http://auromere.wordpress.com/2010/11/1 ... -anki-and-\
vedic-agni-by-jean-yves-lung/

Agni is thus Rudra who later on became known as Siva. And as we see Agni is EA or Satan.

"The image of Baphomet of western occultism was taken from the image of Shiva. Note the position of the arms,
one pointing upwards and the other downwards. The Baphomet again is symbolic of both the male and the female
aspects of the soul. Note the Baphomet is both male and female, as also seen with in images of the Egyptian God
Akhenaton. The horns are symbolic of Mercury, which is the vril, chi, witchpower, lifeforce, prana.

The wings of the soul represent spiritual freedom. The goat symbolizes
fertility- fertility in multiplying the life force, vril, which activates and raises the serpent. The "Goat of a Thousand
Young" is referring to the crown chakra, "Sahasrara" in Sanskrit which means "Thousand Petaled Lotus."

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html

Siva is another Eastern alias of Satan and the image of Siva is the perfected Being via the kundalini energies.

The origins of the Aryan Race are infact in the East:
http://gblt.webs.com/Witchcraft_Tradition.htm

The Pagan Templar Cathedrals:

The Knights Templar were the prime movers behind the building of the great Gothic cathedrals, especially that of
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Chartres. As the predominant, and often the only "developers" in large European center of culture, they were
behind the formation of the builders' guilds, including that of the stonemasons, who became lay members of the
Templar Order and who reaped all their benefits such as exemption from paying tax."Seven of Europe's Gothic
cathedrals were especially important to the Templar's. These were constructed over the seven chakras orprincipal
contextual power points on the continent which greatly empowered them.

The location of the European centers had been known abut since the time Druids who had built nature temples
over them and dedicated each to one of the seven known planets. Druid priests and priestesses then served as
oracles for each temples' associated planet. The Templar's, or Templar-Trained masons rebuilt the sites with their
own Gothic churches and cathedrals."

According to the great European alchemist Fulcannelli who visited most of these cathedrals in the early 1900's and
recorded his assessments of them in his magnum opus Le Mystere des Cathedrals, the majority of the cathedrals
had indeed been designed by Templar's or Templar-trained masons and intended to be used as special initiation
chambers. Apparently most of the cathedrals, including the small Gothic church of Rosslyn Chapel that is situated
over Europe's seventh charka, once possessed one or more Black Madonna's[Astaroth].gracing their main altars."

There is also the 8 pointed star of Astaroth decorating the walls of Rosslyn, the entire Chapel is built as an
alchemical map of the human soul down to the Cardinal points as where all Templar Churches.

On the most famous of such Templar Cathedrals:

The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, which Fullcanelli refers to as the Philosopher's Church." It was here ,
according to the master alchemist, that the local alchemists built their headquarters, compete with alchemical
symbols, such as salamanders, which are symbolic of alchemical fire. He states:

"The alchemists of the Fourteenth Century used to meet[at Notre Dame] once a week on the day of Saturn, either
at the main porch, at the Portal of St. Marcel or else at the little Porte-Rouge, all decorated with salamanders."

Today at the main entrance of Notre Dame is the image of a Goddess, Sophia[symbol of the serpent power] who
identities the nine stage of alchemy as a ladder with nine steps. About this image Fullcanelli remarks:

Supported between her knees and learning against her chest is the ladder with nine rungs-scala philosoporum-
hieroglyph of the patience which the faithful must possess in the course of the nine successive operations of the
hermetic labours."

Escape from the Vatican Forces
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"How many Templar's survived Philip the Fair's onslaught The answer must be most of them. Thousands ."

On Friday the 13th, October of 1307 the King of France acting on orders from the Pope ordered the arrest of the
Templar's. Of all the members of the Order many seemed to escape arrest at the hands of the Vatican agents and
tools. It was found was that the Templar's knew in advance what was coming and had quietly planned their
escape on the night of October the 12 a large convoy of coachers full of Knights and treasures marched to their
ships moored at the Orders' principal port of La Rochelle, which they had used for years to sail between France
and their castles in Italy, England, Denmark, the Orkneys, Spain, Scotland, and throughout the Mediterranean
Sea. Once the Templar's had arrived at La Rochelle they and their treasures entered 18 galleys and silently set
sail upon the open sea."

Free Masons

"The Templar's went underground and became members of France's masonry guild. This was an expected move
considering the Templar Order was at the time of its arrest overflowing with French masons aspiring to become
Knights An ensuing transformation took place as an abundance of Templar's became initiated French Freemasons
and helped engender the founding of Freemasonic lodges in not only France, but throughout all continental
Europe and Great Britain. The beginning of this turn of events is alluded to by the Freemasonic historian Albert
Pike in Morals and Dogma:

"..Sword and the Trowel(became) the insignia of the Templar's, who .concealed themselves under the name of
Brethren Masons. This name Freres Macons in the French , adopted by the way of secret reference to the Builders
of the Second Temple, was corrupted in English into Freemasons.

The Templar's had, of course , already established a long term relationship with the European masons[being the
founders of many of their societies in the past] during the Knights' nearly two hundred years of existence. The
Templar's, however, placed more emphasis on their relationship with the masons when it appeared eminent that
their Order would require their lodges for camouflage in order to survive. With this in mind , Jacques de Molay, the
last Templar Gran Master, applied himself while in his French prison cell to the task by securing a future for his
Knights by formulating the rites and degrees of the branches of Freemasonry they would unite with and found.

States Levi:

"The end of the drama is well known, and how Jacques de Molay and his fellows perished in the flames. But
before his execution, the Chief of the Order organized and instituted what afterwards came to be called the
Occult, Hermetic, or Scottish(Free) Masonry."

In Scotland the Knights became the "Royal Order of Scotland" And in England the Rose Cross as well the most
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famous of member made up the English Royal Tudor Court Queen Elizabeth the 1st, Sir Francis Bacon[also ghost
wrote under the name Shakespeare] and mind behind the New World or New Atlantis, and John Dee(the original
007) as the Queen's Court astrologer:

http://gblt.webs.com/New_Atlantis.htm

England had under Elizabeth's Father who undoubtedly was a member and adept of the same Order had broken
away from Rome totally and created the Church of England with the Monarch as the Head of the English Church.
The Vatican declared a crusade against the Nation and sent their ill fated Crusader force of 30,000 solders aboard
the Spanish Armada in 1588, which was sunk in "a freak storm" the weather had been planned and was to be
calm with blue skies. Anyone who understand Magic understand a Nation full of adepts can summon up such
weather with ease, and they knew the Spanish where coming, Drake's job was to stall the Spanish Fleet long
enough for the storm to be generated. HRAAP tech has been proven to be do the same today.

What the situation in Europe was by this time was the majority of all the members of the ruling aristocratic
families of Europe and noble houses in general along with the cream of European Gentile society where members
of Spiritual Satanist Orders. The very head which Jewry had tried to remove with it's tool of Christianity and the
Vatican and it's attack on the Templar's, had survived and rebuilt and where working towards restoring the
enlightened Pagan[Satanic] civilization. These societies all had strict rules barring Jews from joining as they knew
the truth.

What ending up happening was the Jews countered directed by Rothschild put together a successful subversion
of the Orders under the title of a Trojan Horse called the Illuminati, which major points was to overturn the law
banning Jews from being members of the Lodge, removal of all true Gentile or Satanic Spiritual knowledge and
replacement of it with Hebrew dreck (just look at any occult text from this societies today it's all Hebrew/angelic
nonsense) and the subversion to the doctrine of Illuminatism which is nothing more then Jewish Communism:

The last pure Templar Lodges such as the Thule Society[99 Lodge at the center it seems] where able to finally
created the society they had struggled for in the form of the 3rd Reich. The Temple of the Sun which the Templar's
Satanists bore in their title was to be a society in which the individual had obtained the Magnum Opus or Rebuilt
the Temple of the Sun[human soul] upon themselves, thus obtaining the personal Godhead of finishing the
Enlightenment Process, and then initiate and teach others. Till the entire society had become the macrocosm of
the Temple of the Sun and had finished the work that Satan and the Demons started on Humanity in the Golden
Age before the planet was attacked. This was also the main purpose behind the creation of America:

The Illuminati scam:
topic73.html
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Baphomet

This was an answer to a question of the egroups:

Baphomet itself goes back to the ancient east as well. In the symbolic form of Satan as the two headed Agni.
Who's vechile is the goat and ram and who's number is 9. The Templar Baphomet was traditionally a two human,
headed image identical to Janus. Baphomet means baptized in Wisdom because wisdom is another name for
Sophia or Shakti. The serpent power. That is when in the Pagan world after baptism the individuals where given a
lighted candle and called the illuminated. Satan was also called Oannes and was known as the Baptizer God for
this reason. He is shown holding the cauldon or grail of the exilir of life. Gnosis is from OANA another spelling of
Oannes. The original baptism was the individual emerging from the grail cauldren reborn into a God.

More

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/393

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/418

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/426

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/423

360 the degrees of a perfect circle eqaul to 9. The ancient symbol of immorality was the golden serpent clutching
its tail in a perfect circle. And was called Anahat, eternity. This is why the temple of the sun the Templars
represented was described as being in a circle divided into 12 parts the Magnum Opus.

In Sanskirt SAT means Truth. Truth in the ancient world was another name for
illumination and transformation of the soul. When the kundalini power rises it
brings a person to SAT by illumination of the consciousness it brings which is
what they where depicting by the title of Truth...... This is why the
strength of the soul is its ability to reach levels of truth in the Egyptian
texts. Levels of empowerment.
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An as the prefix of Ananta Shesha which is the primordial serpent. Depicted
as a serpent in a golden circle clutching its tail. The sign of the Magnum
Opus. This golden serpent Is given the title of "Eternity" [Ananta]. And
refers to the title of "Lord of Time." As time in this sense relates to the
perfection of the soul.

SATAN translates out to a title of: "Eternal [in the context of perfected]
life."

Another Templar item found was a silver head of Virgo [Sophia] the perfected or reborn conscious. With a code
with this symbol: M and a phase which means perfected life. This M symbol is the symbol of the reborn soul and is
seen within Egypt and elsewhere. The Templars craved grave effigies of themselves into the rock hilllside in
European sites. Facing east the rising sun. Because the sun is traditionally depicted rising between the center of
the twin peaks of the M symbol. 

The Templar's where Satanists:
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Sources

Guardians of the hol grail, M Pinkham 
Suns of God, Acharya S
Irish Origins of Civilization, M. Tsarion
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JOY OF SATAN Search…  

7 posts • Page 1 of 1

What Does This Mantra Mean?  Mon Nov 24, 2014 6:25 pm

Seeker

Posts: 23

I've finished the soul freeing meditation for a hampered love life and am now starting one for money. I'm curious
about everything, so I'd like to know what the words 'MUNKA' and 'AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA' mean.

Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Mon Nov 24, 2014 7:37 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Munka is title of Shiva as the boar that destroys karma. And the other is invoking the energy of Shakti. Mantra's
don't have literal translations they are sounds that generate power and not subject to mundane language that is
mainly descriptive. 
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AUM you can look on the New Letter I have written a lot on.

Srim is the bija of money in the east. 

Maha, means great 

The name of the Goddess contains the Shakti and the extra end generates this further.

Svaha is the mantra of spiritual fire that has many meanings and uses.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Tue Nov 25, 2014 11:24 am

Seeker

Posts: 23

I see. Thank you. So did these sounds get taught to people buy gods at some point?
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Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Tue Nov 25, 2014 1:46 pm

Seeker

Posts: 23

With no literal translation, does that mean the effect would be the same if I vibrated AUM 108 times, then SHRIM
108 times etc.?

Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Tue Nov 25, 2014 8:35 pm

Egon

Posts: 2101

No but can have variations. They have specific kabbalistic (alphanumeric) formulas to work as they do. Making
mantras is like uniting chemical elements (though simpler and with more freedom to variety).

The words for mantras are abstract representations of concrete phenomena. The same way when you drink
actual water, you are not drinking the word "water" but this word is the abstract representation of actual water,
and a mantra represents a certain power.

The concrete mantras themselves must fallow certain rules, as you cannot make water out of the formula HO2 but
only H2O, the same way I can't represent the sound AUM by MUA. They would not be the same mantra as HO2
isn't water.

Seeker wrote:

With no literal translation, does that mean the effect would be the same if I vibrated AUM 108 times, then SHRIM
108 times etc.?

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »
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Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Wed Nov 26, 2014 12:31 pm

Seeker

Posts: 23

I was just reading:
http://web.archive.org/web/201310040432 ... abalah.htm
and it threw up other questions: 
1) should AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA be pronounced as five separate 'words' or strung together into
one long, flowing string?
2) how long should it take to get through one repetition of AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA? Should I linger
over it and draw the syllables out?

Re: What Does This Mantra Mean?  Wed Nov 26, 2014 12:41 pm

Egon

Posts: 2101

The way you feel more comfortable with.

Seeker wrote:

I was just reading:
http://web.archive.org/web/201310040432 ... abalah.htm
and it threw up other questions: 
1) should AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA be pronounced as five separate 'words' or strung together into
one long, flowing string?
2) how long should it take to get through one repetition of AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA? Should I linger
over it and draw the syllables out?

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »
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Satanic Literature  Wed Jan 21, 2015 9:26 pm

HearTheHeathenCall

Posts: 40

So lately I've been really wanting to get into reading a lot more and I've noticed that even though there is an
abundance of materials for personal study and empowerment to be found on the JoS and its related links, as well
as a great deal of newsletters that keep us informed of what is happening in the world today and in the past, it
seems to me that there aren't very many stories to be found.

Now, for me (and a lot of others I'm sure) movies, games, art and the like have always been a very strong
influence in our lives... but with so much corruption in the media it is incredibly important to go looking for those
hidden gems that stay true to our pagan roots. Ive been very happy about all of the bands and movies that
members have been sharing amongst one another, so I thought it would be a great opportunity for us all to share
novels as well.

So what do you all think? I've got my fair share of resources on meditation and witchcraft but I'd like to know
what kind of stories and authors you would all recommend, both new and old. Any input is appreciated.
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Reconcile not with the fear of the snake, but embrace it as your own!
Inject it's venom into your veins and replant the seed that gives growth.

Re: Satanic Literature  Thu Jan 22, 2015 1:52 am

vad3rad3
Been curious about this lately and would rather not create a whole new thread so i'll ask here. If any HP or
advanced satanist would like to comment, please do.. Would it be worth it to read the Vedas and Vedic literature?
OR any Ancient Sacred Texts for that matter, from Egyptian to Aztec, etc. I know they're quite lengthy and if it's
too corrupted to even try, would rather not waste my time reading ALL of it. Thanks and [b]HAIL SATAN![/b]

Strive to move away from Untruth towards Truth attempt to acquire knowledge of yourself and of the origin of all selves and thus
shed your fundamental ignorance.
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Posts: 44
Location: Liberal City

Re: Satanic Literature  Thu Jan 22, 2015 10:58 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370

Hi! You picked my curiosity. I thought and I thought and then I remembered one book,
Táin Bó Cúailnge
It's an ancient Irish epic, in a way I should thank you for reminding me of it. It was very important to me. I
sincerely wish you can find a good translation of the epic.

Re: Satanic Literature  Fri Jan 23, 2015 8:38 pm

HearTheHeathenCall

Posts: 40

Chris666Human wrote:

Hi! You picked my curiosity. I thought and I thought and then I remembered one book,
Táin Bó Cúailnge
It's an ancient Irish epic, in a way I should thank you for reminding me of it. It was very important to me. I
sincerely wish you can find a good translation of the epic.

I haven't personally done a lot of Irish literature, coming from a predominately German/English background myself,
but it does seem interesting, and I have heard of the tale of Cú Chulainn; I certainly can't pretend to be an expert
though. I don't suppose you could recommend a few good sources for me? I'd hate to find a really corrupt
translation of something so old, which is often the case unfortunately.

On a completely different note I was recently looking into a book called The Club Dumas, which was apparently
what they used as a base for the movie, The Ninth Gate. I've heard that there was a lot of important points
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removed from the plot (no surprise there with a Jew as the director) so I've been interested in reading it myself. I
might go looking for a copy soon; beats crap like Harry Potter anyways.

Reconcile not with the fear of the snake, but embrace it as your own!
Inject it's venom into your veins and replant the seed that gives growth.

Re: Satanic Literature  Sat Jan 24, 2015 1:32 am

Chris666

Posts: 370

By no means am I an expert either.
An enjoyable translation was done by Thomas Kinsella, I remember he explained how he arrived to his
translation, by examining multiple versions, excluding obvious Christianisms, re-arranging certain parts so the
story flows. It's impossible to really get the exact original but imo he did a great job of translating the story while
trying to stay close to it's spirit. If your into reading that sort of genre that is. And if by Satanic literature you
meant spiritual allegories there are plenty. Ill be honest after I read it I thought in rhymes for a day.
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Ill have to check out The Club Dumas now that sounds great loved watching the Ninth Gate while growing up.
I love reading good books and stories, works of fiction. I need a good book with a good story too, if I think of a
more recent book I will share. There's gotta something of Satan in every genre.

Re: Satanic Literature  Sun Jan 25, 2015 5:59 pm

HearTheHeathenCall

Posts: 40

Well the real goal of this thread was to help me and all of our sisters and brothers expand their horizons in the
reading department, because as I said before personal study and training is something many of us already do,
but I believe it is also important for us all to enjoy the artistic side of reading instead of only using one side of our
brain. I used to do a lot of it as a child but was never really introduced to anything other than Lord of the Rings
and the related... I eventually slipped away from it and just started reading Japanese Manga because of their
personal outlook on bettering the self and blunt nature in expressing characters and what they represent.

Oh, as a sidenote i also believe it is better to avoid mentioning comics and manga; it would be better to create a
seperate thread for such things.

In any case your first recommendation was acceptable, because im looking for both ancient and modern reads, be
they works of fiction, allegory or the like. If we're lucky, this thread can be used to compile a collection of good
reads for all of us.
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Reconcile not with the fear of the snake, but embrace it as your own!
Inject it's venom into your veins and replant the seed that gives growth.

Re: Satanic Literature  Sun Jan 25, 2015 6:52 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

I read Lord Of The Rings back in the day but found the Silmarillion was the best book. It highlights the first age of
man and is much more epic in its scale. It would have made a great movie over the Hobbit.

HearTheHeathenCall wrote:

Well the real goal of this thread was to help me and all of our sisters and brothers expand their horizons in the
reading department, because as I said before personal study and training is something many of us already do, but I
believe it is also important for us all to enjoy the artistic side of reading instead of only using one side of our brain. I
used to do a lot of it as a child but was never really introduced to anything other than Lord of the Rings and the
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related... I eventually slipped away from it and just started reading Japanese Manga because of their personal
outlook on bettering the self and blunt nature in expressing characters and what they represent.

Oh, as a sidenote i also believe it is better to avoid mentioning comics and manga; it would be better to create a
seperate thread for such things.

In any case your first recommendation was acceptable, because im looking for both ancient and modern reads, be
they works of fiction, allegory or the like. If we're lucky, this thread can be used to compile a collection of good reads
for all of us.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Sun Jan 25, 2015 7:08 pm

HearTheHeathenCall
HP Mageson666 wrote:
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Posts: 40

I read Lord Of The Rings back in the day but found the Silmarillion was the best book. It highlights the first age of
man and is much more epic in its scale. It would have made a great movie over the Hobbit.

HearTheHeathenCall wrote:

Well the real goal of this thread was to help me and all of our sisters and brothers expand their horizons in the
reading department, because as I said before personal study and training is something many of us already do,
but I believe it is also important for us all to enjoy the artistic side of reading instead of only using one side of
our brain. I used to do a lot of it as a child but was never really introduced to anything other than Lord of the
Rings and the related... I eventually slipped away from it and just started reading Japanese Manga because of
their personal outlook on bettering the self and blunt nature in expressing characters and what they represent.

Oh, as a sidenote i also believe it is better to avoid mentioning comics and manga; it would be better to create a
seperate thread for such things.

In any case your first recommendation was acceptable, because im looking for both ancient and modern reads,
be they works of fiction, allegory or the like. If we're lucky, this thread can be used to compile a collection of
good reads for all of us.

Oh! I actually have a copy of that, but never did end up reading it... I've always felt a bit reluctant to enjoy LOTR
because of their portrayal of Elves... I feel a little stupid for asking this but weren't Elves originally depicted as
something bad? Im a little foggy on the details myself ._.
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Reconcile not with the fear of the snake, but embrace it as your own!
Inject it's venom into your veins and replant the seed that gives growth.

Re: Satanic Literature  Mon Jan 26, 2015 11:26 am

descarte666
Savitri Devi

All Greek epics, myths, and plays.. IT has been a long time since I have read Odyssey. That is a real book right
there. 

I personally enjoyed The Art of War by Sun Tzu

I believe I read A.A. Attanasio's version of the Arthurian legends. I was very very young at the time. So I may
have be wrong. The ones I read were very good, considering I was forced to read them. And I would skim
sometimes because when I would read a book before my foster parent could go to the library, I would be able to
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Posts: 662

just sit at the table instead of sit at the table and have my face planted in book... IN spite of that, there are many
different spins on Arthurian legend, which is a very good story itself, and they would definitely be worth reading.

There is a German romance that is related to my relation in the Kleve family in Germany. The Swan Knight and the
Schwannenburg Castle, where my family lived for quite some time, are featured in it. (Hence the Swan behind my
8 times great grandfather's picture in my profile) 

Garin le Loherain
Parzival

These are all of my suggestions. I find that the best reads are real life stories. For example, if you can find a
historical narrative of Arminius, then you are in for one hell of a good read.... Because some of the best stories can
be found in history.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: Satanic Literature  Mon Jan 26, 2015 12:46 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

The Noldor Elves decided to go on a crusade against Morgoth because of what he did by stealing their sacred
jewels and in this they commit the kin slaying of their Elven kin at the docks to steal their ships and sail to middle
earth. Which opens the war of the first age, the war of the jewels. While Sauron is a Maia like Gandalf. Morgoth is
one of the Valar.

HearTheHeathenCall wrote:

[Oh! I actually have a copy of that, but never did end up reading it... I've always felt a bit reluctant to enjoy LOTR
because of their portrayal of Elves... I feel a little stupid for asking this but weren't Elves originally depicted as
something bad? Im a little foggy on the details myself ._.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Mon Jan 26, 2015 3:07 pm

Helion
That's really funny, I was thinking the other day about buying the silmarillion, it seemed really interesting.
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Posts: 253

That's really funny, I was thinking the other day about buying the silmarillion, it seemed really interesting.

However I am a bit reluctant about jrr Tolkien because of his anti Hitler attitude. However, I feel like that's really
just a product of living in Britain during that time, not really knowing whats going on, or more simply, he didn't
want to seem pro Nazi, so he wouldn't get shut down by the jews.

Re: Satanic Literature  Mon Jan 26, 2015 5:08 pm

HearTheHeathenCall
Well then I guess it would be safe to re-read the entire series again, as well as the Similarillion; thanks for the
information Son, I really appreciate it.

As to Descarte... that's quite a few contributions you've made there! I've been meaning to read The Art of War
actually but the last time I checked there appeared to be several translations, so I wonder if you could
recommend one in particular. I'm getting a little bit excited with all of the selections we have popping up here, I'll
have to find a way to get a hold of them since the library in this town is rather lacking...

I really wish I could make some more contributions myself but like I said I didn't really grow up reading anything
other than what was given to students at school.
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Posts: 40

Reconcile not with the fear of the snake, but embrace it as your own!
Inject it's venom into your veins and replant the seed that gives growth.

Re: Satanic Literature  Tue Jan 27, 2015 7:06 pm

descarte666
I personally, have the 1910 version translated by Lionel Giles. However, that is the only version I have read, and I
do not know which version is the best. Regardless, I thoroughly enjoy that book.
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Posts: 662

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: Satanic Literature  Tue Jan 27, 2015 8:47 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Homer's two works are good I read them by accident as kid. Achilles was my favorite character. 

That clown movie Troy really sucked.

I was like....
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But then I got mad. 

And was like.....
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Tue Jan 27, 2015 8:53 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Did you ever read the Volsung Saga? I think you would like it. King Arthur was my favourite tale. I loved the Grail
Saga. My first intro to Wagner was watching John Boorman's Excalibur. 

The ending was epic this was perfect artistic genius:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dV_HaaQfLU

descarte666 wrote:

Savitri Devi

All Greek epics, myths, and plays.. IT has been a long time since I have read Odyssey. That is a real book right
there. 
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there. 

I personally enjoyed The Art of War by Sun Tzu

I believe I read A.A. Attanasio's version of the Arthurian legends. I was very very young at the time. So I may have
be wrong. The ones I read were very good, considering I was forced to read them. And I would skim sometimes
because when I would read a book before my foster parent could go to the library, I would be able to just sit at the
table instead of sit at the table and have my face planted in book... IN spite of that, there are many different spins
on Arthurian legend, which is a very good story itself, and they would definitely be worth reading.

There is a German romance that is related to my relation in the Kleve family in Germany. The Swan Knight and the
Schwannenburg Castle, where my family lived for quite some time, are featured in it. (Hence the Swan behind my 8
times great grandfather's picture in my profile) 

Garin le Loherain
Parzival

These are all of my suggestions. I find that the best reads are real life stories. For example, if you can find a
historical narrative of Arminius, then you are in for one hell of a good read.... Because some of the best stories can
be found in history.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Satanic Literature  Tue Jan 27, 2015 10:28 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370

If you like history subjects, war, and tactics may I suggest Genghis Khan: and the Making of the Modern World by
Jack Weatherford. It was a real eye opener for me, and was a good read. It's not at all the typical read on this
subject, a big break from the common points of views.

Re: Satanic Literature  Tue Jan 27, 2015 11:11 pm

Magus Immortalis

Posts: 164
Location: Hell

I have the Silmarillion, with pictures. It's very good! Simply because I love pictures in books, lol.

I am also reading the Mabinogion Tetralogy by Evangeline Walton. It's quite good. I recommend it, even though I
have not finished it yet.

What I also really like is the Havamal. You can Google it online to read. It's not too long. If you prefer book form
with modern translations there is "Northern Wisdom" by Eoghan Odinsson, which has the classic version of
Havamal along with the author's modern take on it.

Re: Satanic Literature  Wed Jan 28, 2015 6:06 am

Egon
Inferno by Dante, Faust by Goethe, The Lusiads by Camoes.
Though I'm still not sure if this last is either trolling xtianity or paganism, but is in general an iteresting reading,
Camoes depicts the muslin invasion of Iberian Peninsula, the struggle against them and the Lusitanians as heroic
descendants of Bacchus who fought to rip them off Europe.

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson
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Posts: 2101

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Satanic Literature  Wed Jan 28, 2015 4:27 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Treasure Island was a book I read when I was a kid that I liked a lot as well. I love the Pirate tales, I used to
read them for enjoyment. The tale of Black Beard was always interesting. I had a model of Henry Morgan's ship
when I was a kid, that thing was cool, I love the tall ships.

I like a good Pirate movie as well:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBdC5YT6Vvg
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Thu Jan 29, 2015 1:06 am

Indigo Child

Posts: 29

What about the Epic of Gilgamesh?

Visit us in peace and comfort 
Conclude us receivers of your mysteries, for why? 
We worship Satan/Lucifer in all his glory, 
Everlasting!

Re: Satanic Literature  Sat Jan 31, 2015 7:07 pm

descarte666
Damn this probably isn't relevant anymore, but no I actually have not read the volsung saga. In fact, I have not
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Posts: 662

even gotten around to watching John Boorman's version you listed down below. Nevertheless, if the whole movie
is as musically coordinated as the clip, then that is definitely something worth watching.

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Did you ever read the Volsung Saga? I think you would like it. King Arthur was my favourite tale. I loved the Grail
Saga. My first intro to Wagner was watching John Boorman's Excalibur. 

The ending was epic this was perfect artistic genius:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dV_HaaQfLU

descarte666 wrote:

Savitri Devi

All Greek epics, myths, and plays.. IT has been a long time since I have read Odyssey. That is a real book right
there. 

I personally enjoyed The Art of War by Sun Tzu

I believe I read A.A. Attanasio's version of the Arthurian legends. I was very very young at the time. So I may
have be wrong. The ones I read were very good, considering I was forced to read them. And I would skim
sometimes because when I would read a book before my foster parent could go to the library, I would be able to
just sit at the table instead of sit at the table and have my face planted in book... IN spite of that, there are
many different spins on Arthurian legend, which is a very good story itself, and they would definitely be worth
reading.

There is a German romance that is related to my relation in the Kleve family in Germany. The Swan Knight and
the Schwannenburg Castle, where my family lived for quite some time, are featured in it. (Hence the Swan
behind my 8 times great grandfather's picture in my profile) 

Garin le Loherain
Parzival

These are all of my suggestions. I find that the best reads are real life stories. For example, if you can find a
historical narrative of Arminius, then you are in for one hell of a good read.... Because some of the best stories
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can be found in history.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: Satanic Literature  Sat Jan 31, 2015 7:14 pm

descarte666
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Posts: 662

Treasure Island was a book I read when I was a kid that I liked a lot as well. I love the Pirate tales, I used to read
them for enjoyment. The tale of Black Beard was always interesting. I had a model of Henry Morgan's ship when I
was a kid, that thing was cool, I love the tall ships.

I like a good Pirate movie as well:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBdC5YT6Vvg

The pirate movies coming out today are just terrible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11xuQ2m9k5s

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: Satanic Literature  Sat Jan 31, 2015 9:35 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Some of the best where done back in the black and white movie days. The last great movie done on the tall ship
period was "Master and Commander." When I was a kid I used to read about the history of the great naval
battles. Trafalgar always sticks out to illustrate the nature of the style of warfare. The Spanish flag ship was one
of a kind. It had four gun decks. And a larger crew. I believe up to five thousand or more. After the battle was
over only small handful where still alive. The British recorded walking up the ankles and more in blood and body
parts rolling about the decks. The English broke the French and Spanish lines in a way that allowed them to rake
them all. Turning the ships into a bowling lanes with cannon balls and men as bowling pins. 

descarte666 wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Treasure Island was a book I read when I was a kid that I liked a lot as well. I love the Pirate tales, I used to
read them for enjoyment. The tale of Black Beard was always interesting. I had a model of Henry Morgan's ship
when I was a kid, that thing was cool, I love the tall ships.

I like a good Pirate movie as well:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBdC5YT6Vvg

The pirate movies coming out today are just terrible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11xuQ2m9k5s

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Sat Jan 31, 2015 9:40 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Boorman stated he had just watched the opera Parzival before staring the filming of the movie and this influenced
him greatly for the entire picture.
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descarte666 wrote:

Damn this probably isn't relevant anymore, but no I actually have not read the volsung saga. In fact, I have not
even gotten around to watching John Boorman's version you listed down below. Nevertheless, if the whole movie is
as musically coordinated as the clip, then that is definitely something worth watching.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Literature  Sun Feb 01, 2015 8:37 am

descarte666
HP Mageson666 wrote:

Some of the best where done back in the black and white movie days. The last great movie done on the tall ship
period was "Master and Commander." When I was a kid I used to read about the history of the great naval battles.
Trafalgar always sticks out to illustrate the nature of the style of warfare. The Spanish flag ship was one of a kind.
It had four gun decks. And a larger crew. I believe up to five thousand or more. After the battle was over only small
handful where still alive. The British recorded walking up the ankles and more in blood and body parts rolling about
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Posts: 662

the decks. The English broke the French and Spanish lines in a way that allowed them to rake them all. Turning the
ships into a bowling lanes with cannon balls and men as bowling pins. 

descarte666 wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Treasure Island was a book I read when I was a kid that I liked a lot as well. I love the Pirate tales, I used
to read them for enjoyment. The tale of Black Beard was always interesting. I had a model of Henry
Morgan's ship when I was a kid, that thing was cool, I love the tall ships.

I like a good Pirate movie as well:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBdC5YT6Vvg

The pirate movies coming out today are just terrible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11xuQ2m9k5s

Yea those Spaniard ships were something else. Hell, those naval battles were something else. It is almost hard to
visualize an ocean with massive warships stretching out as far as the eye can see. Even more fantastic, would be
the sight of a thousand or so warships engaging in combat. I remember being fascinated with the defeat of the
Spanish Armada as a child. 

Speaking of great naval battles.. The battle of Actium was something I was learning about very recently. If I
remember correctly, Antony and Cleopatra were going to march right into Rome, but they failed in timing or
something. 

I forget and I have someone coming to pick me up to go merchandise. Damn Midwest snow.
http://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/?p=7542 Check this out. I thought this was very interesting.
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Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Satan Is God  Mon Feb 16, 2015 10:20 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Satan Is God

The original name of the Primordial Golden Age religion was Sanatana Dharma. 

In the east we find the important SATANAMA mantra which is given high importance. What this mantra is saying is
NAMA meaning name and SATA meaning God, Sata is the name of God. This is seen in the Ram mantra. RAM NAM.
In some cases NAMA is on the front of the mantra paying homage like NAMA SIVAYA. Sometimes on the end. This is
shown in SAT NAM of which SATANAMA is the full mantram of. 

However Sanatana Dharma is the name of the Golden Age religion so it holds the highest importance.

Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi's who stated they came from India around three thousand years ago
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use Satan but mention Shamballa in their texts. The Lord of Shamballa is Sanat Kumara. SATAN is also a divine
name in the East which means SAT as truth and AN as eternal. Eternal Truth. This relates to the serpent power.
Which grants the power of enlightenment and liberation as well. The serpent is the symbol of Satan east and
west and the serpent is the original image of God. SAT is the name of the highest God in the east.

N and M is redundant as its the same nasal vibration. 

Sanat-ana Dharma is SATAN-ANA Dharma. Which meaning translates to Sata/Satan is the name of the True,
eternal, everlasting God. And the way to enlightenment. Looking in the east and Egypt. Sata is also spelled as
Satan or SAT.

The Jews call Satan their most hated enemy. The Jews are the enemies of God, spiritual freedom and
enlightenment.
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Nakia999

Posts: 8

Hail Satan ..

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Feb 18, 2015 8:12 am

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

AMazing post

Enki1690

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Feb 18, 2015 11:20 am

High Priestess
Myla Limlal666 Hail Satan !

You don't stop when you are tired
You stop when you are done! 
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Posts: 1173
Location: Pandemonium

AVE SATAN SIEMPRE!
Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat.

http://www.alegriadeenki.com

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Feb 18, 2015 9:19 pm

Danpiru

Posts: 2

The Jews really are evil creatures. Everything they do is just to destroy Gentiles and the planet.

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Feb 18, 2015 10:03 pm

chriyork

Posts: 1

Thank u joy of Satan u bring darkness into my life "darkness is light turned inside out" ur site is amazing I gave a

million thank to u and Satan for helping me out for 6 years 

Re: Satan Is God  Thu Feb 19, 2015 12:58 pm

Oceano
HAIL SATANA HP!!!
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Posts: 365

HAIL SATANA HP!!!

Re: Satan Is God  Thu Feb 19, 2015 6:58 pm

Black Sun

Posts: 79

Hail to the great one god SATAN
HAIL SATAN FOREVER AND EVER

Re: Satan Is God  Fri Feb 20, 2015 12:30 pm

Bluesoul

Posts: 7

Hail Satan!!!!!!!!

Hail Satan!!!

Re: Satan Is God  Mon Feb 23, 2015 3:51 pm
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Drake Le

Posts: 7

Thanks HP Mageson666 for this important truth of all time!!

Hail Father Satan - The True Creator of our Souls and of all Gentiles.

"The old beliefs will be brought back to honor again.
The whole secret knowledge of nature, of the divine, the demonic.
We will wash off the Christian veneer and bring out a religion peculiar to our race." 

Adolf Hitler

Re: Satan Is God  Thu Feb 26, 2015 7:03 am

Black Sun

Posts: 79

Satan is the best father of the humanity so saith Satan.
hail Satan

Re: Satan Is God  Thu Feb 26, 2015 7:24 am

SeleneLilith

Posts: 1
Location: Poland

Thank you for this post!
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Re: Satan Is God  Tue Mar 10, 2015 6:30 pm

aswertyuiol

Posts: 4
Location: England

Very thought-provoking post. Hail Satan!

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Mar 11, 2015 6:08 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

I have a question, when did it start getting pronounced with an "E" like "AY"?

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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Fornax cluster

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: Satan Is God  Wed Mar 11, 2015 6:59 pm

darkdruid666
Hail satan!
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Posts: 1
Location: USA

Hail satan!

Re: Satan Is God  Sat Apr 04, 2015 11:13 am

the_follower_of_luci

Posts: 2

I'm New to Satanism and i have not yet done the dedication ceremony. How do i do it?

Re: Satan Is God  Sat Apr 04, 2015 12:49 pm

Egon
the_follower_of_luci wrote:

I'm New to Satanism and i have not yet done the dedication ceremony. How do i do it?

Follow all steps in http://www.joyofsatan.org/SATANIC.html

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
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Posts: 2101

-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Satan Is God  Fri Jun 05, 2015 5:14 am

ZABARDIBBA

Posts: 19

My father is the source, some names for him are titles with great meanings. He has many aspects as well. you are
right in more ways than even described. It gos deeper even. Context is important. However, what is for some is in
my view not always for others.

Re: Satan Is God  Fri Sep 18, 2015 12:53 am

sowilo jera
SATAN the God of US is summoning his legions which is US

Love to HPMageson666 Love to HPH Hoded Cobra 666 LOve to HP Maxine Dietrich Love to HP Telocvovim666 and
to the rest of HPs that I still don't know exist yet Love to the servants of Satan in all his colors and varieties
throught the earth and the universe Love to Us for being true Satanists

<3 SaTaNaMa <3 Serpent will Rise Dragon triumphed Serpent Arose the Sun is clear now the Sun is here and We
manage it.
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Posts: 41

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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Sowilo Ansuz Jera
For the triumph of humanity over the tiranic wip of the loser enemy
For the greatest life possible on earth for humans
For Gentile Justice brought upon the earth and the galaxies that are friendly to us
For the triumph of the Gods of Hell
For Satan the mightiest of all
For the Satanic growth, the Satanic life and the Satanic triumph
For the unlimited expansion of truth and freedom
For US children of Satan and the Gods of Hell the Beautiful Demons.
HAIL SATAN AND OUR TRUE GODS!!!!

19 posts • Page 1 of 1
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JOY OF SATAN Search…  

18 posts • Page 1 of 1

Bhagavad Gita  Thu Feb 19, 2015 11:34 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Bhagavad Gita

On the Bhagavad Gita its premise lays out the same pseudo metaphysic's the Catholic Church is built upon. Its
Communism with a window dressing of spirituality. Its the core Bible of Vaishnavism and popular Hinduism.
Scholars have noted its been rewritten over time to conform to this as well. Its corrupt. The below again highlights
the enemy has ruined the Dharma culture of the East over centuries to where its horribly corrupt and almost
unrecognizable from the original. India scholars have stated Hinduism is Jainism by another name. That's it.
Jainism was originally openly condemned as subversive and anti Dharmic movement against he culture of the
India. Its Communism with joke metaphysics. This was forced on the population by the new Imperial religion of
Buddhism under Askoha like Christianity was on Pagan Roman Empire by Constantine. And it did the same to the
culture. The enemy just changed the wine but kept the bottle and label.

Danielou the Traditionalist scholar, author and Hindu states in one of his works his comments on the corruption of
the Dharma Tradition in general:
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"Inspired by Jainism, Buddhism, then Islamic and Christian influences. This new Hinduism has only a very
theoretical links with the Vedism to which it claims to be related. Vaishnavism was subsequently, in the British
period, profoundly influenced by Christianity, Protestantism in particular. New reformist movements attempting to
present Hinduism in a form suited to Western prejudices such as the Brahmosamaj of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and
Devendranath Tagore the Aryasamaj of Dyananda Saravati, as well as doctrines expounded by Vikeananda,
Aurobindo, Tilak and others by claiming to return to the purity of a mythical Vedism, has merely succeeded in
carrying on the negativist concepts of Jaino-Budhism, whose popular form was from then on linked to
Vaishnavism. Which had become the religion of the merchant class and of the new political power, Gandhi in
particular. It is these ideas that so-called gurus teach today in the name of Hinduism, in ashrams where the
tradition of Arihat is perpetuated. In India, as elsewhere , we can see social and economic preoccupations and
puritanism take the place in official religion.... A morality of toil, abstinence, productiveness and civic conformity
tends to become a substitute for a morality of love, ecstasy, happiness and freedom."

Something at the locus of this reveals itself quick. The Jewish Therapeutae:
http://www.jesusneverexisted.com/buddha.html

"There are records from Alexandria that indicate the arrival of a steady stream of Buddhist monks and
philosophers. They would surely have contributed to the philosophical speculations and syncretism for which the
city was noted.

In particular, it seems the original Therapeutae were sent by Asoka on an embassy to Pharaoh Ptolemy II in 250
BC. 

Philo Judaeus, a 1st century AD contemporary of Josephus, described the Therapeutae in his tract 'De Vita
Contemplativa'. It appears they were a religious brotherhood without precedent in the Jewish world. Reclusive
ascetics, devoted to poverty, celibacy, good deeds and compassion, they were just like Buddhist monks in fact.

From the Therapeutae it is quite possible a Buddhist influence spread to both the Essenes (a similar monkish
order in Palestine) and to the Gnostics – adepts of philosophical speculations."

As shown here:

The Jewish Creation Of Christianity:
topic542.html

The Jewish Therapeutae created the Christian program. Jainism of which Buddhism is just a covert form and thus
Buddhist-Jain doctrines where included into the New Testament as many scholars have noted. Jesus could be a
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Jewish Jain. Are we witnessing the Jews expanding their subversive ideological network like in the last century
with international Communism. The Jew never changes its nature. 

The Jews have been in India for thousands of years probably before even coming into the Western World. From
studying the Jews its obvious they started in the east even Talmud is a Sanskrit word. Jains originally arose from
the merchants and money leader class. A role which Jews always occupy and hog to themselves. They where also
involved in meddling in Politics' and society as they always do. One can witness on a Indian synagogue wall a
plaque from the local King in the past. Openly declaring the Jews above the laws, and even taxation, thus granted
Royal privileges. This was also in the West or anywhere Jews dwell. And always by criminal manipulation of the
host population. Jainism has the psychological stamp of one group on it. That is the Jews its primordial Christianity
as noted by expert scholars. So just Jew is at the core of the destruction of the Dharma culture in the East like the
same culture in the West?

Shankara one of the major subversives Danielou mentions, was from Kerala a city that had the largest Jewish
population during the time he was around as well. The influence of Islam and Christianity as we know are Jewish
programs and the forcing of Jewish Christian norms on India during the British Empire is normal as it was run by
the Rothschild's. England evne having an openly Jewish Prime Minister during the height of the Empire.
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 12:40 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489

They Vaisnavites push the importance of Garuda-Purana; the kind of punishments one will get in Hell for
committing sin.
The below is taken from a website. Read carefully and you'll see how Jewish, Garuda Purana is. 

-----------------------------------------

(1) Tamisram(Heavy flogging)-Those who rob others of their wealth are bound with ropes by Yama’s Servants and
cast into the Naraka known as Tamisram. There, they are given a thrashing until they bleed and faint. When they
recover their senses, the beating is repeated. This is done until their time is up.

(2) Andhatamtrsam(Flogging)-This Hell is reserved for the Husband or the Wife who only treat their spouses well
when they are to profit or pleasure to them. Those who forsake their wives and husbands for no apparent
reasons are also sent here. The punishment is almost the same as Tamisram, but the excruciating pain, suffered
by the victims on being tied fast, makes them fall down senseless.

(3) Rauravam(torment of snakes)- This is the hell for sinners who seize and enjoy another man’s property or
resources. When these people are thrown into this hell, those whom they have cheated, assume the the shape of
“Ruru”, a dreadful serpent. The serpent(s) will torment them severely until their time is up.

(4) Mahararuravam(death by snakes)- Here there is also Ruru serpents but more fiercer. Those who deny the
legitimate heirs, their inheritance and possess and enjoy others property will be squeezed and bitten non stop by
this terrible serpents coiling around them. Those who steal another man’s wife or lover will also be thrown here.

(5) Kumbhipakam(cooked by oil)- This is the hell for those who K*ll animals for pleasure. Here oil is kept boiled in
huge vessels and sinners are plunged in this vessels.

(6) Kalasutram( Hot as hell)- This hell is terribly hot. Those who don’t respect their elders esp. when their elders
have done their duties are sent here. Here they are made to run around in this unbearable heat and drop down
exhausted from time to time.

(7) Asitapatram(sharp flogging)- This is the hell in which sinners abandon one’s own duty. They are flogged by
Yama’s Servants with whips made of asipatra (sharp-edged sword-shaped leaves). If they run about under the
flogging, they will trip over the stones and thorns, to fall on their faces. Then they are stabbed with knives until
they drop unconscious, When they recover, the same process is repeated until their time is up in this Naraka.

(8)Sukaramukham(Crushed and tormented)- Rulers who neglect their duties and oppress their subjects by
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misrule, are punished in this hell. They are crushed to a pulp by heavy beating.When they recover, it is repeated
until their time is up.

(9) Andhakupam( Attack of the animals)- This is hell for those who oppress the good people and not helping them
if requested despite having the resources. They will be pushed into a well, where beasts like Lions, tigers, eagles
and venomous creatures like snakes and scorpions. The sinners have to endure the constant attacks of this
creatures until the expiry of the period of their punishment.

(10) Taptamurti( Burnt Alive)- Those who plunder or steal Gold and jewels are cast into the furnaces of this
Naraka which always remains hot in blazing fire.

(11) Krimibhojanam(Food for worms)- Those who do not honour their Guests and make use of men or women only
for their own gain, are thrown into this Naraka. Worms, insects and serpents eat them alive. Once their bodies
are completely eaten up, the sinners are provided with new bodies, which are also eaten up in the above manner.
This continues, till the end of their term of punishment.

(12) Salmali(Embracing hot images)-This Naraka is intended for men and women who have committed adultery. A
figure made of iron, heated red-hot is placed there. The sinner is forced to embrace it, while Yama’s servants flog
the victim behind.

(13) Vajrakantakasali-(Embracing sharp images)- This Naraka is the punishment for Sinners who have unnatural
intercourse with animals. Here, they are made to embrace iron images full of sharp diamond needles that pierce
through their bodies.

(14) Vaitarani(River of Filth)- Rulers who abuse their power and adulterers are thrown here. It is the most terrible
place of punishment. It is a river which is filled with human excreta, blood, hair, bones, nails, flesh and all kinds of
dirty substances. There are various kinds of terrible beasts as well. Those who are cast into it are attacked and
mauled by these creatures from all sides. The sinners have to spend the term of their punishment, feeding upon
the contents of this river.

(15) Puyodakam (Well of hell)- This is a well filled with excreta, urine, blood, phlegm. Men who have intercourse
and cheat women with no intention of marrying them are considered like animals. Those who wander about
irresponsibly like animals are thrown in this well to get polluted by it’s contents. They are to remain here till their
time is up.

(16) Pranarodham (Piece by Piece)- This Naraka is for those who keep dogs and other mean animals and
constantly hunt and K*ll animals for food. Here the servants of Yama, gather around the sinners and cut them limb
to limb while subjecting them to constant insult.

(17) Visasanam(Bashing from Clubs)- This Naraka is for the torture of those rich people who look down at the
poor and spend excessively just to display their wealth and splendour. They have to remain here at the whole
term of their punishment where they will be bashed non stop from heavy clubs from Yama’s Servants.
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(18) Lalabhaksam-(River of semen)- This is the Naraka for lustful men. The lascivious fellow who makes his wife
swallow his semen, is cast into this hell. Lalabhaksam is a sea of semen. The sinner lies in it, feeding upon semen
alone until his period of punishment.

(19) Sarameyasanam(Torment from dogs)- Those guilty of unsocial acts like poisoning food, mass slaughter,
ruining the country are cast into this hell. There is nothing but the flesh of dogs for food. There are thousands of
dogs in this Naraka and they attack the sinners and tear their flesh from their bodies with their teeth.

(20) Avici( turned into dust)- This Naraka is for those who are guilty for false witness and false swearing. There
are hurled from a great height and they are utterly smashed into dust when they reached the ground. They are
again restored to life and the punishment is repeated till the end of their time.

(21) Ayahpanam(Drinking of burning substances)- Those who consume alcohol and other intoxicating drinks are
sent here. The women are forced to drink melted iron in liquid form, whereas the men will be forced to drink hot
liquid molten lava for every time they consume a alcoholic drink in their earthly lives.

(22) Raksobjaksam(Revenge attacks)- Those who do animal and human sacrifices and eat the flesh after the
sacrifice will be thrown in this hell. All the living beings they killed before would be there and they will join together
to attacking, biting, and mauling the sinners. Their cries and complaints would be no avail here.

(23) Sulaprotam(Trident Torture)- People who take the lives of others who have done no harm to them and those
who deceives others by treachery are sent to this “Sulaportam” hell. Here they are impaled on a trident and they
are forced to spend their whole term of their punishment in that position, suffering intense hunger and thirst, as
well as enduring all the tortures inflicted on them.

(24) Ksharakardamam(hanged upside down) -Braggarts and those who insult good people are cast into this hell.
Yama’s servants keep the sinners upside down and torture them in many ways.

(25) Dandasukam(eaten alive)- Sinners who persecute others like animals will be sent here. There are many
beasts here. They will be eaten alive by this beasts.

(26) Vatarodham(weapon torture)- This hell is for those who persecute animals which live in forrests, mountain
peaks and trees. After throwing them in this hell, sinners are tortured with fire, poison and various weapons
during their time here in this Naraka.

(27) Paryavartanakam( torture from birds)- One who denies food to a hungry person and abuses him is thrown
here. The moment the sinner arrives here ,his eyes are put by being pierced the beaks of birds like the crows and
eagles. They will be pierced later on by this birds till the end of their punishment.

(28) Sucimukham(Tortured by needles)- Proud and Miserly people who refuse to spend money even for the basic
necessities of life, like better food or buying food for their relations or friends will find their place in this hell. Those
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who do not repay the money they have borrowed will also be cast into this hell. Here, their bodies will be
constantly be pricked and pierced by needles.

------------------------------------------

Note punishment number (11) : Kirimibhojanam (food for worms). This punishment were carried upon those who
doesn't honor their guest. Doesn't honor their guest?? I personally think this is designed to protect Jewish asses
thousands of years back, so they, Jews could pave their ways to make living and probably conquer the ruling
class. 

Another example is: 
punishment number (27) : "one who denies food to a hungry person......."
punishment number (28) : ""those who refuse spending money buying basic necessities for relatives and
FRIENDs......"

These are so straight forwardly showing that Garuda Purana was written to protect and welcome Jews. We SS
know there isn't any Heaven/tormenting Hell. 
Sin-Punishment-Hell, wasn't apart of any Eastern Dharma either. Imagine how these filthy Jews could invent
something and corrupt the original Dharma that were widely practiced back then. 
The jews must have been highly influential to pull off something like Garuda Purana. 

Garuda Purana is one of the example of so called Vaishnavite's ancient-text that we SS know is totally a Judeo-
Xian nonsense!

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 6:26 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

If I am correct that is the Hare Krisna group. Its really just xianity. Its a pathological perverse moralism with divine
rewards and punishments for it. 

SuryaPuttran wrote:

They Vaisnavites push the importance of Garuda-Purana; the kind of punishments one will get in Hell for
committing sin.
The below is taken from a website. Read carefully and you'll see how Jewish, Garuda Purana is. 

-----------------------------------------
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 6:31 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Someone got it right....
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 8:15 am

Serpent_Of_Life

Posts: 163 HP Mageson666 wrote:

Someone got it right....

LOL´spot on

Poor jews, in their million dollar mansions.. Always mistreated. I feel more sorry for the jewish people than for the 17 000 children
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who starved to death today, because of jewish interests. Poor jews.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 9:42 am

Helion

Posts: 253

So mageson, the religion culture before askoha was the true and of our gods?That's what Ive seem thought for
awhile. This is when they used Buddha as odin/ mercury if I'm correct. There's lots of greco Buddha statues in the
east from the Greek contact

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 10:41 am

shubhamrane666

Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

Ashoka never existed.Fake character of Ashok was created by Rothschild operated Britishers to portray Hinduism
as bad and Buddhism is good. This is what I know and feel is true. I've read this on Captain Ajit Vadaykyil's blog.
Hinduism was corrupted by such greedy Indians like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, crypto Jew Vanayak Savarkar and many
such guys. Today these guys are hailed as freedom fighters and as revolutionaries who removed corruption from
Hinduism. I would recommend you guys especially High Priest Mageson666 to read Captain Ajit Vadaykyil's blog. It
is really excellent blog and has information about topics like rare Ayurvedic cures, Chemistry aspect and scientific
aspect of Ayurveda, Shivaism and Sanskrit mantras, Jewish trouble in India and worldwide. Though he does give
reference to Christianity and characters in Bible like Jesus, he doesn't promote Christianity and tells brainwashed
Indians how characters in Bible have been aping Indians and how Christianity is stupid and corrupted Hinduism in
a bad way. But his posts are really enlightening especially about Ayurvedic cures and their scientific significance.
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[url]
http://ajitvadakayil.blogspot.in/
[/url]
Also speaking about Bhagvad Gita, it has probably been rewritten and edited by Sanskrit scholars under
Rothschild like Muller. This has been done for.several Hindu texts. The most Hilarous version of Bhagvad Gita ever
is Bhagvad Gita As It Is by Bhaktivedanta Book Trust. It's probably largest selling edition of Bhagvad GitaThis book
trust is affiliated with ISCKON. It pushes ISCKON propaganda and is probably purposely mistranslated. Like in
verse 7.20, 7.21 and 7.22. The word '  ' which means other gods in Sanskrit has been mistranslated as
Demigods. And in multicolored edition this verse is given on coloured page and picture of a skeleton is shown as
demigod in 7.20, 7.21 and 7.22. Demigods arent evil in Hinduism and these guys are trying ro preach this
monotheism. I can say such as I speak Marathi which has many words common to Sanskrit. Also they preach
eating non vegetarian food as evil in this edition by completely twisting meaning of verse 15.8 by showing that
people eating non vegetarian food have consciousness similar to animal. There are various such discrepancies.
You can find its pdf and verify yourself.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 3:17 pm

Helion

Posts: 253

Well that makes sense, thanks. 

And wow, someone needs to show that guy the JOS haha

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Fri Feb 20, 2015 11:32 pm
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Did Rothschild exist at the time of the Third Council? The history of Theravada Buddhism has Ashoka forming the
Third Council of which Theravada Buddhism came from. Where Siddhartha is a fictional character. And obviously a
literalized, historicized, rewrote Solar God. Ashoka was a real Emperor. 

shubhamrane666 wrote:

Ashoka never existed.Fake character of Ashok was created by Rothschild.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Sat Feb 21, 2015 1:20 pm

shubhamrane666
I just searched and found many people claiming that Ashoka didn't exist on grounds of him being not mentioned
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Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

outside Buddhism in Hindu and Greek texts. This claim is made by many pro Hindu historians. Also Britishers were
expert at forging texts. Chitpawan Brahmans who were Crypto jews helped British to corrupt Religious texts and
conquering india. Main culprit in this are Peshwas of Maratha rule who were Crypto Jews. After Shahu maharaj
who was son of Shahaji Maharaj all Prshwas were Chitpawans. Chitpawans infiltrated mighty Maratha empire and
caused it to collapse. Chitpawans were given important positions in management of temples and they would
provide original texts to Britishers.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Sat Feb 21, 2015 10:47 pm

Fire2u

Posts: 489 HP Mageson666 wrote:

If I am correct that is the Hare Krisna group. Its really just xianity. Its a pathological perverse moralism with divine
rewards and punishments for it. 

SuryaPuttran wrote:

They Vaisnavites push the importance of Garuda-Purana; the kind of punishments one will get in Hell for
committing sin.
The below is taken from a website. Read carefully and you'll see how Jewish, Garuda Purana is. 

-----------------------------------------

Yup, by Vaishnavites, I meant those pseudo-Vaishnavites from where these Hare-Krsna group stemmed from. 
This sect namely Vaishnavism were seen to re-write and alter many original text to favor the deity Krsna
intentionally because Krsna's tales have similarity with that of Jew invented Jewsus. 
By pushing this they infiltrated India with Xianity. And India did welcomed Xianity because Jewsus was considered
a reincarnation of Krsna.

With Xianity taking its deep ugly root which advocate Sin-Hell-Punishment, Garuda Purana came out of nowhere to
sell Xian agenda; fear and enslavement through submissive prayer worship and paying penances for sin. Hindus
traditionally consider the reason humans being re-born is to repay what we have done in previous incarnations
which is Karma. 
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Hare Krsna pushes this even badly that everything they(Hare Krsna) do now is a total waste of time; singing and
chanting, giving everything they have to charity where life with no material desire is said to be rewarded by
Krsna. These kind of program is striping people off their birth right to enjoy life as per Satanic dharma where once
we were in Golden Age of having no lackings. 

The original dharma based Vaisnavites were long gone with no traces. The dharma based on deity Krsna is
severely corrupted; you could find traces of Xian nonsense at every corner of it.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Sat Feb 21, 2015 11:07 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

I have come across such claims on Asoka before but the evidence is always flimsy. Stating Rothschild's created the
Asoka character is also ridiculous as they where not around over two thousand years ago. 

shubhamrane666 wrote:

I just searched and found many people claiming that Ashoka didn't exist on grounds of him being not mentioned
outside Buddhism in Hindu and Greek texts. This claim is made by many pro Hindu historians. Also Britishers were
expert at forging texts. Chitpawan Brahmans who were Crypto jews helped British to corrupt Religious texts and
conquering india. Main culprit in this are Peshwas of Maratha rule who were Crypto Jews. After Shahu maharaj who
was son of Shahaji Maharaj all Prshwas were Chitpawans. Chitpawans infiltrated mighty Maratha empire and
caused it to collapse. Chitpawans were given important positions in management of temples and they would provide
original texts to Britishers.
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Sat Feb 21, 2015 11:21 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Its redundant the Visnu religion was the same as the Egyptian Osiris tradition and the Shiva tradition its the same
God and mystery theology. The reborn Osiris was called Hari Krisna. The images of baby Horus from the Greeks is
the same as baby Krisna in India. The primordial Zeus was Krisna even blue in color, this is Shiva in the East and
Osiris in Egypt. Its only one head God over and over again with cultural diffusion. Its the mystery theology. This all
goes back to Atum. Shiva primordial name was AN this is also ANU as the N is the letter NU, Anu in Sanskrit is
Atum. The head city of Egypt was called AN, ANU or Atum. And Atum was the head deity this is also Zeus. Atum
means The All, Zeus name is Zan, The ALL. Zeus is Shiva, thus AN, The All. The Gods where called the AN's and
ANUnaki. The Visnu tantra from what is left is the same as the Shiva one. Its the same Theology. Atum/Amen had
a hidden name. The symbol for this in Egypt was the OM glyph. The name of the God is AUM. Because AUM was
the Sanskrit[THUS Egyptian] Alpha its the one letter mantra A which is wrote in full as AUM. A in Egyptian was
Aum. Because that's the name of the logos AUM, many times the God symbolically speaks AUM the universe is a
vibrational ether field that is AUM. You have the triune powers of Air, fire, water the guna's. Which the incarnated
logos the microcosm of the human is formed into the fifty petals of the body of the Devi which is animated by the
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three serpentine nadis in the spine the black, red and white and thus A, U, M. The whole being is formed from this.
This is Atum....AUM. Hence the real name of Shiva is AUM. That was the meaning of AN.

People for some reason can't wrap their mind around a simple understanding. Then we get the pathological lazy
types who keep repeating nonsense about Anu the mystery theologies symbolic incarnation of the Logos, that
some posers and infiltrators made up along time ago. This goes back to the Xian mentality of historical literalism.
And the inability to grasp the Mystery Theology purpose and structure. From there it becomes confused with
actual historic events. These types fail in the end as they can't see spiritual allegories sitting right in front of them.
Its life is hard on a tard. 

SuryaPuttran wrote:

Yup, by Vaishnavites, I meant those pseudo-Vaishnavites from where these Hare-Krsna group stemmed from. 
This sect namely Vaishnavism were seen to re-write and alter many original text to favor the deity Krsna
intentionally because Krsna's tales have similarity with that of Jew invented Jewsus. 
By pushing this they infiltrated India with Xianity. And India did welcomed Xianity because Jewsus was considered a
reincarnation of Krsna.

With Xianity taking its deep ugly root which advocate Sin-Hell-Punishment, Garuda Purana came out of nowhere to
sell Xian agenda; fear and enslavement through submissive prayer worship and paying penances for sin. Hindus
traditionally consider the reason humans being re-born is to repay what we have done in previous incarnations
which is Karma. 

Hare Krsna pushes this even badly that everything they(Hare Krsna) do now is a total waste of time; singing and
chanting, giving everything they have to charity where life with no material desire is said to be rewarded by Krsna.
These kind of program is striping people off their birth right to enjoy life as per Satanic dharma where once we were
in Golden Age of having no lackings. 

The original dharma based Vaisnavites were long gone with no traces. The dharma based on deity Krsna is severely
corrupted; you could find traces of Xian nonsense at every corner of it.
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Sun Feb 22, 2015 5:10 am

shubhamrane666

Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

You're right. I never checked validity of these claims.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Tue Feb 24, 2015 11:45 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

I Listened to a lecture from a Hare Krisna on his time serving as Prabhupada's assistant. He stated one of this
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Site Admin

Posts: 3943

devotee's drowned himself in a river in India because he looked at a picture of a family member and felt love for
them and missed them. Which is normal. So out of this great shame of having "fallen" as a pure devotee he killed
himself. There was a winner in life. I guess he was All out of Hare Krisna. 

I lolz at this pic:
If your a pure devotee I guess you win a Krisna koupon for a free scalp massage from Krisna.
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Re: Bhagavad Gita  Thu Feb 26, 2015 10:25 am

Fire2u
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Posts: 489 HP Mageson666 wrote:

I Listened to a lecture from a Hare Krisna on his time serving as Prabhupada's assistant. He stated one of this
devotee's drowned himself in a river in India because he looked at a picture of a family member and felt love for
them and missed them. Which is normal. So out of this great shame of having "fallen" as a pure devotee he killed
himself. There was a winner in life. I guess he was All out of Hare Krisna. 

I lolz at this pic:
If your a pure devotee I guess you win a Krisna koupon for a free scalp massage from Krisna.
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Haha, Pradupada seems to be enjoying it LoLz. 
I remember reading a book by a western disciple of Prabupada, that the only dharma a man should partake in
order to enter Vaikunda(Krsna's abode; considered Hare Krsna Heaven) is to keep chanting Krsna kirtan and
nothing else. The author further adds; one should totally detach himself from worldly desires, even desiring for
food.

Re: Bhagavad Gita  Mon Mar 02, 2015 7:58 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

When I around my early 20's I considered becoming a Hindu monk within this group as I believed they practiced
Yoga as the Gita was supposed to be one of the authoritative books on Yoga [its not] and I wanted to dedicate
my life to the path of real Yoga and become perfected as I was reading the esoteric histories and this showed the
purpose. Anyway so I inquired and from what I found right away it was xianity that I had left, with a Krisna
instead of a Christ. 

I also found from practicing the mainstream Yoga techniques before I came here. They are not very powerful at all.
Yogic commentaries from the East mention due to the removal of knowledge they have less so they decided to
create a system where one has to practice up to 12 hours a day just to try and get anywhere. They also
mentioned the Jesuit's where all across India buying up and removing as much of this knowledge as possible. As
the Catholic Church was in India for awhile. They stated by the 19th century the last of the real knowledge was
removed from society in the East. And unless one had a good Guru and or a personal library of the Tantra's one
going nowhere. Now we have to also remember the many translations of Eastern texts have also gone through
the hands of the church and jews as well. 
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Thanks to the increase of knowledge I can get what was once rare tantra's from the east by Westerners who
where initiated Trantic's and Indologists who could understand the languages and culture. Its very different from
the mainstream books.

SuryaPuttran wrote:

Haha, Pradupada seems to be enjoying it LoLz. 
I remember reading a book by a western disciple of Prabupada, that the only dharma a man should partake in order
to enter Vaikunda(Krsna's abode; considered Hare Krsna Heaven) is to keep chanting Krsna kirtan and nothing else.
The author further adds; one should totally detach himself from worldly desires, even desiring for food.
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fightfortruth

Posts: 19
Location: भारत

SuryaPuttran wrote:

They Vaisnavites push the importance of Garuda-Purana; the kind of punishments one will get in Hell for
committing sin.
The below is taken from a website. Read carefully and you'll see how Jewish, Garuda Purana is. 

-----------------------------------------

(1) Tamisram(Heavy flogging)-Those who rob others of their wealth are bound with ropes by Yama’s Servants and
cast into the Naraka known as Tamisram. There, they are given a thrashing until they bleed and faint. When they
recover their senses, the beating is repeated. This is done until their time is up.

(2) Andhatamtrsam(Flogging)-This Hell is reserved for the Husband or the Wife who only treat their spouses well
when they are to profit or pleasure to them. Those who forsake their wives and husbands for no apparent reasons
are also sent here. The punishment is almost the same as Tamisram, but the excruciating pain, suffered by the
victims on being tied fast, makes them fall down senseless.

(3) Rauravam(torment of snakes)- This is the hell for sinners who seize and enjoy another man’s property or
resources. When these people are thrown into this hell, those whom they have cheated, assume the the shape of
“Ruru”, a dreadful serpent. The serpent(s) will torment them severely until their time is up.

(4) Mahararuravam(death by snakes)- Here there is also Ruru serpents but more fiercer. Those who deny the
legitimate heirs, their inheritance and possess and enjoy others property will be squeezed and bitten non stop by
this terrible serpents coiling around them. Those who steal another man’s wife or lover will also be thrown here.

(5) Kumbhipakam(cooked by oil)- This is the hell for those who K*ll animals for pleasure. Here oil is kept boiled in
huge vessels and sinners are plunged in this vessels.

(6) Kalasutram( Hot as hell)- This hell is terribly hot. Those who don’t respect their elders esp. when their elders
have done their duties are sent here. Here they are made to run around in this unbearable heat and drop down
exhausted from time to time.

(7) Asitapatram(sharp flogging)- This is the hell in which sinners abandon one’s own duty. They are flogged by
Yama’s Servants with whips made of asipatra (sharp-edged sword-shaped leaves). If they run about under the
flogging, they will trip over the stones and thorns, to fall on their faces. Then they are stabbed with knives until
they drop unconscious, When they recover, the same process is repeated until their time is up in this Naraka.

(8)Sukaramukham(Crushed and tormented)- Rulers who neglect their duties and oppress their subjects by misrule,
are punished in this hell. They are crushed to a pulp by heavy beating.When they recover, it is repeated until their
time is up.
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(9) Andhakupam( Attack of the animals)- This is hell for those who oppress the good people and not helping them if
requested despite having the resources. They will be pushed into a well, where beasts like Lions, tigers, eagles and
venomous creatures like snakes and scorpions. The sinners have to endure the constant attacks of this creatures
until the expiry of the period of their punishment.

(10) Taptamurti( Burnt Alive)- Those who plunder or steal Gold and jewels are cast into the furnaces of this Naraka
which always remains hot in blazing fire.

(11) Krimibhojanam(Food for worms)- Those who do not honour their Guests and make use of men or women only
for their own gain, are thrown into this Naraka. Worms, insects and serpents eat them alive. Once their bodies are
completely eaten up, the sinners are provided with new bodies, which are also eaten up in the above manner. This
continues, till the end of their term of punishment.

(12) Salmali(Embracing hot images)-This Naraka is intended for men and women who have committed adultery. A
figure made of iron, heated red-hot is placed there. The sinner is forced to embrace it, while Yama’s servants flog
the victim behind.

(13) Vajrakantakasali-(Embracing sharp images)- This Naraka is the punishment for Sinners who have unnatural
intercourse with animals. Here, they are made to embrace iron images full of sharp diamond needles that pierce
through their bodies.

(14) Vaitarani(River of Filth)- Rulers who abuse their power and adulterers are thrown here. It is the most terrible
place of punishment. It is a river which is filled with human excreta, blood, hair, bones, nails, flesh and all kinds of
dirty substances. There are various kinds of terrible beasts as well. Those who are cast into it are attacked and
mauled by these creatures from all sides. The sinners have to spend the term of their punishment, feeding upon
the contents of this river.

(15) Puyodakam (Well of hell)- This is a well filled with excreta, urine, blood, phlegm. Men who have intercourse and
cheat women with no intention of marrying them are considered like animals. Those who wander about
irresponsibly like animals are thrown in this well to get polluted by it’s contents. They are to remain here till their
time is up.

(16) Pranarodham (Piece by Piece)- This Naraka is for those who keep dogs and other mean animals and constantly
hunt and K*ll animals for food. Here the servants of Yama, gather around the sinners and cut them limb to limb
while subjecting them to constant insult.

(17) Visasanam(Bashing from Clubs)- This Naraka is for the torture of those rich people who look down at the poor
and spend excessively just to display their wealth and splendour. They have to remain here at the whole term of
their punishment where they will be bashed non stop from heavy clubs from Yama’s Servants.

(18) Lalabhaksam-(River of semen)- This is the Naraka for lustful men. The lascivious fellow who makes his wife
swallow his semen, is cast into this hell. Lalabhaksam is a sea of semen. The sinner lies in it, feeding upon semen
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alone until his period of punishment.

(19) Sarameyasanam(Torment from dogs)- Those guilty of unsocial acts like poisoning food, mass slaughter,
ruining the country are cast into this hell. There is nothing but the flesh of dogs for food. There are thousands of
dogs in this Naraka and they attack the sinners and tear their flesh from their bodies with their teeth.

(20) Avici( turned into dust)- This Naraka is for those who are guilty for false witness and false swearing. There are
hurled from a great height and they are utterly smashed into dust when they reached the ground. They are again
restored to life and the punishment is repeated till the end of their time.

(21) Ayahpanam(Drinking of burning substances)- Those who consume alcohol and other intoxicating drinks are
sent here. The women are forced to drink melted iron in liquid form, whereas the men will be forced to drink hot
liquid molten lava for every time they consume a alcoholic drink in their earthly lives.

(22) Raksobjaksam(Revenge attacks)- Those who do animal and human sacrifices and eat the flesh after the
sacrifice will be thrown in this hell. All the living beings they killed before would be there and they will join together
to attacking, biting, and mauling the sinners. Their cries and complaints would be no avail here.

(23) Sulaprotam(Trident Torture)- People who take the lives of others who have done no harm to them and those
who deceives others by treachery are sent to this “Sulaportam” hell. Here they are impaled on a trident and they
are forced to spend their whole term of their punishment in that position, suffering intense hunger and thirst, as
well as enduring all the tortures inflicted on them.

(24) Ksharakardamam(hanged upside down) -Braggarts and those who insult good people are cast into this hell.
Yama’s servants keep the sinners upside down and torture them in many ways.

(25) Dandasukam(eaten alive)- Sinners who persecute others like animals will be sent here. There are many beasts
here. They will be eaten alive by this beasts.

(26) Vatarodham(weapon torture)- This hell is for those who persecute animals which live in forrests, mountain
peaks and trees. After throwing them in this hell, sinners are tortured with fire, poison and various weapons during
their time here in this Naraka.

(27) Paryavartanakam( torture from birds)- One who denies food to a hungry person and abuses him is thrown
here. The moment the sinner arrives here ,his eyes are put by being pierced the beaks of birds like the crows and
eagles. They will be pierced later on by this birds till the end of their punishment.

(28) Sucimukham(Tortured by needles)- Proud and Miserly people who refuse to spend money even for the basic
necessities of life, like better food or buying food for their relations or friends will find their place in this hell. Those
who do not repay the money they have borrowed will also be cast into this hell. Here, their bodies will be constantly
be pricked and pierced by needles.
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------------------------------------------

Note punishment number (11) : Kirimibhojanam (food for worms). This punishment were carried upon those who
doesn't honor their guest. Doesn't honor their guest?? I personally think this is designed to protect Jewish asses
thousands of years back, so they, Jews could pave their ways to make living and probably conquer the ruling class. 

Another example is: 
punishment number (27) : "one who denies food to a hungry person......."
punishment number (28) : ""those who refuse spending money buying basic necessities for relatives and
FRIENDs......"

These are so straight forwardly showing that Garuda Purana was written to protect and welcome Jews. We SS know
there isn't any Heaven/tormenting Hell. 
Sin-Punishment-Hell, wasn't apart of any Eastern Dharma either. Imagine how these filthy Jews could invent
something and corrupt the original Dharma that were widely practiced back then. 
The jews must have been highly influential to pull off something like Garuda Purana. 

Garuda Purana is one of the example of so called Vaishnavite's ancient-text that we SS know is totally a Judeo-Xian
nonsense!

Feels like a menu card to a torture restaurant. Do this and you get this torture,do that and you get that torture 
. 
Totally getting xian vibes from it. Just the same rotten program in a different flavour for a different audience. But
the same old control of your desires by fear.
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No matter how hard the road is,no matter how many sacrifices must be made I will fight for the truth. Because this path is the path
which is right,and that i am 100% certain. To return the golden age and to give our Gods the respect they deserve,i will fight! The
kikes deserve justice for the horrible crimes against us including trying to erase the name of our own God. And they will certainly have
it.
HAIL SATAN!!
HAIL HITLER!!
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Meditating on Satan until Samadhi?  Wed Feb 25, 2015 8:38 pm

Shikarinadi

Posts: 6

Hello fellow SS.

I've read on the internet that Samadhi/one-pointlessness of the mind is achieved when you pretty much engulf
yourself in a single object/image during meditation, and eventually over time you develop one-pointed focus not
just for that chosen object but for anything and everything you try to focus on.

Is it really as simple as that? And if so, would choosing to meditate on Satan himself until reaching this feat reap
any extra benefits? And how long would it usually take? I can imagine you would have a very strong connection
with Father by the end of it.
I find meditating on Satan, gives me somewhat one-pointed focus near instantly, it's as if nothing can distract me
from the exhilarating feeling it gives me, it also puts me in a near instant light trance (that's what I would call it
anyway.) Is this the same for anyone else? I'm very interested to find out.

Hail Satan! May he ruleth until the end of time!
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Re: Meditating on Satan until Samadhi?  Wed Feb 25, 2015 11:46 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Samadhi is the final absorption its the finishing of the Magnum Opus. That relates to the final dissolution of the
profane elements of the corruptable being into the gold or the Akasa generating the Varja, diamond body. This is
why the Yoga Sutra's state Yoga is stilling the fluctuations of the mind. The mind fluctuations are due to the flow
of the two main serpent nadis in the spine. During parts of the day energy flows through one more then the
other. As each nadi connects to the other side of the brain. This causes one to be in a different wave state the
other. The rising of the serpent unifies the and fixes the serpent nadis and the flow of energy and mind while
unifying the dual and trine parts of the brain and opening all the psychic centers. Yoga's purpose is the raise the
serpent in the Yoga Sutra's. What remains of the text is instructions in certain places that are not understood by
pandits on any level. Or are and they are lying to the populace as the mine, mine, secret. Mentality has fucked
over India for hundreds of years but they don't seem to care.
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Re: Meditating on Satan until Samadhi?  Thu Feb 26, 2015 3:48 am

Shikarinadi

Posts: 6

Thank you for that educational response 

Just curious, is Samadhi and a One-pointed mind come under two different categories or the same? If they are
different, could what I said above be done to obtain a O-PM? 

Thankyou again.

Hail Satan!

Re: Meditating on Satan until Samadhi?  Thu Feb 26, 2015 12:05 pm

Fire2u

Posts: 489 Shikarinadi wrote:

Thank you for that educational response 

Just curious, is Samadhi and a One-pointed mind come under two different categories or the same? If they are
different, could what I said above be done to obtain a O-PM? 

Thankyou again.

Hail Satan!

One pointed mind is required to achieve Samadhi. 

Yoga sutras states Dharana as concentrating one's mind in a single flow, then Dhyana(meditation) where the
concentrated object is occupied by mind. 
Prolonged Dhyana will submerge the mind into achieving Samadhi, merging consciousness. 

As Hp Mageson666 outlined, not much have been said about how to use Samadhi state of mind; its either lost or
being hidden down along the time. 
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A yogi is said to have achieved the highest state which is called Samyama; where consciously he can practice
dharana, dhyana and samadhi at the same time. Samyama is also stated as to be, where the yogi experiences
the god-self, liberation etc.

Re: Meditating on Satan until Samadhi?  Thu Feb 26, 2015 12:10 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Dhyana is mentioned to mean something deeper its relating to the purification of the elements and transforming
the soul. A lot of this is lost.
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Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 8:42 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Satan Ruled The Golden Age

The Yazidhi came out of ancient India and called Satan, Shaitan. I doubt they started doing this when Islam and
Christianity appeared. Given the consequences and why would they call their beloved God "one who is nasty."
Who has been altering and attacking Hindu culture forever.....maybe its time for people to start putting their
thinking caps on. 

Why alter the meaning of this word in Hindi, the enemy has worked to alter the meaning of this word everywhere
as its the name of the real God....Why not the enemy has already altered the meaning of so many words. If a
person looks at Sri Lanka and sees they have the same religion of the Yazidhi at the core and worship the same
God and the Yazidhi's came from India thousands of years ago and stated Sri Lanka as the Garden of Paradise
like other Arab cultures. Then note the Druids, Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Vedic Aryans state they came from the
Island continent in the East [the pillars of Hercules is the raising sun in the East] of which Sri Lanka is left and all
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had the same head God. Then maybe they will start to put things together and one step leads to another. Like
unraveling yarn.

Atlantis was in the East:
post180.html#p180

The isolationist model is another phoney claim. Its well known and admitted the one mother language of all
Europeans languages is Sanskrit, the same for many eastern groups and even some in America. But then we are
supposed to believe all these people had nothing in common and didn't come from the same root place and
culture. Despite they all speak the same language, had identical cultures and stated they all came from the same
place and culture in the ancient past. Its so obvious even ten thousand years of culture diffusion has not covered
this over.

Also.....

Sanat is an anagram of Satan.

Sanat was the Lord of Kumara Kandam the name of this Golden Age Paradise in the Sri Lanka texts of which the
current Sri Lanka is all that is left of a much larger island as they mention as well as numerous other cultures in
South Asia, India, The Middle East and Europe the South Pacific and America's. Satan [Sanat] ruled the First
Sangam. And taught humans the knowledge of the serpent power Yoga. As the numerous cultures stated all
mention.

The original name of the Primordial Golden Age religion was Sanatana Dharma. 

In the east we find the important SATANAMA mantra which is given high importance. What this mantra is saying is
NAMA meaning name and SATA meaning God, Sata is the name of God. This is seen in the Ram mantra. RAM NAM.
In some cases NAMA is on the front of the mantra paying homage like NAMA SIVAYA. Sometimes on the end. This is
shown in SAT NAM of which SATANAMA is the full mantram of. 

However Sanatana Dharma is the name of the Golden Age religion so it holds the highest importance.

Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi's who stated they came from India around three thousand years ago
use Satan but mention Shamballa in their texts. The Lord of Shamballa is Sanat Kumara. SATAN is also a divine
name in the East which means SAT as truth and AN as eternal. Eternal Truth. This relates to the serpent power.
Which grants the power of enlightenment and liberation as well. The serpent is the symbol of Satan east and
west and the serpent is the original image of God. SAT is the name of the highest God in the east.

N and M is redundant as its the same nasal vibration. 
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Sanat-ana Dharma is SATAN-ANA Dharma. Which meaning translates to Sata/Satan is the name of the True,
eternal, everlasting God. And the way to enlightenment. Looking in the east and Egypt. Sata is also spelled as
Satan or SAT.

The Jews call Satan their most hated enemy. The Jews are the enemies of God, spiritual freedom and
enlightenment.

shubhamrane666 wrote:

But don't you think that the translation should be in a combination of Hindi and English. Even most of guys today
speak like that. Also Hindi word for Lord Satan is Shaitan, the same as Arabic word meaning one who's nasty in
English. You'll have to call him as Lord shiva then. Also many guys who are teenagers speak in Hindi but have
problems reading it like I myself have. I do speak Marathi fluently but have a problem writing it correctly. Pute Hindi
is very difficult and writing meditation terms will be tough. Translating site to Tamil will be a giod option though.
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Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 8:50 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

The Templar's Serpent Tradition

"This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:
In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities,fondly believing them to be good.
But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the gods of the Gentiles are demons. Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil
Worship
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm
DEMONS ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!" -High Priestess Maxine

I hold the official story of the Founding of the Templar Order in suspect, the tale sounds of spiritual allegory, while
they where in the Middle East, I doubt they where founded there. Looking at the fact the Vatican was not as
powerful as claimed till the 14th century and for hundreds of years after the rise of Christianity, the previous
Pagan houses of the Priestly blood line nobility still existed in many parts of Europe such as the Merovingian's and
others it seems the Pagan leadership simply created a New Order to counter the Vatican's growing one. But
dressed it up in Christian looking tinsel on the outside to keep Rome at bay. There is a large back story in Europe
of the struggle of the Nobility against the Church that spans centuries:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/211

"The creators of the Knights Templar were the descendants of the Merovingian dynasty."-Tsarion 

On the Merovingian's:

The Mevrovingians also apparently revealed their affiliation to Lucifer...the name of one of their capital cities,
Satanicum the "Place of Satan." The Mevrovingian link to Lucifer was also implicit in a curious royal birthmark in the
shape of a red cross, the ancient Mark of Cain, which a Merovingian would proudly display over his heart.

Merovee, which means "Born from the Sea". Has also been written as Merovach meaning "Born from a Bull" as
well Merovie, meaning Sea of Life or Water of Life. The name Merovee thus designates first Fisher King of the
Merovingian line to be the vessel of the Water of Life. 
Fisher King 
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Legends maintain that the Fisher King Sanat Kumara [Sanat is an anagram of Satan] was the fountainhead from
which many legends of the Fisher Kings started. Sanat Kumara is the Lord of Shambhala which is also shown as
city in the shape of the eight pointed star[identical to the Grail Castle in the Western Tradition] of the perfected
soul, the name "Shambhala" means "realm of bliss" and evolves the Godhead obtainment which is the symbol of
the Grail, and this Grail symbol in the West is Lucifer Sigil of the Gold in the work. Shambhala is made mention in
the Yezidhi "Black book" by Melek Taus[Satan] Himself.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/210

The final proof is the fact the Templar and Cathar sects both where related shared the symbols and originally
science of spirit. It is well known by writers such as Otto Rahn the Cathar's where from the Druidic[Naddred]
Order.

"Deep within the grottoes of Sabarthez Rahn found chambers in which the walls were covered with symbols
characteristic of the Knights Templar, side by side with emblems of the Cathars. This finding confirmed the notion,
fostered by mystical historians, that the Knights Templar and the Cathars were at one time closely associated.
One intriguing image which had been carved into the stone wall of a grotto was clearly a drawing of a lance. This
depiction immediately suggests the bleeding lance which appears over and over again in the Arthurian legends.

The legend of the Grail, explains Miguel Serrano, "reappears forcibly
Christianised in the Middle Ages. The Templars disseminated it. It is centred on the legend of the court of King
Arthur (who is the King of the Grail and is also called Amfortas)."-Alexander Dugin

Here is the real origin of the Templar they where the same Aryans blood families that made up the Naddreds, they
where just under a new name given the times.

Later due once again to enemy attacks they would be forced to change themselves into the Free Masons.

The Templar's Pagan Order:

In the centers of the Knight's alchemical temples were the altars upon which sat effigies of the Green Man, also
gracing their shrines were Black Madonna's. The walls of these temples where adorned with alchemical symbols
Black Madonna's as the personification the black or destructive/transformative aspect of the Magnum Opus and is
synonymous with Kali in India. Madonna is an Latin title and name for Mary the mother of the fictional Christ. Mary
or Madonna and child was stolen from Egyptian Isis Meru and Horus child and many other Pagan cultures themes.
Isis is known as Astarte/Easter and to us Astaroth. The Templar churches where decorated with the images of
Satan and Astaroth, the Green Man another alias of Satan in the image of the Serpent or Kundalini force and the
Magnum Opus. The Templar's carried the same sacred black and red cords the Yezidhi's do as a link to their
eternal bond to Satan or Melek Taus.
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Four major confirmed articles the Church found against the Templar's was:

The Templar initiation ceremony included denying Christ as Savior and Son of God, and defiling the Cross by
spitting or urinating up it.

The Knights worshipped an idol in the form of a bearded human head.

At their initiation the Knights received a sacred cord to wear around their waist that had first been bound around
the idolized head. An ancient Pagan custom still found among the Yezidhi that symbolizes the connection to Satan
eternally.

During initiation the Knights kissed each other on the mouth, the navel, the base of the spine, and the penis.

These articles are identical to the custom of Traditional Witchcraft Covens in Europe during initiation ceremonies
into the Coven and Craft:

"Templar Kiss which according the Knights own testimonies occurred between an incoming Knight and a high
ranking Knight priest. The kisses which were planted by the elder Templar on the new Knight's mouth, navel and
base of the spine, where to done to specifically activate Kundalini, since most of these parts of the body are
known by the Tantric's as seats of the power. The Templar kiss ostensibly involved blowing into the new initiate
mouth the breath of life, which was saturated with the elder Knight's own kundalini energy. And awakened the
seats of Kundalini in initiates body."

Author M. Giles , an expert on the secret Templar rites of the Rules, compares the Templar kiss to a similar eastern
rite of initiation:

"The Templar kisses .had nothing obscene about them, because they symbolized the transmission of the breath of
Life of the Order, and Power of the Order as was the custom in most ancient initiations."

The Pranic kiss is still done in the East into initiation into the
Charka[Sacred Circle] the Eastern Tantric version of the Coven:

"The two lower regions have for ages been recognized in the East as dwelling places of the Kundalini, and both
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are often touched of kissed by gurus today to awaken the indwelling Serpent Power. Typically, an initiating guru
transmits a spark of his own Kundalini into the initiate, so the process is described as:

"one candle lighting another." Eastern gurus transmit their alchemical power through their breaths, which they do
by blowing of kissing parts of the body, including the face and mouth."

-A thirteenth Century manuscript, entitled The Secret Tule, provided proof that the Templar's' infamous initiation
kisses were not sexually motivated, but designed to awaken the inner force. One of the many "Articles" contained
within the manual states:

"Article 11.Ritual of Reception of the Brothers-Elect: Oath to guard the secret of the Order, the least indiscretion
being punishable by death. The Receiver shall kiss the Neophyte successively on the mouth, to transmit to him the
breath; on the sacral plexus[base of the spine], which commands the creative force; then on the umbilicus, and
finally on the virile member, image of the masculine principle."

"The Templar once initiated would have began the process of rebuilding
Solomon's Temple" the Knight's Kundalini would work to ascended up the spine to the top o f his head a Templar
would gradually become full of the Holy Spirit or Kundalini energy while being transformed, the Serpent would
then enter the Holy of Holies, the skull of the Knight , and activate the Ajna Chakra of Third eye of spiritual sight
along with the remaining two-thirds of his brain power, to bring forth the state of Gnosis."

On Baphomet:

According to author Hugh Schonfeld, translated via the Atbash Cipher used by the Templar's, the name Baphomet
becomes Sophia, thus making Baphomet and Sophia synonymous, Sophia is the name of the Serpent
Goddess[Kundalini]. Identical to the union of Siva and Shakti.

"The Knights had a name for the Kundalini power transferred through the Templar Kiss. It was Baphomet, which
the occult historian Gerald Masse claims is a synonym for the "Mother of Breath."Much of what we know about the
Templar's and their relationship to Kundalini comes from their remaining images of Baphomet, which includes the
three black heads that once adorned the shield of Hughes de Payen collectively representing the universal Trinity
and triune power of the life force."

"While studying the name Baphomet, Sufi and Arab researchers have alluded to its Gnostic overtones. They
maintain that Baphomet is an evolution of the Arabic abufihamat, meaning "father of wisdom." Their perspective
affiliates Baphomet with Murrugan, the Jnana Pandita, the Lord of Wisdom. Murrugan[another alias of Satan] ,
whose is the embodiment of Kundalini and the father of Gnosticism[Yoga] in the East."

Murrugan's main center on Sri Lanka is Mylapur the place of the Peacock. The worship of which is identical to the
Yezidis, the Mandeans who are culturally connected to the Yezidis and also worship Melek Taus[Satan] state in
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their record they came from Sri Lanka where Melek Taus taught them the spiritual wisdom to become Gods.

From reading numerous descriptions of the Templar Baphomet and seeing the images in the Templar Rosslyn
Chapel, the Baphomet of the Templar's and the old Green Man are related in image and meaning, the Kundalini
force of Satan.

Another Eastern Connection:

It is well known that Siva is a later form of the Vedic God Rudra which as stated on the subject by scholar Acharya
S:

"Before becoming a God himself Rudra was an epithet of Agni" .
The Goat is primarily the vehicle of the Fire God Agni.Almost every mandala or division in the RigVeda starts with a
hymn to Agni. The Vedic hymns praise him copiously often describing him as the Supreme God and Creator. Agni
along with Indra Lord of the Heavens and Surya Lord of the Skies constitute the first trinity of Vedism their places
where later assigned to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva .He is often invoked with Indra of whom He shares the passion
for Soma drink.'

`The original Vedic triad Agni-Indra-Surya,'

What other name is Agni also known by?

The most striking similarity was found between the Vedic god of the Fire Agni and the Mesopotamian Enki
(Sumerian) or Ea (Akkadian). We will first present the iconographic representations of Enki/Ea in the cylinder-seals
of Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad and Assyria) and then turn to the images used to describe Agni in the Veda.
http://auromere.wordpress.com/2010/11/1 ... -anki-and-\
vedic-agni-by-jean-yves-lung/

Agni is thus Rudra who later on became known as Siva. And as we see Agni is EA or Satan.

"The image of Baphomet of western occultism was taken from the image of Shiva. Note the position of the arms,
one pointing upwards and the other downwards. The Baphomet again is symbolic of both the male and the female
aspects of the soul. Note the Baphomet is both male and female, as also seen with in images of the Egyptian God
Akhenaton. The horns are symbolic of Mercury, which is the vril, chi, witchpower, lifeforce, prana.

The wings of the soul represent spiritual freedom. The goat symbolizes
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fertility- fertility in multiplying the life force, vril, which activates and raises the serpent. The "Goat of a Thousand
Young" is referring to the crown chakra, "Sahasrara" in Sanskrit which means "Thousand Petaled Lotus."

http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html

Siva is another Eastern alias of Satan and the image of Siva is the perfected Being via the kundalini energies.

The origins of the Aryan Race are infact in the East:
http://gblt.webs.com/Witchcraft_Tradition.htm

The Pagan Templar Cathedrals:

The Knights Templar were the prime movers behind the building of the great Gothic cathedrals, especially that of
Chartres. As the predominant, and often the only "developers" in large European center of culture, they were
behind the formation of the builders' guilds, including that of the stonemasons, who became lay members of the
Templar Order and who reaped all their benefits such as exemption from paying tax."Seven of Europe's Gothic
cathedrals were especially important to the Templar's. These were constructed over the seven chakras orprincipal
contextual power points on the continent which greatly empowered them.

The location of the European centers had been known abut since the time Druids who had built nature temples
over them and dedicated each to one of the seven known planets. Druid priests and priestesses then served as
oracles for each temples' associated planet. The Templar's, or Templar-Trained masons rebuilt the sites with their
own Gothic churches and cathedrals."

According to the great European alchemist Fulcannelli who visited most of these cathedrals in the early 1900's and
recorded his assessments of them in his magnum opus Le Mystere des Cathedrals, the majority of the cathedrals
had indeed been designed by Templar's or Templar-trained masons and intended to be used as special initiation
chambers. Apparently most of the cathedrals, including the small Gothic church of Rosslyn Chapel that is situated
over Europe's seventh charka, once possessed one or more Black Madonna's[Astaroth].gracing their main altars."

There is also the 8 pointed star of Astaroth decorating the walls of Rosslyn, the entire Chapel is built as an
alchemical map of the human soul down to the Cardinal points as where all Templar Churches.

On the most famous of such Templar Cathedrals:

The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, which Fullcanelli refers to as the Philosopher's Church." It was here ,
according to the master alchemist, that the local alchemists built their headquarters, compete with alchemical
symbols, such as salamanders, which are symbolic of alchemical fire. He states:

"The alchemists of the Fourteenth Century used to meet[at Notre Dame] once a week on the day of Saturn, either
at the main porch, at the Portal of St. Marcel or else at the little Porte-Rouge, all decorated with salamanders."
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Today at the main entrance of Notre Dame is the image of a Goddess, Sophia[symbol of the serpent power] who
identities the nine stage of alchemy as a ladder with nine steps. About this image Fullcanelli remarks:

Supported between her knees and learning against her chest is the ladder with nine rungs-scala philosoporum-
hieroglyph of the patience which the faithful must possess in the course of the nine successive operations of the
hermetic labours."

Escape from the Vatican Forces

"How many Templar's survived Philip the Fair's onslaught The answer must be most of them. Thousands ."

On Friday the 13th, October of 1307 the King of France acting on orders from the Pope ordered the arrest of the
Templar's. Of all the members of the Order many seemed to escape arrest at the hands of the Vatican agents and
tools. It was found was that the Templar's knew in advance what was coming and had quietly planned their
escape on the night of October the 12 a large convoy of coachers full of Knights and treasures marched to their
ships moored at the Orders' principal port of La Rochelle, which they had used for years to sail between France
and their castles in Italy, England, Denmark, the Orkneys, Spain, Scotland, and throughout the Mediterranean
Sea. Once the Templar's had arrived at La Rochelle they and their treasures entered 18 galleys and silently set
sail upon the open sea."

Free Masons

"The Templar's went underground and became members of France's masonry guild. This was an expected move
considering the Templar Order was at the time of its arrest overflowing with French masons aspiring to become
Knights An ensuing transformation took place as an abundance of Templar's became initiated French Freemasons
and helped engender the founding of Freemasonic lodges in not only France, but throughout all continental
Europe and Great Britain. The beginning of this turn of events is alluded to by the Freemasonic historian Albert
Pike in Morals and Dogma:

"..Sword and the Trowel(became) the insignia of the Templar's, who .concealed themselves under the name of
Brethren Masons. This name Freres Macons in the French , adopted by the way of secret reference to the Builders
of the Second Temple, was corrupted in English into Freemasons.

The Templar's had, of course , already established a long term relationship with the European masons[being the
founders of many of their societies in the past] during the Knights' nearly two hundred years of existence. The
Templar's, however, placed more emphasis on their relationship with the masons when it appeared eminent that
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their Order would require their lodges for camouflage in order to survive. With this in mind , Jacques de Molay, the
last Templar Gran Master, applied himself while in his French prison cell to the task by securing a future for his
Knights by formulating the rites and degrees of the branches of Freemasonry they would unite with and found.

States Levi:

"The end of the drama is well known, and how Jacques de Molay and his fellows perished in the flames. But
before his execution, the Chief of the Order organized and instituted what afterwards came to be called the
Occult, Hermetic, or Scottish(Free) Masonry."

In Scotland the Knights became the "Royal Order of Scotland" And in England the Rose Cross as well the most
famous of member made up the English Royal Tudor Court Queen Elizabeth the 1st, Sir Francis Bacon[also ghost
wrote under the name Shakespeare] and mind behind the New World or New Atlantis, and John Dee(the original
007) as the Queen's Court astrologer:

http://gblt.webs.com/New_Atlantis.htm

England had under Elizabeth's Father who undoubtedly was a member and adept of the same Order had broken
away from Rome totally and created the Church of England with the Monarch as the Head of the English Church.
The Vatican declared a crusade against the Nation and sent their ill fated Crusader force of 30,000 solders aboard
the Spanish Armada in 1588, which was sunk in "a freak storm" the weather had been planned and was to be
calm with blue skies. Anyone who understand Magic understand a Nation full of adepts can summon up such
weather with ease, and they knew the Spanish where coming, Drake's job was to stall the Spanish Fleet long
enough for the storm to be generated. HRAAP tech has been proven to be do the same today.

What the situation in Europe was by this time was the majority of all the members of the ruling aristocratic
families of Europe and noble houses in general along with the cream of European Gentile society where members
of Spiritual Satanist Orders. The very head which Jewry had tried to remove with it's tool of Christianity and the
Vatican and it's attack on the Templar's, had survived and rebuilt and where working towards restoring the
enlightened Pagan[Satanic] civilization. These societies all had strict rules barring Jews from joining as they knew
the truth.

What ending up happening was the Jews countered directed by Rothschild put together a successful subversion
of the Orders under the title of a Trojan Horse called the Illuminati, which major points was to overturn the law
banning Jews from being members of the Lodge, removal of all true Gentile or Satanic Spiritual knowledge and
replacement of it with Hebrew dreck (just look at any occult text from this societies today it's all Hebrew/angelic
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nonsense) and the subversion to the doctrine of Illuminatism which is nothing more then Jewish Communism:

The last pure Templar Lodges such as the Thule Society[99 Lodge at the center it seems] where able to finally
created the society they had struggled for in the form of the 3rd Reich. The Temple of the Sun which the Templar's
Satanists bore in their title was to be a society in which the individual had obtained the Magnum Opus or Rebuilt
the Temple of the Sun[human soul] upon themselves, thus obtaining the personal Godhead of finishing the
Enlightenment Process, and then initiate and teach others. Till the entire society had become the macrocosm of
the Temple of the Sun and had finished the work that Satan and the Demons started on Humanity in the Golden
Age before the planet was attacked. This was also the main purpose behind the creation of America:

The Illuminati scam:
topic73.html

Baphomet

This was an answer to a question of the egroups:

Baphomet itself goes back to the ancient east as well. In the symbolic form of Satan as the two headed Agni.
Who's vechile is the goat and ram and who's number is 9. The Templar Baphomet was traditionally a two human,
headed image identical to Janus. Baphomet means baptized in Wisdom because wisdom is another name for
Sophia or Shakti. The serpent power. That is when in the Pagan world after baptism the individuals where given a
lighted candle and called the illuminated. Satan was also called Oannes and was known as the Baptizer God for
this reason. He is shown holding the cauldon or grail of the exilir of life. Gnosis is from OANA another spelling of
Oannes. The original baptism was the individual emerging from the grail cauldren reborn into a God.

More

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/393

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/418

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/426

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/423
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360 the degrees of a perfect circle eqaul to 9. The ancient symbol of immorality was the golden serpent clutching
its tail in a perfect circle. And was called Anahat, eternity. This is why the temple of the sun the Templars
represented was described as being in a circle divided into 12 parts the Magnum Opus.

In Sanskirt SAT means Truth. Truth in the ancient world was another name for
illumination and transformation of the soul. When the kundalini power rises it
brings a person to SAT by illumination of the consciousness it brings which is
what they where depicting by the title of Truth...... This is why the
strength of the soul is its ability to reach levels of truth in the Egyptian
texts. Levels of empowerment.

An as the prefix of Ananta Shesha which is the primordial serpent. Depicted
as a serpent in a golden circle clutching its tail. The sign of the Magnum
Opus. This golden serpent Is given the title of "Eternity" [Ananta]. And
refers to the title of "Lord of Time." As time in this sense relates to the
perfection of the soul.

SATAN translates out to a title of: "Eternal [in the context of perfected]
life."

Another Templar item found was a silver head of Virgo [Sophia] the perfected or reborn conscious. With a code
with this symbol: M and a phase which means perfected life. This M symbol is the symbol of the reborn soul and is
seen within Egypt and elsewhere. The Templars craved grave effigies of themselves into the rock hilllside in
European sites. Facing east the rising sun. Because the sun is traditionally depicted rising between the center of
the twin peaks of the M symbol. 

The Templar's where Satanists:
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Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 10:47 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Shaitan doesnt mean the one who is nasty and it does not mean an evil spirit , the retard mudzlims gave this
name these attributes becuase they are blind idiots.

Shaintan is simply another name for Satan

Thoughts become things.

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 11:30 am

HungARYAN
Brilliant posts! Thank you.
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Posts: 267 "Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 12:20 pm

shubhamrane666
Thanks for enlightening me. I do know that Shaitan is variation of Satan. But Hindi being influenced by Arabic it
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Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

does mean. Cause potential Hindi speaking Satanist will be turned away from Satanism when we'll use this term.
But Hindi will still be useful if the Satanist is comfortable readingin Hindi and knows English to some extent. As
occult articles on internet aren't available in Hindi and Marathi. Even in Marathi variation of this word is seen as
saitan but it is added by Mughals when they invaded Marathi speaking parts of India. Cause pure Marathi or
Shakespearean equivalent of Marathi is more or less like Sanskrit and other Indo Aryan languages. Hindi is more
of combination of Urdu/Arabic and Indo Aryan to small extent. Tamil also is of Indo Aryan descent.

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 12:53 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

We are both aware of something but only one of us is aware of what it actually means. Your culture is full of
Abrahamic and general enemy influences. So is mine. That is what we both understand.

What I understand perfectly is using the name Satan is a talisman against these influences. If a person can't get
past the sacred name. Then psychologically they are not sanitized enough to be a decent member anyway. The
test of initiation has always been one of character and to overcome socially condition fears. Dedication under the
True Name, is this. The Abrahamic retards, new age weaklings and neo-Pagan poseurs just can't handle the
Eternal Truth.....

shubhamrane666 wrote:

Thanks for enlightening me. I do know that Shaitan is variation of Satan. But Hindi being influenced by Arabic it
does mean. Cause potential Hindi speaking Satanist will be turned away from Satanism when we'll use this term.
But Hindi will still be useful if the Satanist is comfortable readingin Hindi and knows English to some extent. As
occult articles on internet aren't available in Hindi and Marathi. Even in Marathi variation of this word is seen as
saitan but it is added by Mughals when they invaded Marathi speaking parts of India. Cause pure Marathi or
Shakespearean equivalent of Marathi is more or less like Sanskrit and other Indo Aryan languages. Hindi is more of
combination of Urdu/Arabic and Indo Aryan to small extent. Tamil also is of Indo Aryan descent.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 12:58 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

This is what happens when jooz, xians, mosloms, liberals, new age cry babies, dudes who think their Worf and
general assorted sundry pinko's find the JOS:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN0XRkSyhwM
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Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 07, 2015 1:07 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Now shubhamrane666, mien bro. I understand your complaint is out of wholesome intent, your just saying what
you think is the best for the cause of keeping it real.....

But your from a culture that still has the Vamacara Tantra. Tantric initiation was based on the same point,
psychologically breaking the mental, emotional bond of the RHP. They drank wine and eat some meat, this was
the ultimate sin to send them to RHP, Hindu, Hell! Over in Europe they renounced the jeboo and trampled the
cross and made the pact under the True Name. Two different cultures the same meaning and God.

The RHP has so corrupted the culture what is good is just saying Shiva. Any dude can do what is mentally
comfortable and still go on their RHP way. And keep it wicca with a Shiva. No thanks. We keep it Spiritual Satanism
with Satan. We keep it real.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sun Mar 08, 2015 1:22 am

roadtorevolution
Well we are best revisionists of all the lies which has been spread till date. Now thats so adorable. ..... 
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Posts: 1135
Location: Republic Of India

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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 Poo people...

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sun Mar 08, 2015 4:45 am

XIII

Posts: 557

Regarding the horns:

This is Cernussos ,a Celtic horned God ,holding a serpent,very similar to Pashupati in the East.
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In italian the words horn (corna) , crown (corona) and crow (corvo) spell and sound the same and came from
greek,where sometimes Apollo was represented horned:
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With the same solar symbolism we have with Mithra.
So the two first signs of the zodiak are both horned and they represent the solar and the lunar aspects of the
soul...
So finally I think that a horned or crowded God symbolize this sacred union.

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sun Mar 08, 2015 5:43 am

shubhamrane666

Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

You're right Mageson666. Like.our culture has been seriously corrupted. Like when I speak about Nazism in Indian
context people often associate it with Hindu Nationalism or Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and other such
stupid things. And when I speak about Indian Nazis people first think about Savarkar who's a Crypto Jew and
then of Subhashchandra Bose. That's why I wrote my recent post telling how Savarkar cheated Fascist and also
many RSS members by recruiting members of Vishva Hindu Parishad and RSS to British army. Even Lord Shiva
smoking weed ans such stupid digitally generated pictures especially of Sai Baba. Probably more than half Hindus
can be classified as Saians and there's a new age religion called as religion of Sai Baba where Sai Baba is Jesus,
God, Vishnu , Shiva, etc and temple of Sai Baba at Shirdi s becoming richer and richer. So rich that they can start a
Nationalised Bank.
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Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sun Mar 08, 2015 10:39 am

fightfortruth

Posts: 19
Location: भारत

Agreed with this. Such stupid shit is going on and the most i can do is keep silent or hint that this thing is stupid.
Yeah that guy who i doubt even existed and used his powers to show off and not try to advance humanity,i hate
him very much. When my close friends mentioned a trip to Shirdi, i instantly declined them. One of the last things i
wanna do is visit a place dedicated to the guy who tries to mix islam,hinduism blah blah. Seriously theres one
temple of this dude nearby and one moment there is bhajan running and next moment theres a namaz and then
some other sounds. Also people doing drugs make the most insane reasons of doing so. Especially during holi it
seems people get like a free pass to drink 'bhang' which is cannabis(pot/weed). Even temples serve it during holi.

 

shubhamrane666 wrote:

You're right Mageson666. Like.our culture has been seriously corrupted. Like when I speak about Nazism in Indian
context people often associate it with Hindu Nationalism or Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and other such
stupid things. And when I speak about Indian Nazis people first think about Savarkar who's a Crypto Jew and then
of Subhashchandra Bose. That's why I wrote my recent post telling how Savarkar cheated Fascist and also many
RSS members by recruiting members of Vishva Hindu Parishad and RSS to British army. Even Lord Shiva smoking
weed ans such stupid digitally generated pictures especially of Sai Baba. Probably more than half Hindus can be
classified as Saians and there's a new age religion called as religion of Sai Baba where Sai Baba is Jesus, God,
Vishnu , Shiva, etc and temple of Sai Baba at Shirdi s becoming richer and richer. So rich that they can start a
Nationalised Bank.
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No matter how hard the road is,no matter how many sacrifices must be made I will fight for the truth. Because this path is the path
which is right,and that i am 100% certain. To return the golden age and to give our Gods the respect they deserve,i will fight! The
kikes deserve justice for the horrible crimes against us including trying to erase the name of our own God. And they will certainly have
it.
HAIL SATAN!!
HAIL HITLER!!

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sun Mar 08, 2015 1:50 pm

Oceano
Great HP Mageson666...!!!
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Posts: 365

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Mon Mar 09, 2015 2:42 am

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1135
Location: Republic Of India

shubhamrane666 wrote:

You're right Mageson666. Like.our culture has been seriously corrupted. Like when I speak about Nazism in Indian
context people often associate it with Hindu Nationalism or Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and other such
stupid things. And when I speak about Indian Nazis people first think about Savarkar who's a Crypto Jew and then
of Subhashchandra Bose. That's why I wrote my recent post telling how Savarkar cheated Fascist and also many
RSS members by recruiting members of Vishva Hindu Parishad and RSS to British army. Even Lord Shiva smoking
weed ans such stupid digitally generated pictures especially of Sai Baba. Probably more than half Hindus can be
classified as Saians and there's a new age religion called as religion of Sai Baba where Sai Baba is Jesus, God,
Vishnu , Shiva, etc and temple of Sai Baba at Shirdi s becoming richer and richer. So rich that they can start a
Nationalised Bank.

Those people are congress fanboys and ofcourse zaid hamid laal topi of pakistan who refer to rss as Indian
version of nazi party. But you know , RSS and judaism have seen comfortable relations since decades due to the
reason - islamic terrorism and islamic infiltration in Indian Society, But we know that , islamic infiltration is jewish
agenda , Mofo jews play both the opposing sides to succeed in their plans
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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 Poo people...

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Sat Mar 14, 2015 10:28 am

AlKemi666
Wonderful topic. We should talk more often of the historical realities of Satanism in the ancient world.. 

Your words make me dream of a world that must return..

IN NOMINE DEI NOSTRI SATANAS, LVCIFERI EXCELSI
Semper et Aeternvm
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Posts: 185
Location: Italy

Re: Satan Ruled The Golden Age  Mon Oct 05, 2015 12:06 am
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Ramesses Reign
User avatar

Posts: 2

Very informative thread. Thanks.
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HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Mar 16, 2015 4:38 pm

Oceano

Posts: 365

I am reading your 2011-12-13 volume 2 sermons translated into Italian.On page 17-18 explains that the solar
chakra are the center of the soul. Where the rays of this solar chakra radiate in 8 separate rays, representing the
Sun.And it is here where you will find the soul center. 
The website of JOS in Italian "Satanic Symbols" explains that the heart chakra are the center of the sou

l(...  ), where spiritual energy radiates in 8 rays. 
Kai Purr gave us new knowledge of the stone, explaining that the place of the stone are the sacral chakra. Are
perhaps the next step to placing the stone in the chakra of the Sun...? Becouse consider placing the stone in this
place, are all the chakras pointing direkt to the stone too!!!

Thank youu so much!!!
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Mar 16, 2015 4:50 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

The heart is the center its the connector between the upper and lower. The solar is also a center as the solar
rules the soul. The sun is the esoteric ruler of the heart. 

Oceano wrote:

I am reading your 2011-12-13 volume 2 sermons translated into Italian.On page 17-18 explains that the solar
chakra are the center of the soul. Where the rays of this solar chakra radiate in 8 separate rays, representing the
Sun.And it is here where you will find the soul center. 
The website of JOS in Italian "Satanic Symbols" explains that the heart chakra are the center of the sou

l(...  ), where spiritual energy radiates in 8 rays. 
Kai Purr gave us new knowledge of the stone, explaining that the place of the stone are the sacral chakra. Are
perhaps the next step to placing the stone in the chakra of the Sun...? Becouse consider placing the stone in this
place, are all the chakras pointing direkt to the stone too!!!

Thank youu so much!!!
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http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Mar 16, 2015 4:58 pm

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

HP Mageson666 wrote:

The heart is the center its the connector between the upper and lower. The solar is also a center as the solar rules
the soul. The sun is the esoteric ruler of the heart. 

Oceano wrote:

I am reading your 2011-12-13 volume 2 sermons translated into Italian.On page 17-18 explains that the solar
chakra are the center of the soul. Where the rays of this solar chakra radiate in 8 separate rays, representing
the Sun.And it is here where you will find the soul center. 
The website of JOS in Italian "Satanic Symbols" explains that the heart chakra are the center of the sou

l(...  ), where spiritual energy radiates in 8 rays. 
Kai Purr gave us new knowledge of the stone, explaining that the place of the stone are the sacral chakra. Are
perhaps the next step to placing the stone in the chakra of the Sun...? Becouse consider placing the stone in
this place, are all the chakras pointing direkt to the stone too!!!

Thank youu so much!!!

What do you mean by esoteric ruler of the heart? Heart as the organ?

Because to my knowledge the Sun rules the Solar Plexus Chakra. And Mercury the Heart Chakra.

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Mar 16, 2015 5:45 pm
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Oceano

Posts: 365

HP, we have positioned the stone in 2 chakras. Hier shines like the star of Astatoth, and the 3 chakra are shines
too in 8 rays. And perhaps is this the true place of the stone, in the most powerful chakra that we have ...? Why
even the King must unite with the Queen...!!!

Thank you so much!!!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 6:37 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

The heart chakra are ruled by Venus.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 9:29 am

111111111111111111
the king unites with the queen , the solar chakra connects with the pineal gland and empowers it to secret the
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Posts: 1515
Location: Where

the king unites with the queen , the solar chakra connects with the pineal gland and empowers it to secret the
ambrosia , this happense through a spacific nadi maybe because this is what i have felt , energy from my solar
goes up through a nadi to stimulate the pineal gland (this is what i felt)

Thoughts become things.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 1:27 pm

Tintri Neidr

Posts: 196 Oceano wrote:

The heart chakra are ruled by Venus.

No, the 4th Chakra is ruled by Mercury. The Neutral Planet rules the Neuter Chakra.

"One cannot 'de-Nazify' the Gods." -Savitri Devi
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 2:44 pm
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Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

Oceano wrote:

The heart chakra are ruled by Venus.

No. The Heart Chakra is ruled by Mercury. As it is a neutral Chakra.

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 3:08 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

This is why I avoid answering on this subject. One answer and everyone is in a tizzy. The answer to why Venus
and Mercury are connected is obvious.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 3:35 pm

Oceano

Posts: 365

It vibrates in the hour an day of mercury, but it is the chakras of Venus.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 4:08 pm

satan666

Posts: 431

Here's my take on the matter..

Firstly it seems that all too much importance gets placed on this or that chakra being the most powerful.. whilst I
will hereto explain why the solar chakra is the strongest, it is also important to recognise that each chakra has a
purpose and place in the soul and just because a chakra has one function does not mean it will necessarily fulfill
all of the requirements of the soul ie as the home for the stone.

The Solar and sixth chakra must be united as the Sun and Moon. This is spoken of countlessly throughout
alchemical texts and is as vital as the merging of Ida and Pingala. This also points to why the solar chakra is the
strongest as the body is a microcosm and in the macrocosm the most powerful light and energy of the planets or
celestial bodies is Sol, our sun. This is of course in reference to our solar system and by no means a claim that Sol
is the strongest star in the universe however in respect to us as humans on this Earth which we are connected to
this rings true. 
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The heart chakra is a connecter between upper and lower and whilst not necessarily the strongest chakra, it
certainly needs to be open and empowered in order for the lower to communicate with the upper chakras. Note
the word communicate... Mercury.

Venus relates to the throat chakra by its elemental rulership (Air).

As for the home of the stone, what better place to put it than the source region of the body's deepest energies,
the sacral chakra. The Chinese call this region the Fire of the gate of life and place much emphasis on meditating
on it for very good reason. All of the prana and vital energy that arises into the body comes from this region and
when it is exhausted, we die. What better place to store the immortality giving stone than the very source of our
energies. 

Of course, the base chakra contains the serpent (very important), the throat chakra is the source of our voice
without which runic vibration would be impossible, the sixth chakra and pineal gland is the seat of physic
reception and the site of secretion of the female elixir of life and the crown is the connection to the aura and the
place at which Kundalini's piercing brings us to the state where we can be at one with the Gods and Satan....

Aurelius Ophis

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 5:43 pm

Lion

Posts: 362

I think Johnson_Akemi knows the answer to the OP question
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 6:33 pm

Oceano

Posts: 365

satan666 wrote:

Here's my take on the matter..

Firstly it seems that all too much importance gets placed on this or that chakra being the most powerful.. whilst I
will hereto explain why the solar chakra is the strongest, it is also important to recognise that each chakra has a
purpose and place in the soul and just because a chakra has one function does not mean it will necessarily fulfill all
of the requirements of the soul ie as the home for the stone.

The Solar and sixth chakra must be united as the Sun and Moon. This is spoken of countlessly throughout
alchemical texts and is as vital as the merging of Ida and Pingala. This also points to why the solar chakra is the
strongest as the body is a microcosm and in the macrocosm the most powerful light and energy of the planets or
celestial bodies is Sol, our sun. This is of course in reference to our solar system and by no means a claim that Sol
is the strongest star in the universe however in respect to us as humans on this Earth which we are connected to
this rings true. 

The heart chakra is a connecter between upper and lower and whilst not necessarily the strongest chakra, it
certainly needs to be open and empowered in order for the lower to communicate with the upper chakras. Note the
word communicate... Mercury.

Venus relates to the throat chakra by its elemental rulership (Air).

As for the home of the stone, what better place to put it than the source region of the body's deepest energies, the
sacral chakra. The Chinese call this region the Fire of the gate of life and place much emphasis on meditating on it
for very good reason. All of the prana and vital energy that arises into the body comes from this region and when it
is exhausted, we die. What better place to store the immortality giving stone than the very source of our energies. 

Of course, the base chakra contains the serpent (very important), the throat chakra is the source of our voice
without which runic vibration would be impossible, the sixth chakra and pineal gland is the seat of physic reception
and the site of secretion of the female elixir of life and the crown is the connection to the aura and the place at
which Kundalini's piercing brings us to the state where we can be at one with the Gods and Satan....

I like how you have explained you...!!!
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 7:47 pm

Oceano

Posts: 365

satan666 wrote:

Here's my take on the matter..

Firstly it seems that all too much importance gets placed on this or that chakra being the most powerful.. whilst I
will hereto explain why the solar chakra is the strongest, it is also important to recognise that each chakra has a
purpose and place in the soul and just because a chakra has one function does not mean it will necessarily fulfill all
of the requirements of the soul ie as the home for the stone.

The Solar and sixth chakra must be united as the Sun and Moon. This is spoken of countlessly throughout
alchemical texts and is as vital as the merging of Ida and Pingala. This also points to why the solar chakra is the
strongest as the body is a microcosm and in the macrocosm the most powerful light and energy of the planets or
celestial bodies is Sol, our sun. This is of course in reference to our solar system and by no means a claim that Sol
is the strongest star in the universe however in respect to us as humans on this Earth which we are connected to
this rings true. 

The heart chakra is a connecter between upper and lower and whilst not necessarily the strongest chakra, it
certainly needs to be open and empowered in order for the lower to communicate with the upper chakras. Note the
word communicate... Mercury.

Venus relates to the throat chakra by its elemental rulership (Air).

As for the home of the stone, what better place to put it than the source region of the body's deepest energies, the
sacral chakra. The Chinese call this region the Fire of the gate of life and place much emphasis on meditating on it
for very good reason. All of the prana and vital energy that arises into the body comes from this region and when it
is exhausted, we die. What better place to store the immortality giving stone than the very source of our energies. 

Of course, the base chakra contains the serpent (very important), the throat chakra is the source of our voice
without which runic vibration would be impossible, the sixth chakra and pineal gland is the seat of physic reception
and the site of secretion of the female elixir of life and the crown is the connection to the aura and the place at
which Kundalini's piercing brings us to the state where we can be at one with the Gods and Satan....

...but the second chakra is not the last place of the stone...
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 11:25 pm

Fire2u

Posts: 489

The word Soul is a derivative of Sol = which means Sun. 
We know Sun is the center of our Solar system. Solar ruled Manipura-Chakra is considered the center of Soul as
the primal source. Solar chakra housed in navel region is where fetus is connected to its mother (primal source).

Heart chakra is the center of Soul (Soul Anatomically speaking); those of you who could see your chakras will
see Anahata/Heart chakra shaped like a Yoni (fish shaped).
The 7 towers of Satan; 6 shaped in trapezoidal, the one in middle is shaped differently like a sharp flute, denotes
this; heart chakra as the anatomy center of the soul.

Chakras are our seat of consciousness; All 7 major chakras stands for 7 different consciousness that is
responsible of our intelligence, existence, procreation and such. 

Kai purr's alchemy:
1) Solar chakra is the transformation and empowerment seat; the white-gold chakra.

2) Nectar from Pineal is stored here (solar chakra) which will be united with the male secretion (sacral chakra).

3) Sacral chakra being the house of the stone reason being; male chakras are electric, female chakras are
magnetic.
Housing the stone in sacral is an allegory to the physical oval egg of a female continuously being penetrated by
surviving 
male sperm which is the seed of life.

4) The oval egg needs continuous supplement of the male seed in order for it to spark life form (fetus).

5) Pineal secreted ambrosia is likened to the oval-egg and sacral chakra is likened to the sperm bank (seed).
The pineal secreted egg needs continuous male seed injections which is why the stone is placed in sacral chakra.

6) This stone after fully empowered can also be placed in Heart chakra later on, to fulfill desires, or to simply
empower entire 
soul with the stone power, then place it back in sacral chakra again to electrify it with both male & female
secretions.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 17, 2015 11:35 pm
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Fire2u

Posts: 489

Sacral Chakra being the house for the stone; because Sacral Chakra is the seat of Reproduction. 
This region houses our reproductive organs. Females conceive babies at this region too.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Wed Mar 18, 2015 7:47 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

SuryaPuttran wrote:

Sacral Chakra being the house for the stone; because Sacral Chakra is the seat of Reproduction. 
This region houses our reproductive organs. Females conceive babies at this region too.

With your explanation you have congfermato same of my hypothesis. Last night before going to sleep I have
placed the stone in the Sun. Or could not gut sleep well through the night for the strong energy that gave my little
moon, the vibrations of the energy I felt into the teeth, and because the energy of the Sun was too strong. 
However I want to experience other things whith the stone then I'll explain.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Wed Mar 18, 2015 7:14 pm

Lion

Posts: 362 SuryaPuttran wrote:

The word Soul is a derivative of Sol = which means Sun. 
We know Sun is the center of our Solar system. Solar ruled Manipura-Chakra is considered the center of Soul as the
primal source. Solar chakra housed in navel region is where fetus is connected to its mother (primal source).

Heart chakra is the center of Soul (Soul Anatomically speaking); those of you who could see your chakras will
see Anahata/Heart chakra shaped like a Yoni (fish shaped).
The 7 towers of Satan; 6 shaped in trapezoidal, the one in middle is shaped differently like a sharp flute, denotes
this; heart chakra as the anatomy center of the soul.

Chakras are our seat of consciousness; All 7 major chakras stands for 7 different consciousness that is responsible
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of our intelligence, existence, procreation and such. 

Kai purr's alchemy:
1) Solar chakra is the transformation and empowerment seat; the white-gold chakra.

2) Nectar from Pineal is stored here (solar chakra) which will be united with the male secretion (sacral chakra).

3) Sacral chakra being the house of the stone reason being; male chakras are electric, female chakras are magnetic.
Housing the stone in sacral is an allegory to the physical oval egg of a female continuously being penetrated by
surviving 
male sperm which is the seed of life.

4) The oval egg needs continuous supplement of the male seed in order for it to spark life form (fetus).

5) Pineal secreted ambrosia is likened to the oval-egg and sacral chakra is likened to the sperm bank (seed).
The pineal secreted egg needs continuous male seed injections which is why the stone is placed in sacral chakra.

6) This stone after fully empowered can also be placed in Heart chakra later on, to fulfill desires, or to simply
empower entire 
soul with the stone power, then place it back in sacral chakra again to electrify it with both male & female
secretions.

Some good information here.
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 24, 2015 6:25 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

Since I put my stone in my soul the stone's power is so strong that the press so much on my liver.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Tue Mar 24, 2015 5:23 pm

descarte666
I have found that the stone is most powerful when placed between the solar plexus and the sacral. I, personally,
direct the pineal secretions into my solar plexus. I also notice a division in the heart chakra, where some of that
energy from my pineal gland goes into my aura, other chakras, etc. Once the pineal energy is in my solar plexus I
connect it with my sacral. That gives me very good results. I have noticed a natural (or instinctual) connection
between my top chakras and my bottom chakras since I have moved my stone between my sacral and my solar
plexus. I notice very good flow of energy from my feet and hands. I also notice a connection of "heaven" and
Earth". It is hard to explain. I find that my energy flow resembles a very complex line pattern. However, when
focused, it becomes very straight forward. Making it especially useful when directed through the third eye and the
hands. 

A simple answer, I believe, that it really comes down to personal preference where you put it. As when I put my
stone into my heart chakra, I felt a serious increase in my bioelectricity. Play with it and find what works for you.
AS for other members, Kai Purr, through his experience, has found that the sacral is the best spot for it. (and
Rightfully So.) As there are many deep alchemical meanings behind this positioning.
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Posts: 662

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Wed Mar 25, 2015 9:30 am

Oceano
descarte666 wrote:

I have found that the stone is most powerful when placed between the solar plexus and the sacral. I, personally,
direct the pineal secretions into my solar plexus. I also notice a division in the heart chakra, where some of that
energy from my pineal gland goes into my aura, other chakras, etc. Once the pineal energy is in my solar plexus I
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Posts: 365

connect it with my sacral. That gives me very good results. I have noticed a natural (or instinctual) connection
between my top chakras and my bottom chakras since I have moved my stone between my sacral and my solar
plexus. I notice very good flow of energy from my feet and hands. I also notice a connection of "heaven" and
Earth". It is hard to explain. I find that my energy flow resembles a very complex line pattern. However, when
focused, it becomes very straight forward. Making it especially useful when directed through the third eye and the
hands. 

A simple answer, I believe, that it really comes down to personal preference where you put it. As when I put my
stone into my heart chakra, I felt a serious increase in my bioelectricity. Play with it and find what works for you. AS
for other members, Kai Purr, through his experience, has found that the sacral is the best spot for it. (and Rightfully
So.) As there are many deep alchemical meanings behind this positioning.

I appreciate your words.

Kai Purr was been a great teacher for me.

However I will add that now has also activated my pitutaria alone too. And with the pineal and pituitaria enabled
all the time are not really easy. In addition I have great pressure in solar.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Thu Mar 26, 2015 1:14 pm

satan666

Posts: 431

The magnum opus is about the balance of the male and female elixirs (amongst other things). Having one or the
other over-stimulated is not in the spirit of balance so it makes more sense to have the stone somewhere it can
stimulate both elixirs, not just the one.

However it does sound like your having some progress with it stored in the solar, how poignant that is for the
overall working remains to be seen.

Aurelius Ophis
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Thu Mar 26, 2015 5:18 pm

Oceano

Posts: 365

You're right, too... your comments make me increasingly reflect.

Thanks...!!!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Sun Mar 29, 2015 7:14 pm

descarte666
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Posts: 662

Oceano wrote:

descarte666 wrote:

I have found that the stone is most powerful when placed between the solar plexus and the sacral. I,
personally, direct the pineal secretions into my solar plexus. I also notice a division in the heart chakra, where
some of that energy from my pineal gland goes into my aura, other chakras, etc. Once the pineal energy is in
my solar plexus I connect it with my sacral. That gives me very good results. I have noticed a natural (or
instinctual) connection between my top chakras and my bottom chakras since I have moved my stone between
my sacral and my solar plexus. I notice very good flow of energy from my feet and hands. I also notice a
connection of "heaven" and Earth". It is hard to explain. I find that my energy flow resembles a very complex
line pattern. However, when focused, it becomes very straight forward. Making it especially useful when directed
through the third eye and the hands. 

A simple answer, I believe, that it really comes down to personal preference where you put it. As when I put my
stone into my heart chakra, I felt a serious increase in my bioelectricity. Play with it and find what works for
you. AS for other members, Kai Purr, through his experience, has found that the sacral is the best spot for it.
(and Rightfully So.) As there are many deep alchemical meanings behind this positioning.

I appreciate your words.

Kai Purr was been a great teacher for me.

However I will add that now has also activated my pitutaria alone too. And with the pineal and pituitaria enabled all
the time are not really easy. In addition I have great pressure in solar.

Excuse the late reply. 

Usually, a pressure in the solar plexus chakra indicates a blockage of some sort. There are three ways to fix any
blockage of the soul. Mantras and affirmations, yoga and related disciplines, and using magick to change
environmental situations. Since the solar plexus chakra rules the will, anything impeding your desire or needs
could potentially create a block. I find that a functioning solar plexus chakra gets you what you want. It seems
that a nonfunctioning chakra seems to create the opposite effect. Work with it.
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Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Mar 30, 2015 4:01 pm

Oceano
descarte666 wrote:

Oceano wrote:
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Posts: 365

descarte666 wrote:

I have found that the stone is most powerful when placed between the solar plexus and the sacral. I,
personally, direct the pineal secretions into my solar plexus. I also notice a division in the heart chakra,
where some of that energy from my pineal gland goes into my aura, other chakras, etc. Once the pineal
energy is in my solar plexus I connect it with my sacral. That gives me very good results. I have noticed a
natural (or instinctual) connection between my top chakras and my bottom chakras since I have moved my
stone between my sacral and my solar plexus. I notice very good flow of energy from my feet and hands. I
also notice a connection of "heaven" and Earth". It is hard to explain. I find that my energy flow resembles
a very complex line pattern. However, when focused, it becomes very straight forward. Making it especially
useful when directed through the third eye and the hands. 

A simple answer, I believe, that it really comes down to personal preference where you put it. As when I put
my stone into my heart chakra, I felt a serious increase in my bioelectricity. Play with it and find what
works for you. AS for other members, Kai Purr, through his experience, has found that the sacral is the
best spot for it. (and Rightfully So.) As there are many deep alchemical meanings behind this positioning.

I appreciate your words.

Kai Purr was been a great teacher for me.

However I will add that now has also activated my pitutaria alone too. And with the pineal and pituitaria enabled
all the time are not really easy. In addition I have great pressure in solar.

Excuse the late reply. 

Usually, a pressure in the solar plexus chakra indicates a blockage of some sort. There are three ways to fix any
blockage of the soul. Mantras and affirmations, yoga and related disciplines, and using magick to change
environmental situations. Since the solar plexus chakra rules the will, anything impeding your desire or needs could
potentially create a block. I find that a functioning solar plexus chakra gets you what you want. It seems that a
nonfunctioning chakra seems to create the opposite effect. Work with it.

Thanks for advice but I don't think they had no locks. I feel the energy that squirts like down arrow above. It is
solar energy that press on the liver.But every day happen changed a lot.
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Sat Apr 04, 2015 7:00 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

descarte666 wrote:

Oceano wrote:

descarte666 wrote:

I have found that the stone is most powerful when placed between the solar plexus and the sacral. I,
personally, direct the pineal secretions into my solar plexus. I also notice a division in the heart chakra,
where some of that energy from my pineal gland goes into my aura, other chakras, etc. Once the pineal
energy is in my solar plexus I connect it with my sacral. That gives me very good results. I have noticed a
natural (or instinctual) connection between my top chakras and my bottom chakras since I have moved my
stone between my sacral and my solar plexus. I notice very good flow of energy from my feet and hands. I
also notice a connection of "heaven" and Earth". It is hard to explain. I find that my energy flow resembles
a very complex line pattern. However, when focused, it becomes very straight forward. Making it especially
useful when directed through the third eye and the hands. 

A simple answer, I believe, that it really comes down to personal preference where you put it. As when I put
my stone into my heart chakra, I felt a serious increase in my bioelectricity. Play with it and find what
works for you. AS for other members, Kai Purr, through his experience, has found that the sacral is the
best spot for it. (and Rightfully So.) As there are many deep alchemical meanings behind this positioning.

I appreciate your words.

Kai Purr was been a great teacher for me.

However I will add that now has also activated my pitutaria alone too. And with the pineal and pituitaria enabled
all the time are not really easy. In addition I have great pressure in solar.

Excuse the late reply. 

Usually, a pressure in the solar plexus chakra indicates a blockage of some sort. There are three ways to fix any
blockage of the soul. Mantras and affirmations, yoga and related disciplines, and using magick to change
environmental situations. Since the solar plexus chakra rules the will, anything impeding your desire or needs could
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potentially create a block. I find that a functioning solar plexus chakra gets you what you want. It seems that a
nonfunctioning chakra seems to create the opposite effect. Work with it.

I think you are just right ..., I must have a block to the heart ...!
Thanks...,Your intelligent comments always make me reflect...!!!

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Sat Apr 04, 2015 11:33 pm

Fire2u

Posts: 489 satan666 wrote:

The magnum opus is about the balance of the male and female elixirs (amongst other things). Having one or the
other over-stimulated is not in the spirit of balance so it makes more sense to have the stone somewhere it can
stimulate both elixirs, not just the one.

However it does sound like your having some progress with it stored in the solar

Just to share my thoughts on this : The house of the stone.

Satan's Sigil when I meditated on it; this was what I got :

The Huge point down triangle is the Solar Chakra pointed down for two reasons:
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One - Solar Chakra acts as the mixing bowl = the intersecting lines denotes of "mixing" or "union of the opposite
"elixirs" i.e male & female.

Two - Solar Chakra points down; this is to drop the mixed elixir into Sacral Chakra; 

The "V" intersecting the Large point-down triangle forming a diamond shape as heart chakra. This diamond shape
figure is the completed male-female union stored beneath Solar Chakra, which is the sacral chakra.

The reason for this - Sacral Chakra is the chakra of reproduction.

The Sigil of Astaroth shows the same thing:

The "O -I" is female elixir from top (pineal) mixing with male elixir stemming from below (sacral). 

Green arrow: the point-down pentagon is the Solar Chakra in which the mixing of elixir takes place.

Pink arrow : the completed mixture is stored in between 2 inverted cones (hips chakra) and 1 point-up cone (root
chakra)

Solar chakra empowers, Sacral chakra reproduces.

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Sun Apr 05, 2015 2:30 am
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Poklonc

Posts: 69

Wow, great info there 
Based on this, both the female and male elixirs have to directed into the solar, where they get united/cleansed
and transformed into the elixir of life, right? 
Now, where should i direct the perfected elixir after the transformation?

Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Mon Apr 06, 2015 5:05 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

SuryaPuttran wrote:

satan666 wrote:

The magnum opus is about the balance of the male and female elixirs (amongst other things). Having one or
the other over-stimulated is not in the spirit of balance so it makes more sense to have the stone somewhere
it can stimulate both elixirs, not just the one.

However it does sound like your having some progress with it stored in the solar

Just to share my thoughts on this : The house of the stone.

Satan's Sigil when I meditated on it; this was what I got :
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The Huge point down triangle is the Solar Chakra pointed down for two reasons:

One - Solar Chakra acts as the mixing bowl = the intersecting lines denotes of "mixing" or "union of the opposite
"elixirs" i.e male & female.

Two - Solar Chakra points down; this is to drop the mixed elixir into Sacral Chakra; 

The "V" intersecting the Large point-down triangle forming a diamond shape as heart chakra. This diamond shape
figure is the completed male-female union stored beneath Solar Chakra, which is the sacral chakra.

The reason for this - Sacral Chakra is the chakra of reproduction.

The Sigil of Astaroth shows the same thing:

The "O -I" is female elixir from top (pineal) mixing with male elixir stemming from below (sacral). 

Green arrow: the point-down pentagon is the Solar Chakra in which the mixing of elixir takes place.

Pink arrow : the completed mixture is stored in between 2 inverted cones (hips chakra) and 1 point-up cone (root
chakra)

Solar chakra empowers, Sacral chakra reproduces.

Thank you so much...!!!
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Re: HP Maxine an explanation please  Wed Apr 15, 2015 12:17 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489 SuryaPuttran wrote:

satan666 wrote:

The magnum opus is about the balance of the male and female elixirs (amongst other things). Having one or
the other over-stimulated is not in the spirit of balance so it makes more sense to have the stone somewhere
it can stimulate both elixirs, not just the one.

However it does sound like your having some progress with it stored in the solar

Just to share my thoughts on this : The house of the stone.

Satan's Sigil when I meditated on it; this was what I got :

The Huge point down triangle is the Solar Chakra pointed down for two reasons:

One - Solar Chakra acts as the mixing bowl = the intersecting lines denotes of "mixing" or "union of the opposite
"elixirs" i.e male & female.
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Two - Solar Chakra points down; this is to drop the mixed elixir into Sacral Chakra; 

The "V" intersecting the Large point-down triangle forming a diamond shape as heart chakra. This diamond shape
figure is the completed male-female union stored beneath Solar Chakra, which is the sacral chakra.

The reason for this - Sacral Chakra is the chakra of reproduction.

The Sigil of Astaroth shows the same thing:

The "O -I" is female elixir from top (pineal) mixing with male elixir stemming from below (sacral). 

Green arrow: the point-down pentagon is the Solar Chakra in which the mixing of elixir takes place.

Pink arrow : the completed mixture is stored in between 2 inverted cones (hips chakra) and 1 point-up cone (root
chakra)

Solar chakra empowers, Sacral chakra reproduces.

Sorry, I have to repost it due to some technical mistakes; I accidentally deleted the source where I uploaded the
picture. Thx.
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Primordial Buddhism  Wed Mar 18, 2015 1:07 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Primordial Buddhism

Dedicated to Otto Rahn.

This article is meant to highlight what can be termed: "Primordial Buddhism."
That is Buddhism that existed before the corruptions where made. The corrupted
paradigm which is now the standard. I have already discussed this: "Bogus
Buddhism." Elsewhere.

In the ancient world the Arya's worshipped a Creator God by the title of Buddha.
The Aryish Druids religion was based on the worship of a crucified and reborn
God man, named: Wod, Wodan, Bud, Budh, Buddha.

As DM. Murdock cites in her book: "Suns of God."
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"They gave [the Sacred Island] two other names, viz, Phus Inis, and
Inis=na-Phuodha-which, at once, associate the "worship" with the profession of
the worshippers-for, Phus Inis, is Dudh Inis-Ph, or , F, being only the aspirate
of, B, and commutable with it-that is, Budh Island; and Inis-na Phuodha is
Inis-na-Buodha, that is, THE ISLAND OF BUDHA."

So we have ancient Ireland being titled: "The Island of Budha."
Also from the same work:
"The ancient Irish and Hindus used the name Budh for the planet Mercury. The
stem Budh appears in all the Celtic languages as it does in Sanskrit, as meaning
"all victorious" "gift of teaching" "accomplished" "enlightened" "exalted" and
on."
From here we see Buddhaya the Sanskrit title for Mercury.
The Indo-European languages all come from Sanskrit.

"The Druidic and Vedic priesthoods, language and culture are one at root,
separating perhaps three millennia prior to the Christian era."- Ellis

The round towers of Ireland:
"O' Brien relates the words of an ancient Irish bishop Corma, "the celebrated
bishop of Cashel" who in "defining the Round Towers in his Glossary of the Irish
Language, under the name of Faill, wrote the following:
"Carth cloacha is aire bearor fall desucedr Fo bith ro ceata suighedesat en
Eire"- that is, stone-built monuments, within which noble judges [my note
Druids] used to enclose vases containing the relics of Fo [i.e. Budh] and of
which they had erected hundreds throughout Ireland!"

More:
"O'Brien cites the Dagoba's of Sir Lanka often lofty buildings in which Buddhist
relics have been deposited.
The towers are also symbols of fertility their phallic nature obvious to the
eye. Concerning these phallic symbols, O'Brien remarks:
Such was the origin and design of the most ancient Indian pagodas  And that
such, also was the use and origin of the Irish pagodas is manifest from the name
by which they are critically and accurately designated, via, Budh, which in the
Irish language, signifies not only the Sun, as the source of generative
vegetation, but also the male organ of procreative generativeness.

Clo. Vallancey states that Krisna also means sun in ancient Irish.
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"O'Brien provides an image of a round tower with a crucified man above the door,
between two standing human figures and below them two bizarre animals lying
down. Concerning this image, O'Brien relates that Christian authorities
naturally want to make of it a Christian crucifix. However, our Irish writer
disagrees, first commenting on the strange animals and linking them with the
elephant and bull on a Buddhist temple in Sri Lanka."
Tertullian, as late as 211 CE, wrote:
"The Christians neither adored nor desired crosses, and criticized pagans for
doing so and for putting a man on the cross, too. For pagans a cross was a sign
of eternity.It was not until the 6th synod of Constantinople that it was
decided that the symbol of Christianity, which was confirmed by Pope Adrain I,
would be represented from that time on as a man crucified on the cross. In fact,
the earliest instances of any artwork that illustrates Jesus on the cross can be
traced back only to the eight or ninth century. Thus, the Christians adopted the
crucifixion as a symbol from the pagans."

Its also no mistake the ancient Europeans would dye their bodies with a sacred
blue paint. Called "Wod."

More on the Druids:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/239

On the European continent where the same God who is hung on the sacred tree and
reborn again is worshipped. We had the major spiritual center of the Irminsul
Pillar. Which holds the same meaning of the Tet Pillar of Ptah in Egypt. Or
Mount Meru column. Of which the Round Towers are a symbol for as well. This is
the meaning of the Buddhist Stupas in the East as well.

Budha is depicted as the sacred tree in the East as well as the West.

We have these same towers being called; "Fish Towers." As the Fish is the symbol
of the perfected life force following up the spine and the rebirth. It's the
Yoni symbol in which the reborn God is shown emerging from. We have the same
round towers or Benben towers being built by the Egyptians as well.
Also noted in Sri Lank Buddha is still called Wod or Woden to this day.

As D.M. Murdock notes:
"The word "Buddha" is related to the Egyptian term for the sky-god
father-figure, "Ptah" and "Puttha," as well as to "Pytha," as in Pythagoras
("Buddha" + "guru"). "
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Churchward also stated:
"Buddha is their representative of Ptah of the Egyptians."

As mentioned the same themes are found in Egypt as in Ireland/Europe. And the
East.
Ptah and Osiris as mentioned before are the same God. Osiris name translates
out: "The eye of the throne of God." This Throne is Isis's. Isis is linked to
the star Sirius as is Ptah's staff. Hence Osiris is the union of the this
power and its full activation. The Throne is the illuminated or perfected
consciousness. And Isis rules the Sophia or Shakti aspect. Which what Ptah's
staff contains in symbol. The two are the same God. Just as Wod/Buddha in
Europe is symbolically depicted as being blue so is Ptah-Osiris as well.

As I mentioned here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/418

The religion of Ptah-Osiris and the crucified and reborn Hari Krist[na] or Horus
Krist. Are the same as Vishnu and Hari Krisna of India. And that Vishnu
originally is a title of Surya. Hari is the symbolic title of our God. And the
source of the term Aryan. The term Aryan in the ancient world was also spelled
Ari or Hari we also have the Arya or Haraya [People of Hari]. This term is in
Egypt as the term of the founding race.

The H of Hari denotes the Serpent [Mercury-Budha]]. And the God Himself. 

Ptah-Osiris staff is the same as Woden's spear.

"Another title for Surya is "Budha."-Suns of God
Originally Buddha was a major title for the Agni/Surya the Vedic Sun God. And
symbolic mythos goes back to this period. Tvashtar [ a title of Surya] is the
father of Agni. Surya is titled the world modeller or skillful smith [Ptah]. 
As I have stated in another article Surya is known to be Ptah-Osiris of the
Egyptians and Heru [proper title Hari]. Or the resurrected/perfected or reborn 
Ptah-Osiris. Agni in India. This is symbolic Osiris and Isis unification
generates the reborn or perfected soul. Hari. As noted before Ptah-Osiris is
identical to Agni/Surya. As this is the same Primordial Tradition. The
Egyptians stated they came from the East and this is seen in their culture. We
can see that Agni also represents the perfected Surya.
We have an ancient inscription at Buddha Gaya that calls Buddha: "This deity
Hari." Hari is one of the most ancient names of our God.

This is why there are images of Surya at Buddha Gaya as well. Budha is another title of Surya. Who as stated is
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This is why there are images of Surya at Buddha Gaya as well. Budha is another title of Surya. Who as stated is
Ptah-Osiris [Hari ]in Egypt. This also gets into Helios. Which means the same as Hari.

As stated before:
"Horus bears the title proper of Hari Krist but in all reality going right back
to the Sanskrit it would be Krisna. Krisna was in this region as the title for
the sun god among other spelling. So we have Hari Krisna of Egypt. Further
images of him in Egypt found in some regions show him to be identical in
appearance to Krisna of India. In Egypt he is shown as the blue coloured child,
holding his finger to his mouth and a clay pot in the other. Same as Krisna of
India. The Greek version of him as Harpocrates from the Egyptian Har-Pa-Khered:
"Horus The Child." Shows him sitting with the clay pot [like Krisna's butter
pot] feather in his hair and all. Identical to the images of the God in India.
This God also rests upon the serpent or lotus flower. Identical to Krisna of
India once again The eagle and Falcon are interrelated as well. Just as the
Peacock is the Phoenix in Egypt. The eagle plays prominently in the avatar
tradition in India.

As DM. Murdock points out in the earlier traditions of Krisna. He like
Horus[Hari] of Egypt is crucified , in this case upon a tree by being pinned or
pierced to it by arrows and later resurrected or ascends. Upon this the tree
which is next to the river, regenerates and grows and rains lotus blossoms and
gives off fragrances."
She further states:
"Like Krishna Buddha has been deemed an incarnation of Vishnu, an aspect of the
God Sun. Among other symbols depicted in images of Bodhisattvas and Buddha's, as
well as Vishnu. According to Pandey, "The girdle on the waist is a necessity
when smartness and valour are ascribed to a deity." Which means additionally
that Buddha is clearly portrayed as a God. The insight that Buddha, like his
alter ego Vishnu and preceding avatar Krishna ."

This is why in India we have inscriptions to Buddha calling him an incarnation
of Vishnu [Surya-Agni] and the savour of the world, the way of immorality. Its
no mistake the statues of Buddha in the East are the same as statues of Surya
in many areas.

As mentioned Krishna/Hari the perfected Vishnu. This is why the tales of
Krishna and Buddha are identical from the divine births to the same birthday.
And on in their tales. Including Buddha like Krishna in the early texts being
crucified on a tree. In the case of both Buddha and Krishna by being pierced by
arrows. And then being resurrected later:
The scholar Titcomb states:
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At the death of Buddha the earth trembled, the rocks were split and phantoms and
spirits appeared. He descended into hell and preached to the spirits of the
damned.

When Buddha was buried, the coverings of the body unrolled themselves, the lid
of his coffin was opened by supernatural powers and he ascended bodily to the
celestial regions.".
We have Buddha resurrecting and ascending boldly into heaven. This is the same
as the traditional Sol God of the Primordial Tradition. We also have Buddha
transfigured as bright as the sun. On the mountain top. As we see later this is
important as it connects to Adi Buddha. Which shows us the same God from the
original Tradition.

Originally the concept of Nirvana is not extinction. But enlightenment and
immortality:
"Nirvana is identified with "the opening of the pure ways of heaven." Of the
"gates of eternal life," and is actually called the sun and "the center of
supernatural light." -Suns of God

This is why there are 13 full steps to full enlightenment or Nirvana in
Buddhism. The 13 steps of the Magnum Opus.

Images in the East of Buddha's death show the Mount Meru column falling. This is
the same theme in Egypt with the "blessed land." Of which sit the Tet Pillar of
Ptah [Meru Column]in the center of. Of which atop the Phoenix [Peacock in the
East] sit. After a great destruction the Tet pillar is reborn with the land into
the pure state. The stories of Buddha's cremation in this light is also symbolic
of the Phoenix of rebirth thought flame. This is why Buddha dies at 84. 8=4=12, 
with the hidden 13th step within.
the 13 steps of the Magnum Opus. The Phoenix's other symbol is the Grail. Of
which also features in Buddhism as well.
We can also see in ancient India Buddha being depicted as a linga, tree, white
horse and the Kalachakra. There are all symbols of the life force energy. The
linga the same symbol as the Tet Column or Round Towers, Stupa's, etc. We will
come back to the Kala Charka in a bit.

Looking into the earliest Pali texts its still possible to see remnants of the
original Tradition that where wrote over with enemy corruptions.
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We find mention of awakening the seven centers of consciousness and opening the
eye of wisdom. Along with Buddha having obtained the literal "deathless state"
and bearing all the marks of the perfected man, along with all the supernormal
powers or Siddhi's. His victory over Mara [Mara is the god of death in older
spellings[ under the tree being the symbolic of having gained immorality and
illumination. Mara and his forces represent originally the titanic or dross
element that has to be purified from the soul. And with this the morning star
appears and the tree rains down lotus blossoms etc. The same as the tree Krishna
was crucified upon. And we have Budha/Woden crucified in the European branch and
originally in the Eastern branch.

The references to the 5 wisdoms, the Jana's and such are taken from the
purification of the elements of the soul. There are still some meditations upon
the "four great elements" and their functions in the early texts. The principal
of samsaric aspects being a corruption of the unperfected state. The nine realms
of the Deva's an allegory for the Charka's, etc. Samsaric states also originally refers to the dissolution process of
alchemy.

We also find Buddha's performing miracles and such. His life in the mythos is
identical to that of Hari of Egypt. And as mentioned Hari of India in many
places.

Originally the Aryans lived across Asia all the way to Northern China and the
regions of the now Gobi desert. The pyramids found in Northern China are from
this period. And the Chinese admit they are not part of their civilization. 
National Geographic and others have done large stories on the excavation of the
silk road and general Far East. In which cities larger then Babylon at its
height have been found. Along with perfected preserved bodies of White people
dressed like they belong in ancient Ireland and the Scottish highlands. The
female hair is braided in a specific fashion that only remains in the folk
culture of Denmark. There are also over five thousand ancient Vedic temples in
parts of China. Along with the fact China's name comes from a Sanskrit word for
Lion. Ch'in is the Chinese spelling of the Sanskrit "Simha."

The ancient Chinese records state about the rule of Aryan Emperors with blonde
hair, green/blue eyes, etc. And the Mongols record a race of blue eyed, Aryans
living in their region many of whom their ruling caste was descended from. 
Genghis Khan [Great Serpent] was described as having red hair and light eyes.
Along with many upper caste Mongols of the period. The Mongoloid races where
not in the area of Northern China and other Asian regions, till around several
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thousand years ago. Where the Aryans had already lived there for thousands of
years before. The Tibetans also state they received their original culture of
Bon. From a race of Aryans thousands of years ago. The anthropological studies
conducted on the Tibetans by the Germans, found the upper class of Tibet where
also of Aryan origin, mixed with Mongolian .
In the far east they traditionally worshipped a Creator God named Fo/Po or Futi.
Also spelled Buddha.

And this brings us to BON PO.
With BON PO we have the title for Buddha of PO. Bon was the religion across 
Asia and as we will see Europe as well. The findings from Bon in Nepal and Tibet
such that before the Gautama or Ashoka period. BON images show the classical
images of Buddha seen in Mahayana sects. As well as ancient BON texts mention
their perfected masters have the title of Buddha.

We also have images from Europe found of Yogi's in the full lotus position.
Which identical spiritual symbolism upon them.

BON was repressed and almost wiped out by the Ashoka corruption of Buddhism or
bogus Buddhism. Bon temples and sacred sites and texts where destroyed along
with many Bon's. This period is still called: "The dark times." By the people in
the regions of Nepal who are Bon's. We also have records of Ashoka putting up to
eighteen and more thousand people to death as part of the repression of this
Imperial Ideology of his.

We are seeing with Mahayana. Ashoka Buddhism which is a inversion of the
original, grafted over the original Buddhism in these regions openly.

In the regions of Nepal we still have the Bon Stupa's painted in the same way. 
The traditional or Ashoka Buddhist ones are. So we can see this is a copy of
the original Buddhist style.

In the region coming from the BON tradition. Are Chortens. Which are Stupa's 
which are based on the classical temple building of the East and the West. The
base represents the circle within the square and the Mount Meru axis with 13
steps or representing the 13 steps of enlightenment. Mentioning the hidden 13th
within the 12. And 1+3=4. The perfected elements coming from the 5th of ether
within.

The Vishnu [Surya] yantra is designed upon the 64 square grid of the Mer-cury
square. Enclosed within a circle with symbols for the cardinal points. We see
Buddha originally being a title for Surya[Vishnu]. The circle and square
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represent the unification of the male and female aspect of the soul into
Godhead. This style is the bases of many ancient statues of the Sol God in the
East. The God as the Linga standing upon the square base. Representing what is
encoded in the Sol Gods yantra. The same symbolism is found on the Medicine Buddha's yantra as well.

The heart of the BON PO system was a system called the: "Great Perfection." And
was based on creating: "The Immortal Rainbow Body." The center of this being
the Kalachakra Tanta.

In India we have Buddha depicted as the God Kalachakra as well. This is the core
of the original Buddhist tradition from East to West here. The God Kalachakra
rules over this process.

The Kalachakra is based upon the unification of the male and female parts of the
soul . Even openly describing the meditations for the production of the male and
female elixirs . Along with the purification of the elements or great lights of
the soul. As part of this upon the Kalachakra mandala we have the image of the
Black sun. Of which Adi Buddha the perfected human comes forth from. Within the
Kalachakra we have the same themes found in the Eddas. The Western branch.

Budha in India was depicted as the Kalachakra Lingam. Which is the sacred phallus of which is seen in the shape
of the rune stones. This is also as mentioned before what the tree represents. The illuminated soul. Wodan is also
shown in direct imagery with the sacred phallus upon the horse. The symbol of the perfection and rebirth of the
soul.

The final product being the creation of the Adi Buddha. Adi means "Lord of the
Mount." And is identical in meaning to Dionysus" "Lord of the Mount Nysa." The
Mount Meru Axis. Which we see Ptah [spelling of Buddha] in Egypt with the Tet
pillar and Woden[Buddha] in Europe with the Round towers. And Adi Buddha in the
East. In the origin Tradition of BON. We have The Lord of Time [Kalachakra]
another title for Primordial Buddha. Our God.

Another title for Dionysus was Hu another spelling of Woden. Dionysus also
carries the grail. And is the eternally young, crucified and reborn youth. 
Who's sacred animal is also the Peacock.
Ichthys, or the Fish, was one of the names of Dionysus and the divine phallus
was also shown in the shape of fish. The phallus is the spinal column with the
kundalini full risen. EA [Oannes] is also shown as a Fish cloaked God in the ME
and Lord of the Water for the same reason. The life force.
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Lord of Time or Kalachakra:
In Sanskirt SAT means Truth. Truth in the ancient world was another name for
illumination and transformation of the soul. When the kundalini power rises it
brings a person to SAT by illumination of the consciousness it brings which is
what they where depicting by the title of Truth...... This is why the strength
of the soul is its ability to reach levels of truth in the Egyptian texts.
Levels of empowerment.

An as the prefix of Ananta Shesha which is the primordial serpent. Depicted as a
serpent in a golden circle clutching its tail. The sign of the Magnum Opus. This
golden serpent Is given the title of "Eternity" [Ananta]. And refers to the
title of "Lord of Time." As time in this sense relates to the perfection of the
soul.

Sat also meaning: Shining. And , An: Serpent. Hence Satan translates out to: Shining Serpent.

This is why Woden [ Budha] has a golden ring that replicates itself. This is
also why Woden has the sacred mead drunk from the horn [grail symbol]. One of
these sacred horns found in Europe show it made of gold with alchemical
symbolism all over it. Remember Woden also rides a White Horse another symbol of
Budha. He rides it thought the different worlds in the eight different directions. This is the circulation of the life
force through the soul.

As Gardiner points out. Wodan was the name of the Kundalini in North, Western Europe. And his spear represents
the spinal or Meru column which the serpentine energy is channeled thought. It's a Caduceus symbol. The An
sound on the end of Wod-an denotes the serpent. And the perfected life force. Hence the spelling of Wod the
mercury plus An of the serpent. Same with Sat-An.

Wodan's symbol of the valknut is the trine symbol of the soul. Wodan is called the unfastener of knots or bindings.
This refers to the opening of the three granthis or knots of the soul. This is the one God in three parts. Which is
represented by the AUM formula. Wodan being the Kundalini power among the Teutonic branch of Europe. This is
always represented as the three in One.
V,P and B's are interchangeable. Val, has the V that denotes the mercury or Serpentine life force. The W on
Wodan is properly pounced as a soft V.

The Valk-yries are also the Shakti aspect of the soul. The nine Daughters of Wodan. All of this relates to the soul
and its structure and purification. The warrior must die pierced by a blade[sword mainly] in battle to go to Val-
halla, Its an allegory for the chaos stage and the ascent of the kundalini
and its piercings aspect. In the ancient world the sword, spear and dagger where
also symbols of the serpent power. The Valkyrie takes him over the rainbow
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bridge [up the spine of the charka system] to Valhalla we are looking at the shaki rising up the spine to the crown
chakra. 
The Veda's hold the same images of the Rainbow and so did the Hellenic schools. The pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow comes from such schools. Its an allegory that lived on in folktales.

The horn of Wodan's sacred Mead as a grail symbol comes from the sacred Bull:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/448
The Bull was so sacred to the ancient Aryans from Europe to India. The word God comes
from the ancient word for Bull. Go, and the Bull and Goat where used
interchangeable Hence the German Got. The totems of the God Satan. The G is also
a serpentine symbol in sacred lettering. And the O the union of the masculine
and feminine. This is all of Satan.

In the East we have the Bull of Dharma for this reason. The four legs represent
the four elements and the horns the symbol mercury. The Bull was used as the
symbol of the Sun [spiritual sun] for this reason. And the ancient texts stated:
The Bull is the serpent and the serpent is the Bull.
It's a serpentine symbol .

Wodan also has the Golden Helm which represents the Halo or Gold in the Work. The Gods in the East are shown
wearing an identical helm. Which represents the capstone in the work. The conical stone on the top of the Meru
Column the completion of the great work. Also seen in the Wizard hats.

Wodan is the All Father as this represents the ether element that the elements and property of the soul manifests
from. And the All is when all the charka's are made into one via the Magnum Opus which prefects this principal.
Hence Zeus being Zan meaning the All. This is what Narayana represents. Narayana wears the sacred Golden
Helm.

Wodan's main rune is the OSS rune. Which is the ether element. Or Mercury. For this reason. And Wednesday is
named after the day of Wodan. The day of Mercury which is the holy day of Buddhists in the East. 

Many of the rune stones are phallic shaped for this reason. As the phallus, fish and Meru Axis all meaning the
same.

In the East We have Buddha also carrying a sacred Grail in the image of bowl and
sometimes a mixing bowl made of lapis lazuli which as Philip Gardner states is
an ancient Grail symbol. The Lapis lazuli or blue stones are the grail symbol in
Sumeria and also depicted in the Dionysus branch as a cluster of grapes. We have
tales of Alexander the Great climbing the sacred tree and meeting the Green Man
who them gives him a cluster of grapes which lead to immorality, etc.
The Lazu-il denotes illu or the illuminated. And we have Ra or the Ra's bow
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[Rainbow] Ra's bow is Ra's celestial ship he journeys through the 12 stages of
the Magnum Opus upon. The Egyptians called the Great Work. Creating the body of
Ra. Or Rainbow body. Within this we have the holy: "G-ra-il." The G in the
ancient script denotes the serpent.

In Egypt we have Ptah, Amun, Ra. Being the original three in one trinity. With
the Ra-m, being the symbol of Agni. And EA as scholars note PTAH in Sumeria has
a staff with the rams head at the top of it.

We have the fact the hero travels over the Rainbow bridge to enter Valhalla 
and sit with Woden [ Budha]. And thus obtain immorality and perfection.

The Blue color is the symbol of the Great Perfection. It symbols the purified
soul. Of which the purified Mercury relates to. As we see with Ptah-Osiris,
Woden and Votan in the American's.

In the East Buddha was depicted as the sacred Tree which is of Wodan in the West.

From this we also have the famed Medicine Buddha who is depicted as blue and
holding a pot full of a healing substance from the Myrobalm, a tree used in
Ayurveda healing arts. In the Primordial Tradition. The Healing God is the
symbol of the Magnum Opus we can see this in the West. Especially with
Asclepius the serpent God. And with all the tales of the Serpent. The body is
considered a medicine bowl [grail] in the East capable of generating the needed
elixirs or medicines which heal the body fully. But the medicine has to be taken
daily. Meaning a daily spiritual practice, that transforms the soul to the
perfected state.

It's the same in the West. Old age, sickness, death and such issues where all
known as sicknesses . That could only be cured as they stated by the Great
Working. To be healed literally meant to be made whole. The popular term for
this in ancient Greek was SOZO. Meaning Saved or salvation by being made whole
[Holy]. This is why you had orders calling themselves the Spiritual Physicians. 
And this why Ayurveda texts at the heart where based on achieving the Perfected
and immorality state.

The Grail legends primal source is Sanat Kumara [ Sanat is an anagram of Satan]
who rules the kingdom of Shambhala which depicted in the shape of a city in the
shape of the eight pointed star. Identical to the Grail castle in the West.
Who's king is shown with the image of the Peacock. And legend is a repeat of
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the Ptah-Osiris, Hari [Horus]. Symbolic mythos.

Kalachakra [Sanat] is the ruler of Shambhala. Just Woden is ruler of Valhalla in
the Western branch. It's the same God with the same meaning. The banner of
Shambhala is a peacock feathered one. As we see this God rules the Grail. And
the title of the perfected adept is Adi Buddha [also Wod, Woden, Budha],etc.

Its no mistake the Buddha Amitibha [who is connected to Bon/Kalachakra]in Tibet
is depicted as a forever young boy. Surrounded by Peacock imagery. Is Sanat
Kumara.

In the Eastern texts Siva is stated to represent Mercury [Budha] as well.

The letter H denotes and represents Siva in the eastern texts. And the serpent. 
And how this relates to the Mercury or serpentine light [life] force. Hence why
Siva main bija mantra that represents him is HA-UM. Bud-HA.

The famous Siva mantra that translates to: I am Siva. Sivoham. Has the Haum
properly spelled. Siva is the serpentine life force. And what the O represents.

In the Vedic world the Trinity was Agni, Surya, Indra. And within this Surya is
the perfected or White stage. Within The Veda we have Siva as a title applied
for these Gods. Hence Siva originally is another title for the One in three. Si
represents fire [male] and Va water [female] hence the polarity in union. And
the symbol of the lingam and Yoni. And the six pointed star of Visnu [Surya] 
also used for Siva, which represents the union of the polarity of the soul into
the perfected state. As stated in the: Supreme God. Article, the Jews simply
stole this symbol much later on.

As I wrote before Surya is Ptah-Osiris in Egypt. The sacred Bull , Phallus,
world column and Serpent, Trident [staff] are symbols of the same God in Egypt
as is still of Siva today. Surya is also depicted in the Vedic tradition as
being four armed and blue, Lord Narayana. Which Siva is traditionally depicted
as well. As I stated before Visnu originally is a title for Surya in the
ancient world. Hence his depiction in the same. Because it's the same God. This
is why Osiris and Vishnu-Siva have the six pointed star as their symbol. As the
scholar and Sivaite, Danielou points out during the period of the Indus Valley
civilization. Siva was the holder of the title Lord Brahma. And originally as
Lord of the Animals the avatar of the Boar and Matsya or Fish avatar, Lion
avatar, etc. Belongs to Siva. As does Krisna, etc. This is because at the 
core this is simply Surya. Of which Budha is another title.
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Another title of Siva is Kalachakra. And the Kalachakra Lingam is the sacred Phallus which denotes the mercury life
force. Siva's trident is the same as Wodan's spear. In his image in the West. Siva and Budha are the same.

This is why as noted:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/426
Mount Kailash the sacred mount of Siva [also to Bon] and Vajra Buddhism. From a UN report shows
strong evidence of being man made on some level. And could be a vast human
built pyramid. That was the central focus of a larger world wide system of such
sites. Its noted to be a center of a region of a hundred smaller pyramids in
total. And the Bon's mention it as being the nine-story Swastika Mountain and
the seat of all spiritual power.

It's the same God hence the same sacred site. Danielou points out in his works that Vajra Buddhism [glossed over
Bon]. At the core is actually the worship of Siva and the transformation process. Before being glossed over by the
Gotama corruption. Which seeks to basically Christianized the original religion.

The great scholar and researcher Otto Rahn proved that the Cathar's where the
Western branch of Bon. Both had the same Grail legends of the Mani Jewel. And
both bear the same title. The Cathar's called themselves the Bon's. And have the
fact Bon means Good. Which in the ancient world is term meaning: "Shining or
Shining Ones." Baron Evola also points out the Cathar's connection to Eastern
Buddhism.

The Aryans in the A-mer-ca's or Amaru in Sanskrit . The mainstream tale of
Amerigo Vespucci, turned out to be a fraud upon investigation. Also worshipped
Votan [Wotan/Woden/Budha]. And had the same symbols and culture the Cathar's of
Europe did. The evidence shows the Aryan civilizations in the America's [even
by the Amerindian records] predate the Amerindians by thousands of years:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/181
Votan is also called the: "Morning Star."

The Cathar's are the major source of all Western Grail legends and chivalry .
And hence why their tradition has a knight joining with his Lady and thus being
giving a golden ring. The symbol of the Grail. It represents the union of the
male and female aspects of the soul. And the golden ring the symbol of Eternal
life. The same ring Woden rules.

Rahn and others mention the Cathar ideal of love as Amour not the "love" being
pushed by the Vatican program of Jewish-Christianity. Rahn mentions this term
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Amour is equal to the concept of the Magnum Opus. Our concept of love and
spirituality in the current world comes from the program of Christianity. The
enemy pushes sentimentalism as spirituality.

This Amour term connects back to MR which in Egypt is means bright or shining.
The sacred tower [ seen across the world and related to Buddhaya] was also
called MER. And the original name for the Pyramid is MER. Meaning the place of
ascension. This connects back into Meru. And Isis as Isis Meri or Meru. The
Cathars worshiped Mary. Mary was another spelling of Meri [Isis-Meru].
Christianity stole this later on. The Cathars where Germanics and directly
connected to the Pagan, Mero-vingians. This is where much of our Grail lore
comes from. Amour=Mero=shining/brightness, and in French still means love. MR or
Mer, Mer-cury means: "Eternal." In the sense of perfected.
The Cathar title of Amour or MR translates to Buddhaya.

The title of Bodhisattva predates the current Mahayana and its altered meaning. 
It means " the essence of enlightenment or wisdom." Wisdom being Sophia the
super conscious state, from the risen serpent. This is why the Bodhisattva is
depicted with a flame upon their head or halo. They have been baptized in
wisdom or the serpentine life force and reborn from this sacred baptism. Hence

the meaning of Gnosis as from Oannes / OANA. Which brings us to Jana's. An representing the serpentine energy.
And its perfection of the being. The four J-an-a's are taken from the purification of the four elements of the soul via
the serpentine life force. Jana Pandita is another title of God in the east. From Jana we get O-AN-a, O-AN-nes and
the word Gnosis. All titles which are of our God Sat-AN.

Ichthys, or the Fish, was one of the names of Dionysus and the divine phallus
was also shown in the shape of fish. The phallus is the spinal column with the
kundalini full risen. EA [Oannes] is also shown as a Fish cloaked God in the ME
and Lord of the Water for the same reason. The life force.

This is why in the Western Pagan tradition after being baptised the individual
was given a lit candle and called the illuminated

As Evola states:
"It has been noted the Grail.resembles in a specific way the frontal stone
(urna)..That especially in Buddhism often represents the place of the third
eye.. This is an eye that is endowed with both a transcendent or "cyclical
vision (know in Buddhism as Bodhi, or SPIRITUAL ENLIGHENMENT)."
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This stone that represents the enlightened or Bodhi state is an emerald stone.
And is called the Mani Jewel. This emerald stone is another symbol of the grail
in Traditions in both east and west. As stated both the Bon's or Cathars of the
West and East held this sacred. And it is ruled by Budha.

Emerald in the East is the stone that rules the planet Mercury.

This brings us full circle to understanding what does Budha mean as a title.

The Budha is enlightened upon the Bo tree. Among the ruins of An-arajapura. Its
mentioned in the book Ophiolatreia by H.Jennings. Of nine temples groups of
pillars. That consist of an enclosure, in which there are sacred trees called
Bo-gaha.

So we see the sacred pillar's like the Irminsul or Tet, Meru, column. Along with
the sacred trees common to the worship of Woden in Europe. The hill of Tara
alone had three hundred oaks planted around it. And the Germanic s had a habit
of wrapping a golden serpent image around trees and making them sacred spots.
Woden[Buddha] being crucified [fixing the power] upon a tree. Which represents
the spinal [meru] column with the branches being the 144,000 nadis.

As stated before in the East Budha is depicted as the sacred Tree. Or world Tree.

Buddha is pronounced [seen with Fo or Po] and in many cases spelled with an O
sound. Which denotes the serpent. Such as SO-phia, Opis, Orpheus. The P, V,B sound are interchangeable.

In the texts the O denotes the Mercury and is the symbol of the union of A and U that create the M. The third
power. The M is the symbol of the reborn soul. The O which the symbol for the Gold in the work comes from. Is
popularly denoted by the Ouroboros. 

Mer-cury is a horned glyph representing the perfection of this power. The
horned serpent or halo is humanized in the Sol God. Hung upon a tree and reborn
via the perfection of this life energy.

Gardner states in his book: "Secrets of the Serpent."
"Dionysius who is equated to the other horned Gods Is the same Dionysius I found
elsewhere to hold the chalice or elixir."

The title of this sacred cup of Budha/Dionysus was the Agathodaemon or "Good
Serpent." And Good translates to Shining. 
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The Cathar's worshipped Lucibel which is another spelling of Hu which is
another spelling of Woden/Budha. And the Cathar's called their God Agathodaemon
meaning "The Good Serpent." An ancient title of our God. And Woden [Budha] was the title of the Kundalini or
serpentine energy .

Budha means the: Shining Serpent. Hence Budha is the literal term for the kundalini energy.

So the Cathar's or Bons. Worshipped Budha/Woden. And they where the last known 
Primordial [original] Culture of Race in Europe. As part of this the Cathar's
understand the sacredness of racial purity and the godly essence of the Aryan
blood and their descent from the Gods.

This is why Buddhism in the East has been stated to be over 15,000 years old.
Its mentioned the original or Primordial Budhism.
Satan is the original and only Budha.

This wisdom lived on in the Dharmic texts in the East:
"It is imperative to respect the lineage of one's ancestors and avoid the mixing
of races through procreation. This alters the divine order and provokes
regression of the species. Marriage rites or procreation must be accomplished of
the responsibility of the transmission of life, having solely in mind the
quality of the product of the child. According to the rules of genetic selection
defined by the texts of the Agamas."
-Advice to a Mleccha [one born outside of Bharat] by Sadhu Shambhudasa

The Agamas are from the Vedic [Aryan] religion.

Notes on Buddhism

The original God that Gautama is a stolen and corrupted version of is Surya who is Visnu. This is evidenced [of the
primordial Buddhism article] and in the fact the famous Buddhist statues are images of Visnu and how he was
traditionally shown. And the further fact the Mahayana sects all emerged from the major Vaishnava temple
centers in India. This is because this was the traditional religion still at some point in the past. The Mahayana or
Tantric Buddhism came up from the Pala Kingdom of northern India. So I don't believe the Theravada sects claims
theirs is the original either. As they are nothing but a atheistic, soul denying, humanist cult. 

In the earliest Pali texts Siddhartha states that Buddhism is purifying the Chita. Chita and Atman used
interchangeably as they are the same. Which is the soul. Buddha and Brahman are also interchangeable terms.
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The fact Siddhartha affirms the existence of the self/soul and its purification as the heart of Buddhism. Defeats the
central doctrine of which all Theravada is built upon which is no soul/self. Theravada is a horrible, Christianised
corruption of the original Solar Tradition.

The technical language in the Pali is from the Upanishads. And one can note such texts are full of instructions on
activating and rising the kundalini. And open declarations this is the task's monastics are engaged in. The
evidence all shows at the core the system of Buddhism was the Magnum Opus. 

The tales of Buddha's crucifixion and resurrection from the tomb and bodily ascension to Nirvana state it all. This is
the traditional symbol of the soul rising from the Saturn sphere of time, karma or samsara and to the solar sphere
of luminous immortality. Depicted as the sun of which Nirvana is depicted as. 

At some point this was altered to the poison bowl of Kunda. But not by much. The poison is the final dissolution of
the gross material aspect, poison is corrosive it burns and breaks down. This is why traditionally snakes venom
was used to depict this. Kunda the metal smith is Kundalini or serpentine energies in his destructive aspect the
power of time. Kundry in the surviving Western branch of this tradition is the European version of Kali. Who
causes the final transmutation of the soul to perfection. This is the black stage. Kunda is also the title for the
kunda-lini energy in India and is depicted as a Goddess dwelling a cave. From here Buddha obtains the highest
Jhana and enters into Nirvana. Which is a toned down rebirth into the white or final stage. Its life number is 84
and this adds into 12 and himself is the 13th step of the Magnum Opus.

Tathagata a common used title of Buddha does not mean "One who has come." It means "Become Brahman." The
Upanishads and many other Vedic texts state over and over again one becomes Brahman when the serpent is
risen. Buddha's tale under the Bodhi tree which is the mystic tree at the navel of the earth is obvious to this
allegory. Bodhi is the same element of that Buddha is relating towards and thus Brahman. So we have the spinal
column and the risen serpent. Its very obvious when the morning star appears at this moments as its the age old
symbol of kundalini rising.

Buddha never stated anything about a middle path. He called it the lighting path. Which is this power again. 

Nagarjuna who is considered to be the creator of Mahayana stated that everything is nothingness and the
Mahayana Buddhist's strive to become empty thus achieving Buddhahood. Its obvious this emptiness is the
Akasha or ether. And obtaining emptiness is purifying the soul into the primal element of the subtle ether which is
the Magnum Opus. This is mentioned to create the Diamond thunder bolt or rainbow body. Which Tantric
Buddhism states is done by Kundalni energy. Laya Yoga is equal to Nirvana in its meaning. LA=earth element the
body, YA=ether element. The purification process. Which bring union of the trine being into the ascended form.
This is what came up from the Maha Siddha's of the Pala Kingdom.
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The arrows all point to originally Buddha was the reborn Visnu [Surya] who was called Buddha, Krisna, Agni, Hari,,
And Brahma towards the Hindu period and Siva in the South. which was the religion of over 15,000 years. And
was Regraphed at some point by taking over the cultural language and putting new meanings behind it. Which
corrupted into the mess of today. The point the Theravada's believe the opposite as their core truth of what this
Siddhartha character actual stated as the core truth of Buddhism. That's an extreme level of corruption. And had
to be deliberate. 

This Siddhartha is paraded as the reborn God, born from immaculate conception and emerges from his mothers
left side, and dies and is reborn, who has incarnated to purify the Veda's of all the corruptions thus the gate way
to assign new meanings. Which removes all spiritual knowledge looking at what Theravada amounts to, then
replaces it with Communism with spiritual pretense.

Sources:
The Mystery of The Grail J.Evola
The Serpent The Eagle The Lion and The Disk. B.Parker
The Shining Ones. P. Gardiner and G.Osborn
Guardians of the Holy Grail, Pinkham Mark.
Suns of God. D.M Murdock
Starwalkers. W.Henry
Gnosis, Philip Gardiner
Secrets of the Serpent, Philip Gardiner
The Doctrine of the Awaking. J.Evola
Lucifer's Court, Otto Rahn
Guardians Of The Holy Grail, M.Pinkham
While The Gods Play. Danielou
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

The Serpent In the Garden, Anki

Its quite simple the Egyptians called the Gods the Ari. The Sumerian texts stated that Anki created a race in his
own image the Ari who where White as the Sumerian's where. The ancient Aryan God is called Hari, which is
another spelling of Ari. Our word Aristocrat comes from Ari. The Persian Emperor's called themselves the King of
the Aryans. All the Western Aryans stated they came from the East and the pattern of migration shows this. Its
quite easy.

This goes to the God letter A. The Gods are also called An's or Anu's. The letter A is given the position of the
supreme God in the Tantra and western systems. The one letter mantra is AUM which is the name of the Logos
the Logos itself. The Logos is called AUM in the Eastern texts. The three natures of creation placed around the
triangle of Akasa. Each bar of the triangle of Nadi is given a letter, AUM. This is symbolized in the Brahma thread in
the East which is a black, red and White thread woven together the Templars and Druids also had this. This all
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represents the trine serpent nadis in the spine which form the 50 petals of the body of the Devi the incarnation of
the Vak or Logos the microcosm, the Radiant Serpent hence An. The whole being is formed of. Devi is where Devil
comes from. As mentioned the Devil is God, the Devil symbol is the Trident and the horns which represent AUM
and the risen serpent and perfected soul.. The unmanifest God is the macrocosm which is the element of Akasa
which is the AUM and its A symbol in the East and West. Which is Shiva/Zeus. Zeus is Zan which also means star
the five pointed star which is also the symbol of Shiva in the East and is Akasa. Hence its being placed on the
forehead in symbol. And Aum is placed here as well. Pan [Bacchus] is born from the Akasa and His father is Zeus.
And Pan's symbol is the Pantacle. This symbol is also the union of male and female the Godhead. The apples the
God's eat from to become immortal is the symbol of the Pentacle hence the Akasa the AUM. The serpent power
grants perfection and as the tantra states the rough five Skanda's [five elements] are turned into gold by the fire
of the Kundalini. The A symbol in the science of Yantra forms the symbol of the chakra which again shows the trine
nadis and the AUM.

A in Egyptian is Aum like Alpha is in Greek.

With Ari, Ri or Re in Egyptian symbol gets the opened mouth the spoken word of creation. Which is also the yoni of
rebirth, Meru the name of Isis means Divine Yoni as this is the serpent system that forms the whole being and
gives immortal life and enlightenment. The serpent of Satan. So we get A which the Egyptian A or Aum is in this
triangle shape which is how Aum is shown in the Eastern system. Then the symbol of the Logos the spoken word
of creation. Aum is the Word. Amun Ra, hidden name is shown in the AUM glyph in Egypt. AUM is the word of
creation. Shiva is originally called An and He is the AUM or Hari Aum. Which is the same meaning. Hari is AUM.
Ari=AUM. The symbol of the perfected soul is the AUM symbol in the ancient world. This symbol is also turned on its
side to form the Trident as seen in the Indus Valley with Shiva with the 3 on its side like Bull horns over His head.
The horned serpent which is Bacchus in the West. The horns are the symbol of divinity in the ancient world. 

The God being shown with the animal head symbolically as the incarnation of the Logos or Vak the Radiant
Serpent. Represents the same. The letter A is also turned up side down in the ancient languages to show a bull or
ox head. It still means the same. As the trine serpent nadis come together in the center of the head and open the
transcendental eye of Shiva or Bacchus/Osiris. Causing the rebirth to super consciousness. The head the Templars
worshipped from finding one of them its a silver head of Virgo. Virgo in Sanskrit is Kunda, Kundalini is Her. Kunda is
Kundry in the Western tradition and is responsible for the transformation of the hero into Divinity or Arya. 

The Macrocosm is also shown as the Zodiac. The head contains all 12 signs within itself and the Akasa element
rules it along with it being the seat of consciousness and the five sense which are the five elements. As already
mentioned the AUM is placed here and why. This symbol represents the union of Macro and Microcosm. Sometimes
the head was shown with three faces on each side which is seen in the Indus Valley image of Shiva. The union of
the trine nadis and thus the soul.

The tale of Eden was stolen from the Eridu texts of the Sumerians and ruined by Jews who inserted their phoney
Yahweh into this and made it the original sin to become spiritually enlightened and fully ascended, this is the Jews
butting in to destroy the spiritual purpose of Humanity and reduce us to slavery under them as animals. But in the
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Sumerian texts Adamu and Eva where instructed by Anki this is also symbolic of the Adept unifying their own soul
and becoming enlightened. The Sumerian images show Anki in the form of a serpent with the bearded head of a
man [the head symbolizes what is mentioned above the beard is the power of the spoken word the flowing of
energy from the mantra] who is instructing Adamu and Eva into the process of union. Anki here is the energy
generated from the union of the dual aspects of the soul into reborn soul as well. As well as the message Anki is
the creator of Man and the instructor of the science of Ascension. Eva also means Apple, when she gives this to
Adamu they become one and realize their naked. The symbol of rebirth. This is the female aspect merging with the
male. Here this is the Shakti fully transmuting the elements of the whole being to spirit and generating the pure
divine form. The female is sound energy and the male form the sound energy takes, the union of the two in the
pentacle. The pentagram shows this by taking the form of geometry the male aspect and turning it upside down
to make the orbit of Venus who is Shakti. This is Kundry in the Grail myth transforming the Hero into fully divine.
The serpent Eva or Ava [Apple] the Devi or Devil grants eternal life and enlightenment. This is the serpent of
Satan. The Garden is also symbolic of the soul the four rivers are the root chakra with the trees as the dual nadis
rising from it you can see the same with the Meru drawings in the Far East. In many cases the world tree was
shown as one with the branches in the heaves and roots in the earth showing the duality. With the serpent
wrapped around it. The Apple represents the same as the Dionysian cluster of grapes the inverted A symbol which
also symbolizes the work. Which is another way of showing the A [the A was also shown upside down] the AUM
which forms the pentacle. The A symbol in the science of Yantra forms the symbol of the chakra which again shows
the trine nadis and the AUM.

The Yezidhi mention the original Garden of Edin where Anki created us and taught us the science of ascension
was Sri Lanka. In Sri Lanka the first People where called Adimu and Hiva. The H is more of a silent H like Heta or
Greek. Its Eva and Adamu. Being instructed by Shiva. In the first Sangha. The golden age. The Sri Lanka texts
called this land Kamura Kandam the Land of the Eternal Serpent. They stated Sanat Kumara was the Lord of this
age this is also Shiva as the Eastern texts state. Sanat is an anagram of Satan. But Satan is also a Sanskrit word
meaning Eternal God and Sanat means the same. Hence the spelling becomes irrelevant as it means the same.
Sanat-Ana Dharma was the name of the original religion. The Yezidhi' who where part of the Sumerian Priest class
call their God Anki, Satan as well for this reason. The Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Druids and Vedic's all stated
they came from Sri Lanka.

Anki is where Ankh comes from. The key of life which resurrects Osiris into divinity and immorality. 

Anki is called Anki as the A is the Ki the life force of the serpent. This is AUM. In the Eastern texts Sanat states:
"His Name is AUM.." Sanat also carries the Trident. The Trident is also the World Tree with the serpent wrapped
around it. The symbol of the perfection of the soul. From the Druids and on.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Tue Mar 31, 2015 11:58 pm

AOIVEAE
This was quite the interesting blend. Appreciate all of your work Mageson!!!!! I have a few questions, you know
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Posts: 107

This was quite the interesting blend. Appreciate all of your work Mageson!!!!! I have a few questions, you know
an awful lot about the migration of the original races, I had a theory just to test if my current knowledge can grant
a decent intuition on these matters. Are what you call metizos the native americans interbred with the spaniards?
Are the current race the average person may call a (persian/arabic/hindu/indian) an interbred of african with
asiatic features because of the slave trade and the joo east india company? What is the deal with the modern
traits of arabs (that aren't crypto jews) and the common indian folk?

HAIL FATHER SATAN & THE PANTHEON OF ORION!!!!!
HAIL SATANIC WARRIORS & BUILDERS OF ETERNITY!!!!!

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Wed Apr 01, 2015 5:41 am

Andromedus

Posts: 203

Does Lord Satan's name, Anki, have any direct relation to his other similar name, Enki? Did Enki derive from Anki?
Just curious, very good post.

United under Father Lord Satan we cannot fail!
Praise be to all of the almighty gods of Duat!
http://knowledgeofsatan666.angelfire.com/
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Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Wed Apr 01, 2015 7:48 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489 Andromedus wrote:

Does Lord Satan's name, Anki, have any direct relation to his other similar name, Enki? Did Enki derive from Anki?
Just curious, very good post.

Enki is pronounced as "Aye-in-ki".
Anki as HP Mageson666 outlined is the base origin of popularly used term in Pagan traditions, that has "A"
functioning as power syllable in relation to alchemy or mantra or spiritual terms, such as the Egyptian "Ankh" and
the Hindu "Aum". 

Thus Enki is Anki = Satan,

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Wed Apr 01, 2015 1:20 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

great post, going to share it on reddit, i believe other people should share it too on sites they browse and
communitites they know.

Thoughts become things.
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Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Wed Apr 01, 2015 3:10 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

You're awesome High Priest Mageson, awesome.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Wed Apr 01, 2015 5:19 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Its Anki. This is why Satan is the Arch ANgel of the Yezidhi. AN-El. Its a title of the Gods from the ancient world. It
means radiant serpent. It means Satan is the leader of the Gods. This was stolen later at some point. Demon is
Daemon which was also a Greek term for the Gods. 

Andromedus wrote:

Does Lord Satan's name, Anki, have any direct relation to his other similar name, Enki? Did Enki derive from Anki?
Just curious, very good post.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Thu Apr 02, 2015 11:14 am

Oceano

Posts: 365

Hail Satana...!!!

Re: The Serpent In the Garden, Anki  Mon Apr 06, 2015 3:51 am

t-eyes

Posts: 240

Thanks HPMageson666, to have enlightened us again, the satanic way.

Making a Commitment to Satan
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/SATANIC.html
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Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Feb 06, 2014 12:21 pm

Kain

Posts: 207

I've notice a lot of people mentioning some mantras that I haven't noticed on the site. I searcher, yet to no avail.
Can someone post a link or a document with the mantras, with information about them?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"
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Location: Bulgaria

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri Feb 07, 2014 1:21 pm

ShiningSerpent666

Posts: 313 Kain wrote:

I've notice a lot of people mentioning some mantras that I haven't noticed on the site. I searcher, yet to no avail.
Can someone post a link or a document with the mantras, with information about them?

Are you talking about the money mantras?

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Tee ... iles/MONEY

Satan's Library:
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri Feb 07, 2014 5:29 pm

Lion

Posts: 362

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Feb 08, 2014 12:59 am

Scott

Posts: 152

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSata ... age/106215

Ra & Tha meditation + and a fun fact < Prev Next >
Posted By: 

fourth_reich666

Wed Sep 4, 2013 12:46 pm |

Fun Fact: Sushumna is from the sanskrit word sausumna meaning sun beam. The gods have told me that Surya
can be used to empower the Sushumna, again, if you think I'm trolling, try it for yourself. Also they have told me
that Agni can be used to cleanse it, try this for youself again.
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The meditation. This is from Horus, this can and should be done with the previous meditation I've posted, it should
be done before the part where you extract the energy from the Solar and Pineal, you can also add to Surya while
spinning your Sushumna. This is VERY simple, but IMO, VERY advanced. Simply vibrate Tha (Moon in Sanskrit) on
your Pineal and Ra on your Solar, Ra is the Sun God. For more advanced people, thanks to Lucius Oria for giving me
this a while back, you can use Soma on your Pineal and Agni on your Solar. BE WISE AND DO NOT PUSH TOO FAR,
IT CAN BRING LOTS OF PAIN IN THE SOLAR PLEXUS AREA, TRUST ME, I WASN'T ABLE TO DO YOGA FOR 2 DAYS
AFTER PUSHING IT. Next vibrate Ra Ma while focusing on your soul and visualising your light body. It's optional to
vibrate all the sanskrit Mantras for the Elemnts on your soul, these can be found in a post by Syt R, I'll repost them
later. This is VERY powerful. DON'T PUSH ANYTHING.

I hope everyone's part taking in the ritual on the 13th, would be a shame not to.

SIEG HEIL!!!
http://www.fourthreich666.tk

Re: An Experience with vibrating Agni < Prev Next >
Posted By: 

Mon Aug 19, 2013 4:06 am |

The vibration RAMA in my experience is very effective in empowering the male and
female aspects of the soul. RA is male and solar/masculine and MA is female and
lunar/feminine. Just build up to 108x.

Lucius Oria

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSata ... age/104397

AHA! Found it:
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSata ... age/102548

< Prev Topic | Next Topic > Start Topic
Condensing the elements by sanskrit vibrations < Prev Next >
Posted By: 

jri9vero
Send Email

I've been thinking that invoking/evoking/condensing the elements into one's
soul/aura would be extremely effective if done by means of sanskrit vibrations.

The Sanskrit language is so vast and there are many words for the same thing. I
have been having trouble with finding the correct words and pronunciations.

Earth- Prithvi/Bhumi
Air- Vayu/Pavana
Fire- Agni/Svagni
Water- Harada/ Jala/ Ap
Ether- Akasa/Akash
Money/wealth- svapateya, suvitta, vittesa, vasupati

Please tell me what you all think. This could be the huge next step in advancing
and empowering our souls to the next level.

卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Feb 08, 2014 4:22 am

Prgel Lonsh
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Posts: 182

Manuel wrote:

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

Thank you, I've been looking for correct way chanting of SATANAMA, I had a video but the guy wouldn't vibrate the

T.. And now I know how it is, thanks again Brother 

Salve Satan!! Salve Todos os Deuses Grandiosos de Duat!!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Feb 08, 2014 6:36 am

ShiningSerpent666

Posts: 313 Rui Miguel wrote:

Manuel wrote:

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

Thank you, I've been looking for correct way chanting of SATANAMA, I had a video but the guy wouldn't vibrate the

T.. And now I know how it is, thanks again Brother 

Information on how to properly pronounce the letters can be found here:

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html

Satan's Library:
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Feb 08, 2014 9:44 am

Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

Thank you all so much!
About the SATANAMA chant, how many times should I do it, and do I need to do any preliminary exercises, or I can
just do a breathing ex. and start chanting?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Feb 08, 2014 4:07 pm

Lion

Posts: 362 Rui Miguel wrote:

Manuel wrote:

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

Thank you, I've been looking for correct way chanting of SATANAMA, I had a video but the guy wouldn't vibrate the
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T.. And now I know how it is, thanks again Brother 

your welcome

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sun Feb 09, 2014 11:02 am

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

Thanks for the chant mate. 

Manuel wrote:

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Feb 12, 2014 9:36 am

Liberate4free666

Posts: 40

I tried vibrating Agni x 9, the results were astonishing. Never take them lightly and I do not recommend them for
beginners. Even 9 times for me seems a high number. I couldn't sleep, had rashes in groin because of heat surges
and I look bloated (water held up). On the bright-side, pain threshold increased (exercising), my hips were supple
and no caffeine required. 

I am doing Merkaba everyday, so not sure if that amplified its effects.

Power comes in response to a need not desire, you have to create the need – Goku

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Feb 12, 2014 3:37 pm

Ialpore Vovina

Posts: 127 Kain wrote:

Thank you all so much!
About the SATANAMA chant, how many times should I do it, and do I need to do any preliminary exercises, or I can
just do a breathing ex. and start chanting?

You can use power numbers such as 9, 40 ezt, you can do it for a period of time like 31 mintues, or you can just
let go, and "melt into" the mantra in the form of Kirtan Kriya, and do it as long as you wish:
During Sa do gyan mudra (index touches thumb)
For Ta do shuni mudra (middle-thumb)
For Na do surya mudra (ring-thumb)
For Ma do budhi mudra (pinky- thumb)
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It has dozens of positive effects you can read about them here:

topic1161.html

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon Mar 17, 2014 8:23 am

Scott

Posts: 152

So how to you pronounce agni 

A gargling noise or a hold on the back of the throat?

卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐卐

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon Mar 17, 2014 12:28 pm

Prgel Lonsh

Posts: 182

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

The guy who owns that channel is "Aldric" some crazy dude who was banned from the groups years ago. I dont
think people should listen to his videos, well not the ones with his voice anyway

Salve Satan!! Salve Todos os Deuses Grandiosos de Duat!!
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon Mar 17, 2014 4:47 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Agni literally means fire and it is what it says. People should learn how to invoke the water element before using
this in my opinion. Raum which is the bija mantra of Agni is just as strong. Awhile ago I vibrated Raum into each of
the centers along the spine for whatever reps it was low count. Laid down for the night and woke in a hour
feeling on fire from the inside out it was intense like a blaze was alight internally. And it was getting stronger. 

That is why invoking the elements is important to know. The interesting thing is the RAUM meditation balances
this out and channels it up the spine. 

Liberate4free wrote:

I tried vibrating Agni x 9, the results were astonishing. Never take them lightly and I do not recommend them for
beginners. Even 9 times for me seems a high number. I couldn't sleep, had rashes in groin because of heat surges
and I look bloated (water held up). On the bright-side, pain threshold increased (exercising), my hips were supple
and no caffeine required. 

I am doing Merkaba everyday, so not sure if that amplified its effects.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon Mar 17, 2014 5:05 pm

Lion

Posts: 362 Rui Miguel wrote:

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

The guy who owns that channel is "Aldric" some crazy dude who was banned from the groups years ago. I dont
think people should listen to his videos, well not the ones with his voice anyway

I am sure there were reasenable resons for this to happen but he seemed cool to me.
I liked everything he said in his videos.
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu May 22, 2014 9:02 am

Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

How about mantras and runes for raising/replenishing my bio electricity? I've been feeling pretty weak and tired
for the past few days.
Is the mantra Ek ong kara Satanama shiri vhaa guru suitable for my needs, or is it for more advanced people?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu May 22, 2014 7:34 pm

Pvrgel Umplif

Posts: 53

just a question to those who have worked with Agni. have you found you can invoke the elements and feel their
effect better even without Agni? or it has brought no actual change in invoking the element without vibrating that
word? 

HAIL SATAN
HAIL BEELZEBUB
HAIL HAAGENTI

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu May 22, 2014 9:29 pm
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roadtorevolution

Posts: 1135
Location: Republic Of India

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Agni literally means fire and it is what it says. People should learn how to invoke the water element before using
this in my opinion. Raum which is the bija mantra of Agni is just as strong. Awhile ago I vibrated Raum into each of
the centers along the spine for whatever reps it was low count. Laid down for the night and woke in a hour feeling
on fire from the inside out it was intense like a blaze was alight internally. And it was getting stronger. 

That is why invoking the elements is important to know. The interesting thing is the RAUM meditation balances this
out and channels it up the spine. 

Liberate4free wrote:

I tried vibrating Agni x 9, the results were astonishing. Never take them lightly and I do not recommend them
for beginners. Even 9 times for me seems a high number. I couldn't sleep, had rashes in groin because of heat
surges and I look bloated (water held up). On the bright-side, pain threshold increased (exercising), my hips
were supple and no caffeine required. 

I am doing Merkaba everyday, so not sure if that amplified its effects.

Greetings HP ,

From what I have been told, this is Mahamrityunjay Mantra which is associated with God Shiva. So if God Shiva
and Satan are same then this mantra must also be of Father Satan ? Is that so ? Or this mantra is too corrupted
by the enemy . .

//

ॐ य बकं यजामहे सुगि धं पुि टवधनम् ।
उवा क मव ब धनान् मृ योमु ीय मा मृतात् ।।

//

Thanks in advance 
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Hail Shiva / Satan and all Gods of Hell !!!!!!!

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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HEY HAVE

 Poo people...

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu May 22, 2014 10:47 pm

Scott

Posts: 152

There's 

Aum Shivaya Nama mantra or Aum Nama Shivaya. Not sure which order or if it matters. Nama = Adoration.

Here's a quote I took from Wikipedia:

Namaḥ Śivāya is the most holy name of God Śiva, recorded at the very centre of the Vedas and elaborated in the
Śaiva Agamas.

Na is the Lord's concealing grace, Ma is the world, Śi stands for Śiva, Va is His revealing grace, Ya is the soul. The
five elements, too, are embodied in this ancient formula for invocation. Na is earth, Ma is water, Śi is fire, Vā is air,
and Ya is ether, or Ākāśa. Many are its meanings.

Namaḥ Śivaya has such power that the mere intonation of these syllables reaps its own reward in salvaging the
soul from bondage of the treacherous instinctive mind and the steel bands of a perfected externalized intellect.
Namaḥ Śivāya quells the instinct, cuts through the steel bands and turns this intellect within and on itself, to face
itself and see its ignorance. Sages declare that mantra is life, that mantra is action, that mantra is love and that
the repetition of mantra, japa, bursts forth wisdom from within.
The holy Natchintanai proclaims, "Namaḥ Śivāya is in truth both Āgama and Veda. Namah Śivāya represents all
mantras and tantras. Namaḥ Śivaya is our souls, our bodies and possessions. Namaḥ Śivāya has become our sure
protection."
—Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri May 23, 2014 1:03 am

Scott

Posts: 152

Digging through this book I found more:

Waah Yantee, Kaar Yantee
Jag Doot Patee, Aadak It Waahaa
Bragmaadeh Traysha Guru
It Waahe Guru

"Great Macroself, Creative Self.
Al that is creative through time.
All that is the Great One. Three Apsects of God:
Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh (Shiva).
That is Wahe Guru"

Yogi Bhajan says,
"Whoever recites this mantra becomes absolutely divine, God in action. Pavan is 'May the force be with you.; This
mantra increases the pranic energy. There is no better healing than this."

PAVAN PAVAN PAVAN PAVAN
PAR PARAA PAVAN GURU
PAVAN GURU WAHE GURU
WAHE GURU PAVAN GURU

"Pavan" means the carrier of the "prana," the life force.

Pronounce the consonant "v" very softly. almost like a "w"....
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Haven't tried these. 
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri May 23, 2014 8:25 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489

Hi to all, 

Personally i use and stick to Sanskrit mantras only listed on JoS website. 
Raum + Suryayea works wonderful for me!

Hail Satan! Hail Shamiyah!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat May 24, 2014 12:03 pm

Kain

Posts: 207

Can you share more information on Agni? How and what is it used for?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"
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Location: Bulgaria

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat May 24, 2014 4:40 pm

Nick Vabzircnila

Posts: 334

I'm really looking forward to the maran mantras.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon May 26, 2014 12:56 am

NaziMan12

Posts: 444

Any one have a sanskrit mantra for money that is as effective as Fehu?

Now begins the great last revolution. In gaining political power the Jew casts off the few cloaks that he still wears. The democratic
people’s Jew becomes the blood-Jew and tyrant over peoples. In a few years he tries to exterminate the national intelligentsia and by
robbing the peoples of their natural intellectual leadership makes them ripe for the slave’s lot of permanent subjugation.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon May 26, 2014 4:37 am
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Fighter

Posts: 97 roadtorevolution wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Agni literally means fire and it is what it says. People should learn how to invoke the water element before
using this in my opinion. Raum which is the bija mantra of Agni is just as strong. Awhile ago I vibrated Raum
into each of the centers along the spine for whatever reps it was low count. Laid down for the night and woke in
a hour feeling on fire from the inside out it was intense like a blaze was alight internally. And it was getting
stronger. 

That is why invoking the elements is important to know. The interesting thing is the RAUM meditation balances
this out and channels it up the spine. 

Liberate4free wrote:

I tried vibrating Agni x 9, the results were astonishing. Never take them lightly and I do not recommend
them for beginners. Even 9 times for me seems a high number. I couldn't sleep, had rashes in groin
because of heat surges and I look bloated (water held up). On the bright-side, pain threshold increased
(exercising), my hips were supple and no caffeine required. 

I am doing Merkaba everyday, so not sure if that amplified its effects.

Greetings HP ,

From what I have been told, this is Mahamrityunjay Mantra which is associated with God Shiva. So if God Shiva and
Satan are same then this mantra must also be of Father Satan ? Is that so ? Or this mantra is too corrupted by the
enemy . .

//

ॐ य बकं यजामहे सुगि धं पुि टवधनम् ।
उवा क मव ब धनान् मृ योमु ीय मा मृतात् ।।
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//

Thanks in advance 

Hail Shiva / Satan and all Gods of Hell !!!!!!!

I would also love the reply on this by experienced Satanists. This is said to save people from the mouth of danger
and even death.

Hail Satan!!

Hail Father Satan!
Hail The Mighty Demons!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon May 26, 2014 6:56 am

hoodedcobra666
As I have used Agni myself. Here is a tip: You can set thoughtforms and other bothersome energies in "fire" to
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Site Admin

Posts: 534
Location: America

As I have used Agni myself. Here is a tip: You can set thoughtforms and other bothersome energies in "fire" to
dissipate them. Its also great for the Solar chakra aswell. The normal invocation of fire can be made stronger by
using the mantra. IE one breath and then, 1 time the Mantra. Do not overdo this as it can make a disaster.
Proceed slowly.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon May 26, 2014 9:44 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489

I would also love the reply on this by experienced Satanists. This is said to save people from the mouth of danger
and even death.

Hail Satan!![/quote]

From what I have been told, this is Mahamrityunjay Mantra which is associated with God Shiva. So if God Shiva
and Satan are same then this mantra must also be of Father Satan ? Is that so ? Or this mantra is too corrupted
by the enemy . .

I would also love the reply on this by experienced Satanists. This is said to save people from the mouth of danger
and even death.
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Hi,
Greetings,

Shiva is indeed a name of Satan our True Creator. In JoS website, under meditation section there's a sub topic on
"freeing the soul". In that topic HPS Maxine explained on how to free the soul using "Munyaka" and "Ansuz" and
so on.
At the bottom you'd see a mantra that HPS Maxine suggest for increasing/bring wealth/money into your life, the
mantra which is "Aum Shreem Maha Laxmiyai Swaha" is very plainly used by Hindus to day.

So does the planetary mantras, only thing being corrupted by main stream is the methods of using and
vibrating(check on Mp3's by HPS Maxine in Satanic library section) the planetary mantras. The mantras
(planetary)used in JoS are very plain and original yet very correct on the vibration !

Perhaps the mantras were not corrupted, probably the ideology it was attached with, method of using and
chanting it, with all the restriction to observe such as being vegan and maintaining celibacy etc. is corrupted. 

Bear in mind that these mantras were in use for thousands of years, and even being used today with the
objective of its use and intention attached to it in that, it(the mantra) would have taken a thought form by itself!

HPS Maxine have shared her experiences with Satan in "sermons" section, Satan never conforms with eastern
yoga on the corrupted restrictions yet no "sermons" of Satan rejecting the mantras.

Satan sets out to seek of His own and no one could manipulate Him. Satan and our Demons guide and protect us
when we are newly dedicated and Satan do protect when things spin out of your control, when you are not able
to do anything. I have experienced Satan's direct help when i was in a life threatening situation!! My poor attitude
towards Satanism drastically changes after that!

Constantly cleaning your chakras and aura, using Raum, or Surya vibrations with intense affirmation on your aura
will make your aura strong over time. This is our part to do on our effort.

Now, Maha Mrityunjay mantra, one has to experiment with it, the vibration and correct use of it. Being a Hindu i
have used the mantra since being in early teen, where we were sent to religious class and taught mantras and
religious scriptures. Coming to Satan now i realize how much Xian'nized those religious classes though free, but
the ideology and agenda of the enemy is very blatant!

I go directly to Satan for answers that I couldn't find, I have not seen Satan face to face yet i get those answers
on time or over time. Theory itself doesn't help. 

I also used to relate HPS Maxine's advice on everything about Sanskrit and far east RHP religions. She once
mentioned on the so called Sadhus/Yogis wasting their energies on the river banks, and that was NOT what
Satan want of us. Also she mentioned on the spiritual gurus of east who teach those mantras, how many of them
have achieved Magnum Opus?!
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Ask Satan on the genuinity of the Sanskrit mantra. Like the summoning of Demon as explained by HPS Maxine,
that after petitioning Satan to inspire the intended demon, one should feel a spirit lifting as a "Yes" or "Go ahead"
by Satan. Ask honestly and you'll get "the" answer. Satan/Lucifer is a very lively being!

Hail Satan! Hail Shamiyah!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon May 26, 2014 11:35 am

Fighter

Posts: 97 SuryaPuttran wrote:

I would also love the reply on this by experienced Satanists. This is said to save people from the mouth of danger
and even death.

Hail Satan!!

From what I have been told, this is Mahamrityunjay Mantra which is associated with God Shiva. So if God Shiva
and Satan are same then this mantra must also be of Father Satan ? Is that so ? Or this mantra is too corrupted
by the enemy . .

I would also love the reply on this by experienced Satanists. This is said to save people from the mouth of danger
and even death.

Hi,
Greetings,

Shiva is indeed a name of Satan our True Creator. In JoS website, under meditation section there's a sub topic on
"freeing the soul". In that topic HPS Maxine explained on how to free the soul using "Munyaka" and "Ansuz" and
so on.
At the bottom you'd see a mantra that HPS Maxine suggest for increasing/bring wealth/money into your life, the
mantra which is "Aum Shreem Maha Laxmiyai Swaha" is very plainly used by Hindus to day.
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So does the planetary mantras, only thing being corrupted by main stream is the methods of using and
vibrating(check on Mp3's by HPS Maxine in Satanic library section) the planetary mantras. The mantras
(planetary)used in JoS are very plain and original yet very correct on the vibration !

Perhaps the mantras were not corrupted, probably the ideology it was attached with, method of using and
chanting it, with all the restriction to observe such as being vegan and maintaining celibacy etc. is corrupted. 

Bear in mind that these mantras were in use for thousands of years, and even being used today with the
objective of its use and intention attached to it in that, it(the mantra) would have taken a thought form by itself!

HPS Maxine have shared her experiences with Satan in "sermons" section, Satan never conforms with eastern
yoga on the corrupted restrictions yet no "sermons" of Satan rejecting the mantras.

Satan sets out to seek of His own and no one could manipulate Him. Satan and our Demons guide and protect us
when we are newly dedicated and Satan do protect when things spin out of your control, when you are not able
to do anything. I have experienced Satan's direct help when i was in a life threatening situation!! My poor attitude
towards Satanism drastically changes after that!

Constantly cleaning your chakras and aura, using Raum, or Surya vibrations with intense affirmation on your aura
will make your aura strong over time. This is our part to do on our effort.

Now, Maha Mrityunjay mantra, one has to experiment with it, the vibration and correct use of it. Being a Hindu i
have used the mantra since being in early teen, where we were sent to religious class and taught mantras and
religious scriptures. Coming to Satan now i realize how much Xian'nized those religious classes though free, but
the ideology and agenda of the enemy is very blatant!

I go directly to Satan for answers that I couldn't find, I have not seen Satan face to face yet i get those answers
on time or over time. Theory itself doesn't help. 

I also used to relate HPS Maxine's advice on everything about Sanskrit and far east RHP religions. She once
mentioned on the so called Sadhus/Yogis wasting their energies on the river banks, and that was NOT what
Satan want of us. Also she mentioned on the spiritual gurus of east who teach those mantras, how many of them
have achieved Magnum Opus?!

Ask Satan on the genuinity of the Sanskrit mantra. Like the summoning of Demon as explained by HPS Maxine,
that after petitioning Satan to inspire the intended demon, one should feel a spirit lifting as a "Yes" or "Go ahead"
by Satan. Ask honestly and you'll get "the" answer. Satan/Lucifer is a very lively being!

Hail Satan! Hail Shamiyah![/quote]
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Your posts are cool, dude. Keep up the good work!

Hail Satan!

Hail Father Satan!
Hail The Mighty Demons!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Jun 04, 2014 11:18 pm

Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

As for RA and THA, which one should I start with first?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Jun 05, 2014 1:32 am

NaziMan12

Posts: 444 ShiningSerpent666 wrote:

Kain wrote:

I've notice a lot of people mentioning some mantras that I haven't noticed on the site. I searcher, yet to no
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avail. Can someone post a link or a document with the mantras, with information about them?

Are you talking about the money mantras?

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Tee ... iles/MONEY

I'm getting a "Sorry, an error occured while loading" message from yahoo when clicking this link. 

Doe's any one know how to pronounce this the most effectively?;

AUM SHRIM MAHA LAKSHMIYEI SWAHA
AH-UU-MM SH-REE-M MAH-HAH LAHK-SHMEE-YAY-EE SVAH-AH 

(Aren't you suppose to vibrate every syllable? Alot of those syllables are grouped together so I am confused if you
are suppose to group it together when you vibrate them or not.)

Now begins the great last revolution. In gaining political power the Jew casts off the few cloaks that he still wears. The democratic
people’s Jew becomes the blood-Jew and tyrant over peoples. In a few years he tries to exterminate the national intelligentsia and by
robbing the peoples of their natural intellectual leadership makes them ripe for the slave’s lot of permanent subjugation.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Jun 05, 2014 1:58 pm

Scott

Posts: 152

It's not very hard. Just roll the R and the W is pronounced like a V.

The grouped letters are showing you how to pronounce them as if you were saying them. 

You will feel the effects if you vibrate them correctly, so vibrate them a few times to get a feel of it.
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Mon Jun 30, 2014 7:23 pm

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

ShiningSerpent666 wrote:

Rui Miguel wrote:

Manuel wrote:

Satanam Chant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wktw79LCw7c

I also recomend the youtube channel of the video above. I guess in some videos is maxine´s voice

Thank you, I've been looking for correct way chanting of SATANAMA, I had a video but the guy wouldn't vibrate

the T.. And now I know how it is, thanks again Brother 

Information on how to properly pronounce the letters can be found here:

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpent ... ation.html

Satanama chant is sanskrit. This is for the runes.

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Jul 03, 2014 6:56 am

Kain
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Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

What about the MUNKA chant? I found it here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb6EkqZO4oQ .Do I just vibrate
it straight up?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Jul 05, 2014 1:41 am

C.A.T.
On the topic of words of power, what do you think of Latin? Is Latin a powerful language?

By the way, chanting the words of the elements in/evokes said elements, so to ask what such words specifically
do is kinda obvious.

a.k.a. Berns
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Posts: 76
Location: Philippines

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sun Jul 06, 2014 4:25 pm

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

Kain wrote:

What about the MUNKA chant? I found it here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb6EkqZO4oQ .Do I just vibrate
it straight up?

Use it as the guy in the video uses it. At the end MUUUnnnJJJJJAAAAKKKKAAA

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri Dec 05, 2014 1:17 pm

Kain
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Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

Does this mantra- Ek Ong Kara SaTaNaaMa Shiri Vhaa Guru empower the chakras as well?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Dec 06, 2014 7:31 pm

Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

Kain wrote:

Does this mantra- Ek Ong Kara SaTaNaaMa Shiri Vhaa Guru empower the chakras as well?

And another couple of questions:
How do I use this mantra? I mean just straight up chant it, right?
What does "releases energy from" the chakras mean?

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Dec 06, 2014 9:59 pm
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

These are not chants they are to vibrated letter by letter.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Dec 06, 2014 10:03 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

From using this its mainly for the moon chakra the sixth center, Shiva is also the moon God. And rules this center
in the Trinity. After tens of thousands of reps I found at the end of each forty days it generated the power in this
region. Its also listed in one of the books as such. I agree. I found it the most powerful in its form as SIVAYA
NAMA. In this center. One of the long texts on this mantra stated this form was the most powerful formula. I agree
this was correct.

A lot of the writings on this mantra are just gibberish. 
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Scott wrote:

There's 

Aum Shivaya Nama mantra or Aum Nama Shivaya. Not sure which order or if it matters. Nama = Adoration.

Here's a quote I took from Wikipedia:

Namaḥ Śivāya is the most holy name of God Śiva, recorded at the very centre of the Vedas and elaborated in
the Śaiva Agamas.

Na is the Lord's concealing grace, Ma is the world, Śi stands for Śiva, Va is His revealing grace, Ya is the soul.
The five elements, too, are embodied in this ancient formula for invocation. Na is earth, Ma is water, Śi is fire,
Vā is air, and Ya is ether, or Ākāśa. Many are its meanings.

Namaḥ Śivaya has such power that the mere intonation of these syllables reaps its own reward in salvaging the
soul from bondage of the treacherous instinctive mind and the steel bands of a perfected externalized intellect.
Namaḥ Śivāya quells the instinct, cuts through the steel bands and turns this intellect within and on itself, to
face itself and see its ignorance. Sages declare that mantra is life, that mantra is action, that mantra is love and
that the repetition of mantra, japa, bursts forth wisdom from within.
The holy Natchintanai proclaims, "Namaḥ Śivāya is in truth both Āgama and Veda. Namah Śivāya represents all
mantras and tantras. Namaḥ Śivaya is our souls, our bodies and possessions. Namaḥ Śivāya has become our
sure protection."
—Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sat Dec 06, 2014 10:50 pm

Tintri Neidr

Posts: 196 Kain wrote:

Kain wrote:

Does this mantra- Ek Ong Kara SaTaNaaMa Shiri Vhaa Guru empower the chakras as well?

And another couple of questions:
How do I use this mantra? I mean just straight up chant it, right?
What does "releases energy from" the chakras mean?
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This mantra is also called Adi Shakti Mantra, It channels energy up the spin, thus it empowers all 7 Major Chakras.

There are many ways of using it. You should concentrate on the raised energy spiraling up your spine and out
through your Crown.

A few examples of the many techniques that uses this mantra:

1. Long/Morning Chant:
-Vibrate Ek Ong Kar. Pull in navel point (the area below your navel) on Ek, feel the energy descending from this
area into your Base Chakra, Ong is vibrated on the Sacral, and Kar on the Solar. Ek is short, Ong and Kar is long.
-Inhale and chant Sat Nam Siri. Vibrate Sat on Heart, Nam on Throat, Siri on the 6th. Sat is long, Nam is short and
Siri is very short
-Inhale quickly and vibrate Wahe Guru. Wahe on the Crown and Guru on the Aura.

2. Meditation to balance the Positive x Buddhi aspect of your mind: vibrate the mantra in prayer pose:
Ek Ong Kar Ah
Sat Ah Nam Ah
Siri Wa Ah Hay Guru. Pull in navel point on Ek, and lift the diagraph on every Ah. Spiral the energy up the Spine.

3. Vibrate the mantra:
Ek Ong Kar-A
Satanam-A
Siri wha-A
Hay Guru. 

Pull root lock and the first A, Diagraph Lock on the second, neck lock on the third, and release all locks on Hay
Guru.

"One cannot 'de-Nazify' the Gods." -Savitri Devi
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Sun Dec 07, 2014 5:21 am
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Kain

Posts: 207
Location: Bulgaria

HP Mageson666 I meant to say vibrated, thank you for your reply.
Tintri Neidr thank you for your reply.

Are these pronunciations legit? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUyZ-4BTgbk

"The world pushes us without mercy, and when some push back the world points and cries...EVIL!"

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 5:41 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

Are these pronunciations legit? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUyZ-4BTgbk

Yes it's legit.

Lucius Oria

HAIL SATAN

High Priest Lucius Oria
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Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 9:35 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489

Ek Ong Kara Satanama Shiri Vhaa Guru

The "Ong" doesn't really have Sanskrit value in it. Its a substitute of AUM. 

Ek or Eka means = one/single.
Kara means = doer/making/creator. 
SatNam(shorter version of Satanama) means=truth, in context it is a re-generator. 
Shri (as in Shreem mantra) means= high rank/respected/splendid/radiant.
*(Siri is a degraded variation of the original form Shri).
Vhaa/Vaha means= carrying, bringing, drawing. (Vahana means= vehicle)
Guru means= teacher, in context of the mantra it refers to Crown chakra which is of Jupiter/Guru.

AUM is also known as "AUMKARA-bindu-samyuktam" (corrupted form of this is OMKARA-bindu-samyuktam),
meaning AUM is the binder, samyuktam means= joint/attach. AUM is the representation of the 3 main nadis that
unites at the bindu point (6th Chakra). 
Ong doesn't really represent anything rather than phonetically it creates an anchoring NNGGGG vibration.

It ties in to the context, with the usage of Aum instead of Ong, that the mantra carries a meaning of:
"AUM alone rejuvenates truth (kundalini in context), splendidly carrying kundalini to the crown"
This mantra denotes the power/properties of AUM. 
Most of lengthy Sanskrit mantras are compositions made to serve as focal point to meditate upon a subject. This
is no different to "positive affirmations" repeated over and over to instill firm believe in something. 

Similar description of Aum is also expressed in AumKara mantra:
"Aum Kaaram bindu samyuktam, 
Nityam Dhyaayanti Yoginah,
Kamadam Mokshadam Caiva,
Aum Karaya Namo Namaha"
Meaning :
"Aum is the binding mantra mantra that Yogis meditate upon in in favor of attaining Moksha/Liberation and 
Kama/desires, therefore I salute AumKara"

Empowering chakras with short monotone mantras would be more effective as it contains more corresponding
vowel properties than messages/statements as in lengthy mantras.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 12:39 pm
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Something I have been wondering is why SATANAMA is titled as Sata Nama in relation to the Sanskrit hymns of
the Vedic Gods. 

An example:
Sri Durga Ashtottara Sata Nama Stotram

Do you know anything about this Suyra? Good answer below as well.

SuryaPuttran wrote:

Ek Ong Kara Satanama Shiri Vhaa Guru

The "Ong" doesn't really have Sanskrit value in it. Its a substitute of AUM. 

Ek or Eka means = one/single.
Kara means = doer/making/creator. 
SatNam(shorter version of Satanama) means=truth, in context it is a re-generator. 
Shri (as in Shreem mantra) means= high rank/respected/splendid/radiant.
*(Siri is a degraded variation of the original form Shri).
Vhaa/Vaha means= carrying, bringing, drawing. (Vahana means= vehicle)
Guru means= teacher, in context of the mantra it refers to Crown chakra which is of Jupiter/Guru.

AUM is also known as "AUMKARA-bindu-samyuktam" (corrupted form of this is OMKARA-bindu-samyuktam),
meaning AUM is the binder, samyuktam means= joint/attach. AUM is the representation of the 3 main nadis that
unites at the bindu point (6th Chakra). 
Ong doesn't really represent anything rather than phonetically it creates an anchoring NNGGGG vibration.

It ties in to the context, with the usage of Aum instead of Ong, that the mantra carries a meaning of:
"AUM alone rejuvenates truth (kundalini in context), splendidly carrying kundalini to the crown"
This mantra denotes the power/properties of AUM. 
Most of lengthy Sanskrit mantras are compositions made to serve as focal point to meditate upon a subject. This is
no different to "positive affirmations" repeated over and over to instill firm believe in something. 

Similar description of Aum is also expressed in AumKara mantra:
"Aum Kaaram bindu samyuktam, 
Nityam Dhyaayanti Yoginah,
Kamadam Mokshadam Caiva,
Aum Karaya Namo Namaha"
Meaning :
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"Aum is the binding mantra mantra that Yogis meditate upon in in favor of attaining Moksha/Liberation and 
Kama/desires, therefore I salute AumKara"

Empowering chakras with short monotone mantras would be more effective as it contains more corresponding
vowel properties than messages/statements as in lengthy mantras.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 12:52 pm

Egon
This is a very interesting topic. I'm also wondering about this mantra:

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/topics/154

To remove obstacles in your life
SaTaNaMa RaMaDaSa SaSaya So Hung (Hung being substitute from the real HAUM)
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Posts: 2101

SAH-TAH-NAH-MAH --- RAH-MAH-DAH-SAH --- SAH-SAH-YAH --- SOH --- HH-AAA-UUU-MMMM

May this is: The true adept of meditation will infallibly achieves Godhead.
Satanama:
Truth/true/serpent
Rama-dasa:
servant (fidel/adept) of pleasure (result of power meditation?)
Sasaya
abundant/unfailing
so haum:
which result/finish in Mercury/Sound/Gold

Font: http://spokensanskrit.de

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 2:03 pm

Fire2u

Posts: 489 HP Mageson666 wrote:

Something I have been wondering is why SATANAMA is titled as Sata Nama in relation to the Sanskrit hymns of the
Vedic Gods. 

An example:
Sri Durga Ashtottara Sata Nama Stotram

Do you know anything about this Suyra? Good answer below as well.

Thanks Hp Don.
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I've seen it as "Sri Durga Astotttara Sata Namavali Stotra".

Sri Durga refers to Goddess Durga.
Astottara alone here translates as = more than eight. 
Sata = its actually pronounced as "zata" meaning = one hundred.
Namavali = list of names, 
Stotra = hymn of praise.

This hymn of praise list the 108 names of Goddess Durga. "Ashtottara Sata" means= 108.
There's also "Ganesha astottara sata namavali" and "Saraswathi astottara sata namavali", enlisting 108 hymns of
praises to the deity.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Wed Dec 10, 2014 3:19 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

I can't thank you enough for this help.

SuryaPuttran wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Something I have been wondering is why SATANAMA is titled as Sata Nama in relation to the Sanskrit hymns of
the Vedic Gods. 

An example:
Sri Durga Ashtottara Sata Nama Stotram

Do you know anything about this Suyra? Good answer below as well.

Thanks Hp Don.

I've seen it as "Sri Durga Astotttara Sata Namavali Stotra".

Sri Durga refers to Goddess Durga.
Astottara alone here translates as = more than eight. 
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Sata = its actually pronounced as "zata" meaning = one hundred.
Namavali = list of names, 
Stotra = hymn of praise.

This hymn of praise list the 108 names of Goddess Durga. "Ashtottara Sata" means= 108.
There's also "Ganesha astottara sata namavali" and "Saraswathi astottara sata namavali", enlisting 108 hymns of
praises to the deity.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html
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Fire2u
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I can't thank you enough for this help.
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No prob Hp Don,

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Dec 11, 2014 6:11 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489

Hi Egon,

SataNama RaMaDaSa SaSaYa So Hung

Yup, its more likely this mantra expresses; "Satanama" as a shower of unfailing grace to those dedicated to it.

RamaDasa in context could also be saying; "committing oneself with pleasure" - for a servant commits himself. 
Rama also carries numerous meaning depending on stress in speech and context. Sasaya means unfailing,
abundance also ever-flowing.

"So Haum" :
In vedic mantras "SO" is not popularly used. I speculate the origins should be "SAU" or "SAH". 
Haum is a beejAkshara (seed vowel) for throat chakra, which is said to be ruled by Venus. Mercury is said to rule
heart chakra ;we were discussing this on another thread.

Mercury/Heart chakra is where Magnum Opus happens - Heart chakra unites the opposites. The basis of
Philosopher's Stone is Heart Chakra. But beejAkshara for Anahata is Yaum not Haum.

Therefore I speculate that the above mantra; in its original form should be : 
"Satanama Ramadasa Sasaya Sah Aum" or "Satanama Ramadasa Sasaya Sau Aum". 

AUM's use in Sanskrit mantras can also be seen at the end of mantras as it serves as a binder/bindu point. 
Raum for instance - "M" is the bindu point uniting R,A,U. Mmmmm is often lengthened to anchor the mantra.
Mmmmm is also the only humming sound can be made with mouth closed - as if locking it in.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Dec 11, 2014 7:59 am

Egon
Thank you very much!
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Posts: 2101

In my opinion it is SAU, as O in these mantras was a substitute for AU (since, as we know, that the symbol for
letter O means the union of A+U, but the real sound is not O, is AU). Also may there is a reason to be HAUM in the
end, as the popular mantra finishes with Hung, but I'm just speculating too.

SuryaPuttran wrote:

Therefore I speculate that the above mantra; in its original form should be : 
"Satanama Ramadasa Sasaya Sah Aum" or "Satanama Ramadasa Sasaya Sau Aum".

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Thu Dec 11, 2014 5:17 pm

veronika

Posts: 32 SuryaPuttran wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Something I have been wondering is why SATANAMA is titled as Sata Nama in relation to the Sanskrit hymns of
the Vedic Gods. 

An example:
Sri Durga Ashtottara Sata Nama Stotram

Do you know anything about this Suyra? Good answer below as well.

Thanks Hp Don.

I've seen it as "Sri Durga Astotttara Sata Namavali Stotra".
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Sri Durga refers to Goddess Durga.
Astottara alone here translates as = more than eight. 
Sata = its actually pronounced as "zata" meaning = one hundred.
Namavali = list of names, 
Stotra = hymn of praise.

This hymn of praise list the 108 names of Goddess Durga. "Ashtottara Sata" means= 108.
There's also "Ganesha astottara sata namavali" and "Saraswathi astottara sata namavali", enlisting 108 hymns of
praises to the deity.

I find it interesting that Astottara = more than 8. Astottara kind of looks like Astaroth to me like if you jumbled it,
added an h and removed 2 extra letters it would be exactly that.... And Eight Fold Path of Astaroth.... Astaroth's 8
point star.... I wonder if there's a connection.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Fri Dec 12, 2014 1:08 am

Fire2u

Posts: 489 stargazer wrote:

I find it interesting that Astottara = more than 8. Astottara kind of looks like Astaroth to me like if you jumbled it,
added an h and removed 2 extra letters it would be exactly that.... And Eight Fold Path of Astaroth.... Astaroth's 8
point star.... I wonder if there's a connection.

S

Indeed there is. Ashta/aSta in Sanskrit means 8.

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Tue Aug 04, 2015 6:54 am

Oceano
Thank you all for your wisdom...!!!
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Posts: 365

Thank you all for your wisdom...!!!

Re: Satanic Chants, Mantras  Tue Oct 20, 2015 2:26 pm

Mars

Posts: 77

I think this thread needs to be bumped! Lots of good information here! 
Yeah I lost my password so I'm posting here from a new account. 

Here are some more mantras. These mantras are 'as is', meaning they may be corrupted and need to be
corrected. I am sure these need revising because of the "ong" instead of "aum" used.

Ong Sohung

It is probably AUM SAU HAUM or AUM SOHAUM. The book instructs when you say AUM to vibrate it at the roof of
your mouth and the cranium, but IDK if it is accurate to do that VS vibrating it on specific chakras.

SAT NAM SAT NAM SAT NAM 
SAT NAM SAT NAM SAT NAM
WAHAY GURU

For "inner peace." 
Is whahay supposed to be vaha? 
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there is also this familiar one:

EK ONG KAR

It is ayk AUM kar. It means the same as what was mentioned above, but it doesn't mention SATANAMA, so it just
praises a creator that's creating.

JEEO

Means soul 

MA

Invokes the feminine principle. I suppose this is of the water element?

Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo

There is also this that's pasted around a lot. 
It's AUM NAMAH (?) GURU DEVA (?) NAMAH (?). There are variations of this on the web. Some say it's NAMAH and
some say NAMO, or alternate both. 

en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ #Sanskrit In wikipedia it says DEVA , but modern day, in not Sanskrit, it's DEV.

Oh and I didn't know Jnana was a sanskrit word. 
Jnana/ Inana really are Sanskrit words and vibrated at the 6th chakra. I thought it was neat. 
.
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Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Thu Dec 18, 2014 11:29 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity

Theravada Buddhism is stated to be the original sect and doctrine of Buddhism. What is obvious is there is a lot of
talk about Buddhism and its becoming the new trendy, trend. But no actual mention of what Buddhism is as the
core of its system and meaning. Just buzz words. The Buddhist Theocrats are also purposely pushing the trendy
buzz words and feel goodism. Without telling anyone what Buddhism actually is. Read on to understand why.

Its simple Buddhism states existence is suffering and suffering has an end which sums up its four noble "truths."
Which sums up the whole system.

Suffering is existence....what is the opposite of existence? Extinction, what does Nirvana mean in Pali:
EXTINCTION. 
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Buddhism states there is no soul nor eternal I or self. The person is a collection of only five aggravates or
elemental forces of a consciousness that simply reform into each new incarnation according to what karma has
ripened a restacking of the same deck. These forces are held together by a karmic glue and desire is what causes
karma to continue on and solidify the aggravates together keeping one in the wheel of suffering which is
existence. 

The Buddhist meditation system is basically void mediation and nothing else. Its a form of introspection that
allows one to trace the roots of desire and dismantle them within the psyche. So that eventually when they die.
The five aggravates will dissipate and they will cease to exist and become totally extinct. This is obtainment of
Nirvana which means EXTINCTION.

Buddhism states the biggest illusion and desire that causes one to stay in the cycle of existence thus life. Is the
belief one has a soul an eternal I that goes on. Enlightenment in Buddhism is totally accepting the ridiculous belief
that there is no self and one does not exist. Ones existence as a self is maya. This belief acceptance is believed to
be the switch hit that dissolves the karmic bonds totally and allows for them to reach total Extinction, Nirvana
upon death. 

Buddhism is a materialistic, annihilationist death cult. That preaches a strange sentimental, radical egalitarianism
which is why the current Liberal West finds it so appealing. The ideology preached in the Buddhist Dhammapada is
identical to the Sermon On The Mount of Christianity. Which is an enemy program. Which points to who is behind
Buddhism. Who benefits from removing spiritual knowledge and replacing it with a paleo, Communistic system.

Now the Buddhist system furthered laid down the following. 

The science of mantra and astrology was banned. And the practices of Yoga [Kundalini Yoga is Yoga] where also
banned from being taught. The original eight fold path which survived in Tantra which is the esoteric knowledge of
the Veda. Was replaced by the Jainist eight fold path. Which leads to nowhere spiritual. 

The Tantra texts uniformly agree Mantra is the number one most important tool for enlightenment which Buddhism
by order removes. 

Its obvious what went on here. They removed the actual spiritual knowledge needed for enlightenment which is
defined in the East and West as the ascension of the serpent [Kundalini Yoga] a large part of the Magnum Opus is
based on astrology which in Vedic means the science of light. And replaced it with meaningless materialistic
nonsense which leaves a person trapped in the cycle of suffering and does not free them from anything. They stay
in a spiritual dormant state and hope for extinction of their being from all existence. As Nirvana.

With the technical or symbolic language of Buddhism its stolen from the original Vedic tradition and corrupted into
the opposite meaning. They changed the wine but kept the bottle.
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Its well established Siddhartha never existed. He is a stolen and rewrote Sun God.

Something at the locus of this reveals itself quick. The Jewish Therapeutae in Alexandria are the known actual
creators of Christianity which as system imposed the same ideology and removal of spiritual knowledge by
corruption and alteration of the technical language in the manner found in Buddhism but within a Judaic package.
It shows the same behaviour and criminal motivation. As is known the Jews have been in the East for thousands
of years.

The Jewish Creation Of Christianity:
topic542.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.jesusneverexisted.com/buddha.html

There are records from Alexandria that indicate the arrival of a steady stream of Buddhist monks and
philosophers. They would surely have contributed to the philosophical speculations and syncretism for which the
city was noted.

In particular, it seems the original Therapeutae were sent by Asoka on an embassy to Pharaoh Ptolemy II in 250
BC. 

Philo Judaeus, a 1st century AD contemporary of Josephus, described the Therapeutae in his tract 'De Vita
Contemplativa'. It appears they were a religious brotherhood without precedent in the Jewish world. Reclusive
ascetics, devoted to poverty, celibacy, good deeds and compassion, they were just like Buddhist monks in fact.

From the Therapeutae it is quite possible a Buddhist influence spread to both the Essenes (a similar monkish
order in Palestine) and to the Gnostics – adepts of philosophical speculations."

Sources:

Dhammapada
The Doctrine of the Awaking. J.Evola
The Numerical Discourse Of The Buddha: A translation of the Anguttara Nikaya by Bhikkhu Bodhi
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Suns of God. D.M Murdock

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 9:24 am

aloemagic

Posts: 31

I really understand now how this is just as DISGUSTING as Christianity. Worse in its own ways I think. This is key
info, I would consider using this as an anti-tract? There's a health store in my city that attracts a lot of Buddhist
type people. 

In a way for a while I thought some of these were somehow better just because the concept of meditation still
existed and it uses spiritual terms to trace back our roots but that's a load of shit and you can do that with the
other "religions"
This is definitely WORSE that they use "meditation" and corrupt the terms. I already knew this but I didn't KNOW
know this. Deeper understanding.

Thanks for putting these pieces together. Happy almost solstice <3! 
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Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 9:59 am

Mike666

Posts: 209

Good sermon HP,

I am currently in Thailand, a country that is almost exclusively Buddhist, with a smattering of muslims down south.
It is interesting that this is one of the few countries in Asia that has not been invaded and Communism pushed
upon them. Because the power has already been removed from the population and thus they are no threat to
anyone.

Forever in the service of the Father

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 2:12 pm

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

Thank you 

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!
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Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 2:38 pm

jbkbmz

Posts: 130

You might try typing in '''The Shurangama Sutra part 8. This gives an idea about some of their views of the after
life.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 5:52 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

The view in orthodox Buddhism is unless you obtain Nirvana and become extinct you reincarnate right after you
die into a new round of samsara. I am also aware of the Mahayana claims but they are a later bogus sect not
recognized by the Orthodox. And represent a later corruption of knowledge in other regions. Orthodox Buddhism
has claims about other realms but these seem to be fabulous elements added in later on. And are corrupted
alchemical teachings as well as a swipe against the Vedic culture. Orthodox Buddhism maintains Extinction is the
highest goal.

jbkbmz wrote:

You might try typing in '''The Shurangama Sutra part 8. This gives an idea about some of their views of the after
life.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 19, 2014 6:38 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Ask most Buddhist type people what exactly is Buddhism. They really don't know. They will put some buzz words
up and then ask them to define what those terms mean. They really don't know. I had one almost have a nervous
breakdown on me for simply asking them what is enlightenment in a polite manner. Very strange. But these are
strange days.

Jesus freaks are dumb but they can tell you the general outline of xianity. The Buddhist can't even do that for
Buddhism. I blame this on the general ignorance of the average lay person. And on the ignorance and purposeful
deceit of the Buddhist theocrats who have a history of cultural subversion.

aloemagic wrote:

I really understand now how this is just as DISGUSTING as Christianity. Worse in its own ways I think. This is key
info, I would consider using this as an anti-tract? There's a health store in my city that attracts a lot of Buddhist
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info, I would consider using this as an anti-tract? There's a health store in my city that attracts a lot of Buddhist
type people. 

In a way for a while I thought some of these were somehow better just because the concept of meditation still
existed and it uses spiritual terms to trace back our roots but that's a load of shit and you can do that with the
other "religions"
This is definitely WORSE that they use "meditation" and corrupt the terms. I already knew this but I didn't KNOW
know this. Deeper understanding.

Thanks for putting these pieces together. Happy almost solstice <3! 

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Sat Dec 20, 2014 3:08 am

shubhamrane666

Posts: 231

Buddhism is one of the reasons why orignal Hindu (Sanat dharma) religion was corrupted. This is evident even
today. Buddhism orignated in Uttar Pradesh or Bihar if I'm not wrong. That means it orignated in north India. If
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Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

you see culture of north India especially Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Bihar and Haryana( to some extent) then it is quite
sexist. Elders( those of generation of 1950 to 60) in these places are quite sexually astained. And if you see then
these places do has largest amount of rapes in world. This is due to sexual absistence and also due to the fact
that parents here are very strict and don't speak to their children about respecting women. Though Indian
congress which ruled UP and Bihar are also responsible to make it a state with highest amount of criminals and
illegal immigrants and the most corrupt place in world. By this I dont mean that all guys there are like that.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Sat Dec 20, 2014 3:37 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

Orthodox Buddhism deemed women as inferior. Sex was considered a crime next to murder.

shubhamrane666 wrote:

Buddhism is one of the reasons why orignal Hindu (Sanat dharma) religion was corrupted. This is evident even
today. Buddhism orignated in Uttar Pradesh or Bihar if I'm not wrong. That means it orignated in north India. If you
see culture of north India especially Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Bihar and Haryana( to some extent) then it is quite
sexist. Elders( those of generation of 1950 to 60) in these places are quite sexually astained. And if you see then
these places do has largest amount of rapes in world. This is due to sexual absistence and also due to the fact that
parents here are very strict and don't speak to their children about respecting women. Though Indian congress
which ruled UP and Bihar are also responsible to make it a state with highest amount of criminals and illegal
immigrants and the most corrupt place in world. By this I dont mean that all guys there are like that.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Mon Dec 22, 2014 2:10 pm

jbkbmz

Posts: 130

There is a book called I Reality and Subjectivity, by David Hawkins. He has a scale to rate consciousness from 1 to
1000. The Void (or oblivion, non existence, extinction, etc) is at 850. Same with omnipotence. 1000 is the highest
energy tolerated by the physical body. He states that the Void is a creation of the ego and not the ultimate
reality. I don't know if he is right or not. (Or anyone else). This is just his viewpoint on things. He has a couple of
places in the book that have the calibration (number) for any level and its atributes.
I tried to get the pdf but cannot find it online. He claims that a modern day buddhist named Huang Po attained a
960 level calibration and transcended the void error. 
Anyway, this is my first awake lifetime. "This is your dad". Five years old out of eternal oblivion into the waking
world. Those are the first things I heard.\
So whether or not reincarnation is real or not for me, I don't consciously know. Have to wait and see.
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Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Mon Dec 22, 2014 9:00 pm

aloemagic

Posts: 31

Yeah I can confirm that with this "hippie" phase my friends keep going through..... Soo ridiculous. They all have
really bland follower-ey vibes.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Mon Dec 22, 2014 10:10 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3943

And he would actually know all this how? He has a calculator....

jbkbmz wrote:

There is a book called I Reality and Subjectivity, by David Hawkins. He has a scale to rate consciousness from 1 to
1000. The Void (or oblivion, non existence, extinction, etc) is at 850. Same with omnipotence. 1000 is the highest
energy tolerated by the physical body. He states that the Void is a creation of the ego and not the ultimate reality. I
don't know if he is right or not. (Or anyone else). This is just his viewpoint on things. He has a couple of places in
the book that have the calibration (number) for any level and its atributes.
I tried to get the pdf but cannot find it online. He claims that a modern day buddhist named Huang Po attained a
960 level calibration and transcended the void error. 
Anyway, this is my first awake lifetime. "This is your dad". Five years old out of eternal oblivion into the waking
world. Those are the first things I heard.\
So whether or not reincarnation is real or not for me, I don't consciously know. Have to wait and see.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 26, 2014 2:21 pm

jbkbmz

Posts: 130

Yeah, really! Anyway, he claims that he can use kinesiology to calibrate this scale and every thought action, book,
activity, person, etc past, present, and probably not future.
He says that a person must be over 200 (courage, integrity) to use kinesiology. People at 600 and over can't use
it because they are beyond the weak attractor patterns.
Anyway, he claims there are 2.6 percent of the population that test weak to strong stimulus (everything over 200)
and strong to weak stimulus. They cause 72 percent of the worlds problems. These people he quotes M. Scott
Peck's book Children of The Lie.
Anyway, If he is right or wrong, I don't know. He just gives some alternative thoughts like Huang Po.
Osho in the Book of Secrets says that reincarnation and the "only one lifeers" are merely just devices to get
people to jump into meditation. He states that neither view is true or false. Just devices. That makes the most
sense to me. (The practical approach).
Where Hawkins got his scale I don't know. His first book was Power Vs. Force.
Again, I don't don't honestly know if reincarnation is true or false. So that is all I tell people. If I was something
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before I was born I was not aware of it.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Dec 26, 2014 2:25 pm

jbkbmz

Posts: 130

Also, Hawkins claims that these 'People of the Lie' can use kinesiology. Everyone below 200 CANNOT use it. So
does that mean these people with reverse responses are over in the integrity level? Hmmmmmm. At any rate, I
cannot use kinesiology and other honest people I asked cannot either. There is a science behind it, but whether
or not Hawkins version is accurate, I don't know. His Ph.d credentials are questionable as well.
just type in David R. Hawkins cult, and there are some things about this.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Tue Dec 30, 2014 11:51 am

shubhamrane666

Posts: 231
Location: Maharashtra,
India

Pro Buddhist organisations are planning to convert many people of OBC (Other backward castes). Well these are
people having specific castes who are entitled OBC status by government. And behind this are pro Buddhist anti
Hindu Dalits. Shiv Sena and few groups are only one to oppose. Other right-wing groups are doing nothing and
are in favour of this. They plan to convert 5 lakh of such OBC's to Buddhism. They are also targeting other Hindus,
Muslims and Christians. They argue in name of Babasaheb Ambedkar, the guy who brought Buddhism back to
india by convert Dalits to Buddhism. Today because of him majority of Dalits are Buddhist. He was a Marxist.
Because of him caste based system of reservation has been set up in India wherein people of specific Castes are
entitled for reservations in Government, Universities, jobs in government operated undertakings.

http://m.firstpost.com/india/india-was-a-buddhist-country-not-hindu-maharashtra-obcs-plan-ghar-wapsi-from-
hinduism-2021943.html

http://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/maharashtra-obc-outfit-to-hold-mass-conversion-to-
buddhism/articleshow/45691545.cms

[url] http://m.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumba ... 35856.ece/ [url]

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Fri Jan 02, 2015 2:41 pm
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jbkbmz

Posts: 130

At the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, their college courses concentrate on political science, government.
According to the buddhist literature I have read, NO WHERE does enlightenment involve getting involved in
politics. So I don't know what this buddhist schools agenda is. It is definitely not enlightenment (according to
what I have read about the topic). 
I really wonder WHO is running this school.

Re: Buddhism The Anti Spiritual Scam On Humanity  Sun Jan 04, 2015 11:34 am

CrystalynxEST

Posts: 1

I must say this is a very interesting and insightful article done by you. It definitely makes you think of the
nowadays people who will go along with any religion that makes them feel more comfortable about themselves,
without ever fully researching on what they actually believe in.
Same as Christianity, most of them just use the religion, which can be any really, just an excuse to do what ever
they want. Wish this would reach out to some Buddhism believers and see what they would have to say about it.
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5 posts • Page 1 of 1

13th sign of zodiac?  Tue Jun 16, 2015 6:31 pm

warelord

Posts: 9

So recently I stumbled upon an article on the "13th zodiac sign" this wouldn't be of any concern except that my
birthdath falls withn d range of this new rediscovered sign.am fairly new to astrology and just begining to
research it. Wouldn't want to be led away from the truth as the internet is filled with 90percent lies. 
For those who are well versed in astrology and have come across such information before should please shed
more light, is there really a 13th zodiac sign, the article claimed it was removed some 2000years ago.
Hail Satan

Re: 13th sign of zodiac?  Tue Jun 16, 2015 6:54 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Yes the Sumerians, Egyptians and Greeks had 13 signs. Because there are 13 signs. The 13 sign is the serpent
bearer who brings Orion to full divinity. This 13 sign is Thoth who carries the Serpent wand and resurrects Osiris
[Orion] into the light of immortality. With the serpent wand. This represent the keystone in the Masonic system. In
the east there are 13 Buddha's, the ancient American's had 13 snake Gods, it goes on and on. Something
interesting.....
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"Starting with the 13 colonies, the first national flag had 13 stars, and even today it still has 13 stripes. On the
green side of the dollar bill there are 13 steps in the pyramid of the Great Seal. The motto above the pyramid,
which reads “Annuit Coeptis,” has 13 letters; the eagle on the right side has a ribbon in its beak that bears the
motto “E pluribus unum,” which contains 13 letters. The eagle has 13 tail feathers, and on its breast there is a
shield of 13 stripes. In one talon the eagle holds 13 arrows, and in the other an olive branch with 13 leaves and
13 berries. Over the eagle’s head are 13 stars that form the six-pointed “Star of Vishnu.”

The Opus has 13 steps there are 13 major chakra's.

The original year is grouped in 13 lunar months. The whole cycle to time is based on 13 not 6 or 12. Even the
creation of life is based on 13 a woman has 13 menstrual cycles in a full 13 lunar month year. And it takes 13
sperm to fertilize an human egg in the womb of creation.

I suspect the original day might be 26 hours not 24 two 13's not 12's.

lodscott wrote:

So recently I stumbled upon an article on the "13th zodiac sign" this wouldn't be of any concern except that my
birthdath falls withn d range of this new rediscovered sign.am fairly new to astrology and just begining to research
it. Wouldn't want to be led away from the truth as the internet is filled with 90percent lies. 
For those who are well versed in astrology and have come across such information before should please shed more
light, is there really a 13th zodiac sign, the article claimed it was removed some 2000years ago.
Hail Satan
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: 13th sign of zodiac?  Tue Jun 16, 2015 7:29 pm

warelord

Posts: 9

Wow thanks @ HP mageson666 very enlightening information, plus I didn't expect such a quick response.
I always knew the mainstreamers keep trying to reduce the number 13 to 12, it was evident in the years and in
the magnum opus steps. And sure the number 12 ties in wht the energies of that nazareen. Never expected there
would be a 13th zodiac sign and that I'd fall under it.
Don't know what this means for me, bt its certainly goin to make getting my astrological data and reading my
charts extremely difficult.
I always sensed somthing was off as my astrological elements didn't match my elements from self evaluation. 
The astrology softwares I have do not accomodate for a 13th sign. I would deeply appreciate any further advice
on hw I can go about the astrological aspect of my spritual live now iv found am not a sargittarius but an
Ophiuchus. Thanks again
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Re: 13th sign of zodiac?  Wed Jun 17, 2015 11:45 pm

BrightMorningStar

Posts: 28

I have always wondered how to incorporate ophiuchus into astrology charts and readings. I have 2 planets in
that sign and ine of thise planets is the ruler. I discovered the sign through a software called starry night. That
program came with a telescope I had bought. Starry night allows you to enter specific dates and shows you
where all the stars amd planets were. So I entered my birth date and checked it out. I have been so confused
when trying to study astrology now because when I use online charts I know thats not really where my planets
were. : /

Re: 13th sign of zodiac?  Thu Jul 09, 2015 9:42 am

ShiningSerpent

Posts: 78 lodscott wrote:

So recently I stumbled upon an article on the "13th zodiac sign" this wouldn't be of any concern except that my
birthdath falls withn d range of this new rediscovered sign.am fairly new to astrology and just begining to research
it. Wouldn't want to be led away from the truth as the internet is filled with 90percent lies. 
For those who are well versed in astrology and have come across such information before should please shed more
light, is there really a 13th zodiac sign, the article claimed it was removed some 2000years ago.
Hail Satan

The 13th sign is real. But shouldn't be incorporated into regular chart readings. I will explain.

The 13th completes the circle and grants immortality, as Hp Don has stated it is the last step, which is Shiva.
That's why no one can have their Sun in Ophiuchus, because no one can have more quintessence than others.

13 is actually 12+1 the 1 is always separated by the others. In the same way that the 5th element is separated
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13 is actually 12+1 the 1 is always separated by the others. In the same way that the 5th element is separated
from the 4.

So we have 12 signs which are the manifestation of the 4 elements ; Fire , Earth , Air , Water

Which fall into 4 groups of 3's ; (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius) - (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn) - (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius) -
(Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces)

And then we have the 13th sign, the hidden sign. Which is the quintessence, the essence of the magnum opus.
The 13th is the last step and completes the circle.

I'm sorry if you've hold onto this false knowledge very strongly, but here's the Truth about it - Nobody in this
world can have any of their planets in the sign of Ophichus.

666

In Satan we trust!
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JOY OF SATAN Search…  

3 posts • Page 1 of 1

When Will the Kali Yuga End?  Thu Jun 18, 2015 7:12 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370

When will the Kali Yuga end?
Or is it how?

No more trying to put the headdress of corruption onto other people who don't want it, just to point the finger?

When can we defend what's right without fear of death at the hands of those we want to help, or instinctively
defend? Or how rather?

No mercy will be shown as the Norse Poem goes. Lament that.
I lament the death of mercy.

Re: When Will the Kali Yuga End?  Fri Jun 19, 2015 12:32 am
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The Kali Yuga was the last three ages of the previous 25000 cycle. We are supposed to be in Aquarius which is
the new time cycle. The Yuga's are just the division of the great wheel of the year. Which are divided into four
sections of three signs. People are making a big deal out of this like it s a magical force that makes everything
suck or great.
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Re: When Will the Kali Yuga End?  Fri Jun 19, 2015 10:27 am

Chris666

Posts: 370

I see I don't want to add to the confusion then.
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JOY OF SATAN Search…  

1 post • Page 1 of 1

Equality Is A Code Word For Your Genocide  Sat Jun 27, 2015 5:28 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Equality Is A Code Word For Your Genocide

The agenda of Jewish radical egalitarianism is to exterminate all races, nations, cultures, ethnicity, even
differences between sexes and individuals. Into a human borg like hive collective all run by a Jewish World
Communist Dictatorship. Which is built on the Jewish ideal of a Marxist Holocaust of the best of the Goyim. as Marx
stated. 

Pol Pot is the face of equality.

Christianity was created by Jews:
topic542.html

Liberalism was created by Jews under the banner of the Illuminati and created the revolutionary holocaust of
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France with the concept of year Zero where Pol Pot took this from. The Marxist Jews all pointed to the French
Liberal revolution as their origin:
topic1477.html

Marxism was created by Jews in fact the very Jews who created Liberalism in the previous century:
topic1477.html

Liberalism, Marxism and Christianity are all built by Jews upon this premise and all ruin everything they touch. You
can't have a vibrant and evolving world and civilizations when you exterminate the very normal requirement for
such things to exist, out of existence forever. Which is the point of these Jewish programs. The Jews don't practice
any of this themselves. And The Jewish state in Israel is based on the opposite of this radical Marxist
egalitarianism on us over here. Get why.
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This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 7:05 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Can eat a full Cactus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4KPWOUkbw8

That's a man, with the will to get it done.
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Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 7:16 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

the willpower to resist pain these guys have is insane

i liked the childern of pseidon cactus eating vid tho :p

Thoughts become things.
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Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 8:25 am

Druí

Posts: 83

This video is a perfect metaphor for the un-awakened chewing down on Jewish lies. 
Yeah it hurts, and yeah it goes against every natural instinct in your body, but hey, there is money in it.

Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 9:12 am

t-eyes

Posts: 240

I admire this guy especially for his pencil eating record. But the thing I look down to is the fact that he apparently
takes part in the youtube crew of jew fat eating supporting scum like Epic Meal Time, Matt Stonie,
WrecklessEating, etc ...
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Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 1:29 pm

Zir Gohed

Posts: 120

While I got the message of one empowering their will. One must also question everything. My logic tells me this
guy is probably on Articaine and epinephrine an anesthetic (numbing medicine) that blocks the nerve impulses
that send pain signals to your brain, which is often used for stunts like this that involves pain. E.g getting stung
by bees and scorpions, eating very spicy foods and other related stunts...etc. There are also Appetite-Enhancing
Drugs amongst others. 

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Can eat a full Cactus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4KPWOUkbw8

That's a man, with the will to get it done.

Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 3:50 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Zir Gohed wrote:

While I got the message of one empowering their will. One must also question everything. My logic tells me this
guy is probably on Articaine and epinephrine an anesthetic (numbing medicine) that blocks the nerve impulses that
send pain signals to your brain, which is often used for stunts like this that involves pain. E.g getting stung by bees
and scorpions, eating very spicy foods and other related stunts...etc. There are also Appetite-Enhancing Drugs
amongst others.

thats a really good point

Thoughts become things.
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Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 5:18 pm

HungARYAN

Posts: 267

WTF?  I WANTED TO SHARE THIS TOO ! LOL 
That guy is crazy. lol

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suzanne-hayes-aka-erika-hazarhun-crazier-than-ever/
http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013/06/my-blog-is-still-virus-free-and.html
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Re: This Guy!  Sat Jul 25, 2015 11:24 pm

High Priestess
Myla Limlal666

Posts: 1173
Location: Pandemonium

 Wtf!!! Crazy how far people would go for attention. 

You don't stop when you are tired
You stop when you are done! 
AVE SATAN SIEMPRE!
Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat.
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Posts: 3946

"At the voice of Anubis, while with the going forth by the deceased at the voice of Anubis, while he has
spiritualized thee, like Thot." Thus, again , Anubis is important in the akhifying....... and immortalization of the
dead."1

True spirituality if one looks to texts of the ancient Gods is very simple. Its the transformation of the elements of
the being by the serpent power, tapa's into the element of Gold from lead. Gold is referenced to the element of
spirit the fifth element. From the lead which the density of the grosser material form. Its called the
dematerialization of the corruptible body [coal] to the diamond body, the diamond is the element of spirit in the
east. The word is the element of spirit. And the transformation of matter into spirit finished. By the transformative
serpent power. This brings enlightenment and super conscious. The whole process is done by raising the serpent
and then transforming the chakra's to gold. Purifying and transforming the element of the being. Uniting the body
and soul into one ascended force. Which brings one from the unperfected form symbolized by the unconscious or
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deceased the corruptible body. Becoming the incarnation of the God like the second Zeus or the Second Shiva, the
diamond body which is simply a symbol of the spirit element fully incarnated as man. The Greeks and Egyptians
literally called this "Transformation." A piece of coal transformed into a diamond.

That's it. That's you.

This understanding is still sitting in the texts. Yet all the nuuuu age types and RHP types are always debating as
to what spirituality is. And its always a infantile sentimental adherence to abnormal and immoral laws which are
materialistic in nature and have nothing to do with transforming the individual into divinity. They contain nothing
spiritual they are ugly materialistic doctrines with fairy stories and thou shall nots. That in thousands of years of
RHP ideology, decades of the nuu age. Not one transformed person have they produced. Just an ugly, devolved
humanity in a degenerate, burning world. Strip away the pseudo mysticism and theism and you arrive at
Communism.

The Serpent is the symbol of Satan and the key to enlightenment and immortality. Because this is the science
Satan and the Gods who are fully ascended Extra Terrestrials, taught to our ancestors in the Golden Age. As the
ancient texts all state. Its the key to a Golden Age humanity and world. Which is why the enemy want it gone its a
situation they lose power and control in. 

1Christ In Egypt The Horus-Jesus Connection by D.M. Murdock
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Real Spirituality  Sun Jul 26, 2015 9:52 am

roadtorevolution
Lord SHiva is so cool 
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Posts: 1135
Location: Republic Of India

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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HEY HAVE

 Poo people...

Re: Real Spirituality  Sun Jul 26, 2015 2:20 pm

descarte666
Thanks for posting.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Posts: 662

Re: Real Spirituality  Sun Jul 26, 2015 6:23 pm

Magus Immortalis

Posts: 164
Location: Hell

Thanks for writing and posting this HP Don. I enjoyed reading it a lot.

HS/88!
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Posts: 344
Location: Canada

roadtorevolution wrote:

Lord SHiva is so cool 

I totally agree!
He always been my favorite hindu God as far as i can remember!

Thank you HP for this post, its really appreciate!

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-

Re: Real Spirituality  Mon Jul 27, 2015 9:40 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

An paleo image of Ganesa which is supposed to be the oldest known. Shows Him with a bird head like a vulture
head with a strange tube coming down from the nose like a elephant trunk but it looks like a spine with the
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Posts: 3946 bottom part going into a pot. The same is in the ancient America's. In the America's its noted this is the spine. 

The nadis connect to the nostrils as we know its the flow of the breath or prana of life thought the spine and
empowering ones self by pranayama. The bird head relates to Garuda which is given a spelling relating to the
power of mantra. The nose is close to the center of the head where the spine goes to and the trine nadis come
together and the lower part in the pot which is on level with the root chakra area. The root chakra is the mercury
pot in India you see this in the pot shaped basket the cobra raises out of with the snake charmer playing the flute
an allegory for raising the serpent in the same meaning the paleo Ganesa relates. Mercury's wand is the serpent
around a rod. The trine nadis of the spine. Ganesa is the master of the word. The serpent power.
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An paleo image of Ganesa which is supposed to be the oldest known. Shows Him with a bird head like a vulture
head with a strange tube coming down from the nose like a elephant trunk but it looks like a spine with the
bottom part going into a pot. The same is in the ancient America's. In the America's its noted this is the spine. 

The nadis connect to the nostrils as we know its the flow of the breath or prana of life thought the spine and
empowering ones self by pranayama. The bird head relates to Garuda which is given a spelling relating to the
power of mantra. The nose is close to the center of the head where the spine goes to and the trine nadis come
together and the lower part in the pot which is on level with the root chakra area. The root chakra is the mercury
pot in India you see this in the pot shaped basket the cobra raises out of with the snake charmer playing the flute
an allegory for raising the serpent in the same meaning the paleo Ganesa relates. Mercury's wand is the serpent
around a rod. The trine nadis of the spine. Ganesa is the master of the word. The serpent power.
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Satanism

The point of Satanism is to cultivate a supreme spiritual order of life, that is the super conscious revelation of the
divine order of the cosmos as they manifest via the laws of nature. A ORDER of life upon the very underlying
transcendental mechanics of eternal existence. Where the inner life of the soul will be realized perfection in
harmony with the cosmos.

Today we call this National Socialism in exoteric, political form. One day it will just be known as Satanism.
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Lux Duellator

Posts: 25

that photo... its like 

"Radiance of Glorious Light in Darkness"

truly fits the image of Truth of Spiritual Satanism....
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HPS Shannon
Outlaw That is divinely inspiring. What picture is that of? An eclipse?
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~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth
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Light Algur
That is a black sun eclipse.
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Light Algur

Posts: 553

That is beautiful image. The black sun is one of my favorites. Very powerful symbol. 
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The image above speaks for it self.
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Re: Satanism  Mon Oct 12, 2015 5:19 pm

Amgedpha Prap

Posts: 105 LightAlgur wrote:

That is beautiful image. The black sun is one of my favorites. Very powerful symbol. 
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The image above speaks for it self.

 Man that is pretty badass picture Light I think I might have to alternate between that and the one Don posted

Re: Satanism  Wed Oct 14, 2015 7:52 am

HungARYAN
Very good definition, thanks!
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The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan
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Posts: 3946

As HP Carlson has wrote before on the Nephilim taking the Fair Daughters of Men. 

"Nephilim has its equivalent both in Sanskrit and Greek. In Sanskrit, Nau, Nu, Na=Ship, boat, knowledge, certainty
the descendancy from....Krishna; god Shiva; Buddha;. NAVALIN=star ship; constellation ship. in Greek, NEPHILIM=
NUPHYLUM meaning the five races phylum OF NU of the five races Yadu, Turvas, Druhyus, Anu and Puru."[1]

The Nephilim coming to earth down upon the holy mountain I wrote about awhile ago. The women relates to the
serpent energy and the sacred tree. And here the Nephilim also relate to the five elements of the soul. The union
here is the union of heaven and earth of spirit and body, and the purification of the soul by the serpent energy
and the divine race that came forth from this the Aryan the purified one, also Hari or Haryan the solar body. The
Greeks came from Panachea this is Pancha in Sanskrit the five purified elements of the soul the gold of the solar
body or spirit. There is a racial aspect to this for the Aryan record.

The other meaning is Star Ship as well so literally coming down from the Constellations, the stars. Now we have
dual meanings however, there is a literal one as mentioned. The Sumerian's stated that EA [Satan] created a
second Ascended race the Ari [Aryans] in His image. Into which He put the secrets of the blood of the Gods. There
are many records from the east of the Gods marrying the Fair daughters of men and having ascended children.
The Aryan's. Shiva's first Sangha was in the Kumara Kandam the Golden Age paradise as Shiva is EA in the
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eastern record of the Sumerian its Shiva that creates Adimu [Adamu]. Note Adamu is the Ari ones in the image of
EA/Shiva the Sumerian's called them racial Whites. So this is racial. Shiva's ancient name is "Sarupa" meaning "The
White One/God."[2] When White European's started to show up in Sri Lanka in the Raj Period they where called
the Sarupa's by the native population. One can make special note despite the racial differences in the current
Indian Continent. The ancient images of the Gods are still shown as Aryan. And many Northern Indian's where
found to have large amounts of European genetics. 

The Greeks made special mention of this in their Atlantis epic. The children of the Gods, kept their blood pure
racially and kept the sacred law and the practices of the perfections the Yoga tapa's in doing this they where
constantly ascending towards the purification and transformation of the soul and the metagenetic essence of the
blood, towards full ascension. But some went against this and started to marry lesser humans and have children
over time this caused a loss of the divine essence in the blood and the loss of the ascended status. One can note
the Spiritual class system in Aryan culture with the Ascended class only marrying amongst their own. The Roman's
stated this was due to the fact the members of this class had gone thought a great ritual that transformed the
quality of the blood and this was to pass on to the children[3].. This loss of purity lead to the loss of Atlantis.
Atlantis here is also an allegory for the primordial state of metagene purity. Its also a warning from the ancient
Aryan, Greeks about the dangers of race mixing even on the soul level. However not all the Aryans committed this
transgression and the pure ones escaped to new lands carrying the divine law with them. As the records state
and we can see today in the fact we still exist as a race. 

The Ancient Aryan's passed and enforced strict anti miscegenation laws when they encounters non Aryans. The
Aryan culture stated Aryan's where part of the divine blood line and thus of the Race of The Gods and to commit
miscegenation with the non Aryan was to profane and destroy the divine inheritance. The ascended metagene
that Satan put into our blood as the Sumerian's and Greeks mentioned. The stated goal of Aryan existence was to
purifying one selves of the material, mortal aspect into the fully divine essence and become full Gods, Olympians.
The ancient lesson of Hercules is based on this. He was demi-God His father was Satan [Zeus was called Santan].
And His mother was one of the fair daughters of men a mortal. He purified His being by the labours of the Magnum
Opus and ascended to Olympus as a full God. The Greek Mysteries were based on the Aryan being baptized into
the cauldron grail where they where symbolically boiled till the dross came to the top and was removed. Then
they would emerge from the grail cauldron reborn an Olympian. The Solar body. God means Perfected One.

[1]The Open Secret of India, Israel And Mexico. By researcher and author Gene D. Matlock. 
[2]Gods Of Love And Ecstasy. Alain Danielou. 
[3]Revolt Against The Morden World. Julius Evola.
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Light Algur

Posts: 553

The children of the Gods, kept their blood pure racially and kept the sacred law and the practices of the perfections
the Yoga tapa's in doing this they where constantly ascending towards the purification and transformation of the
soul and the metagenetic essence of the blood, towards full ascension. But some went against this and started
to marry lesser humans and have children over time this caused a loss of the divine essence in the blood and the
loss of the ascended status.

Why would some of them do this? Irrelevant question, i know but i am just curious.
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Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Hitler mentioned there is a bad element within the Race that has to be contained and dealt with otherwise they
will ruin it. The Aryan's had to pass laws against race mixing because guess why.....Most naturally will not do it,
but there is that small group of bad elements that will. The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew.

LightAlgur wrote:

The children of the Gods, kept their blood pure racially and kept the sacred law and the practices of the
perfections the Yoga tapa's in doing this they where constantly ascending towards the purification and
transformation of the soul and the metagenetic essence of the blood, towards full ascension. But some went
against this and started to marry lesser humans and have children over time this caused a loss of the divine
essence in the blood and the loss of the ascended status.

Why would some of them do this? Irrelevant question, i know but i am just curious.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 11:02 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Hitler mentioned there is a bad element within the Race that has to be contained and dealt with otherwise they will
ruin it. The Aryan's had to pass laws against race mixing because guess why.....Most naturally will not do it, but
there is that small group of bad elements that will. The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew.

I clearly understand now. It is what happened to my family, unfortunately. 

Thank you.
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Posts: 553
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/

Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 11:35 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

LightAlgur wrote:

I clearly understand now. It is what happened to my family, unfortunately. 

Thank you.

I have them in my family as well. Our Great One, Adolf Hitler, asked only two things of us all after giving everything
He had for the spiritual cause of eternal truth. That of to keep our Race pure and don't commit the sin of racial
mixing and to keep up the struggle against the International Jew. 

So in a world of Jewish promoted Racial treason and the encouraged defilement of the sacred blood of our race.
Even when traitors are found amongst our own family. Yet here we still are true to the cause with Blood and
Honor in our hearts the cause we feel in our soul. 

And that mein bro is why we will win in the end....We feel the cause in our soul this is the blood of Satan Himself
within us. We carry the race soul of the Gods themselves within us. For Blood and Honor! 88!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 11:54 am

victory666

Posts: 63
Location: East Coast

This is a superb article and one that I believe should be read by every "Christian identity" freak. It baffles my mind
how they think a white Jeeboos is gonna lead them to victory and at the same time unknowingly sucking on a kike
tit that they despise . Worse yet, they lump Hitler in with white Aryan Xianity. These are traitors we need to worry
about as well.
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Light Algur
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Posts: 553

HP Mageson666 wrote:

I have them in my family as well. Our Great One, Adolf Hitler, asked only two things of us all after giving everything
He had for the spiritual cause of eternal truth. That of to keep our Race pure and don't commit the sin of racial
mixing and to keep up the struggle against the International Jew. 

So in a world of Jewish promoted Racial treason and the encouraged defilement of the sacred blood of our race. Even
when traitors are found amongst our own family. Yet here we still are true to the cause with Blood and Honor in our
hearts the cause we feel in our soul. 

And that mein bro is why we will win in the end....We feel the cause in our soul this is the blood of
Satan Himself within us. We carry the race soul of the Gods themselves within us. For Blood and
Honor! 88!
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Those are very moving words Don. We will not win, we are winning.

For Blood and Honor! 88!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 3:57 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

If there were ascended in every race, I wonder why we degenerated to this point. Given their immortal and divine
status, surely they would have attempted to stop this from both sides (Aryan and Non-Aryan).

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 4:06 pm

Egon

Posts: 2103

LightAlgur wrote:

Why would some of them do this? Irrelevant question, i know but i am just curious.

Also happened mass rapes committed by non-Whites which caused forced assimilation and end of the civilizing
elements.

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 7:22 pm

Ragnos

Posts: 16

HP Mageson666 wrote:

The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan
{That entire speech that I won't copy-paste for the sake of saving space}

So wait, does that mean that Aryan Germans are superior to the rest of mankind? Because that's the impression
your speech is giving me. I'm certainly not German in any stretch of the imagination. My ancestors hailed from
Syria and Iceland (upper Canada), with some Native American mixed in there.

To be entirely honest, your speech makes me feel like I'll be looked down upon for not being Aryan. And that inter-
racial relationships are taboo, as in races are to be totally and utterly segregated. I mean, is it acceptable for
interracial sex, but no breeding? Or is any form of intimate contact whatsoever prohibited? What is the precise
boundary?

I just now realized that you said "White Aryan" not "Aryan German." I think I might be unclear on what an Aryan
actually IS. Does Aryan just mean blond hair and blue eyes, regardless of race? Or is it limited to just one race?

Regardless, I'm not Aryan. I was born with blond hair, but it became brown as I grew. And my eyes are grey-
green, only becoming blue when exposed to the correct lighting; usually bright sunlight. (I think)
(According to my mom. She calls them "Ice Eyes." I've never seen it myself, but.. My mom has never lied to me
before, so...)
I am very much white though, if that was not obvious enough.

LOLOLOLOL There's a 666 character limit on the signatures. I like that. Subtle things always make me grin.
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Your White obviously, Aryan is the proper and original name for the White Race. Why do you want to split hairs on
not committing racial miscegenation when its obvious what this means? I guess because you wish to engage in it?

Germany was superior culturally to most of Europe back in the day because they had the conditions of a unified
ethnic society and Empire 1871, was their great celebration where the French just got another communist
revolution . This carried them into building the Third Empire with the right leadership. Where Austria-Hungary
Empire was a ploygot mess, Russia's Empire was the same and England was too feudal and had lost much of its
cultural ethos in the English Civil war and Norman period. France was a culturally superior Nation for centuries and
led Europe. But the Bolshevik terror of the French revolution destroyed this along with twenty years of war that
killed over a million of its people that followed. Germany pulled itself up after the thirty years war. But was not
infected with the paleo communism of Liberalism like France was. The Hungarians where strong enough to throw
the jooz Cohen and the commjewist regime out. 

Europe under the Fascist systems was under going a cultural rebirth as a whole from Italy, Spain and on. But jooz
war two got in the war. If the jooz had not of started the war England would have had the BUF in power and
England would have had a National Socialist society and cultural rebirth, as well and peace with Hitler's Germany,
no war just racial brotherhood and friendship. And an alliance against the JewSSR. The English Royal's where
sending Hitler money and quiet and open support they watched their family members get slaughtered in Russia by
the jewish monsters. The Czar's grandmother was Queen Victoria. 

Ragnos wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan
{That entire speech that I won't copy-paste for the sake of saving space}

So wait, does that mean that Aryan Germans are superior to the rest of mankind? Because that's the impression
your speech is giving me. I'm certainly not German in any stretch of the imagination. My ancestors hailed from
Syria and Iceland (upper Canada), with some Native American mixed in there.

To be entirely honest, your speech makes me feel like I'll be looked down upon for not being Aryan. And that inter-
racial relationships are taboo, as in races are to be totally and utterly segregated. I mean, is it acceptable for
interracial sex, but no breeding? Or is any form of intimate contact whatsoever prohibited? What is the precise
boundary?
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I just now realized that you said "White Aryan" not "Aryan German." I think I might be unclear on what an Aryan
actually IS. Does Aryan just mean blond hair and blue eyes, regardless of race? Or is it limited to just one race?

Regardless, I'm not Aryan. I was born with blond hair, but it became brown as I grew. And my eyes are grey-green,
only becoming blue when exposed to the correct lighting; usually bright sunlight. (I think)
(According to my mom. She calls them "Ice Eyes." I've never seen it myself, but.. My mom has never lied to me
before, so...)
I am very much white though, if that was not obvious enough.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 8:40 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

This planet has undergone ten thousand years of attack.
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Posts: 3946
Lucius Oria wrote:

If there were ascended in every race, I wonder why we degenerated to this point. Given their immortal and divine
status, surely they would have attempted to stop this from both sides (Aryan and Non-Aryan).
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HPS Shannon
Outlaw Lesser humans meaning non whites or gentiles with low spiritual awakening? 

Also does this post not go for other non whites as well? Not with being the progeny of Satan but with having a
gene within us to achieve the Godhead? Were there not ascended and spiritual awakened gentiles in other races
besides the White race?

Im sincerely asking because I would like to understand these things. Feeling a bit confused.
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Posts: 98

~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 9:35 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

From the context of where the texts uses the "Lesser" it refers to the non Aryan's as they are not Aryan and thus
less evolved. This is a warning to not commit racial mixing as the gene seed of the Aryan will be lost forever. And
what that means. The death of the Aryan race.

Take a look around you at this moment on this earth. And look at the fact all technology, advanced scientific
discoveries and advanced civilized existence has been built and maintained by Aryan People. Without the Aryan
presence on earth the planet would be in the stone age to early bronze age for millions of years. What would
happen if the Aryan's mixed and ceased to exist? You would not even have this computer, internet or electricity to
run it. The other races have benefited greatly from the existence of the Aryans. As Aryan People have shared this.
The Vedic texts stated the Gods gave dominion of the earth to the Aryan. As we are the most qualified to govern
it. You can see the advanced Global Empires have all been European there is a reason English is the most spoken
language on earth. The British Empire brought India and Asia into the modern world. And laid the foundation of
America and other first world White Nations. Japan was still third world with swords and spears till the West
opened it up. The Japanese sent their people to Western schools and simply copied our technology and advanced
knowledge and assembled it within Japan. They didn't invent any of it. Its still that way today. They need Whites
to go in and update their tech sector. They have a city of Japanese workers to invent new advancement in this
field but can't do it. The Japanese are the only race to have created their own computer language outside of
Whites. And they failed miserably at it.
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The Aryan is the highest race of Mankind on earth. History testifies to this even at this moment. To mix with lesser
evolved races is regression and the end of the race. Nature is aristocratic by nature its moving upwards. The
Greek texts stated the purpose of the Aryan is to continue to evolve upwards and become Gods.

Non-Whites can still achieve spiritual advancement. But the Aryan is right from the Gods directly and thus carries
their existing traits including their gene template. Aryan's are literally part of the Race Of The Gods. They are
Aryans and we are Aryans. It was a custom in the Aryan to set a place at the family table for the Gods symbolically
because we are one Race. This is why the jews always attack Whites they state the Aryan Race is the one race
that can defeat them directly.

Shannon Outlaw wrote:

Lesser humans meaning non whites or gentiles with low spiritual awakening? 

Also does this post not go for other non whites as well? Not with being the progeny of Satan but with having a gene
within us to achieve the Godhead? Were there not ascended and spiritual awakened gentiles in other races besides
the White race?

Im sincerely asking because I would like to understand these things. Feeling a bit confused.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 9:44 pm

Ragnos
HP Mageson666 wrote:

Why do you want to split hairs on not committing racial miscegenation when its obvious what this means? I guess
because you wish to engage in it?

It's not obvious to me. I'm genuinely uncertain of what it is; at least in the way you phrased it. That's why I asked
to begin with.

And no, I've never been attracted to other races. I have friends of many races, but I've never been romantically
attracted to them. (Generally. It depends on the individual, some I do find attractive. Always fair skinned though.)
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Posts: 16
I just like to have the rules laid out in black and white, rather than implied. As implication leads to assumption,
and assumption leads to mistakes. Mistakes that could have been avoided had the rules been clearer.

I'm just curious as to the precise lines of the rule, and not just to see what I can get away with. I simply want to
be informed.

[after reading new posts]

So Aryan = White. My final question regarding that is simply this: Does white refer only to the fairness of your
skin? For example, are Asians considered Aryan?

And it seems the general consensus is that interracial breeding is forbidden, but all races are still supposed to live
together as equals. Is this statement correct?

LOLOLOLOL There's a 666 character limit on the signatures. I like that. Subtle things always make me grin.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 10:02 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miscegenation
"Miscegenation (/mɪˌsɛdʒɨˈneɪʃən/; from the Latin miscere "to mix" + genus "kind") is the mixing of different racial
groups through marriage, cohabitation, sexual relations, or procreation.[1]

The term miscegenation has been used since the 19th century to refer to interracial marriage and interracial
sexual relations,[1] and more generally to the process of genetic admixture. Historically, the term has been used
in the context of laws banning interracial marriage and sex, known as anti-miscegenation laws.[2] The Latin term
entered historical records during European colonialism and the Age of Discovery, but societies such as China and
Japan also had restrictions on marrying with peoples whom they considered to be of a different race."

What does "All races are supposed to live together as equals." Even mean I hear this all the time from SJW's,
assorted commie-liberals and general anti-Whites. Its a code phase for destroy White People. 

I got news for your liberal foolery, any lab can look at a persons DNA and see what race they are from. Its not just
skin deep its the very template of life. As the White scientist would discovered DNA lost his career for admitting. 
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Ragnos wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Why do you want to split hairs on not committing racial miscegenation when its obvious what this means? I
guess because you wish to engage in it?

It's not obvious to me. I'm genuinely uncertain of what it is; at least in the way you phrased it. That's why I asked
to begin with.

And no, I've never been attracted to other races. I have friends of many races, but I've never been romantically
attracted to them. (Generally. It depends on the individual, some I do find attractive. Always fair skinned though.) I
just like to have the rules laid out in black and white, rather than implied. As implication leads to assumption, and
assumption leads to mistakes. Mistakes that could have been avoided had the rules been clearer.

I'm just curious as to the precise lines of the rule, and not just to see what I can get away with. I simply want to
be informed.

[after reading new posts]

So Aryan = White. My final question regarding that is simply this: Does white refer only to the fairness of your
skin? For example, are Asians considered Aryan?

And it seems the general consensus is that interracial breeding is forbidden, but all races are still supposed to live
together as equals. Is this statement correct?
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 11:47 pm

Ragnos
HP Mageson666 wrote:

What does "All races are supposed to live together as equals." Even mean I hear this all the time from SJW's,
assorted commie-liberals and general anti-Whites. Its a code phase for destroy White People. 

It means a black family, white family and other racial families might be next door neighbors, shop at the same
store, work at the same place, wear similar clothes, be under the same laws, etc etc. I don't see how that could
be anti-white in any conceivable way. It doesn't seem anti-anybody to me.

I thought you meant something like Blacks should live ONLY in Africa, and whites should live ONLY in whatever
continent they started in.
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Posts: 16 Is it just me or do we seem to have a hell of a misunderstanding going on?

LOLOLOLOL There's a 666 character limit on the signatures. I like that. Subtle things always make me grin.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 15, 2015 11:51 pm

YogSothothIsTheGate

Posts: 37
Location: Hyperborea,
Thule, The Green
Thunderbolt.

High Priest, What is you opinion of Miguel Serrano and his books? i used to think that his works were crazy and
didn't make any sense but after reading some of the Ministry's recent post (this one in particular and HP Jake's)
i'm starting to think Serrano was onto something. I mean Nazi UFOs, underground cities, collective unconscious
ect ect seems pretty far fetched at first glance but i guess a lot of things used to seem ''far fetched'' to me before
coming to Satanism.

Even if you fail a thousand times, you must make the thousand and first attempt. In
the end it will succeed and you will be the victor, even if almost bled dry, almost faint,
but filled with the triumphant knowledge of having overcome. You are victor in your
struggle and victor over yourself. Each must prepare for his battle. Each must train as if
he will one day fight the decisive battle for Germany.-Helmut Stellrecht
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 12:44 am

descarte666

Posts: 662

It is not our right to rule over or belittle a people. It is however our duty to lead others to metaphysical
ascendance and spiritual liberation.

Aryan means honorable. Honorable means 
1. honesty, fairness, or integrity in one's beliefs and actions: 
a man of honor.
2. 
a source of credit or distinction: 
to be an honor to one's family.
3. 
high respect, as for worth, merit, or rank: 
to be held in honor.

Any Aryan who has shed the petty ego and attained Supreme Consciousness cares little for supremacy or power,
but only seeks to preserve beauty in things that are beautiful; to derive beauty from something that did not
formerly have beauty.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 1:30 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

So I was right then you mean to promote the anti-White, jewish line of open boarders and race mixing.

Has it dawned on your brain, ever....The jews who came up with this line your promoting themselves don't follow
it. Take a look at Israel its the opposite of what they push on Whites over here. And its owned by the same Elders
of Zion that control the west. 

Take another look genius, how many more South Africa's, race riots, race murders and rape dystopia's have to go
on before you get it does not work. I mean Sweden of all places is now the 2ND RAPE CAPITAL OF THE WORLD.
And the stats show why its almost 100% non-Whites, third worlders doing it all. Just like back home. 

Racial Nation States are the only thing that stands the test of time. Get yourself over to Japan and them they
need around five million African's in their nation to be enriched with "racially equality and diversity." Wait its never
you liberals spewing that jew line to non-Whites again.....

Ragnos wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

What does "All races are supposed to live together as equals." Even mean I hear this all the time from SJW's,
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assorted commie-liberals and general anti-Whites. Its a code phase for destroy White People. 

It means a black family, white family and other racial families might be next door neighbors, shop at the same
store, work at the same place, wear similar clothes, be under the same laws, etc etc. I don't see how that could be
anti-white in any conceivable way. It doesn't seem anti-anybody to me.

I thought you meant something like Blacks should live ONLY in Africa, and whites should live ONLY in whatever
continent they started in.

Is it just me or do we seem to have a hell of a misunderstanding going on?
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HP Mageson666
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

I only read one of them, the books seem to always be in Spanish or German but never English. Which is odd as
most people speak English even as second language. I don't consider it far fetched other then its far outside the
jewbox our society has been holed into. When your whole society is run on a lying narrative made by an alien
race that wants to K*ll you all. I mean whatever...

I do understand Shambhalla does exist as an underground city. The Egyptian's stated they went underground
into such cities to survive the devastation that hit the earth around ten thousand years ago. We know from
Turkey they where building underground bunkers ten thousand years ago as well. From studying some of
Roerich's accounts of being in Tibet he believed in it as well. Mark Pinkham wrote a book on the subject he went
to Nepal and Tibet. The Lama's all believe in Shamballa and have interactions with its ambassadors for centuries. 

W. Von Braun and other German scientist stated they created flying saucers with help from Aryan Extra
terrestrials in Germany towards the end of the war. And from studying the subject I don't believe Hitler died in the
bunker either did Stalin or Eisenhower. And they had top level access to all information being the twin high
commanders of the Allies. Trevor Roper was told to write the Bunker tale as the head historian in Britain by the
British secret service. And the accounts spoken all seem coached. There where also reports of UFO's flying low
over Hamburg at the end of the war, like going in to make up a pick up.

YogSothothIsTheGate wrote:

High Priest, What is you opinion of Miguel Serrano and his books? i used to think that his works were crazy and
didn't make any sense but after reading some of the Ministry's recent post (this one in particular and HP Jake's) i'm
starting to think Serrano was onto something. I mean Nazi UFOs, underground cities, collective unconscious ect ect
seems pretty far fetched at first glance but i guess a lot of things used to seem ''far fetched'' to me before coming
to Satanism.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 1:53 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

descarte666 wrote:

Any Aryan who has shed the petty ego and attained Supreme Consciousness cares little for supremacy or power,
but only seeks to preserve beauty in things that are beautiful; to derive beauty from something that did not
formerly have beauty.

I am not working day in and day to out obtain power over my own destiny to just hand it over into the
nothingness etherical dust bin or passivity. Fact life is the will to power, thus develop and evolve. I am not
deriving beauty from jooz ever, either.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 2:01 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Well after the last post Ragnos tired to ram through its Yarmulke was showing just a tad bit too much. Some how
I am not surprised, he couldn't handle it and jewed out.
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Posts: 3946
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 2:32 am

Chris666

Posts: 370

HP Mageson666,
Is miscegenation also supposed to describe most cases of intermarriage between broad societal stratifications?
For example someone from a physical discipline oriented job marrying someone from a social discipline oriented
job? Or someone from an emotional discipline oriented job (artist, etc.) and a spiritual discipline oriented job?
Are random marriages between groups of people like this considered miscegenation to a certain degree? Or can
people marry to strengthen the expression of a certain beneficial trait? If so, then is it exclusive to genetics for
expressing a combination of traits meriting many disciplines (ex. combined physical and spiritual discipline
orientation)?

If that's the case, I for one understand that many civilizations and racial groups around the world display their
own societal stratifications. So the golden order concerns racial hygiene respective for all races in the sense of
allowing people to live with their own people? To not fall for real reverse-racism and hating yourself by thinking
other races as superior?
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What I'm getting at is this question, was the social order of the Golden Age modeled after the five elements,
seven main chakrahs, and other similar esoteric knowledge that allows people to live in harmony on all levels of
expression of life?

For example five different discipline oriented stratifications (i.e. physical, emotional, social, mental, spiritual) and
seven different institutions(providing warmth and light for society like the sun), staffed with people proving merit
of many disciplines, etc.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 2:46 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

No its race mixing and that was the name of the laws banning such in the West till the jews removed them and
opened the boarders and created their false racial egalitarian propaganda such as Boaz. Your over analyzing the
most easiest to understand subject. The racial anthropology institutes had a well established science of the
reality of racial difference and hierarchies of evolution. This was destroy by the jews under the direct change of
Boaz and they created a strict Thou Shalt not question Muh JEW'IN, taboo. That is still enforced to this day. 

There is always going to be a hierarchy of life in existence within races and without. Everyday you are co existing
on a world with beings superior and inferior to you in many ways. Are you crying yourself to sleep every night over
it? No its just the normal course of things. Why is this supposed to change when it comes to larger meta-biological
groups? Because the jewish propaganda machine has been turning this communist garbage out for decades to
K*ll us all with it, that's it, the only reason. Don't want to be Bad Goyim do we? Cause letz the jooz define the
social taboo's. No thanks jooz.

Reality does not end where people's feeling's start, much to the mad of jooz, and associated liberal-commies
freaks of the pink and red tag team. Who already think of themselves as superior to everyone anyway, so
whatever.

If your looking to another race to give you self esteem or lack of it. Then the only problem is your a moron with
some deep emotional issues. Its pure cuckery. You should go dunk your head in the can and hit the flush handle a
couple of times till you short yourself out then.

Chris666 wrote:

HP Mageson666,
Is miscegenation also supposed to describe most cases of intermarriage between broad societal stratifications? For
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Is miscegenation also supposed to describe most cases of intermarriage between broad societal stratifications? For
example someone from a physical discipline oriented job marrying someone from a social discipline oriented job? Or
someone from an emotional discipline oriented job (artist, etc.) and a spiritual discipline oriented job?
Are random marriages between groups of people like this considered miscegenation to a certain degree? Or can
people marry to strengthen the expression of a certain beneficial trait? If so, then is it exclusive to genetics for
expressing a combination of traits meriting many disciplines (ex. combined physical and spiritual discipline
orientation)?

If that's the case, I for one understand that many civilizations and racial groups around the world display their own
societal stratifications. So the golden order concerns racial hygiene respective for all races in the sense of allowing
people to live with their own people? To not fall for real reverse-racism and hating yourself by thinking other races
as superior?

What I'm getting at is this question, was the social order of the Golden Age modeled after the five elements, seven
main chakrahs, and other similar esoteric knowledge that allows people to live in harmony on all levels of
expression of life?

For example five different discipline oriented stratifications (i.e. physical, emotional, social, mental, spiritual) and
seven different institutions(providing warmth and light for society like the sun), staffed with people proving merit of
many disciplines, etc.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 3:42 am

The13thSinner

Posts: 155

HP Mageson666 wrote:

From the context of where the texts uses the "Lesser" it refers to the non Aryan's as they are not Aryan and thus
less evolved. This is a warning to not commit racial mixing as the gene seed of the Aryan will be lost forever. And
what that means. The death of the Aryan race.

Take a look around you at this moment on this earth. And look at the fact all technology, advanced scientific
discoveries and advanced civilized existence has been built and maintained by Aryan People. Without the Aryan
presence on earth the planet would be in the stone age to early bronze age for millions of years. What would
happen if the Aryan's mixed and ceased to exist? You would not even have this computer, internet or electricity to
run it. The other races have benefited greatly from the existence of the Aryans. As Aryan People have shared this.
The Vedic texts stated the Gods gave dominion of the earth to the Aryan. As we are the most qualified to govern it.
You can see the advanced Global Empires have all been European there is a reason English is the most spoken
language on earth. The British Empire brought India and Asia into the modern world. And laid the foundation of
America and other first world White Nations. Japan was still third world with swords and spears till the West opened
it up. The Japanese sent their people to Western schools and simply copied our technology and advanced knowledge
and assembled it within Japan. They didn't invent any of it. Its still that way today. They need Whites to go in and
update their tech sector. They have a city of Japanese workers to invent new advancement in this field but can't do
it. The Japanese are the only race to have created their own computer language outside of Whites. And they failed
miserably at it.

The Aryan is the highest race of Mankind on earth. History testifies to this even at this moment. To mix with lesser
evolved races is regression and the end of the race. Nature is aristocratic by nature its moving upwards. The Greek
texts stated the purpose of the Aryan is to continue to evolve upwards and become Gods.

Non-Whites can still achieve spiritual advancement. But the Aryan is right from the Gods directly and thus carries
their existing traits including their gene template. Aryan's are literally part of the Race Of The Gods. They are Aryans
and we are Aryans. It was a custom in the Aryan to set a place at the family table for the Gods symbolically
because we are one Race. This is why the jews always attack Whites they state the Aryan Race is the one race that
can defeat them directly.
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Shannon Outlaw wrote:

Lesser humans meaning non whites or gentiles with low spiritual awakening? 

Also does this post not go for other non whites as well? Not with being the progeny of Satan but with having a
gene within us to achieve the Godhead? Were there not ascended and spiritual awakened gentiles in other
races besides the White race?

Im sincerely asking because I would like to understand these things. Feeling a bit confused.

I’m happy this is being discussed. To be honest, I can only see this offending Non-Whites (including SS) if they
have a jew-instilled inferiority complex. The Gods didn’t “play favorites” with the White Race. Look at it from the
point of view from a “natural creator”, so to speak. One can ask: “Would a natural creator make something
superior to themselves” but I don’t think that is the right question here…rather instead, I think its more likely
“CAN a natural creator make something superior to themselves?” 

Since they are the creative consciousness brought about by the force of nature alone, I don’t think its possible to
“create” something (intervening within nature with gifts given to them by nature herself) superior to themselves
in this sense. But the closest they can get is to “put themselves into it” (In this case, breeding a new race i.e.
Aryan Humans). Hence the Non-White races, CREATED by the Gods, are “lesser” in this context. It’s not a matter
of favoritism nor a contest of superiority. Actually, I find smart but spiritually un-enlightened peoples see Earth as
a superiority-based or “dog-eat-dog” battle arena for resources and power status (it seems to be an underlying
idea within some of Ben Klassen and Marcus Garveys writings), which seems to be a mentality resulted from jew-
made issues over the course of centuries. Yes, resources and power are irremovable elements in a civilization, but
with what the jew has made of it….Its current form has resulted in another layer of conditioning that will fade
away in time if one is consistent in their meditations.

In fact, the fact that all the tech and science advancements Whites created have been shared among everyone on
Earth, rather than used to conquer and make others submit (remember HP Hoodedcobra’s sermon when he
speaks on “power as a neutral concept”) is reflective of Nature’s fine balance of things. The White races inherent
nobility and honor is a packaged deal with their creative genius, like nature entrusting her own power of creation
in the hands of the most trust worthy (speaking metaphorically here, I’m not saying other races aren’t trust
worthy). 

Another way to look at this is if the jew in its actions and nature is what the reptilians desire for Earth and
Humanity...then the White race in their actions and nature is what Father Satan and the Demons desire for Earth
and Humanity. This is why the White race is target #1 by the jews, because they are the purest reflection of our
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Gods Aryan race before their eyes. This is also why the White race is the leading race of this planet.

So, to the Non-White Spiritual Satanists, see your people with the same vision Satan (seriously, a multi-million
year old, spiritually infallible, and possibly the most powerful extra-terrestrial Nordic) had when creating your race.
The power and existence of the Non-White races are not to be underestimated within the universe just because
we live along side the literal Children of the Gods that created us and gave us our souls. 

There is an undeniable magnificence to the White Aryan race, even more-so when the best of them all will awaken
to the truth. And in a technical way, we Non-Whites are an expression of that magnificence. But only if we strive
to become the best we all possibly can and fulfill our spiritual potential. Satan’s intentions are divine, and taking
pride in your race is an important step in manifesting his divine intentions. 

Meditate that race of yours into immortality, my brothers and sisters!

Ps. My reply was a general observation, not an insinuation of suggestions towards the posts I quoted.

In a world plagued with evil and lies, the truth is found in what we are told is most evil of all lies.

Fuckin' Kikes.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 3:50 am

YogSothothIsTheGate
HP Mageson666 wrote:

I only read one of them, the books seem to always be in Spanish or German but never English. Which is odd as
most people speak English even as second language. I don't consider it far fetched other then its far outside the
jewbox our society has been holed into. When your whole society is run on a lying narrative made by an alien race
that wants to K*ll you all. I mean whatever...

I do understand Shambhalla does exist as an underground city. The Egyptian's stated they went underground into
such cities to survive the devastation that hit the earth around ten thousand years ago. We know from Turkey they
where building underground bunkers ten thousand years ago as well. From studying some of Roerich's accounts of
being in Tibet he believed in it as well. Mark Pinkham wrote a book on the subject he went to Nepal and Tibet. The
Lama's all believe in Shamballa and have interactions with its ambassadors for centuries. 
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Posts: 37
Location: Hyperborea,
Thule, The Green
Thunderbolt.

W. Von Braun and other German scientist stated they created flying saucers with help from Aryan Extra terrestrials
in Germany towards the end of the war. And from studying the subject I don't believe Hitler died in the bunker
either did Stalin or Eisenhower. And they had top level access to all information being the twin high commanders of
the Allies. Trevor Roper was told to write the Bunker tale as the head historian in Britain by the British secret
service. And the accounts spoken all seem coached. There where also reports of UFO's flying low over Hamburg at
the end of the war, like going in to make up a pick up.

YogSothothIsTheGate wrote:

High Priest, What is you opinion of Miguel Serrano and his books? i used to think that his works were crazy and
didn't make any sense but after reading some of the Ministry's recent post (this one in particular and HP Jake's)
i'm starting to think Serrano was onto something. I mean Nazi UFOs, underground cities, collective unconscious
ect ect seems pretty far fetched at first glance but i guess a lot of things used to seem ''far fetched'' to me
before coming to Satanism.

Thanks for the reply HP! It makes a lot of sense when one does the proper research. Guess you just have to get
your mind out of the 'jew-box' way of thinking. If anyone is interested this is a pdf copy of the Serrano book i was
referring to in my post 
Part one: http://aryanism.net/wp-content/uploads/ ... rt-One.pdf 
Part two: http://aryanism.net/wp-content/uploads/ ... rt-Two.pdf
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Even if you fail a thousand times, you must make the thousand and first attempt. In
the end it will succeed and you will be the victor, even if almost bled dry, almost faint,
but filled with the triumphant knowledge of having overcome. You are victor in your
struggle and victor over yourself. Each must prepare for his battle. Each must train as if
he will one day fight the decisive battle for Germany.-Helmut Stellrecht

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 5:11 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria I can see reality for what it is on a meta-genetic level. Some races are just better than others but there is no

need for hurt feelings, just work on improving yourself which is doing a service to your race as well as the Gods.
They gave us [gentiles] the gift of immortality so I would rather work to evolve my race upward by advancing my
soul and complete the great work than cry about whose better/worse and let the joo swallow us into a nightmare
from which we will not wake. 

Bad Goyim Brah's Let's Roll!
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Posts: 515

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 6:21 am

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

LightAlgur wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Hitler mentioned there is a bad element within the Race that has to be contained and dealt with otherwise they
will ruin it. The Aryan's had to pass laws against race mixing because guess why.....Most naturally will not do it,
but there is that small group of bad elements that will. The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew.

I clearly understand now. It is what happened to my family, unfortunately. 

Thank you.

I will let you off then Light Algur its not your fault then

Enki1690

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 6:28 am
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

True, the different races can still finish the work as some high ranking Tibetan Lama's have. However the reality of
racial differences in ability needs to be understood. Because in the West the jews are putting into the non-Whites
heads that everyone of them would be a rocket scientist and live in a castle made of gold if not for the evil of
Whiteness. This non stop propaganda creates the resentment to wind them up to simply continue killing, raping
and robbing Whites out of existence. Then you get the White beta-cuck lords who then try and police other
Whites to the very jewish lie that is killing everyone White so they can back patz like its back fap.

Everything I stated about racial differences was common knowledge in the Western world up till around forty
years ago. Every race I have met all have a massive sense of racial pride even supremacy. Its only bad when
Whites do it. Cause them jooz can't K*ll us all.

Right now the invading forces of Arab's and African's are literally murdering people in the streets and rioting
demanding even more hand outs literally. A lot of them left Finland cause they can get better free money in
Sweden. They state their entitled to this for not being White and showing up. They are kicking people out of their
homes in Germany and Sweden to put these invaders up. Race traitor Merkelz will not be putting any of them in
her palace though. It will take away the room for her KFC stacks. 

Lucius Oria wrote:

I can see reality for what it is on a meta-genetic level. Some races are just better than others but there is no need
for hurt feelings, just work on improving yourself which is doing a service to your race as well as the Gods. They
gave us [gentiles] the gift of immortality so I would rather work to evolve my race upward by advancing my soul
and complete the great work than cry about whose better/worse and let the joo swallow us into a nightmare from
which we will not wake. 

Bad Goyim Brah's Let's Roll!
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 6:55 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The funny think every non-White I have known has been some short of a ethnic and racial supremacist. And the
White beta-cuck-pink with red sprinkles tag team who pride themselves in pink on being anti-racist. Was never
around to say anything even when they do it right in there faces. In fact they will cuck and cheer it on. 

Because anti-racist really is just a code word for anti-White. That's why they never want any of that diversity in
Japan or Korea. Just in the West.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 7:15 am

HungARYAN
I agree almost every word of Don here.

BUT:

" The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew."

Please take this back. It is not true.
The jew is always the most dangerous.
If it was true it would mean those satanists who are mixed-raced would become "race traitors" when they pair
with a non mixed raced person.

I remember in an other important topic here the mixed raced people were told they have to choose what race
they will pair. I mean, for example a half white-half black person should decide if he pairs with a white or a black
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Posts: 267

woman. Do I remember well?

When a mixed raced person pair with a non mixed raced person then it is also miscegenation but of course it is
"better" than other race-mixing since the mixed raced person tries to "purify" his bloodline by pairing with a non
mixed raced.

Other thing:

I would like to ask every gentile satanist here who is not Aryan, do not consider the Aryans as white
supremacists. These are the facts about the Aryan race which Don said here. In the past the non Aryan gentile
races also knew this and had no problem with this.

The most important thing is that every gentile people is of Satan and every gentile people has the opportunity to
evolve and reach Godhead. Blacks, Whites, Mongolids.

And please never think that Blacks and Mongolids would not be important.

And also please do not twist Don's words here.

I am just saying this because I don't want that his words would be misunderstood. Directly or indirectly.

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."
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topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 7:43 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Really? If every non Jewish person on earth forever from this time forward refused to work with or for the jews on
any level......What would the jews be left with? Not even Israel.

HungARYAN wrote:

BUT:

" The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew."

Please take this back. It is not true.
The jew is always the most dangerous.
.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 7:56 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Since some here are strangely apologetic and its pathetic. And want to elect themselves to write in my place for
me. Over the fact Satan Himself is WHITE. And we Whites are literally part of their race. And have a divine destiny
as such for our own kind.

Lets ask the question here of all places, why do you feel the need to say sorry for not carrying water for the jooz?

Why is a simple topic about White People's real history and existence and the right to exist. Has now been almost
derailed by whiners, liberal apologists and even racialist Whites sounding like their down on their knees saying
fucking sorry of all things.....For What? Seriously, for What? I mean I can understand the jooz troll trying to derail
this and it did and failed. But what's the rest of your excuse for sounding near identical to the jew here?

The behaviour by some here is down right strange and shows some of you need to dejew yourselves mentally.
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What good is agreeing the jew is filthy when you will get on your knee's for its most core and murderous lie by
apologist tactic's. Million's of White Europeans went to their graves fighting and never apologised. 

Don't bother replying just sit down and stop acting in this sad manner.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 10:44 am

InlovewithSatan
HP Mageson666 wrote:

One can make special note despite the racial differences in the current Indian Continent. The ancient images of the
Gods are still shown as Aryan. And many Northern Indian's where found to have large amounts of European
genetics. 

I'm still wondering about which Race do North Indians belong to? Are they mixed race or what? Mixed Aryans or
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Posts: 56

What? I haven't gotten any elaborate answer until now.

And what's the practical reason for other different races to exist? Purpose? The divine intention of,the vision of
Satan and Gods to create different Races?
I'd love to know that.

HAIL SATAN !

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 11:23 am

Dnod696

Posts: 344
Location: Canada

Thank you HP Mageson for this Sermon about the Origin and the Divine Purpose of Our Aryan Race,

It is always a Pleasure to read your writting!  

HAIL SATAN , THE ONE TRUE GOD!

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 11:41 am

The13thSinner

Posts: 155

HP Mageson666 wrote:

True, the different races can still finish the work as some high ranking Tibetan Lama's have. However the reality of
racial differences in ability needs to be understood. Because in the West the jews are putting into the non-Whites
heads that everyone of them would be a rocket scientist and live in a castle made of gold if not for the evil of
Whiteness. This non stop propaganda creates the resentment to wind them up to simply continue killing, raping
and robbing Whites out of existence.

I have noticed the same insidious jewish tactic, that of taking the natural standard of civilization that Whites
create, and giving non-Whites the idea that they are equally capable of such. This idea was never around in the
ancient world, thus the pain of the ego burst many will receive was never to occur either if not for the jew. And it
will show who has real strength of character in the coming days by seeing who these people will get mad at:
Whites for the reality check…or the jew for their filthy lying. 

Personally speaking as an Asian soul (I’m mixed, but find that to be my racial template) that if the best of my Asian
peoples are capable of, without Whites, are swords and spears, then so be it, there’s no point in denying reality.
I’d work on making the best damn swords and spears I could, hell I’d make an art out of it, while honouring the
blood and heritage unique to me and my forefathers. And if pure White nations, living exclusively among their own
kind, are willing to share their advanced knowledge with my people to help us out, I’ll gladly accept it and give
them credit for it. This ties into the point I tried making in my reply a few posts above.

I once read a theory on an old post in the yahoo groups, that within each racial template there is a certain
element that dominates. Like the element of Fire to the White race, as fire is the “creative principal, the spark of
life” with “courageous, adventurous and expansive” as characteristics (from the Invoking Fire page on JoS
meditations). This member also linked the Black race to the water element. Reminds me of this quote:

“In the second place, we believe that races receive their different natures in order to develop them and not to mix
them. In this connection, we have already stated that we see in racial differences no real differences in quality,
but rather differences in kind.”
P. 37, Nazi Primer: The Hitler Youth Manual

I’m stating the obvious when I say that when the jew is dealt with and racial separation can effectively ensue,
many of these issues will dissipate, as all will see just who is capable of what, and not. Then proceed to develop
themselves from where they stand at that point. 
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Though whatever the different races are capable of on their own, fulfilling them regardless of how “high” or “low”
they may be will bring us happiness, as we cannot help but be happy when following through with what we are
designed for. And in the end, we are designed for each other’s mutual benefit upon Earth:

“It seems in my opinion from looking at ancient structures of society and tradition, each race was created with a
special function in mind. And to work together as larger group within their regions with their skills together as a
whole body. That formed this once global or near global civilization of the Gods. Having a superconscious family of
humanity to be part of this civilization in the long run makes more sense as well. In my opinion it reflects Satan to
create something elite and beautiful, something that is to be perfected and have eternal bliss and joy.”
- topic2045.html

In a world plagued with evil and lies, the truth is found in what we are told is most evil of all lies.

Fuckin' Kikes.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 12:47 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370 HP Mageson666 wrote:

Really? If every non Jewish person on earth forever from this time forward refused to work with or for the jews on
any level......What would the jews be left with? Not even Israel.

Good Point, and very true. These people who knowingly aid them can come from anyone's family, they may even
convince the parents that their schemes against other family is actually a good thing. They may even start to
project faux-joo vibes. I was so happy that finally we get a reverse ritual targeting the joos and their gentile
helpers.

Listen guys and girls who doubt,  It doesn't matter what people said here, because in one hour Blacks, Yellows,
and Whites will always continue thinking they are the best. It doesn't matter if someone thinks who is superior to

who because to be honest that's not going to change everybody's opinions of themselves lol 

Nothing's gonna change that, everybody is fucking racist in the world, everybody no exceptions. That's why the
joo is our common enemy. The white race today, the yellow and black races tomorrow. So yes, if someone came
up with a sermon titled The Divine Meta Origin Of The Yellow Aryan, or The Divine Meta Origin Of The Black Aryan,
tomorrow I would still keep the White race as number 1. As I'm sure most other people are doing for their own of
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their own free will. If thinking the White is superior then Yes, I am a racist. Everybody is racist! At least we are not
reverse racists, no not the joo definition utilize logic to figure what it's supposed to mean. What is racist? Thinking
you are superior because of your race. What's the reverse of that? Thinking you are inferior because of your race.
That is the joo at work. That is one reason of race-mixing, thinking your race is inferior. The joos teach us reverse-
racism is only when people discriminate against whites, well that is an attack on the english language, logic, and
white people. We have the right to live with our kind and to love our own race. If you are looking for diversity, you
can look within your own race because that is where diversity springs from. Each race is genetically self-sufficient.
The only thing that can ruin that is race mixing. Not difference upon difference as it is now, albeit that is teetering
on the edge.

We are a camaraderie of racists here, where everybody is racist and thinks their race is superior, but we are

working together. Iiiit's kind of an open secret 
What do I mean by racist camaraderie? When Black races, Yellow races, and White races can all say "get the fuck
off my property", equally! I have far more respect for that than anything else I don't want to travel around the
world bombing people and my white ancestors were actually too busy surviving oppression the last 500+ years to

bother aanyybodyyy . That's team beta-joo over there bombing people and wiping out civilizations. So don't
come bothering me with cultural marxist western bullshit.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 1:51 pm

Babylonian666

Posts: 12

It's a spiritual hearchy and the white Aryans leading it, end of the story. In my point of wiew thats a bonus,
hardwork and individual spirituell progress is of higher importance couse thats the foundation of even deserving
and reaching godhood.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 2:55 pm

Helion
InlovewithSatan wrote:

I'm still wondering about which Race do North Indians belong to? Are they mixed race or what? Mixed Aryans or
What? I haven't gotten any elaborate answer until now.
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Posts: 253

I would say that they are mixed Aryans. The Kalash people in the Hindu Kush mountains, are said to be decedents
of the Vedics. They are (mostly) White, and it is said that they are still Pagan.

It is strange (or maybe not) that the paintings from India, not too long ago, in the Puranic era, the Indians
painted themselves as white with black hair. It would seem that the gene pool changed a lot in a couple/few
hundred years.

This is a more recent depiction of Skanda, from Odisha, India. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File ...
keswar.jpg

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 5:05 pm

hoodedcobra666

Site Admin

Posts: 536
Location: America

I wonder seriously why few Brothers and Sisters went on freak-out and almost "cuck" mode. 

Why?

First of all, Satan created the Joy of Satan. Joy of Satan recognizes and pushes everyone to advance. All spiritual
knowledge is Satanic and the list goes and goes. Infact, whatever makes life worth living is Satanic. Otherwise life
is just some crap. This is not Racially specific, but it points somewhere. From there on, people have to organize
and seek their own way as people and as Races. Satan is White, so are many other Gods. Some are not. In all
places all over the World, people worshipped the Gods as they saw them and as they were. Namely, Whites.
Without the slightest problem and without the slightest contempt or fear. All over the World. They called them
"Fathers" just like anyone else. Other's too. 

Now to state the obvious. The jews are nothing without willing cuckold, enslaved Whites or without other willing
enslaved Gentile for this sake. They are USELESS, they are PARASITIC VIRUS. They are just using eveyrone they
can get their hands on, to do the dirty job for them. Everything we try to create, they try to weaponize to blow
everyone with and force the Jewish World Order, which is a mass of racially mixed microchipped slaves, controlled
by the jews. If they are to where they are now, this is because they always plagued the strong Races, in all
history. Others have much of perished, others are here and the list goes and goes. The jews want the Whites
gone, because we woke up of the first of all, to face them and fight them and drive them away, but ALSO, inform
the world about it. This is a spiritual death sentence of the jew.

Why is this all freak out going on. People are like trying to have their head hang low. People need to get past the
fears of nonsesne the jews have created in their minds and start seeing the real grave danger which is in front of
us ALL. They tell you bla bla the Whites will do this and that, meanwhile the enemy on the backdoor is murdering
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anyone else. And they are pulling off a global ethnic cleansing. Whomever lacks the intelligence to see this fact,
there is nothing I can do for you. The jew has you by the balls.

But I remind you that Whites are a minority, and we are guided to get destroyed by the jews. Africa has 325
millions of people, India has 1,2 billion, China around 1+ billion, and the list goes on and on. Yet everyone of you
has a problem with these "evil" White Europeans. Yet these people were the first to go aid other countries and
the list goes and goes. Few if any other countries gave a buck to teach people grammar, language, build schools
and hospitals. And its not like we have it all for free. You can figure out the rest. Now what the jews turned and
did with all of this, is a responsibility and debt of the kikes to pay. And they ***ARE*** PAYING!!

Are you really so much of a stupid Goyim to believe what the jew states about us all? They state lies about
everyone. Gods, men, even animals. This Race they call a brute, the other they call stupid, the other they call the
power abuser, they have shit to state about anybody. But they want us gone first. You see all the evidence why
in the Ancient World. We weren't hateful of others simply because of who they were and the list goes on and on.
Not as a communist pretence, but because it was not needed. I saw people living it just fine, Greeks were fine
with the Egyptians, both with the Hindus, all together were fine with the Hyperbhorean (Clear blooded Aryans)
who descended the knowledge to them, helped them and advanced their civilizations. And the list goes on and
on. There is only one problem and this is the jewish problem.

People are so confused. What is on your mind? That somehow a birthright could for instance come above the
rights of someone who has helped Satan and advanced for years upon years and fought for him? Obviously Satan
knows who does what. The Gods are not injust. You have nothing to fear. Do you think Satan would just value
someone else, no matter who they were, simply over some 'birthright'? One can be born the "purest" but if they
are a piece of shit, Satan could not care less about them. Satan opened the door to all Gentiles to form a bond
and relation with Him. 

I repeated everytime. Satan and the Gods are about justice. Why are you all people worried? Because the jews
lied to you, that somehow, Whites are supposedly psychotic slavers, or because you are afraid of the term
"Superior" or "Powerful", yadda yadda. When it comes to people who are lower than you, you feel just fine. But
when it comes to something superior, you freak out. These lines are general lines. These are not statements to
attack anyone's integrity, pride of their Race etc. This is in the job of everyone to built. Its in your duty of everyone
to help and save their Race from this slumber of defeatism and servitude the enemy has imposed.

If you want to look at Whites, look at Adolf Hitler. Adolf Hitler never stated anything about slaver or anything in
this regard. He repeated and repeated again...Just let the people live as they see fit themselves, their own
statuses and their own way of living. Let them advance. Just make it sure that we secure the borders, because
you know, there is some jewish fucking VIRUS that is waiting to devour anyone. 

He wanted to unite the White peoples and assisted other peoples to unite themlseves, such as the Japanese and
the Middle Easterns, against the enemy. He guided people to advance their Race and awoke us up all from the
slumber of Racial destruction, which is the jewish plan. 
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The White Race and others, have also introduced powerful values that help civilization advance. 

Just look in the Middle East, Africa, Communist China and you will see "WHY". If you are too blind, then you can
pluck your eyes out, as the bible says it so. After all, intelligence is a sin and your eye is causing you to sin,
because you are reading this message. YOU ARE BEING A BAD GOYIM FREE OF JEWISH BRAINWASHING...ERMM
KNOWLEDGE I MEANT. Now you must repent... Pluck it out, because the jewish master will be angry with you,
Goyim. 

Bad, bad goyim!!

Well... 

Satan gave everyone the knowledge, the hopes and the dreams of a New World, in opposition to the others who
merely talk about a communist clump of nothing, with everyone microchipped and enslaved. If you are to fear
anyone and if you are to distrust anyone, this is the jewish enemy. You are transfering your fears to the wrong
people. Please, get your fears and possible hangups to those who created these, enslaved you and abused you,
this is, the Jewish Enemy. To fill one's ego gap and how they feel about their Race and themselves, we are not
going to lie. You can solve this with yourself, you are more than capable. For the Gods there is only one way of
equality. The Gods gave everyone the means to advance themselves and their Races. These are the meditations
and the practices. Satan didn't leave you without or exclude you. But you are closing your eyes on purpose, and
you pretend to deny that we are here to help everyone. 

The enemy has so much infested the brains of everyone. Everyone has something bad to say. Just exist and live
as you are. 

And now I have to relate some experience I had. It was one of these things I really remember in my skin so to
say. Months ago, I was working with a very known Demon. He is a very High Ranking and important God. This
Demon wasn't of the Aryan Race of the Gods, but nevertheless, he was obviously very powerful. He tried to
explain to me that the enemy didn't stop anywhere and that they attacked far more species than the "Nordics"
and "Aryans", but he also stated the Empire of Orion has colonies and friendships with other people/beings from
other Planets. Whomever shit is behind this jews, it has many enemies, and the so called "reptilians" are doing
the same communist program in any planet they touch. They literally are a universal menace.

Long story short, they underwent attacks too, but I couldn't understand more, as I didn't have the nessescary
physical information to connect the dots with what has been stated. I don't even know if this exists physically. His
people/species have been helped by the Gods. Now this God was very emotional and he told me with extreme
emphasis how "Thankful" he was that the Nordics of our side intervented and helped his people from extinction,
or something to that regard. I could feel he was thankful to the point of what only "tears" can make us
understand what he meant, he then made very deifying statements for the Gods and Satan. I was shocked. 

He had strange characteristics, such as very dark eyes, his skin was very tan and almost brown, he was very
human like and had some sort of platinum, kind of grey hair reaching his shoulders, a very strong skull and face.
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He also mentioned something to the regard how Satan and the Gods have taken many other beings and species
"under their wing". The other time, one Demon who was no less looking of a Vietnamese, he came to visit me. He
was magnificent. 
He was so beautiful and honorable, that the sight was really beautiful. He was also, very strong. He didn’t relate
something, he just wanted us to know that they too “exist”, for the reasons of stating this. They do not mix and
everyone is thankful. Infact, for anyone "out there" its common sense. This is because nobody sane believes the
astral and reptoid jews, over what Nature herself teaches. 

Yet there are fools who want to listen to them, and act on their behalf, even after we have educated and gave
out the Truth concerning them. Poor you, really. 

Moral of the story. Be always thankful of what is superior to you, and for power in general. Just imagine where we
would be if we didn't have the power at certain points. We would be in the Middle Ages, weren't for these "evil
ET's" who have came and freed us, from being basically animals in the jewish slave farms. Literally, now all of us
would have been Goyim in a jewish stable. I myself am very thankful that the Gods, some beings so superior and
so much higher than ourselves, actually devote time to help me and all of us out to find our way. 

If someone is stupid enough to consider themselves, so much highly important, that your "feelings" over
something and reality not aggreeing with your inbred jewish programming, is SO bad and threatening and this
sort of deal, I pity you, because you will never see the light of what is truly superior and therefore be able to
advance towards this light. We have done all we could to help. We learn by following the superior, understanding
that we can elevate ourselves, elevating ourselves and our whole with us. 

There are also many levels of immortality. For this to become physical, there has to be paved the correct ground.
This seems to happen on its own after recurring evolutions of any Race/Species that devotes themselves to the
practices in the time of centuries. The devastating effects of Race mixing don't just become apparent in the first
generation, even though these exist and this is bad. The enemy knows this. On the first generation. 

Your lack of knowledge is what is ruining you, this is why I transfer this message. But when everyone will become
enslaved, the Souls that can help us out, those who have been advancing for centuries etc etc and all the Races
evolve are locked out of physical bodies (because the bodies no longer suit their capabilities due to being
destroyed by this practice) then this world is OVER with. Enjoy slavery and the end of human kind, kiss the feet of
the jew and call it the history of mankind. Now become one of the 2800 slaves every kike will have, and kiss the
feet of the "master". 

To close this message. Stop freaking out about these things. Everyone who is Human (except of the jewish
excrement) can advance. Satan gave us all the means to do this. The giving of these means is what is not only
just, but far more than this. The jews, look at them and how they tried to hide everything, while they were
preserving themselves and fucking everyone with these means. But Satan and the Gods gave them freely all over
the World. This is close to the point of being too good to be True, but the Gods did this. There is no, neither there
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will ever be "equality". Equality is only for those who do not exist. Everyone must have these means, so they can
evolve. 

And yes, many other Gentiles who are Non-White have achieved the Magnum Opus too. Nothing prohibits you of
being one of them, and obviously they did such with the help of the Gods. Stop asking "Are there any ____insert
Race here___ Gods?" There are Tibetans and others, who have achieved the Magnum Opus. They didn't come
here to tell shit, or whine. They met with the Gods, they were guided, they listened to their superiors (before
Tibet was corrupted) and they elevated themselves to Immortality, in their own turn. So there is no need to freak
out. Everyone on their own turn. The Soul doesn't get lost if its fed with the necessary meditation. 

You either exalt yourself to this status, or you don't ask for shit, dissipate and die off in the thereafter. Crying
didn't make anyone "god". This is life. Satan though gives you the chance and the way, never forget this.
Remember who leads you to this and who teaches you. ALSO REMEMBER WHO STOLE EVERYTHING FROM YOU AND
DESTROYED THE NATURAL ORDER. And no, we do not demand any respect as some sort of "Children" with the
"Inherited" rights of their "Parents". Everyone that meditates and advances in The Satanic Path gains their
medallions, don't you worry. Satan gives these. We just show the facts, to cut down the chimping short and help
everyone REALLY advance. Our job is to state the Truth. We do this totally impersonally.

If anyone still objects, then I am at a failure, since I am not a psychologist, neither Judeologist that can solve your
problems. You have to solve these with yourself. If the jews have projected the gaps they created in your Soul,
Race and peoples up to "us" or anyone else, the sun, the moon, your ex girlfriend, the cats in your neighborhood,
I don't know whatever else, this is up to you to fix this stupidity. And I have bad news. No matter where the
jewish slave master will turn the light and tell you to "attack", on whatever idol, this will never leave you, until you
destroy this jewish master and the xian/islamic/judaism filth and illusions they are putting in your mind. The
means are in your hands and these are called meditations.

As you advance and as you go, you will have more and more power and you will keep and keep evolving yourself
more and more. The more the person advances, the more the Race advances, and through Eugenics and the
repeating of this process, beings start to reach in their own, respective and natural time, "godlike" powers, with
the final abilities being even the escape from death, which is the Magnum Opus, come in.

So many have confused friendliness, compassion, mutual honoring between Races and all these values for jewish
crock of shit, which somehow implies that you must become a victimized “all equal clump” in order to honor who is
your “friend” or your “comrade”, by degrading yourself and pretending to be equal. How disgusting, how jewish.

This doesn’t revolve around not harming the emotions of someone, simply because the jew has them by the balls.
To hurt the emotions of someone but point Truth sometimes would save their life, if they would listen. No, nothing
is created equal. If it’s degraded to some such level, everyone becomes a bunch of lunatics. You have to state the
Truth. This is the pole of building relations, empires and friendships. Lies are short lived, and you will see this with
the case with the enemy. But Yes, we help each other advance and we fight together. Because we know of the
Mightiest vision of all, which in turn, naturally contains all. This is the beauty we possess as beings.
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You either break FREE of the jewish brainwashing and wake up, or waste nobody's time, effort and life energy.
Some people here, irrespectively of where they are, or who they are, they want to advance, listen to Truth and
put an eternal end to jewish blame shifting, fears and endless inferiority complexes. So many want to return to
Nature, Truth and Satan, no matter who they are, live happily and be strong and free. So many have by now a
bright vision. Keeping down the same path, you can go to cry on churches, synagogues, become a weakling,
change your "god" to some communist thoughform and generally, prepare yourself soul and mind to be enslaved
by the jews. To be one of the 2800 slaves all the jews are going to own. You know, the Talmud and Torah wet
dreams.

Or else, you can join us all and fight the enemy, and do this for SATAN AND THE GODS, your RACE, the LIFE OF
YOUR RACE, AND FOR A BRIGHT HUMAN FUTURE OF NEVERENDING POSSIBILITY.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 6:25 pm

HungARYAN
Thanks for this great sermon! I fully agree. I am sure that after reading it every non Aryan borther and sister will
perfectly understand the whole thing.
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Posts: 267 "Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 7:38 pm

Sebastian Shen
This is Truth.
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Posts: 117

This is Truth.

May the Truth
always bring you
Joy

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 7:58 pm

descarte666
The reason why some people here are uncomfortable with this topic is because they don't want to alienate not
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Posts: 662

The reason why some people here are uncomfortable with this topic is because they don't want to alienate not
Aryan SS. Even if they themselves are Aryan and ARE superior. That is the difference between an Aryan and a
Jew. An Aryan has empathy for living beings that are lesser than it, and are willing to support those beings. The
Jew however seeks to impose its dominion over every living being. IT attempts to use its false superiority as a
means to excuse an authoritarian regime. The difference can easily be seen in how Gentiles treat animals and
how jews treat animals.

In truth, what HP DON says is correct. And anybody who disagrees with it is disagreeing on an emotional level.
Not a logical one. And that sucks for them. The Jewish programming has turned everything upside down and
backwards.

But if you want to throw aside feelings, lets be honest. Aryans may have been superior in the past, but we sure
have failed the last 2000 years. I am proud to be a blue blood German. It is one of the greatest honors to know
that I will have Blue Blooded children someday. But I can not truthfully say that I am superior, because lets face it,
we have a lot of work to do.

Update. HP HoodedCobra's post sums it all up very nicely.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 8:25 pm

High Priestess
Myla Limlal666

Posts: 1173
Location: Pandemonium

Great Sermon! Obviously Jews been trying to end what Father Satan created for generations . Good points Hp
Hoodedcobra well said!

You don't stop when you are tired
You stop when you are done! 
AVE SATAN SIEMPRE!
Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 8:29 pm

HPS Shannon
Outlaw

Posts: 98

HungARYAN wrote:

Thanks for this great sermon! I fully agree. I am sure that after reading it every non Aryan borther and sister will
perfectly understand the whole thing.

Yes, HoodedCobra's sermon does help me understand more. Thats the approach I was looking for and Im happy
he was the HP to explain more in that light.

I never opposed the truth or denied anything about the white race. This turned into something personal for me
and my insecurities and who I am as a race, not a denial of facts and trying to pull down the white race. Im not so
Jewed up in that manner.

I also don't blame myself for feeling this way due to centuries of jew control and influence. Its something that
needs to be worked on in my own way.

Peace.

~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 8:31 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

I think you have spent too much time at Stromfront, where this liberal attitude is the norm for some reason. Which
has infected a lot of the WNist thinking as well. Its unconscious Christianity, always having to apologize and put
yourself down for the weak feelings of others.

Fact is I know I am superior to many people I meet in society and have for years. Even if just morally, and for sure
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on a psychological plane, spiritual plane all together. I don't need to wear it on a shirt, I just am it.

A lot of people have this inner jew due to the social conditioning. Mein bro, I kicked that inner joo onto a box car
heading east and that was the end of that.

descarte666 wrote:

But if you want to throw aside feelings, lets be honest. Aryans may have been superior in the past, but we sure
have failed the last 2000 years. I am proud to be a blue blood German. It is one of the greatest honors to know
that I will have Blue Blooded children someday. But I can not truthfully say that I am superior, because lets face it,
we have a lot of work to do.

Update. HP HoodedCobra's post sums it all up very nicely.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 10:34 pm

hoodedcobra666

Site Admin

Posts: 536
Location: America

descarte666 wrote:

The reason why some people here are uncomfortable with this topic is because they don't want to alienate not
Aryan SS. Even if they themselves are Aryan and ARE superior. That is the difference between an Aryan and a Jew.
An Aryan has empathy for living beings that are lesser than it, and are willing to support those beings. The Jew
however seeks to impose its dominion over every living being. IT attempts to use its false superiority as a means to
excuse an authoritarian regime. The difference can easily be seen in how Gentiles treat animals and how jews treat
animals.

In truth, what HP DON says is correct. And anybody who disagrees with it is disagreeing on an emotional level. Not
a logical one. And that sucks for them. The Jewish programming has turned everything upside down and
backwards.

But if you want to throw aside feelings, lets be honest. Aryans may have been superior in the past, but we sure
have failed the last 2000 years. I am proud to be a blue blood German. It is one of the greatest honors to know
that I will have Blue Blooded children someday. But I can not truthfully say that I am superior, because lets face it,
we have a lot of work to do.

Update. HP HoodedCobra's post sums it all up very nicely.

Yes but its because the Aryans, who are our Gods on the higher levels, are helping us, we see all that. The jewish
parasites are the most brute thing in nature, yet they pretend to be otherwise. The lower one goes, the more
sensless brutality is. This doesn't mean that when one goes higher, this thing cannot exist. It can, but its not
nessescary, unless one is threatened and pushed to get destroyed. Yet when a higher being is confronted with
such, expect the worst. A higher being is hundreds of times more capable of such brutality, than a lower one.
Expect being stomped out of existence.

Now as for "empathy". This thing many have in mind is not "empathy". This is entirely false. Being a cuck,
succumbing, not stating the apparent and damning one's self because one is afraid, this is not empathy. This is
judaism and filthy weakness, racially suicidal behavior. 

On other other hand, there needs be balance. 

Your 24/7 Mac Donalds burger eater who moves on 4 wheels, spouts liberalism and marxism, because he is 500 lb
and can't move his ass, well, whatever seed he is, I see more of a jew in that man, than anything relating to
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Satan. I see a defeated imbecile. But because I may be seeing wrong, well. We have to be realistic, but at the
same time, we have to never forget. And give opportunities to people to redeem themselves, if they are really
willing to do so.

So empathy gets another meaning. This is more of a Divine Purpose to keep other beings too in the road of
advancement, but above all keep one's self. Letting Blacks who are on a payroll to the jewish mafia, like jewish
militant invaders to fuck your wife, throw your children out of the window and destroy your Nation, or let Pisslamic
Arabs make Sweden the second rape capital on the World, doesn't ensure this end. It just ensures you will pretty
much go extinct. They are not under the Order to be worthy of respect and to be judged by the laws of mutual
respect. These beings have nothing to do with the Order we are speaking about here. They are allied to "Allah",
"Jesus" and the rest of the reptilian feces and jewish excrement.

If a jew uses a hyena to come and K*ll you, dear White Man/Woman, will you stop and think if its a hyena from
Africa, Sahara, or from the zoo, or some other breed or whatever other creature, or you will defend yourself?
When the hyena rushes to you and the jew laughs, is this a time to mind or think such obscene and stupid,
deranged details? And why do this, because the jew told you so? Will you be stupid enough to try and pet this
mad hyena who wants to rip you to pieces, that is just a killing machine, eat you alive. And would you be so
stupid to be plagued by all that sort of pseudo altruistic nonsense that if you do this, you might harm the kind of
the hyenas all in their entirety, or that you might end up in "hell" because the joo mustard said you would, if you
attack the hyenas and them? Or will you think, that Satan somehow cares about Hyenas and that even if they are
used by the kikes, they deserve mercy or some other shit, or some place in the world?

So many are confusing our God, with the jewish dirty thoughtform. This has to be corrected by education.

Would you have these freakingly bizzare thoughts weren't it for all of this. But I will let you know why this occurs.

This happens for one reason. Because for this type of thing you haven't underwent pornifided education,
centuries of marxist crap, liberal bullshit, every magazine, advertisment, movie and song, glorifying who serve the
kikes and for the tip of the iceberg, endless spiritual attacks and other deprivations. The jews have attacked you
people so much that to regain your footing we have to literally analyze why the Sun comes up in the morning. It
comes because it comes and its Natural law. But for the jewish lapdogs, you think about it, because of the
aforesaid reason. Because the jewish slavers have brainwashed you as such. To "mind" your enemy and "love"
your enemy, especially when your enemies are the jews and lapdogs. Well, don't mind your Race, which by
the way is your strongest link and bond so you will be able to survive,and your fellow Whites of course. In
fact attack them if they are bad Goyim and do the job of the jews, for the jews, so the jew will sit like an
effendi. 

This is not empathy in anyway, or the exploitation of empathy. This is the bible of cuckoldry, victimization, jewish
programs and communism. All together in one recipe. It just ensures the jewish ends, which is the destruction of
All opposers to the poo's. And the destruction of anyone able to SETTLE ACCOUNTS WITH THE JEWS. They
are literally, turning your own mental and spiritual powers inward, so you will destroy yourselves, stupid
'Goyim', and NOT them This equals to the destruction of the Notion of Justice, let alone the destruction of
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anything else. To leave your ground now and get lost in this filthy jewish programs, is equal not only to suicide,
but failing everyone else, literally everyone too. The enemy knows that in order to bring justice, one has to have
power. So they aim for those who still have power to do this, as others have been already more or less
subjected. And the enemy always tries to escape this. They have shed the blood for all Gentiles and someone
needs to solve this at last. We carry this war for anyone, this is why anyone is allowed to join too. 

And for these people are judified to the point they are pawns for the Jew World Order. So what should we do.
This is massively the jewish slave category. And we are against them. Whomever lets this happen and assists
this, is an enemy of Satan, no matter who or what, they are. 

Don't mind what the jew wants you to mind. Period. Both them and their puppet lackies are the same shit. 

We are fighting this war only for the decent people in Humanity and for the capability of it. Not to turn every
stoopid, leeching sick jewish hyena to a Lion. This simply will never happen.

This doesn't exclude traitor "white" politicians who are busy sucking jews all day long, or any other jewish filthy
imbecile. This doesn't exclude anyone, despite of Race, who is a sell outs, either. Satan isn't about turning the
cheek, when a jew comes to you and preaches how you are to extinct yourself over the mental and religious
pesticide they shoot at your face. They can use lapdogs of whatever color. But we all have to be equally aware.
Satan is the one who Rebelled and destroyed "god", even in the enemy fairytale, which is full of lies, but has this
right obviously. As He was the Ancient God that taught us all to defeat Death himself and the decaying elements
in nature, His Prescence still stands as the destruction of the jewish decaying element, which is the embodient of
this filthy thing.

There is a higher empathy in this. This is why the Aryans shared their traditions and spread their tradition all over
the globe and they were Hailed as Sons of the Gods, loved and cherished for that reason. Respected anywhere
they went, for this reason. And why they helped others in peaceful co-existence.

Whomever resists this through Satanism and waging war against the enemy, for the Greater Good, is an ally,
because they protect the Order, which was handed down to Aryans and all Gentiles. Our Gods descended down
all over the globe and taught Humanity how to advance as they did themselves. This is litearlly the greatest
"empathy" and "help" anyone could ever receive. Otherwise, how many do you think would have made it to live
today.

All religions who had Aryan roots talk of the masters who did "Descend" form the skies to hand us down the
knowledge, the Hyperbhorean White, Blue eyed Blonde Spiritual Masters who taught us the Truth and how to
advance. And stop beings slaves to "karma" and whatever this entails. This is why Egypt and India gave light to
these teachings, put them in active practice, while the Yellow people preserved the knowledge, without minding
their death even, up to date even. Because the all believed in that "Aryan" that is named right now, at this epoch
we live, Satan. They all loved Him and marched behind their Creator. And they still do, this is why we are all under
His banner here. 
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If someone's liberal and marxist programming wins over this, then they are dross waiting to be blotted out. The
Ancients, they believed in their Gods and in their guides and what they have been given. They put it down to
practice and created civilization, all of them. They always stated it was the ones who came "down" that helped
them in this feat. And when they left, they knew they would return at some point, and set fire and brimstone to
whomever attacked us and disrupted this order of the Heavens.

If anyone has objections. I ask all of you to check for your Ancestors. No matter where they Hail from, you will
readily see they were all part of the Divine Cosmic Order. And nobody whined about it. Infact Humanity was at
some point drowining in pleasure and its only aim was to get higher in the Godhead. This was the Golden Age of
Satan. Then the kikes come up and state that all this is nonsense, to have fear etc. But we all around the world
survived as Satanists all along... In our Pagan Orders, honoring the Aryan God, Satan. Then the kikes impose their
slaver shit, and they state we are all going to burn and get destroyed, and all their lies.

IF WE ARE ALIVE, WE ARE ALIVE BECAUSE THIS PAGANHOOD STILL SURVIVES IN US. ITS NOTHING ELSE THAT
KEEPS US ALIVE. THIS IS THE FIRE OF SURVIVAL. AND THE PURGATORY FOR THE JEWISH FILTHY EXCREMENT.

If anyone feels disgracefully for being who they are, they better read some history and get in tune with
themselves. Read it in awareness that there has been a Spiritual War out there, and also, in awareness of the
jewish problem. This is not a time for guilt and self blame, this is a time for anyone to get where they are to be,
for the common good, the Racial good and to keep up what their Ancestors died for.

The Attacks agains the White Race is because the enemy wants us out, so they can make everyone else a slave.
They have started and they are pushing matters. Unlike all of you who are dragging your mugs down, the enemy
quite well remembers what destruction they had from us, and hundreds upon hundreds of years after what they
tell you, dear Goyim, is "history" and "past", they themselves are trying to inbreed you and K*ll you. For them
there is no past. You are the threat to them now, as you was back then. And we will always be so long we exist.

Because they remember the only place they had a real problem was this damn White place. And they have
outdone their other Ancient enemies pretty much or so they believe. For them, its never the past. For a jew, the
past is the present, always. They never change. They never forget. They never stop.

Meanwhile, we change, advance and adapt, as Gentiles are meant to do. But this always excludes the jew.

Though there is some element that doesn’t allow us either to stop attacking them and forget what they have
committed. We are always ushering power with those people who are Soul and body with the Gods, always in the
corner to blot out the jewish excrement. This is why the jews hate us first and foremost. We set the fire of the
purgatory.

And this is what the jew hates. This is why they want us all Whites to go extinct.

No reason to stop attacking and no reason to forget. 
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Only reasons to proceed and go forward, for Satan, Justice and for the Souls and legacies of our Race and all
others who perished under the jewish virus.

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 16, 2015 11:21 pm

Egon

Posts: 2103

descarte666 wrote:

But if you want to throw aside feelings, lets be honest. Aryans may have been superior in the past, but we sure
have failed the last 2000 years. I am proud to be a blue blood German. It is one of the greatest honors to know
that I will have Blue Blooded children someday. But I can not truthfully say that I am superior, because lets face it,
we have a lot of work to do.

I don't believe these David Lane-like claims. We may have lost the apparent "crown" but not the Royalty, because
this Royalty and superiority is in our Satanic blood. Till these days we can see modern day heroes and models of
superiority in our race in all areas of life. I've seem the case of a 67 years old man who left his comfort in Canada
to join the Peshmerga and fight the ISIL rats. These volunteers spend from their own pocket and gain nothing in
return, to go and risk their lives. Pure and simple idealism and the call of their blood, which still exists in these
confuse days.

I suggest you to read this thread: topic10359.html

Himmler put it perfectly in The Voice of our Ancestors: "For the heathen is one who remains true to himself and his
kind, whose blood flows pure in his veins. And this pure blood regards the world with neither the hateful sneer of Sinai
or the weak knees of Nazareth. It bears divinity, pure, clear and beautiful in its red stream, so long as the race endures.
None of these men has ever sought God. One does not seek that which dwells in one’s own soul."

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson
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ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 1:02 am

InlovewithSatan

Posts: 56

Helion wrote:

InlovewithSatan wrote:

I'm still wondering about which Race do North Indians belong to? Are they mixed race or what? Mixed Aryans or
What? I haven't gotten any elaborate answer until now.

I would say that they are mixed Aryans. The Kalash people in the Hindu Kush mountains, are said to be decedents
of the Vedics. They are (mostly) White, and it is said that they are still Pagan.

It is strange (or maybe not) that the paintings from India, not too long ago, in the Puranic era, the Indians painted
themselves as white with black hair. It would seem that the gene pool changed a lot in a couple/few hundred years.

This is a more recent depiction of Skanda, from Odisha, India. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File ...
keswar.jpg

Mixed Aryans? Mixed race of Dravidian and Aryan ? Or ?

HAIL SATAN !

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 1:55 am

Light Algur
HoodedCobra your sermons incites one to take action. Wordy but worth the reading. Your writing voice is of
command. Similar voice to some one else... 
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Posts: 553

The imminent spiritual destruction of the jew is our doing
This is what fuels our desire
We are all tired
A lightning storm is brewing

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/

Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
post68097.html#p68097

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 3:05 am

YogSothothIsTheGate
I think Himmler has some advise for those who have inferiority complexes. 
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Posts: 37
Location: Hyperborea,
Thule, The Green
Thunderbolt.

I think Himmler has some advise for those who have inferiority complexes. 

''The petty man hates whatever is superior to him, while the great man admires it. The petty
man pities whatever is beneath him, while the great man scorns it, if it merits his scorn, or
he helps it up.''

We Aryans carry Satan's blood in us, that is what makes us great.
We are the living image of the black sun!
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Even if you fail a thousand times, you must make the thousand and first attempt. In
the end it will succeed and you will be the victor, even if almost bled dry, almost faint,
but filled with the triumphant knowledge of having overcome. You are victor in your
struggle and victor over yourself. Each must prepare for his battle. Each must train as if
he will one day fight the decisive battle for Germany.-Helmut Stellrecht

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 4:35 am

Ernst

Posts: 70

I recall reading a long time ago that there were actually 4 different and unique"white races" and that there were
defined by their eye colors. HP mageson have you ever read this or heard of it? I'd really be interested in your
thoughts.

Brown and Blue eyes each belonged to a Slavic race.
Green and grey belonged to aryan races.

All are "white", but it's just that the aryan race were "nobel". They all had different purposes, specialties. The
green were the most prone to being psychic and having leadership capabilities, blue: engineers, grey: warriors,
and brown eyes were the best socializers.... Something too about Russia having the highest abundance of grey
eyed warrior aryans made it the highest priority target for the Communists.. Also mentioned something how all
modern monkeys were originally a human species that devolved to their current condition due to extreme race
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mixing..how the reality of evolution is actually the opposite... It was a very interesting read, I will try to find the
page if I can....

Found it! https://8ch.net/politik/res/409.html

A very interesting read that's for sure, many of the things fit in with the information provided by the JOS. Speaks
of the soul, yoga, the Jews,etc.. This post by whoever it was.. was probably one of the most influential
webpages/posts I've come across online other than the JOS itself. Some good information, but the question is
how much..

Cool thread, I love reading about this type of stuff.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 4:48 am

Ernst

Posts: 70 Ragnos wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

To be entirely honest, your speech makes me feel like I'll be looked down upon for not being Aryan. And that
inter-racial relationships are taboo, as in races are to be totally and utterly segregated. I mean, is it acceptable
for interracial sex, but no breeding? Or is any form of intimate contact whatsoever prohibited? What is the
precise boundary?

This is IMO one of the biggest drawbacks of "the alternative right"/anti-jewish communities that I've come across
on other sites.

Some guys are very quick to criticize anyone who isn't purely German/Scandinavia as "nonwhite" and trashing
blacks, anyone else. I'm German and Irish and I've had guys telling me I'm a subhuman for my Irish descent even
though I'm 6 foot lean with blonde hair, blue eyes most likely fitting their ideal image of "white" better than they
do. I think this backlash from certain "white nationalists/national socialists" can lead gentiles into the hands of der
Jude unfortunately. nonwhites and whites who are told they are not "white enough" and told "to fuck off".

I think some of this anger might stem from white guys being self conscious about nonwhites (or even non blonde
whites) lusting after white blonde women and seeking to "delute their genes"/race mix with them...which would
obviously be bad. I do kind of agree though that even mixing someone from Mexico (who is mostly white, but has
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apparent nonwhite DNA) with a Swede for example would not be a good pairing even though both are "white". 

The races can and SHOULD work together, but that DOES NOT MEAN intermixing/breeding with each other.

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Japan was still third world with swords and spears till the West opened it up. The Japanese sent their people to
Western schools and simply copied our technology and advanced knowledge and assembled it within Japan.
They didn't invent any of it. Its still that way today. They need Whites to go in and update their tech sector.
They have a city of Japanese workers to invent new advancement in this field but can't do it. The Japanese are
the only race to have created their own computer language outside of Whites. And they failed miserably at it.

I found this bit very interesting. I always thought The North East Asians(particularly the Japanese) had the
highest IQs and were on par with Whites in terms of building/maintaining civilization. Those countries are always
at the very top of the IQ rankings. China too, with a very beautiful past before Communism. And obviously Korea
isn't too different genetically than them.

always been very pleased with Japanese products too haha.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 6:12 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

I find it funny that people love to go on about how whites are bad but then won't part with the technology in their
possession when you tell them that whites made it lol.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 6:23 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

HungARYAN wrote:

I agree almost every word of Don here.

BUT:

" The Race Traitor is more dangerous then the Jew."

Please take this back. It is not true.
The jew is always the most dangerous.
If it was true it would mean those satanists who are mixed-raced would become "race traitors" when they pair with
a non mixed raced person.

I remember in an other important topic here the mixed raced people were told they have to choose what race they
will pair. I mean, for example a half white-half black person should decide if he pairs with a white or a black woman.
Do I remember well?

When a mixed raced person pair with a non mixed raced person then it is also miscegenation but of course it is
"better" than other race-mixing since the mixed raced person tries to "purify" his bloodline by pairing with a non
mixed raced.

Other thing:

I would like to ask every gentile satanist here who is not Aryan, do not consider the Aryans as white
supremacists. These are the facts about the Aryan race which Don said here. In the past the non Aryan
gentile races also knew this and had no problem with this.

The most important thing is that every gentile people is of Satan and every gentile people has the
opportunity to evolve and reach Godhead. Blacks, Whites, Mongolids.

And please never think that Blacks and Mongolids would not be important.

And also please do not twist Don's words here.

I am just saying this because I don't want that his words would be misunderstood. Directly or indirectly.
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It's cool. Only weaklings will complain and cry about reality anyway. Each and everyone of us has a divine destiny,
this talk of whose better only hampers our journey towards perfection. [Non-Aryan Here].

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 7:27 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Guess JEW created those IQ charts..... Professor MacDonald mentioned this in his work. The jews who published
such in their work like Gould. Are not to be trusted as they are one jews and jews always lie. And two Jews from
the Boasin school of cultural anthropology. Which is an anti-White, jew Communist political agenda dressed in
fake science. The jooz fucked with the actual IQ numbers to attempt make Whites lower as this is the whole point
of cultural anthropology. In some IQ test's that spilled through the cracks in many cases the average White IQ is
120.

However take a look at creative intelligence which is right brain which IQ does not measure I know I have done
tests before. This is also where Whites dominate. That is why we created the space age while the Asian's on their
own would still be in the bronze age, they got their iron age knowledge from Aryan Persia and India..

Its odd you saw all those Asian's living in places surrounded by Western developments, buildings, driving western
cars, all western technology even dressed in Western clothing and using Western science and sending their best
people to Western schools. And then think this is some how Asian genius here. This is why Japan was destroyed
in the Second war. They could not technologically advance or create new war tactic's or tech against the British or
American's. When Germany was bombed to the ground still inverted literal rocket science and the most tech
advances of the war. Where the Japanese where training with bamboo spears the German's where firing V2
rockets which had the fire power to knock out one to two blocks with one shot.

The Chinese built this massive dam and it failed because the slit drainage failed and the dam became a sand bar.
The Dutch engineers kept telling the Chinese engineers they had to test this stuff first in real life not just depend
on computer simulations. The Chinese didn't believe them or get it. Just like Japan fucked up the clean up from
their nuclear problem they just could find a creative solution to the problem and made mistake after mistake. They
didn't create nuclear energy it came out of another races mind. So they don't have the level of mind to deal with it.

Asian's are intelligent and civilized people outside of China where people piss in the streets in day light. I never
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met a Japanese or Korean I didn't like either and I respect them in general. But they are not as evolved as the
White Race we can build something and the Asian's can maintain it well but not invent it themselves or move
beyond it. There is also Aryan blood in Japan and parts of China and probably Korea and other areas of the South
Pacific from when the Aryan's lived all through there. Take a look at Nan Madol. 

Malaysia is a jewel of South East Asia it was built by the British like Hong Kong.

Ernst wrote:

I found this bit very interesting. I always thought The North East Asians(particularly the Japanese) had the highest
IQs and were on par with Whites in terms of building/maintaining civilization. Those countries are always at the
very top of the IQ rankings. China too, with a very beautiful past before Communism. And obviously Korea isn't too
different genetically than them.

always been very pleased with Japanese products too haha.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 7:48 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Japan should be renamed Bad Goypan. I studied their history and cultural mind to understand how they managed
to resist everything joozish so awesome. They are Asian Nazi's literally. Their government even stated this openly.
Nazism all over the world for the Win!
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 7:54 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

You know the post above made some liberal weebo cry. 
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Posts: 3946
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 8:14 am

QuietlyLoud

Posts: 152

Read JoS and you`ll understand. No need to debate. Do as you feel. You are Satan`s son. 

In the Al-Jilwah, Satan instructs: “I lead to the straight path without a book.”

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 9:16 am

Helion
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Posts: 253

InlovewithSatan wrote:

Mixed Aryans? Mixed race of Dravidian and Aryan ? Or ?

Honestly, I don't think the use of the term Dravidian has much use when referring to this, because they also seem
mixed, and I don't know the particular time period of this. I'm just going by the logic of there being the three
original races, and how they're not going to changed their looks so drastically on their own without mixing with
another population.

It could have been Arabs, who are also mixed Aryans, or the Asians living right next to them, and there are also
Blacks living near there too (look at Papua New Guinea, and much of the blood in the gene pool of southern India
also seems to be black). 

I think that it would mostly be Asian blood. However, I don't have the DNA charts to prove it or anything.

P.S. I think we may be getting a little too off the thread topic here

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 10:43 am

InlovewithSatan

Posts: 56

Helion wrote:

InlovewithSatan wrote:

Mixed Aryans? Mixed race of Dravidian and Aryan ? Or ?

Honestly, I don't think the use of the term Dravidian has much use when referring to this, because they also seem
mixed, and I don't know the particular time period of this. I'm just going by the logic of there being the three
original races, and how they're not going to changed their looks so drastically on their own without mixing with
another population.

It could have been Arabs, who are also mixed Aryans, or the Asians living right next to them, and there are also
Blacks living near there too (look at Papua New Guinea, and much of the blood in the gene pool of southern India
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also seems to be black). 

I think that it would mostly be Asian blood. However, I don't have the DNA charts to prove it or anything.

P.S. I think we may be getting a little too off the thread topic here

Alright. Thank you.

HAIL SATAN !

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 7:36 pm

HungARYAN
"...Asian's are intelligent and civilized people outside of China where people piss in the streets in day light. I never
met a Japanese or Korean I didn't like either and I respect them in general. But they are not as evolved as the
White Race we can build something and the Asian's can maintain it well but not invent it themselves or move
beyond it. There is also Aryan blood in Japan and parts of China and probably Korea and other areas of the South
Pacific from when the Aryan's lived all through there..."

It's good that you wrote this. I agree and have the same experiences. But recently I found the Koreans (of course
not everyone) a bit influencable and suggestible. I mean unfortunately christianity and other related jewish craps
are being spread fast in Korea. Fortunately there are some spiritual satanists there but some of them are teens
and it seems they still have no much knowledge about nazism. And this is also because of their lack of English
skills...
As you also said Japanese people are more aware of the jew.

The Japansese guy on the photo you posted is familiar to me. Did you see his videos? In his videos he said some
interesting thing but as if he also said some incorrect things too. I can't remember well and I can't find those
videos...

By the way, are there anything which was invented or explored only by Asians?

For example like Koreans "invented" for themselves their Hangul alphabet... (Not the best example )
There must be such things they invented and it worked....
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Posts: 267

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 11:21 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria The list of stuff that Asians have invented are too numerous to list but the four biggest and major things are
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Oria

Posts: 515

Paper, Woodblock/Paper Printing, Gunpowder and the Compass.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 17, 2015 11:25 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

HungARYAN wrote:

"...Asian's are intelligent and civilized people outside of China where people piss in the streets in day light. I never
met a Japanese or Korean I didn't like either and I respect them in general. But they are not as evolved as the
White Race we can build something and the Asian's can maintain it well but not invent it themselves or move
beyond it. There is also Aryan blood in Japan and parts of China and probably Korea and other areas of the South
Pacific from when the Aryan's lived all through there..."

It's good that you wrote this. I agree and have the same experiences. But recently I found the Koreans (of course
not everyone) a bit influencable and suggestible. I mean unfortunately christianity and other related jewish craps
are being spread fast in Korea. Fortunately there are some spiritual satanists there but some of them are teens and
it seems they still have no much knowledge about nazism. And this is also because of their lack of English skills...
As you also said Japanese people are more aware of the jew.

The Japansese guy on the photo you posted is familiar to me. Did you see his videos? In his videos he said some
interesting thing but as if he also said some incorrect things too. I can't remember well and I can't find those
videos...

By the way, are there anything which was invented or explored only by Asians?

For example like Koreans "invented" for themselves their Hangul alphabet... (Not the best example )
There must be such things they invented and it worked....
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Koreans seem to be the only group out of the three major Asian sub-races that succumbed to Christianity, other
than that I've found them to be quite innovative. The Jooz mutilated the Chinese culture and people beyond
recognition so they couldn't resist the revolution when it happened, took them thousands of years tho. Japanese
are definitely the Nazis of the Asian race, if only we can have NS all throughout Asia.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 9:33 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Its hard to forgive Asian's for inventing Weeabo's. But I think I did. The brony was invented by America to drop on
Japan in the advent of another war. Its more destructive then five Hiroshima's. 

Lucius Oria wrote:

The list of stuff that Asians have invented are too numerous to list but the four biggest and major things are Paper,
Woodblock/Paper Printing, Gunpowder and the Compass.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 5:32 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Its hard to forgive Asian's for inventing Weeabo's. But I think I did. The brony was invented by America to drop on
Japan in the advent of another war. Its more destructive then five Hiroshima's. 

Lucius Oria wrote:

The list of stuff that Asians have invented are too numerous to list but the four biggest and major things are
Paper, Woodblock/Paper Printing, Gunpowder and the Compass.
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A war between Bronies and Weeabos would be amazing to see. Started over whose pillow waifu is better than
whose rainbow dash.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 6:01 pm

descarte666

Posts: 662

Hp HoodedCobra

HP Don

The simple fact is that if it were not for our Gods, we would have probably lost by now. As a biological species, this
makes us dependent on another factor besides our own strength. That is not superior by any means. I am
adamant about attaining our victory> And defeatism will get nobody anywhere. For the sake of morale and
dejewdafication it is important to make aryans understand their important heritage.

However, if we are being realistic we will see that we are not "superior". I love every single one of my brothers
and sisters here. And I would gladly die for each and everyone of you. But I can not let love for my race blind me
to the facts. We have to earn our superiority again. We have allowed our minds, souls, and bodies to be defiled
by the jewish program. We have been tricked into killing each other; even our best bloodlines have been wiped
out. Our monarchies have been disestablished. And our very heritage has been stolen from us. 

I am sure i am going to receive hate for this post. Frankly do not care. I am not saying we are defeated. Nor am I
saying that we are worthless

EGON
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. I am however saying that we have one of the biggest honors on this planet to restore to our people. And I do
not believe that by mere inheritance we can acclaim it. We must work harder than ever to regain our rightful place
in nature.

To go from this 

Back To this
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And he will help us.
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Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 6:02 pm

descarte666
This was obviously only in reference to SS. True Enemies are not to be tolerated. 

descarte666 wrote:

It is not our right to rule over or belittle a people. It is however our duty to lead others to metaphysical ascendance
and spiritual liberation.

Aryan means honorable. Honorable means 
1. honesty, fairness, or integrity in one's beliefs and actions: 
a man of honor.
2. 
a source of credit or distinction: 
to be an honor to one's family.
3. 
high respect, as for worth, merit, or rank: 
to be held in honor.

Any Aryan who has shed the petty ego and attained Supreme Consciousness cares little for supremacy or power,
but only seeks to preserve beauty in things that are beautiful; to derive beauty from something that did not
formerly have beauty.
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Posts: 662

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 10:21 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Who is this "we" some beta cucks, cucking out for back fapz does not the whole race make. Even then I would
rather have them live next to me then the violent trash coming out of the third world. 

Your whole argument is the replaying of the Last Good Guy. Narrative the beta hipsters use.
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Your argument has failed, like your argument all carbs make you fat. This is what happens when you listen to
Buckethead.

descarte666 wrote:

Hp HoodedCobra

HP Don

The simple fact is that if it were not for our Gods, we would have probably lost by now. As a biological species, this
makes us dependent on another factor besides our own strength. That is not superior by any means. I am
adamant about attaining our victory> And defeatism will get nobody anywhere. For the sake of morale and
dejewdafication it is important to make aryans understand their important heritage.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 10:24 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

That's just some thing you came up with. It sound's flowery but is a word salad. I am sure the jooz would agree
we should care little for supremacy or power as well. Just sit there and feel superior for being passive. In fact
that's what xianity preaches.

descarte666 wrote:

Any Aryan who has shed the petty ego and attained Supreme Consciousness cares little for supremacy or power,
but only seeks to preserve beauty in things that are beautiful; to derive beauty from something that did not
formerly have beauty.

[/quote]
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 10:48 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The bronies have a major weakness......their bronies. 

Lucius Oria wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Its hard to forgive Asian's for inventing Weeabo's. But I think I did. The brony was invented by America to drop
on Japan in the advent of another war. Its more destructive then five Hiroshima's. 

Lucius Oria wrote:
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The list of stuff that Asians have invented are too numerous to list but the four biggest and major things
are Paper, Woodblock/Paper Printing, Gunpowder and the Compass.

A war between Bronies and Weeabos would be amazing to see. Started over whose pillow waifu is better than
whose rainbow dash.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 11:26 pm

descarte666
We simply do not see eye to eye. You don't have to be a power seeking brat to have power. And you don't have
to be a pacifist to be humble. I view leadership as something earned through hard work and experience. Not a
birthright. You can call me this and that, but honestly I don't care. We obviously have two different opinions of
what superior is. IT seems I have higher expectations for our people.
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Posts: 662

[quote="HP Mageson666"]

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sun Oct 18, 2015 11:44 pm

descarte666
Who says preserving and creating beauty isn't a task requiring supreme leadership?
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Posts: 662

Who says preserving and creating beauty isn't a task requiring supreme leadership?

HP Mageson666 wrote:

That's just some thing you came up with. It sound's flowery but is a word salad. I am sure the jooz would agree we
should care little for supremacy or power as well. Just sit there and feel superior for being passive. In fact that's
what xianity preaches.

descarte666 wrote:

Any Aryan who has shed the petty ego and attained Supreme Consciousness cares little for supremacy or
power, but only seeks to preserve beauty in things that are beautiful; to derive beauty from something that did
not formerly have beauty.

[/quote]

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Mon Oct 19, 2015 1:21 am

Ernst

Posts: 70

I think I get what descartes is saying.

One of the most beautiful traits of the aryan(their compassion for living creatures) could also be seen as their
biggest weakness from an alternative point of view. jewish propaganda takes this trait to the extreme and thus
you see "the cucks"(this insult is too fucking funny, I laugh every time this shit is said). Feel free to correct me if I
am wrong.

but you have to remember. So much of the population is living in a reality similar to the Matrix. Constant
indoctrination through the media, and through the schools filled with cultural marxism that promote this kind of
behavior. Enough digging and literally EVERY problem in the world ends to the same place...Der Jude.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Mon Oct 19, 2015 1:33 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Sorry guys evolution is crap because its based within the will to power and develop one selves and to reach forth
and become more then before. The whole universe is a brat and sux.

Everyone one of you spending those long hours doing the Tapa's to become better thus more powerful and
develop are all assholes myself included, um......just sit there and do nothing like a Buddha while listening to
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buckethead.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Mon Oct 19, 2015 3:13 am

Belthazorthemighty

Posts: 166

You'd better care for power. If you didn't you wouldn't do the meditations. If you really don't care for power,
guess what? Those kiketilians definitely care and have no qualms about using it to the detriment of your race.
Where would we be if none of us truly cared for power?

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Mon Oct 19, 2015 7:24 am

Enki1690
I remember when i first had internet year 2000 there was a website for Japanese National Socialists.
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Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

Don't know if its still there but it was linked in with blood n honour Combat 18 webs 

Enki1690

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Mon Oct 19, 2015 10:12 am

Keil

Posts: 181
Location: Canada

What I understand is that this whole race thing is something of a natural hierarchy. If we whites are superior to
the other races, then we're superior. That doesn't mean we belittle the 'inferior' non-jew races in an egocentric
way. Much like the gods don't belittle US for being white. However, we must respect those who are higher than
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way. Much like the gods don't belittle US for being white. However, we must respect those who are higher than
us. Much like how we respect the gods as a superior being to us, a race below any other should respect the races
that are higher than them. It's only natural. Think of it this way: A knight will show respect to a king because of
the king being more superior, but a peasant will show respect to both the knight and king because they are both
superior. Anything lower than a peasant would respect the knight, king AND peasant for being superior, and
anything higher than a king will be respected by the knight, peasant and king. But this respect is not out of being
pathetic or a matter of slavish worship, but of a sense of morality and what is natural.

It's kind of like a wolf pack. Omega respects the Beta and Alpha. The Beta and Alpha make SURE the Omega
respects them, otherwise it will be deemed as offensive or insulting. Much like we are to respect the Demons
when we summon them for help. If we aren't respectful to the Demons, chances are they won't help us. So if an
Omega is not respectful to a Beta and Alpha, then it will not get it's share of the food, it will not be protected and
it will not be helped. This kind of hierarchy isn't just 'made up'. If something is superior, then it's because it IS
superior. I can't pretend I'm as superior as the gods, I can't ACT like I'm powerful when I'm NOT. The gods are
superior to us because they ARE. They are far more advanced, intelligent and capable than us, thus they are
superior. Hell, even the demons have their own ranks and hierarchy. All our demons and gods respect Lucifer
because he is the highest of them all. He's more advanced, intelligent, powerful, etc. 

When it comes to a wolf pack, the Omega is indeed 'inferior', but the Omega is also aware that it is capable of
BECOMING a Beta or Alpha. All races (with the exception of jews) HAVE the ability to make themselves advance, to
achieve godhead, to BE superior. 

I hope my explanation was of better clarity to some of you who are having trouble understanding. Now I don't
mean this out of offence but I must also ask of the HPs out of respect to be a little more patient when it comes to
our comrades who have trouble understanding what is said. Remember you're speaking to teenagers/young
adults, not wise elders who know the mystical magic of the universe. This forum and group was made to educate
those who are uneducated as well as a place for us to discuss our cause. Nobody said it was going to be easy. I
doubt the gods get pissed at us for simply not getting what they're trying to say. I can understand it's infuriating
to see the extent of jewish influence on your own people, but if they are legitimately willing to learn and better
themselves then you must be able to TEACH them. Not ALL of us are going to simply get rid of over 2,000 years of
spiritual attacks from the enemy in just a couple years.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Oct 20, 2015 8:57 am

HungARYAN

Posts: 267

Keil wrote:

[img]<a class="vglnk" href="http://s30.postimg.org/7qtjs788x/download_1.jpg[/img"
rel="nofollow"><span>http</span><span>://</span><span>s30</span><span>.</span><span>postimg</span><span>.</span><span>org</span><span>/</span><span>7qtjs788x</span><span>/</span><span>download</span><span>_</span><span>1</span><span>.</span><span>jpg</span><span>[/</span><span>img</span></a>]

What I understand is that this whole race thing is something of a natural hierarchy. If we whites are superior to
the other races, then we're superior. That doesn't mean we belittle the 'inferior' non-jew races in an egocentric way.
Much like the gods don't belittle US for being white. However, we must respect those who are higher than us. Much
like how we respect the gods as a superior being to us, a race below any other should respect the races that are
higher than them. It's only natural. Think of it this way: A knight will show respect to a king because of the king
being more superior, but a peasant will show respect to both the knight and king because they are both superior.
Anything lower than a peasant would respect the knight, king AND peasant for being superior, and anything
higher than a king will be respected by the knight, peasant and king. But this respect is not out of being pathetic or
a matter of slavish worship, but of a sense of morality and what is natural.

It's kind of like a wolf pack. Omega respects the Beta and Alpha. The Beta and Alpha make SURE the Omega
respects them, otherwise it will be deemed as offensive or insulting. Much like we are to respect the Demons when
we summon them for help. If we aren't respectful to the Demons, chances are they won't help us. So if an Omega
is not respectful to a Beta and Alpha, then it will not get it's share of the food, it will not be protected and it will not
be helped. This kind of hierarchy isn't just 'made up'. If something is superior, then it's because it IS superior. I
can't pretend I'm as superior as the gods, I can't ACT like I'm powerful when I'm NOT. The gods are superior to us
because they ARE. They are far more advanced, intelligent and capable than us, thus they are superior. Hell, even
the demons have their own ranks and hierarchy. All our demons and gods respect Lucifer because he is the highest
of them all. He's more advanced, intelligent, powerful, etc. 

When it comes to a wolf pack, the Omega is indeed 'inferior', but the Omega is also aware that it is capable of
BECOMING a Beta or Alpha. All races (with the exception of jews) HAVE the ability to make themselves advance, to
achieve godhead, to BE superior. 

I hope my explanation was of better clarity to some of you who are having trouble understanding. Now I don't mean
this out of offence but I must also ask of the HPs out of respect to be a little more patient when it comes to our
comrades who have trouble understanding what is said. Remember you're speaking to teenagers/young adults, not
wise elders who know the mystical magic of the universe. This forum and group was made to educate those who
are uneducated as well as a place for us to discuss our cause. Nobody said it was going to be easy. I doubt the gods
get pissed at us for simply not getting what they're trying to say. I can understand it's infuriating to see the extent
of jewish influence on your own people, but if they are legitimately willing to learn and better themselves then you
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must be able to TEACH them. Not ALL of us are going to simply get rid of over 2,000 years of spiritual attacks from
the enemy in just a couple years.

Good examples and explanations. And you were very correct.

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Oct 20, 2015 10:08 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946
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And that part in the bold is why I got these Slothz toes to give a little kick in that direction a little faster. 

Keil wrote:

I hope my explanation was of better clarity to some of you who are having trouble understanding. Now I don't mean
this out of offence but I must also ask of the HPs out of respect to be a little more patient when it comes to our
comrades who have trouble understanding what is said. Remember you're speaking to teenagers/young adults, not
wise elders who know the mystical magic of the universe. This forum and group was made to educate those who
are uneducated as well as a place for us to discuss our cause. Nobody said it was going to be easy. I doubt the gods
get pissed at us for simply not getting what they're trying to say. I can understand it's infuriating to see the extent
of jewish influence on your own people, but if they are legitimately willing to learn and better themselves then you
must be able to TEACH them. Not ALL of us are going to simply get rid of over 2,000 years of spiritual
attacks from the enemy in just a couple years.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Oct 20, 2015 10:35 am

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

Somewhere in this thread someone said something against aryan supremacy, honestly, I was given direction to
work for aryan supremacy well over a year ago, but kept it to myself for the most part because I didn't think
other, non-white people would take it too well.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
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"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Oct 20, 2015 11:26 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

As this jooz leader tells everyone a White Supremacist is any White person who does not be to be racially
exterminated by evil jooz.

Making the term White Supremacist jew speak for over 9000 level bad goyim. There's no coming back from that
epic level its a blast off into orbit of bad goyism. 

Olympics wrote:

Somewhere in this thread someone said something against aryan supremacy, honestly, I was given direction to
work for aryan supremacy well over a year ago, but kept it to myself for the most part because I didn't think other,
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non-white people would take it too well.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Oct 20, 2015 1:43 pm

Dnod696
i am Proud to Be Aryan, I am proud to be a member of this Glorious and Wonderful Race, 
Everyone should be proud of their race,

It make me very angry to see that When a White People is Proud of his Race, and that He is fighting for the Good
Sake of His Race, then he is called a Racist, or a supremacist, because of the Jewish brainwashing,

The Black People can be Proud of their race, no one say anything about that,
the Asiatic People can also be proud of their race and no one say anything about that,
but when the White People, our People, are Proud of our race, ... Oh everyone gets frustrated and angry ...
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Posts: 344
Location: Canada

It makes me sick to see all my White Brothers and Sisters that have guilt because they are Aryan,
WE MUST BE PROUD TO BE ARYAN, 

I have faith that our ritual will remove the white guilt from our people!

HAIL SATAN!

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Wed Oct 21, 2015 1:08 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria I've always known in my soul that the White race is higher on the spiritual scale compared to the Asian or Black

races. Even my father, who is a very common sense man mentioned to me one day that he feels that Aryan
people as a group are the most evolved race on this planet currently. Note however, this is from an observers
viewpoint and he is not SS.

Does this make me feel inferior ? Not in the least because of my understanding that power is to be earned, not
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Posts: 515

freely given. Those who diligently practice the tapas everyday to better themselves regardless of race has my full
respect and admiration, for they are the future of their race. 

If the White man had to choose between saving the other gentile races from extinction and permanently
destroying the joo, I feel he would save the other races. That is how noble I believe Aryans are at the core of
their soul.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Wed Oct 21, 2015 6:32 am

Egon

Posts: 2103

Exactly. The Japanese Emperor Meiji who, for being part of Japanese noblety, was well aware of Nature laws and
the Spiritual Truth, and not whining over inferiority complexes or the game of who is better. He understood the
Natural order, respected and copied the model of Western Aryan civilization for the good of his people, which
ended the Feudal viloent period and paved the path for today's Japan place among 1st World Nations.

Lucius Oria wrote:

I've always known in my soul that the White race is higher on the spiritual scale compared to the Asian or Black
races. Even my father, who is a very common sense man mentioned to me one day that he feels that Aryan people
as a group are the most evolved race on this planet currently. Note however, this is from an observers viewpoint
and he is not SS.

Does this make me feel inferior ? Not in the least because of my understanding that power is to be earned, not
freely given. Those who diligently practice the tapas everyday to better themselves regardless of race has my full
respect and admiration, for they are the future of their race. 

If the White man had to choose between saving the other gentile races from extinction and permanently destroying
the joo, I feel he would save the other races. That is how noble I believe Aryans are at the core of their soul.

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson
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ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 22, 2015 12:31 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

Lucius Oria wrote:

I've always known in my soul that the White race is higher on the spiritual scale compared to the Asian or Black
races. Even my father, who is a very common sense man mentioned to me one day that he feels that Aryan people
as a group are the most evolved race on this planet currently. Note however, this is from an observers viewpoint
and he is not SS.

Does this make me feel inferior ? Not in the least because of my understanding that power is to be earned, not
freely given. Those who diligently practice the tapas everyday to better themselves regardless of race has my full
respect and admiration, for they are the future of their race. 

If the White man had to choose between saving the other gentile races from extinction and permanently destroying
the joo, I feel he would save the other races. That is how noble I believe Aryans are at the core of their soul.

I believe the Aryan man must save him self first, Lucius Oria.
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 22, 2015 4:15 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

LightAlgur wrote:

Lucius Oria wrote:

I've always known in my soul that the White race is higher on the spiritual scale compared to the Asian or Black
races. Even my father, who is a very common sense man mentioned to me one day that he feels that Aryan
people as a group are the most evolved race on this planet currently. Note however, this is from an observers
viewpoint and he is not SS.

Does this make me feel inferior ? Not in the least because of my understanding that power is to be earned, not
freely given. Those who diligently practice the tapas everyday to better themselves regardless of race has my
full respect and admiration, for they are the future of their race. 

If the White man had to choose between saving the other gentile races from extinction and permanently
destroying the joo, I feel he would save the other races. That is how noble I believe Aryans are at the core of
their soul.

I believe the Aryan man must save him self first, Lucius Oria.

We are here to help.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 22, 2015 3:56 pm

descarte666
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Posts: 662

The Vedic texts stated the Gods gave dominion of the earth to the Aryan. As we are the most qualified to govern it.

Everyone of my posts are in reference to this. This type of power is not something that is inherited. It is earned.
And that position has been being slowly stolen from us by jew know who. We cannot sit around and claim that we
deserve this and that. It would be a disgrace if we were to assume such a thing. 

The General of an army gained his power because of his superior skill in all domains of life. The General's son does
not get the same position just based on birthright. He must earn it.

The Aryan people are the same. If we allow our minds to be conquered by the jew, our genetics to be bred out by
savages, and our civilizations to be mongrelized, then we sure as hell aren't worthy of this position to govern the
earth and its people.

You talk about the cruelty of nature, yet you don't even want to apply it to where it matters. If our people are
wiped from the face of this Earth, inheritance will mean absolutely nothing. That is why we must work on
cultivating Aryan strength and destroying our enemies.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Oct 22, 2015 7:13 pm

HPS Shannon
Outlaw

descarte666 wrote:

The Vedic texts stated the Gods gave dominion of the earth to the Aryan. As we are the most qualified to
govern it.

Everyone of my posts are in reference to this. This type of power is not something that is inherited. It is earned.
And that position has been being slowly stolen from us by jew know who. We cannot sit around and claim that we
deserve this and that. It would be a disgrace if we were to assume such a thing. 

The General of an army gained his power because of his superior skill in all domains of life. The General's son does
not get the same position just based on birthright. He must earn it.

The Aryan people are the same. If we allow our minds to be conquered by the jew, our genetics to be bred out by
savages, and our civilizations to be mongrelized, then we sure as hell aren't worthy of this position to govern the
earth and its people.

You talk about the cruelty of nature, yet you don't even want to apply it to where it matters. If our people are wiped
from the face of this Earth, inheritance will mean absolutely nothing. That is why we must work on cultivating
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Posts: 98

Aryan strength and destroying our enemies.

Descartes, are you saying that every non white is automatically a savage?

~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 23, 2015 12:13 am

descarte666
Certainly not. Where did you get that idea

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Posts: 662

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 23, 2015 3:12 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Yeah I get all this mein bro. But you got some learning to do. I have spent enough time in the WNist world and
have seen this attitude and where it goes, right down to nowhere. It always ends up the last refuge of the WN
White knight thumping their chest telling the rest of us this. As they know because they are the Good WHITE MAN!

George Birdy the leader of the band RAHOWA and head of the COTC in his day. Became a race traitor and went
over to the enemy as a public apologist on the very same line your giving everyone here. Literally the exact same
line. I understand the need for cultural change and strict measures and discipline. But this line of yours I am telling
you now is getting too high up in the ether and leads to narcissism that is undoing. Its the slogan of major race
traitors.

I take Whites as we are and roll from there. And Whites are a superior race I have seen this my whole life. That's
why all the non-Whites want to be over here in the White World. Trying to negate this by creating a personal
moral standard that suits your fancy and then proclaiming this as gospel is just your own thing and does not take
anything away from what I have stated. Its your own personal moralist narrative. I get it and all, but your own
personal narrative.

descarte666 wrote:
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The Vedic texts stated the Gods gave dominion of the earth to the Aryan. As we are the most qualified to
govern it.

Everyone of my posts are in reference to this. This type of power is not something that is inherited. It is earned.
And that position has been being slowly stolen from us by jew know who. We cannot sit around and claim that we
deserve this and that. It would be a disgrace if we were to assume such a thing. 

The General of an army gained his power because of his superior skill in all domains of life. The General's son does
not get the same position just based on birthright. He must earn it.

The Aryan people are the same. If we allow our minds to be conquered by the jew, our genetics to be bred out by
savages, and our civilizations to be mongrelized, then we sure as hell aren't worthy of this position to govern the
earth and its people.

You talk about the cruelty of nature, yet you don't even want to apply it to where it matters. If our people are wiped
from the face of this Earth, inheritance will mean absolutely nothing. That is why we must work on cultivating
Aryan strength and destroying our enemies.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 23, 2015 1:45 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Only by renouncing buckethead can you ever truly repent.

I tried listening to buckethead for the first time ever today. I got a few minutes into it and was like hmm... I like
buckethead. I was surprised. and then I got further in and slowly the realization dawned on me, that buckethead
sucks. unacceptably, totally sucks. idk if he has a piano in there anywhere, but I swear its just as bad.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Oct 23, 2015 9:12 pm

Magus Immortalis

Posts: 164
Location: Hell

Yog Sothoth Is The Gate and HP Mageson666, I am unsure if you are aware of this site:
https://delendaestziobot.wordpress.com/ ... -illusion/

This is where I bought two books by Miguel Serrano, in English. 

HP Mageson666 wrote:
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I only read one of them, the books seem to always be in Spanish or German but never English. Which is odd as
most people speak English even as second language. I don't consider it far fetched other then its far outside the
jewbox our society has been holed into. When your whole society is run on a lying narrative made by an alien race
that wants to K*ll you all. I mean whatever...

I do understand Shambhalla does exist as an underground city. The Egyptian's stated they went underground into
such cities to survive the devastation that hit the earth around ten thousand years ago. We know from Turkey they
where building underground bunkers ten thousand years ago as well. From studying some of Roerich's accounts of
being in Tibet he believed in it as well. Mark Pinkham wrote a book on the subject he went to Nepal and Tibet. The
Lama's all believe in Shamballa and have interactions with its ambassadors for centuries. 

W. Von Braun and other German scientist stated they created flying saucers with help from Aryan Extra terrestrials
in Germany towards the end of the war. And from studying the subject I don't believe Hitler died in the bunker
either did Stalin or Eisenhower. And they had top level access to all information being the twin high commanders of
the Allies. Trevor Roper was told to write the Bunker tale as the head historian in Britain by the British secret
service. And the accounts spoken all seem coached. There where also reports of UFO's flying low over Hamburg at
the end of the war, like going in to make up a pick up.

YogSothothIsTheGate wrote:

High Priest, What is you opinion of Miguel Serrano and his books? i used to think that his works were crazy and
didn't make any sense but after reading some of the Ministry's recent post (this one in particular and HP Jake's)
i'm starting to think Serrano was onto something. I mean Nazi UFOs, underground cities, collective unconscious
ect ect seems pretty far fetched at first glance but i guess a lot of things used to seem ''far fetched'' to me
before coming to Satanism.

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 31, 2015 4:58 pm

descarte666
HP Mageson666 wrote:

Yeah I get all this mein bro. But you got some learning to do. I have spent enough time in the WNist world and
have seen this attitude and where it goes, right down to nowhere. It always ends up the last refuge of the WN
White knight thumping their chest telling the rest of us this. As they know because they are the Good WHITE MAN!
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Posts: 662

George Birdy the leader of the band RAHOWA and head of the COTC in his day. Became a race traitor and went over
to the enemy as a public apologist on the very same line your giving everyone here. Literally the exact same line. I
understand the need for cultural change and strict measures and discipline. But this line of yours I am telling you
now is getting too high up in the ether and leads to narcissism that is undoing. Its the slogan of major race
traitors.

I take Whites as we are and roll from there. And Whites are a superior race I have seen this my whole life. That's
why all the non-Whites want to be over here in the White World. Trying to negate this by creating a personal moral
standard that suits your fancy and then proclaiming this as gospel is just your own thing and does not take
anything away from what I have stated. Its your own personal moralist narrative. I get it and all, but your own
personal narrative.

]

You do have a point. 

However, I am in another league than MR George Turdy of the Poo People. Sorry not sorry, you wont EVER see me
making songs about multiculturalism. I support my race to the death. Every waking moment of my life is directed
towards bettering my race and people. Just because I am honest about our people's position at the moment does
not mean I have any inclinations to become a traitor. I am here until the end. No matter what.

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!
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Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Sat Oct 31, 2015 5:01 pm

descarte666

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Only by renouncing buckethead can you ever truly repent. 
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Posts: 662
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Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Thu Nov 26, 2015 9:06 am

Keil
Wow.
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Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Wow.

That was intense and I missed it all.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Wed Dec 16, 2015 8:12 am

Egon
HungARYAN wrote:

The Japansese guy on the photo you posted is familiar to me. Did you see his videos? In his videos he said some
interesting thing but as if he also said some incorrect things too. I can't remember well and I can't find those
videos...

His name is Haku Zynkyoku:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPAwZkXcy_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsycpKflYZk
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Posts: 2103

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Feb 09, 2016 3:24 am

roadtorevolution
I understand , even in hindu holy books like vedas puranas etc hindu word is never used for Addressing a person
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Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

in these epics like ramayana , mahabharata . People were always adressed - O AryaPutra/ Aryaa (females) , Putra
means Son 

Like 

In the following sloka of Kiskindha Kanda of Valmiki Ramayana, Vali was addressed as Aryaputra by his wife Tara

Supteva punaruththaaya aaryaputreti vaadinii

Ruroda saa patim drstvaa samviitam ptrunyudamabih

In the Sloka 14 of Sarga 36 of Ayodhya kanda, Kaikeyi (Mother of Rama )was addressed as an arya by King
Dasaratha

Vahantam kim tudasi maam niyujya dhuri maahite

Anaarye krtyamaarangam kim purvamupaarudhah

And on top of that Non-Aryan also means . uncultured, uncivilized
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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 Poo people...

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Feb 09, 2016 9:15 pm

Tony666

Posts: 20

So this does mean that other races were created, namely genetically altered by ET that are not as advanced as
Satan...!?

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Feb 09, 2016 9:34 pm

Egon

Posts: 2103

Tony666 wrote:

So this does mean that other races were created, namely genetically altered by ET that are not as advanced as
Satan...!?

No, they were created by the same Gods but the White race is their direct offspring, read:
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/supermen1

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson
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Posts: 2103 ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Tue Feb 09, 2016 9:41 pm

Tony666

Posts: 20 Egon wrote:

Tony666 wrote:

So this does mean that other races were created, namely genetically altered by ET that are not as advanced as
Satan...!?

No, they were created by the same Gods but the White race is their direct offspring, read:
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/supermen1

Grazie Egon

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Wed Feb 10, 2016 3:11 am

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

I guess its an allegory I dont know if slothz has read manusmriti . 

“Let him [Aryans] not dwell in a country where the rulers are Shudras.” (Manu IV. 61) 

The Manu Smriti (Sanskrit: ) is a work of Hindu law and ancient Indian society. It is also known as the Laws of
Manu.

It needs be noted that Shudra means Non Aryans / those who dont have spiritual knowledge .
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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 Poo people...

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Feb 12, 2016 2:17 pm

Tony666

Posts: 20 Egon wrote:

Tony666 wrote:

So this does mean that other races were created, namely genetically altered by ET that are not as advanced as
Satan...!?

No, they were created by the same Gods but the White race is their direct offspring, read:
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/supermen1

Egon gentilmente; in questo sermone 
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/nazism2/
HP Carlson spiege che il corpo di Hitler e Eva non sono mai stati trovati. Lui dice di spiegare i dettagli su questi
avvenimenti in un altro sermone.
Non trovo questo Sermone. Me lo puoi segnalare per favore. Grazie...!

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Feb 12, 2016 2:46 pm

Egon
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Posts: 2103

Tony666 wrote:

Egon gentilmente; in questo sermone 
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/nazism2/
HP Carlson spiege che il corpo di Hitler e Eva non sono mai stati trovati. Lui dice di spiegare i dettagli su questi
avvenimenti in un altro sermone.
Non trovo questo Sermone. Me lo puoi segnalare per favore. Grazie...!

Qui: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/666BlackSun/conversations/messages/2141

Copy from an answer by High Priest Jake Carlson:
No offense, but if you love and admire Hitler, who has become one of the Gods of Hell by accomplishing the Magnum
Opus, then I don't understand what your reluctance is. As it has been stated, some of the doctrines of the Al-Jilwah
and other Satanic doctrines of the Yezidi tribes and others have been corrupted by the enemy. Satan shows us that he
is the God of Gods, and that it is the false gods of the Bible, Koran, Communist Manifesto, and other Jewish doctrines
who are, indeed, false, and do not deserve our time or effort, except when it comes to destroying the Jewish people and
their bulwarks of Christianity, Islam, and Communism, and therefore, the false gods of the enemy.

Adolf Hitler is no longer a mortal. He is a God of Hell living in a different dimension until the time is right. However, if
one asks Adolf Hitler certain questions, he probably won't answer them, unless they have to do with us winning the
Satanic war. In other words asking Hitler certain questions that do not have to do with destroying the Jewish people
and their religions, namely, Christianity, Islam, and Communism [yes, Communism is a religion], he probably will not
answer, as time cannot be wasted.

There is nothing wrong with worshiping Hitler, in the sense of honoring him as one of our Gods. Many of our Gods were
at one time human in the same way that Hitler was, but they have transcended their "human, all-too human" states of
existence and have achieved the Magnum Opus. This is where Adolf Hitler is at, and for those of us who are as White
Aryan as White Aryan can possibly get during this time of race-mixing and soul-dilution via the enemy religions, the
attempt that some idiots make in regards to "But, so many of us are already mixed to some degree" is a total cop-out
and it is a sign of weakness. For those of us that have any non-White mixtures, as long as we are predominantly White
and we don't consciously mix races, Satanic Power Meditation thoroughly cleans us out in mind, body, and soul.

The enemy also tries to make us believe that to be an Aryan, one has to have the palest of White skin, light blond hair
and blue eyes. They do this to discourage us from fighting against the Jewish enemy and the non-Whites who the Jews
have under their control.

Satanic Power Meditation and devotion to Satan and the Powers of Hell make all the difference. Adolf Hitler is one of the
Powers of Hell, now, and he deserves to be recognized as such from among our people.

666/88!!

High Priest Jake Carlson
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“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Divine Meta Origin Of The White Aryan  Fri Feb 12, 2016 4:21 pm

Tony666

Posts: 20

Grazie Amico-Fratello per la tua disponibilita'...!!!
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Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 12:27 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King

Because as the Roman's state Saturn is the Sun God,, who ruled the golden age. Saturnalia the Yule is a solar
festival. Where the sun is reborn. The jews admit this in the Hebrew gemmatria Ha Satan gets 365 the number of
the sun God. The number of Mithras's, Abraxas, Dionysus all names of the sun.The Roman's state the same. All the
Gods are archetypes of the one God, the sun God, the force of all existence. This includes the planets and Zodiac
signs. The flow of time is karma which relates to the material universe and the causation behind it. The earth
element which holds all the others together forming the material universe. The universe is the emanation of the
Black Sun. The jews are focused on the negative aspects of this. Their Yahweh the physical planet astral forces in
the lower octave which represents the aspect of the Sun God as the time keeper and destroyer. Time is the great
devourer. The jews are told to devourer the nations in their Torah. Saturn is the Latin name here. The
Phoenician's called the Saturn the Sun God Israel. Which the jews stole for themselves. ISIS, RA, EL. the trine
power of the sun God. The physical planet Saturn is called Shani in the original language of Sanskrit. Saturn is the
name of the Sun so someone is probably moving things around to confuse things. 

Hercules the primordial sun god is properly called Sandan. The D and T are interchangeable in the ancient
language. Sandan is Satan. The sun God. 
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In the Templar and Eastern myth the grail castle in the west is the city of Shamballa in the east. They are both
shown as the city or castle in the shape of the eightfold star with Sanat in the center palace or the Grail king with
the peacock crown the symbol of Sanat, Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi mention Shaitan as the Lord Of
Shamballa in the Black Book. This is Satan. The name of the solar chakra in Sanskrit means Many jewel CITY. So
this points to the sun chakra with Satan the Lord of it. The eight fold star is the map of the soul with the center of
hub the solar chakra. The sun is the king of the Gods the other chakra's. You see the Swastika, Satan's symbol
and the dual serpents united, the magnum opus. Placed on the solar chakra in the east. Also in the East is the
Peacock Satan's symbol. The Peacock is the symbol of the sun. And the RA..inbow body the working of the sun.
Satan is the 666 the sun square. The idea of Satan as Saturn the earth element and materiality is the solar
serpent is in the root chakra ruled by the planet and element. It raises up the spine which is ruled by the sun. The
33 deva's are the one God, Brahma or Sanat the sun God. The esoteric 33 spinal vertebrae. The solar serpent
travels up this into the crown opening the third eye and bringing enlightenment. Sanat's banner is the Chintamani
the symbol of the three nadis meeting at the third eye and opening it. This symbol of this as the Mayurapiccha is
shown with three Peacock feathers. And adorns the Meru crown of the solar God. The symbol of the halo of the
risen power. The 666 represents the trine aspects of this serpent power. Chin is the mundra for the moon the
third eye in the east. Which also relates to the sun. The root chakra in Sanskrit means support column it
represents the Meru column which upholds the universe, the soul. The sun God Brahma is placed in the root
because it represents the Brahma nadi. The Sushumna, SU, the sun. The solar channel. Where the solar force the
purifies the soul is generated.

The serpent of Satan is a solar symbol. The snake was called Sunake in the ancient world. The serpent makes the
Hissing S sound. The Solar prefix.

At Saturnalia, Yule. Satan's holiday we put up the Meru column as the Tree of Life, the World Tree. With the lights
and halo to represent this solar force purifying the soul. Soul means sun. To celebrate the gift of eternal life that
Satan has given us by the Magnum Opus. The gift the jews want gone. To replace with eternal death and
suffering. As the Jews are simply evil shit lords.

All the texts state the original homeland was called Kumara Kandam and was ruled by Sanat Kumara. Satan. This
is also allegorical for the perfected soul. The Land Of Eternal Youth. Love the gift of your soul, meditate today and
everyday. Meditation every day keeps the jew away.
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111111111111111111
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good education 

Thoughts become things.
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Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 7:12 am

HungARYAN

Posts: 267

Great post! It is very important. Thank you!

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:
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Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 7:45 am

naga of Iblis

Posts: 5

Why does this post state that the Gods are only archtypes? I don't mean to cause any disunity or anything but
this is kind of confusing in one post the Gods are revered to as actual beings and then in this one they are
revered to only as archtipes of the sun?

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 8:06 am

home_slice_d

Posts: 30

thank you for posting this HP Mageson, it's definitely cleared up any remaining confusion and questions i had
regarding the whole Saturn situation,

yeah the kikes tend to focus on the devouring/energy harvesting aspect of it(though likely only because it's the
only aspect of it that they can even remotely relate to) and cause people including myself to be nervous or panic
about that which is just a natural part of reality and existence...similar to how some dogs get frightened by
vacuum cleaners, fear without understanding the true meaning of it

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 10:08 am
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User22

Posts: 445

naga of Iblis wrote:

Why does this post state that the Gods are only archtypes? I don't mean to cause any disunity or anything but this
is kind of confusing in one post the Gods are revered to as actual beings and then in this one they are revered to
only as archtipes of the sun?

High Priest Mageson as stated before that while the Gods are actual physical beings , their personas serve a
message to raise the Serpent and complete the Magnum Opus

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 12:17 pm

Dnod696
naga of Iblis wrote:

Why does this post state that the Gods are only archtypes? I don't mean to cause any disunity or anything but this
is kind of confusing in one post the Gods are revered to as actual beings and then in this one they are revered to
only as archtipes of the sun?
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Posts: 344
Location: Canada

The God are Real Beings, but their Mythological Stories, etc.. also represent Powerfuls Spirituals Allegories relating
to the Magnum Opus, some part of their mythological Stories are to be taken literally, but for the major parts of
these stories, its metaphoric, 

HAIL SATAN!

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 12:55 pm

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and

Excellent again HP, great work and brilliant read mate keep up this amazing work

Enki1690
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Northern Ireland

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 2:00 pm

Belthazorthemighty

Posts: 166

I feel immense love toward Satan. And I greatly appreciate his gift to us. I can't even imagine what I would be
doing with myself if I didn't meditate. I truly enjoy it. I will never stop.

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 2:19 pm

Helion

Posts: 253

Thank you, this was a great read!

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 2:35 pm

Helion
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Posts: 253

naga of Iblis wrote:

Why does this post state that the Gods are only archtypes? I don't mean to cause any disunity or anything but this
is kind of confusing in one post the Gods are revered to as actual beings and then in this one they are revered to
only as archtipes of the sun?

In ancient Greece they actually called the literal Gods, the Beings we know, Daemons. In Rome they were called
Genii, or singular, Genius. They were just like how the Demons are for us (being that they are actually the same).
Each person was said to have a household or personal Daemon to watch over them, just like we call them
Guardian Demons. 

I think I read somewhere that they said the Gods would also act as Daemons. So Gods and Daemons could be
synonymous in a sense, but in the other sense, the Pantheon of Gods were like how it is in Hinduism today, all
being 'avatars' or 'archetypes' of Brahma, which is the whole-perfected-soul-self.

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sat Sep 19, 2015 4:51 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

That's identical to the Egyptian Neter's, the divine emanations of the logos. The logos being the soul. 

Helion wrote:

In ancient Greece they actually called the literal Gods, the Beings we know, Daemons. In Rome they were called
Genii, or singular, Genius. They were just like how the Demons are for us (being that they are actually the same).
Each person was said to have a household or personal Daemon to watch over them, just like we call them Guardian
Demons. 

I think I read somewhere that they said the Gods would also act as Daemons. So Gods and Daemons could be
synonymous in a sense, but in the other sense, the Pantheon of Gods were like how it is in Hinduism today, all
being 'avatars' or 'archetypes' of Brahma, which is the whole-perfected-soul-self.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sun Sep 20, 2015 2:29 am

naga of Iblis

Posts: 5

Merci!!! It is actually a HUGE relief to be able to ask questions in a group and get an actually intellectual answer

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sun Sep 20, 2015 11:38 am

Aurora666
Meditation everyday keeps the jew away, Lol... I love that saying, anyways... Thanks for shedding more light on
this for us HP Mageson, you're highly appreciated, as always.
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Posts: 15
Location: South Dakota,
Rapid City

Hail Satan!

Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sun Sep 20, 2015 12:08 pm

Keil
Very enlightening. I can say for sure the whole Saturn being the name of the Sun certainly is confusing. But I
would like to know, what is this "Ancient World" you're speaking of? I feel like I know what you're talking about,
but at the same time I feel as though this is the first I've heard of it.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King  Sun Sep 20, 2015 10:31 pm

Light Algur

Posts: 553

Keil wrote:

Very enlightening. I can say for sure the whole Saturn being the name of the Sun certainly is confusing. But I
would like to know, what is this "Ancient World" you're speaking of? I feel like I know what you're talking about, but
at the same time I feel as though this is the first I've heard of it.

This may be off topic but I must say, i love your signature picture.
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Posts: 3946

In the last article which I will repost at the bottom of this one. Its shown the original name of Hercules is Satan,
and that Satan, Saturn is the primeval solar logos. Here we can note that Siva is Saturn, Hercules/Satan in the
East.

"The fact that in the Mahabharata Rudra, is described like Hercules...., he is in the same [Rudra] God identified
with Maha deva, and hence he is evidently the same as Siva, who has the title of King Of Serpents." [1]

"It can be shown that the Hindu deity [Siva] is a form of Kronos or Saturn."[2]

"The serpent and pillar symbols of the Phoenician deity confirm the identification between Saturn and the Siva of
the Hindu pantheon."[3]

Alain Danielou states Siva had a primordial name as well. Which is that of the Sun God. [4]

However as its been showed the primeval name of the solar logos is Satan. However Satanas is the full formula.
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However as its been showed the primeval name of the solar logos is Satan. However Satanas is the full formula.
Satan is still Satanas in the Sanskrit based languages of Greek and Latin. SATANAS was also given for the eight
pointed star meditation mantra by Lord Thoth and Azazel. 

Siva in the Indus Valley Aryan Civilization.

Northern European deity in full lotus as Siva is shown, this makes the alchemical yantra of spiritual perfection note
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Northern European deity in full lotus as Siva is shown, this makes the alchemical yantra of spiritual perfection note
the symbol of the solar logos upon him. And the five elements of SATANAS. 

The mundra given for Satanas by the Gods is the same for SATANAMA. Which connects to the five elements.
However SATANAS is the proper full formula. 

S is fire, T represents the earth element, in Egypt TA is the earth realm and we see in Latin, Terra is earth. The t
symbol also relates four fold cross which forms into the square shape that represents earth, the root chakra has
the four, the element of earth. etc The N represents water N is the Nu letter in the ancient language the water. A
represents Air which is connected to spirit as well. The final S represents rebirth as S is given the first meaning of
SA birth, TA life, NA, death, S rebirth. Ma is water again the Mu letter. The A repeats three times as well making an
important formula connected to spirit in the west and east mantra. [5]

Note Siva is also spelled SAiva.

So SATANAS gives us the five elements. The serpent wand of Mercury has the power to turn one form into
another. To transmute the elements of the soul from the corruptible body into the immortal diamond body. The
wand of Mercury in the Greek images is shown with the two Sigma letters representing the serpents. The S letter.
Here we see S does represent rebirth. The transmutation from one from into the spiritual rebirth of the perfected
Solar body. Mercury's wand is Siva's trident which is also shown with serpents around it in some cases. [6]

In the Veda the universe, the soul is born by fire. The SA, the word of life in the Egyptian texts.

In the east there is a mantra of Siva its supposed to transmute the Maha Buddha's the five elements into spirit
gold. The NAMA SIVAYA mantra. I have used this mantra tens of thousands of times. Its not that powerful in my
experience. Remembering Siva's yantra is the pentacle the purified five elements. And knowing SATANAS is the
original name of Siva. The proper mantra for this is most likely SATANAS. Not NAMA SIVAYA. The 8 fold star is the
star of Shamballa the abode of Siva, the perfected soul. Siva is also called Sanat Kumara, Sanat being an anagram
of Satan...SATANAS. And Sanat being called Satan by the Yezidi's.

This is why the Jews call their enemy Satan, because literally the name of the head God of the Gentiles is Satanas.
Which also relates to the serpent of energy that brings enlightenment and divinity.

Sources;
1,2,3,6 Serpent and Siva worship and Mythology in Central America, Africa, and Asia and the Origin of Serpent
Worship Hyde Clarke, C Staniland Wake.
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4 Gods of Love and Ecstasy. Alain Danielou. 

5 A Lamp to Illuminate the Five Stages, teachings on Guhyasamaja Tantra. Tsongkhapa, Translated by Gavin Kilty.
The Greek Kabala. Kieren Barry.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King
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Because as the Roman's state Saturn is the Sun God,, who ruled the golden age. Saturnalia the Yule is a solar
festival. Where the sun is reborn. The jews admit this in the Hebrew gemmatria Ha Satan gets 365 the number of
the sun God. The number of Mithras's, Abraxas, Dionysus all names of the sun.The Roman's state the same. All the
Gods are archetypes of the one God, the sun God, the force of all existence. This includes the planets and Zodiac
signs. The flow of time is karma which relates to the material universe and the causation behind it. The earth
element which holds all the others together forming the material universe. The universe is the emanation of the
Black Sun. The jews are focused on the negative aspects of this. Their Yahweh the physical planet astral forces in
the lower octave which represents the aspect of the Sun God as the time keeper and destroyer. Time is the great
devourer. The jews are told to devourer the nations in their Torah. Saturn is the Latin name here. The
Phoenician's called the Saturn the Sun God Israel. Which the jews stole for themselves. ISIS, RA, EL. the trine
power of the sun God. The physical planet Saturn is called Shani in the original language of Sanskrit. Saturn is the
name of the Sun so someone is probably moving things around to confuse things. 

Hercules the primordial sun god is properly called Sandan [1]. The D and T are interchangeable in the ancient
language. Sandan is Satan. The sun God. 

In the Templar and Eastern myth the grail castle in the west is the city of Shamballa in the east. They are both
shown as the city or castle in the shape of the eightfold star with Sanat in the center palace or the Grail king with
the peacock crown the symbol of Sanat, Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi mention Shaitan as the Lord Of
Shamballa in the Black Book. This is Satan. The name of the solar chakra in Sanskrit means Many jewel CITY. So
this points to the sun chakra with Satan the Lord of it. The eight fold star is the map of the soul with the center of
hub the solar chakra. The sun is the king of the Gods the other chakra's. You see the Swastika, Satan's symbol
and the dual serpents united, the magnum opus. Placed on the solar chakra in the east. Also in the East is the
Peacock Satan's symbol. The Peacock is the symbol of the sun. And the RA..inbow body the working of the sun.
Satan is the 666 the sun square. The idea of Satan as Saturn the earth element and materiality is the solar
serpent is in the root chakra ruled by the planet and element. It raises up the spine which is ruled by the sun. The
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33 deva's are the one God, Brahma or Sanat the sun God. The esoteric 33 spinal vertebrae. The solar serpent
travels up this into the crown opening the third eye and bringing enlightenment. Sanat's banner is the Chintamani
the symbol of the three nadis meeting at the third eye and opening it. This symbol of this as the Mayurapiccha is
shown with three Peacock feathers. And adorns the Meru crown of the solar God. The symbol of the halo of the
risen power. The 666 represents the trine aspects of this serpent power. Chin is the mundra for the moon the
third eye in the east. Which also relates to the sun. The root chakra in Sanskrit means support column it
represents the Meru column which upholds the universe, the soul. The sun God Brahma is placed in the root
because it represents the Brahma nadi. The Sushumna, SU, the sun. The solar channel. Where the solar force the
purifies the soul is generated.

The serpent of Satan is a solar symbol. The snake was called Sunake in the ancient world. The serpent makes the
Hissing S sound. The Solar prefix.

At Saturnalia, Yule. Satan's holiday we put up the Meru column as the Tree of Life, the World Tree. With the lights
and halo to represent this solar force purifying the soul. Soul means sun. To celebrate the gift of eternal life that
Satan has given us by the Magnum Opus. The gift the jews want gone. To replace with eternal death and
suffering. As the Jews are simply evil shit lords.

All the texts state the original homeland was called Kumara Kandam and was ruled by Sanat Kumara. Satan. This
is also allegorical for the perfected soul. The Land Of Eternal Youth. Love the gift of your soul, meditate today and
everyday. Meditation every day keeps the jew away.

Sources 
1 Did Moses Exist? The Myth of the Israelite Lawgiver. D.M. Murdock.
The Gnostic's and Their Remains. Charles William King.
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Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 12:38 am

SatanicSoul666

Posts: 16
Location: U.S.A.

This was an awesome and very informative read. Thank you! 

Hail Satan Eternal!!

THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF" "KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP THE FALSE GODS OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?"
-SATAN

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 6:16 am
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High Priestess
Zildar Raasi666

Posts: 79

I love the story of Hercules and the 12 Labours. This is so obviously Alchemical and shows even further that
Hercules is the ultimate representation of the GodMan. This referring to the 12 Steps of the Magnum Opus, with
the hidden 13th Step. Especially the 11th Labour that took place in the Garden, during which he had to retrieve
the Golden Apples of Hesperides from the Tree guarded by the 100 Headed Dragon. This very clearly refers to the
Full Ascension of the Serpent. The "Golden" (like the vibration of AUM) Apples representing Spiritual Perfection and
Immortality. Ladon, the Dragon, of course representing the Serpent Power that Hercules "conquers". Once he
conquers Ladon, he has the Golden Apples. Apples have long since been a symbol of Immortality in many Ancient
Legends. 

Following this, as the final Labour, Hercules undergoes the Eleusinian Mysteries which teach him how to enter the
underworld and return alive (The Magnum Opus), he enters the underworld, to return back with the 3 headed Dog
Cerberus (death and rebirth into Perfection, the three heads representing the Ida, Pingala and Kundalini and
Trine Aspects of the Serpent Power.). And Hercules is Immortal, he returns back to the Earth, to the light of the
Sun. There is always emphasis on returning to the Sun, from the darkness of the underworld. Even in the Legend
of the Goddess Ishtar (Astaroth) entering the Underworld, there is much emphasis placed on the fact that the Sun
disappeared and everything was left in darkness. Upon her return, the world celebrates the return of the SUN,
666, Empowerment, GodHead. The 8 Pointed Star was always represented as a Sun, as well, in Ancient Times. So
like you said, the Solar Sun Chakra being the centre of the 8 Pointed Star, or the 8 pointed Sun, Power House of
the Soul. 

Studying the Ancient Legends is so fascinating, and can teach us so much. 

It is very interesting about the Grail Castle being Shamballah in the East, and all referring to the Solar 666
Chakra, the City of the Sun. So then Camelot would be the equivalent of Shamballah. Or The Isle of Avalon where
King Arthur rests, in Ireland. These were never meant to be taken as literal places, but as states of Being, a
Perfected Soul. 

On the topic of these Allegorical cities and Lands, the Ancient Script for Sanskrit, was called Devanagari, which
loosely translates as City of the Gods. The Gods here being the Chakras, and this is very illuminating in that it
shows Sanskrit is a Spiritual Language designed to directly affect the Chakras and the Soul. Sanskrit is also a very
Solar tradition, so Devanagari could also refer to the Solar Plexus, the Sun 666 and the Perfected Soul, and thus
the same as Shamballah/Avalon, etc... 

I also note, on a different but related topic, the King of the Grail, or Keeper of the Grail even in Western Traditions,
was also known as the Fisher King, who nourished the Knights of the Round Table with his Fish. This is also very
Alchemical, the Fish representing the Perfected Soul and the Life Force. The image of the Fisher King is also very
present in the East, and represents our God Satan. Satan is the Grail King, the one who grants Eternal Life. I
know you have written about this before, and its yet more proof that ties the Legends of the West to those of the
East, proving that our Satanic Culture, the Culture of the GodMan, was global. 
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The Grail Legends are very intriguing. The story of the Grail, definitely represents the unification of the Male and
Female aspects of the Soul into the perfected Being. Everything is Alchemical. Another Allegory that this brings to
light, is the common statement in Alchemical Texts that the Essence of Alchemy, the Spiritual Fire that transforms
the Soul or the liquid within the Grail, is both hot and cold, dry and wet, all at the same time. This basically refers
to the fact that it is both Male and Female Energies, United, as one. The Two polarities existing in perfect union.
People usually spend so much time racking their brains, trying to fathom how a substance could possibly be hot
and cold, wet and dry at the same time. Instead, look to the deeper Alchemical Allegory. 

Thank you for this Sermon HP Mageson. It is very fascinating. I absolutely love studying the Ancient Legends. 

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi

Joy of Satan Ministries

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 
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And it's whispered that soon, if we all call the tune,
Then the piper will lead us to reason.
And a new day will dawn for those who stand long,
And the forests will echo with laughter.

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 7:21 am

High Priestess
Zildar Raasi666 The capitalised letter Sigma also reminds me of the Trident. Whereas the lowercase looks a lot like the symbol of

Ouroboras, the Infinite Serpent or the symbol for Infinity, and the letter for Sigma used at the end of a word looks
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Posts: 79

Ouroboras, the Infinite Serpent or the symbol for Infinity, and the letter for Sigma used at the end of a word looks
exactly like the Serpent Ascending. 
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Its also interesting that Sigma is the 18th letter of the Greek Alphabet. Being that 1+8= 9, the important Satanic
number. 

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 
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And it's whispered that soon, if we all call the tune,
Then the piper will lead us to reason.
And a new day will dawn for those who stand long,
And the forests will echo with laughter.

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 2:19 pm

Macrobius

Posts: 14

I'm wondering if the roman "senate" had anything to do with Satan. I would say yes.

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 2:52 pm
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Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

HP Mageson is a legend good stuff u put out mate learn alot from you,

also like a we argument with u sometimes regarding me being a royalist loyalist he he 

Enki1690

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 3:32 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

Thank you for this sir.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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Fornax cluster

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Fri Sep 25, 2015 6:00 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

In the most ancient form Hercules after the 12 labours is beaten and crucified on a tree, dies and is resurrected
three days latter a God. The 13 step. Avalon is the Isle of the Apple is the symbol of the five elements of the being
into spirit or quintessence. The Apple is the symbol of the pentacle which is the Akasa or quintessence the gold.
The perfection stage is called the body of quintessence. 

Yes the Fisher King is Sanat, He wears the Peacock Crown. Interesting thing is the Fish is the ancient symbol of
the grail as well, it was some times shown as a plate with a fish on it. This is important as the Letter Nu
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symbolizes the Fish. The N. The spinal column is called the Fish tower. 

You can note the tower of Babel is stolen from the Akkadian's. Bab is the name of their Goddess and El of the God
so Babel is the yin, yang channels weaving along the spine. Its also called the Fish Tower as well. As we know
another way of showing the Naga is half fish. The Merman, Mer means ascended. Mer..cury and such. The Pyramid
as Giza was called the Place of Mer. Which points to what Babylon means. The ancient cities where built in the
model of the Purusha the cosmic being. The soul map.

High Priestess Zildar Raasi666 wrote:

I love the story of Hercules and the 12 Labours. This is so obviously Alchemical and shows even further that
Hercules is the ultimate representation of the GodMan. This referring to the 12 Steps of the Magnum Opus, with
the hidden 13th Step. Especially the 11th Labour that took place in the Garden, during which he had to retrieve the
Golden Apples of Hesperides from the Tree guarded by the 100 Headed Dragon. This very clearly refers to the Full
Ascension of the Serpent. The "Golden" (like the vibration of AUM) Apples representing Spiritual Perfection and
Immortality. Ladon, the Dragon, of course representing the Serpent Power that Hercules "conquers". Once he
conquers Ladon, he has the Golden Apples. Apples have long since been a symbol of Immortality in many Ancient
Legends. 

Following this, as the final Labour, Hercules undergoes the Eleusinian Mysteries which teach him how to enter the
underworld and return alive (The Magnum Opus), he enters the underworld, to return back with the 3 headed Dog
Cerberus (death and rebirth into Perfection, the three heads representing the Ida, Pingala and Kundalini and Trine
Aspects of the Serpent Power.). And Hercules is Immortal, he returns back to the Earth, to the light of the Sun.
There is always emphasis on returning to the Sun, from the darkness of the underworld. Even in the Legend of the
Goddess Ishtar (Astaroth) entering the Underworld, there is much emphasis placed on the fact that the Sun
disappeared and everything was left in darkness. Upon her return, the world celebrates the return of the SUN, 666,
Empowerment, GodHead. The 8 Pointed Star was always represented as a Sun, as well, in Ancient Times. So like
you said, the Solar Sun Chakra being the centre of the 8 Pointed Star, or the 8 pointed Sun, Power House of the
Soul. 

Studying the Ancient Legends is so fascinating, and can teach us so much. 

It is very interesting about the Grail Castle being Shamballah in the East, and all referring to the Solar 666 Chakra,
the City of the Sun. So then Camelot would be the equivalent of Shamballah. Or The Isle of Avalon where King
Arthur rests, in Ireland. These were never meant to be taken as literal places, but as states of Being, a Perfected
Soul. 

On the topic of these Allegorical cities and Lands, the Ancient Script for Sanskrit, was called Devanagari, which
loosely translates as City of the Gods. The Gods here being the Chakras, and this is very illuminating in that it
shows Sanskrit is a Spiritual Language designed to directly affect the Chakras and the Soul. Sanskrit is also a very
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shows Sanskrit is a Spiritual Language designed to directly affect the Chakras and the Soul. Sanskrit is also a very
Solar tradition, so Devanagari could also refer to the Solar Plexus, the Sun 666 and the Perfected Soul, and thus the
same as Shamballah/Avalon, etc... 

I also note, on a different but related topic, the King of the Grail, or Keeper of the Grail even in Western Traditions,
was also known as the Fisher King, who nourished the Knights of the Round Table with his Fish. This is also very
Alchemical, the Fish representing the Perfected Soul and the Life Force. The image of the Fisher King is also very
present in the East, and represents our God Satan. Satan is the Grail King, the one who grants Eternal Life. I know
you have written about this before, and its yet more proof that ties the Legends of the West to those of the East,
proving that our Satanic Culture, the Culture of the GodMan, was global. 

The Grail Legends are very intriguing. The story of the Grail, definitely represents the unification of the Male and
Female aspects of the Soul into the perfected Being. Everything is Alchemical. Another Allegory that this brings to
light, is the common statement in Alchemical Texts that the Essence of Alchemy, the Spiritual Fire that transforms
the Soul or the liquid within the Grail, is both hot and cold, dry and wet, all at the same time. This basically refers to
the fact that it is both Male and Female Energies, United, as one. The Two polarities existing in perfect union. People
usually spend so much time racking their brains, trying to fathom how a substance could possibly be hot and cold,
wet and dry at the same time. Instead, look to the deeper Alchemical Allegory. 

Thank you for this Sermon HP Mageson. It is very fascinating. I absolutely love studying the Ancient Legends. 

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi

Joy of Satan Ministries
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Mon Nov 30, 2015 8:30 am

BrightMorningStar
Interesting read. I am wondering some things. Please, if someone could help clarify that would be wonderful. I am
curious about when this sermon teaches that the gods are chakra's. Satan is the solar plexus, 666, the SUN god.
Is Satan also the base chakra SATURN? Is Satan just a metaphor and not an actual being? I believed he was a
being with many name's as time went on. Enki, Ra, Odin, Pan ... I am confused, I am sorry if I sound foolish, I am
just trying to learn and am humble enough to know I am foolish to an extent and always can learn more. 
Also I am wondering, which gods are for the other chakras? 3rd eye MOON, Heart MERCURY, throat VENUS etc. All
the information willing to be shared will be much appreciated. THANK YOU brothers and sisters for taking time to
read this! 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!
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Posts: 28

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Mon Nov 30, 2015 9:56 am

Egon

Posts: 2103

Read: topic593.html
Did you at least read the Joy of Satan website where it says Satan is a real being? http://www.joyofsatan.org

BrightMorningStar wrote:

Interesting read. I am wondering some things. Please, if someone could help clarify that would be wonderful. I am
curious about when this sermon teaches that the gods are chakra's. Satan is the solar plexus, 666, the SUN god.
Is Satan also the base chakra SATURN? Is Satan just a metaphor and not an actual being? I believed he was a
being with many name's as time went on. Enki, Ra, Odin, Pan ... I am confused, I am sorry if I sound foolish, I am
just trying to learn and am humble enough to know I am foolish to an extent and always can learn more. 
Also I am wondering, which gods are for the other chakras? 3rd eye MOON, Heart MERCURY, throat VENUS etc. All
the information willing to be shared will be much appreciated. THANK YOU brothers and sisters for taking time to
read this! 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Satanas, Siva,  Mon Nov 30, 2015 8:08 pm

BrightMorningStar
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Read: topic593.html
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Posts: 28

Did you at least read the Joy of Satan website where it says Satan is a real being? http://www.joyofsatan.org

BrightMorningStar wrote:

Interesting read. I am wondering some things. Please, if someone could help clarify that would be wonderful. I
am curious about when this sermon teaches that the gods are chakra's. Satan is the solar plexus, 666, the
SUN god. Is Satan also the base chakra SATURN? Is Satan just a metaphor and not an actual being? I believed
he was a being with many name's as time went on. Enki, Ra, Odin, Pan ... I am confused, I am sorry if I sound
foolish, I am just trying to learn and am humble enough to know I am foolish to an extent and always can learn
more. 
Also I am wondering, which gods are for the other chakras? 3rd eye MOON, Heart MERCURY, throat VENUS etc.
All the information willing to be shared will be much appreciated. THANK YOU brothers and sisters for taking
time to read this! 
HAIL FATHER SATAN!

Yes I have : ) that's why "I believed he was a being with many name's". So does Satan just represents the solar
plexus and the base? Or just the 666 chakra? Do you know what gods represent the others?
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Lucifer Is Satan  Sat Sep 26, 2015 1:13 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Lucifer Is Satan 

This is an answer to a question in the egroups:

In the East Sanat [anagram of Satan] is called Shurka, the name of Venus. He came from Venus to liberate the
earth with his allies of 144,000 souls. This is the kundalini serpent that transforms the material elements of the
being the earth to the gold of spirit. And opens the 144,000 nadis. Venus is shown as a hermaphrodite for this
reason the serpent and the united soul. This is the spiritual sun, the eight pointed star of Venus connects to the
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solar plexus and shows the map of the whole soul. 

The Satanic Templar's head they worshiped was Venus, the Baphoment as we see gets the symbol of Venus the
pentagram. The symbol of the union. The male is the pentacle turning it upside down makes the union of male and
female the spirit and body. This pentagram was put in the circle the symbol of the perfected soul with the number
666 the sun. By the ancients.

Osiris, Ptah are the same God in Egypt and Osiris was called Lucifer as well. This is Satan. there is this bizarre
misinfo around that Satan and Lucifer are different. This is false they are the same being. You can see it Satan is
literally called Lucifer in the east and west as mentioned in the ancient Pagan tradition. 

Achelois666 wrote:

I been doing research about the Gods Satan is linked to. I decided to look more into the Roman God Lucifer. I saw
a few Satanists say that Lucifer is a Sun God but I didn't find much info backing that up. 

Is this true?
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Lucifer Is Satan  Sat Sep 26, 2015 1:03 pm

ShadowHound666

Posts: 66

He is Ra, the number of the sun is 666 itself

Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Astaroth! Hail Beelzebub! 

Re: Lucifer Is Satan  Sat Sep 26, 2015 2:46 pm

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

Brilliant again surely they lavey ones will sEe sense

Enki1690

Re: Lucifer Is Satan  Thu Oct 01, 2015 2:54 am
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Keil

Posts: 181
Location: Canada

I always preferred to call him Lucifer when speaking about him casually, and Satan when speaking of him formally.
Our morning star.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.

Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 
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HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Practical Advancement of the Soul  Wed Sep 23, 2015 8:17 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

you know there is much more to meditation

there were times i would meditate , meditations would work, and the other days it would not.

i have made many threads about this but for example

King and Queen meditation is most effective during sundays during the hours of the sun, even when the sun is in
an home/exalted sign , this meditation does not seem to work properly.(i have yet to do the meditation when the
sun goes in aries but i have done it in leo and nothing)

but on the summer solstice it did work powerfully ,my solar plexus was releasing electricity and it connected with
my pineal but i did not fully open it.
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so i stopped doing the meditation because my solar plexus wasnt being stimulted and thought id wait for the sun
to go in aries to try again and see what happense.

there are specific dates for workings ,when begun will give the working unlimited power , would this hold true , for
beginning the working on the summer solstice and following it through, or on a sunday during the hours of the
sun when the sun is in aries, i guess ill have to try and find out.

we get that to work on chakras we need to work on it during the day and hour of the chakra , but this does not
seem to work for me , i have yet to try to work on a chakra when its ruling planet is exalted , maybe this is what is
needed ? and what about ingress degrees ?

the RAUM meditation , i was doing 108 RAUM for the lower chakras then another 108 RAUM for the top, 108 IO
both sides , 108 IO spine front, and not a single cell of energy buzz and i did that meditation for one week
everyday along with the King and queen just to see what i can squeeze and nothing... but i was trying my luck
with the cobra breath (during that week) and i secreted a bit of sexual energy , it was something! 

its very amazing to work with the elixir BUT its the most underwhelming/depressing feeling when one day it works

and the others it doesnt , i felt defeated 

there is something very challenging here and that it consistently secreting the elixirs,

well the female is easy to secrete once you full open the pineal, but to do that you need to know how to
consistently empower the solar chakra so it secrets electricity and connects with the pineal to continually
stimulate it to grow and become active.

to secret sexual energy empower the chakras but how to do it effectively ? planetary alignments ?

i hate being stuck at this stage man , its so stagnating ,i miss spiritual stimulation and spiritual advancement so
much

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Fri Sep 25, 2015 2:47 pm

Lydia

Posts: 450

Check your natal chart and transits, you could be going through a bad transit. Saturn aspecting natal Neptune, as
Neptune rules meditation, just as an example. I did a chart for a fellow SS and this was the case. Saturn through
9th (metaphysics) or 12th (psychic) houses could also do this. Ask yourself how long has this been going on? (You
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Location: Earth 9th (metaphysics) or 12th (psychic) houses could also do this. Ask yourself how long has this been going on? (You
don't need to answer here.) Perhaps a Munka working (free the soul) would help.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Fri Sep 25, 2015 10:02 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Lydia wrote:

Check your natal chart and transits, you could be going through a bad transit. Saturn aspecting natal Neptune, as
Neptune rules meditation, just as an example. I did a chart for a fellow SS and this was the case. Saturn through
9th (metaphysics) or 12th (psychic) houses could also do this. Ask yourself how long has this been going on? (You
don't need to answer here.) Perhaps a Munka working (free the soul) would help.

i dont know my exact birthdate , but something that bothers me is the absence of people who have and are
reaching stages of spirituality like getting the elixirs going and tips to empower chakras, no one posts stuff like
this or talks about it , we just get kai purr posting top level shit.

we dont get any full or thorough explanation on how to consistently secret the elixirs or how to effectively perform
a meditation , problems you might face etc..were just given a bunch and supposed to figure shit out on our own.

i read in Maxines sermons , "only through the powers of hell you will be shown the way" , and this is very true ,
but the path to get there is a one we should create and get to a certain level first.

some meditations are very high in quality , others 0 and others require you to acquire a certain ability all the time
going to places youve never heard about or knew on your own.

success is one step above failure i suppose , we are expected to advance ourselves but to do this effectively
without anyones help can be very time and energy consuming and require a strong motivated charecter

Thoughts become things.
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High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

I've stopped giving fucks about how much advancement I'm doing, I just enjoy the ride. If some spiritual exercises
give me the buzz then I'll keep going, if not I'll switch to something else. Sometimes you're just born into an
incarnation whose natal chart sucks when it comes to spiritual advancement. 

Right now it's more important that we contribute to spiritual warfare and societal change, leave a lasting legacy
from each true SS brother and sister. When Satan's Golden Age comes around, spiritual advancement will be a lot
easier.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 2:47 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Lucius Oria wrote:

I've stopped giving fucks about how much advancement I'm doing, I just enjoy the ride. If some spiritual exercises
give me the buzz then I'll keep going, if not I'll switch to something else. Sometimes you're just born into an
incarnation whose natal chart sucks when it comes to spiritual advancement. 

Right now it's more important that we contribute to spiritual warfare and societal change, leave a lasting legacy
from each true SS brother and sister. When Satan's Golden Age comes around, spiritual advancement will be a lot
easier.

drrrrr man i know what your saying and you have a point.

one thing here , having an experienced professional teach you and guide you would be much easier.

its like trying to learn to play a musical instrument on your own , its frustrating.

and as for the born with a natal chart that sucks ,,, man fuck that shit , does a natal chart play an important role
im spiritual advancement ?
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do you have any idea how much it sucks to not have fully open astral senses ? idk about you but i dont like being
cut off from demons and Satan.... i want a close intimate relationship and not advancing wont give it to me.

the thing is one day meditations would work and other days nothing.

i will try beginning working on my solar chakra on the summer solstice maybe that will give it power
or work on it when the sun is in aries and see what works.

maybe there are specific times , planetary degree ingresses for each chakra where it performs at maximum power
and beginning a working to empower a chakra on that date will give it unlimited power on the course of
empowerment.

but the day i fully open my pineal gland is the day i jump out of my meditation and come post to this forum I DID

IT! 

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 3:25 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Lucius Oria wrote:

Right now it's more important that we contribute to spiritual warfare and societal change, leave a lasting legacy
from each true SS brother and sister. When Satan's Golden Age comes around, spiritual advancement will be a lot
easier.

fully agree on this one, also i believe incarnation is a gift , atleast you dont stop existing if you die .

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 4:34 am
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111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

also i went to the necronomicon meditation page and found this 

this little book gives very accurate and safe methods and is even more precise and detailed with opening the
chakras at their own optimal times in accordance with the planets that rule them.

maybe i should be searching there

also this one 
The ancients knew patience in regards to power.

also another thing ,it is really becoming clear to me , that in this religion , you need to be very very independent ,
you cannot count on Satan or the powers of hell to spoon feed you stuff and carry you through life especially in
the early stages, most people who have this expectation might be disappointed but it is what it is , you need to
be, grow , mature , learn from mistakes , and make smart decisions

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 10:40 am

BrandonM321

Posts: 119

The astral senses part I can relate to.. this path is exceedingly hard on me. 5 years in this lifestyle and not a
whisper has been heard from the gods, hell I don't even know who my guardian demon is because I was told "not
to stress over it" they will let you know when the time is ready. Of course I tried figuring out who he/she could be,
but my attempts at finding out never had a strong response either way. So I just left it at "I'm not ready yet." 

The most challenging aspect of this path for me is keeping my mind at ease. My mind repeatedly attempts to
convince me this path is false due to how EVERYONE seemingly hears/feels a response from Satan or their
guardian when they ask about anything, while my many attempts left me with silence and feeling nothing. I work
to empower my astral senses, they were my main focus in the very beginning. All I wanted to do was talk to
Satan, to talk to the one responsible for our creation. I worked so hard and never got anything from it ..it was a
very disheartening year for me. I pushed on regardless and am still here today, but after 5 years the closest thing
I gotten was a small goosebump-like wave sensation after asking a question while focusing on Satan's Sigil. At
this point in time as bad as it is to say it, I stopped trying to empower my astral hearing and sight. I focus solely
on my chakras and the rituals now. I don't want to invest anymore of my energy into something that after 5 years
has gained no result. My only conclusion is that I am not meant to speak with the gods, only to fight this war. I am
okay with this, as long as I can take down the Jew and help save this world. It's emotionally painful to think I
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won't be able to do what I wanted to do the most since the beginning, but it's the path I must walk. 

[quote="AmonRa666]
drrrrr man i know what your saying and you have a point.

one thing here , having an experienced professional teach you and guide you would be much easier.

its like trying to learn to play a musical instrument on your own , its frustrating.

and as for the born with a natal chart that sucks ,,, man fuck that shit , does a natal chart play an important role
im spiritual advancement ?
do you have any idea how much it sucks to not have fully open astral senses ? idk about you but i dont like
being cut off from demons and Satan.... i want a close intimate relationship and not advancing wont give it to me.
[/quote]

The path we walk is full of danger, and with that danger it gives us pride, courage, and power. Forever with Satan, forever in his name.

HAIL SATAN!!

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 5:33 pm

satan666

Posts: 431

AmonRa666 wrote:

drrrrr man i know what your saying and you have a point.

one thing here , having an experienced professional teach you and guide you would be much easier.

its like trying to learn to play a musical instrument on your own , its frustrating.

and as for the born with a natal chart that sucks ,,, man fuck that shit , does a natal chart play an important role
im spiritual advancement ?
do you have any idea how much it sucks to not have fully open astral senses ? idk about you but i dont like being
cut off from demons and Satan.... i want a close intimate relationship and not advancing wont give it to me.

the thing is one day meditations would work and other days nothing.
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i will try beginning working on my solar chakra on the summer solstice maybe that will give it power
or work on it when the sun is in aries and see what works.

maybe there are specific times , planetary degree ingresses for each chakra where it performs at maximum power
and beginning a working to empower a chakra on that date will give it unlimited power on the course of
empowerment.

but the day i fully open my pineal gland is the day i jump out of my meditation and come post to this forum I DID

IT! 

The only thing which truly brings advancement over time is consistency - Sure you make a leap and a bound at
some point and everything else can seem mediochre after them but if you stick with what your doing daily and
consistently, you will advance.

Kai Purr's 'top level' advancement didn't come about after days, weeks or even months. I suspect it took years. 

Enjoying the ride as Lucius Oria has so perfectly put it is the best thing that you can do, otherwise even when
power does come you will still be unhappy and searching for something more. Sure it would be easier to have an
experienced teacher show you the way... That is what the Demons are here for, and communication with them
can help to illuminate the way on what can be a discouraging path at first. 

But certain elements must be learnt through experience for them to stick and to make the ascension into Godhood
truly yours in as much as the way Osiris ascended is truly his and so on.

Aurelius Ophis

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sat Sep 26, 2015 6:52 pm

satan666
And just to illustrate my point further...

One does not rise through the military ranks by necessarily changing his modus operandi repeatedly and trying
various and eccentric things. Whilst it is possible one might do so, it is rare.

Generally speaking, one rises through the ranks by doing the same thing every day, without failure; showing up
to work with a clean, ironed uniform, clean shaven and with an appropriate attitude and performing the mundane
tasks day in and day out without grumbling or complaining - consistency in service is the key and a slow but sure
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Posts: 431

development of understanding of all of the workings and processes of the military unit until sufficient experience
has been gained to move up the ranks. 

Maybe that is just the capriciousness in me talking...

Aurelius Ophis

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 2:16 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

it took him 2 years to get to where he got 

but this guy is an exception probably as he got ahead of himself , this may be an astrological influence.

as to consistency , like i said man , there are more effective ways of doing things someone can show you , rather
than trying to figure stuff out on your own.

and with self motivation , you can motivate yourself into destruction , fooling yourself that you are advancing
when you are not.

meh alot of information has been presented to us and i am grateful to the valuable experiences i had even though
they are just "dipping your toe in the water" ..

finding out why stuff isnt working and figuring out why and what to do to make it work can be challenging.

a thing that annoys me is that spiritual advancement isnt talked about by alot of people.

maybe this is the way its meant to be,,,

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 2:35 am

111111111111111111
i said earlier , "we arent told how to consistently secret the elixirs" this is wrong by me , we are told how.
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Posts: 1515
Location: Where

like the king and queen for the female elixir 
and empowering the central set for sexual energy

but meh this really is challenging , i want to get things flowing, i want to advance and get drunk on the elixirs.

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 1:30 pm

ShenShakti

Posts: 323

Do you use elemental energy? I think to be psychic you would have to be born that way. Meditating at midnight to
3 am is more intense.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 2:14 pm

satan666
And I'll bet those two years were spent consistently performing the same or similar meditations. Like he stated in
one post, up to an hour a day on one chakra.

That's dedication of character to the task, not some discovered genius. And how many years prior to that were
there of solid meditation?

One cannot simply know the secrets of the universe without experiencing the road to get there anymore than you
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Posts: 431

can become a great physician without ever treating a single patient. 

The textbooks are there, you've obviously read them... it's time to get into the clinic and see to the sick people.

Aurelius Ophis

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 7:27 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

most of the stuff that are absent can be easily found on the JoS website , but i got confused because of the
overwhelming ammout of information ,,,

yes Satan666 bro i agree with you

also one more thing, on the course of working with the king and queen i was experiencing a bit of zaps up the
spine and sometimes energy crawling up the spine stopping at the heart, it was like the crawlies you get when
you first activate the serpent .

maybe the pineal has something to do with the flow of sexual energy up the spine.

i will keep everyone posted on my experiences when i make some breakthroughs in the future

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Sun Sep 27, 2015 8:24 pm

Helion
I was having a problem for a little bit, not in the way that you guys are describing though. I was getting distracted
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Posts: 253

I was having a problem for a little bit, not in the way that you guys are describing though. I was getting distracted
during my meditation routine when I didn't have to be. I am now trying to fully immerse myself into the
meditations. Like think of nothing else, be nothing else than the meditation that I am doing. I feel much better
when I'm further into being immersed like that. I admit, I am not really spiritually open in my senses, but I just feel
so happy doing what I do when I do it right, and I can tell, I was doing it wrong for a while.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Mon Sep 28, 2015 12:58 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

Gonna experiment with performing the sun salutation practice to generate the solar power within my soul and
condense it as a ball of light to circulate up and down the main chakras, vibrating the bija chants or any fire chant
for each chakra to purify/empower. Probably end the meditation by putting the ball of light within my 666 chakra.
Will let everyone know if that's effective.

*Update* I performed the practice and got an energy buzz but I did not enjoy performing the sun salutations so I
think I will use the 5 Tibetan rites instead. When my sexual energy gets really strong, I will add and work with the
6th rite which is the Tibetan version of the cobra breath I believe.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Mon Sep 28, 2015 10:38 am
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Lydia

Posts: 450
Location: Earth

I've never been a fan of the Sun salutations either. I've been doing the 5 Tibetans for 13 years, love them. Cobra
breath is awesome, not sure if you read Kai Purrs comment on how he wished he had done them through all 3
sets of chakras (back middle front). It's in his Philosopher stone thread.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Mon Sep 28, 2015 10:27 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

Lydia wrote:

I've never been a fan of the Sun salutations either. I've been doing the 5 Tibetans for 13 years, love them. Cobra
breath is awesome, not sure if you read Kai Purrs comment on how he wished he had done them through all 3 sets
of chakras (back middle front). It's in his Philosopher stone thread.

Yeah I've read that comment. Just want to find a practice that is both very quick but also effective. The first rite
spins the extensions from my experience.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Tue Sep 29, 2015 10:45 am

Wotanwarrior
BrandonM321 wrote:

The astral senses part I can relate to.. this path is exceedingly hard on me. 5 years in this lifestyle and not a
whisper has been heard from the gods, hell I don't even know who my guardian demon is because I was told "not
to stress over it" they will let you know when the time is ready. Of course I tried figuring out who he/she could be,
but my attempts at finding out never had a strong response either way. So I just left it at "I'm not ready yet." 
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Posts: 798
Location: Celtiberia

The most challenging aspect of this path for me is keeping my mind at ease. My mind repeatedly attempts to
convince me this path is false due to how EVERYONE seemingly hears/feels a response from Satan or their
guardian when they ask about anything, while my many attempts left me with silence and feeling nothing. I work
to empower my astral senses, they were my main focus in the very beginning. All I wanted to do was talk to Satan,
to talk to the one responsible for our creation. I worked so hard and never got anything from it ..it was a very
disheartening year for me. I pushed on regardless and am still here today, but after 5 years the closest thing I
gotten was a small goosebump-like wave sensation after asking a question while focusing on Satan's Sigil. At this
point in time as bad as it is to say it, I stopped trying to empower my astral hearing and sight. I focus solely on my
chakras and the rituals now. I don't want to invest anymore of my energy into something that after 5 years has
gained no result. My only conclusion is that I am not meant to speak with the gods, only to fight this war. I am
okay with this, as long as I can take down the Jew and help save this world. It's emotionally painful to think I won't
be able to do what I wanted to do the most since the beginning, but it's the path I must walk. 

It is possible that lack of your astral senses is due to a blockage in the crown chakra, I passed the same to me
and it turned out my crown chakra was totally blocked , I take many months unlock and now slowly my astral
senses are beginning to open, if your crown chakra which it is what connects you to the astral is blocked you can
not see and hear however much they try empower your points clairaudience, your third eye and your pineal gland.

Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628
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Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Tue Sep 29, 2015 12:36 pm

infiniteempire666

Posts: 142 Wotanwarrior wrote:

BrandonM321 wrote:

The astral senses part I can relate to.. this path is exceedingly hard on me. 5 years in this lifestyle and not a
whisper has been heard from the gods, hell I don't even know who my guardian demon is because I was told
"not to stress over it" they will let you know when the time is ready. Of course I tried figuring out who he/she
could be, but my attempts at finding out never had a strong response either way. So I just left it at "I'm not
ready yet." 

The most challenging aspect of this path for me is keeping my mind at ease. My mind repeatedly attempts to
convince me this path is false due to how EVERYONE seemingly hears/feels a response from Satan or their
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guardian when they ask about anything, while my many attempts left me with silence and feeling nothing. I
work to empower my astral senses, they were my main focus in the very beginning. All I wanted to do was talk
to Satan, to talk to the one responsible for our creation. I worked so hard and never got anything from it ..it
was a very disheartening year for me. I pushed on regardless and am still here today, but after 5 years the
closest thing I gotten was a small goosebump-like wave sensation after asking a question while focusing on
Satan's Sigil. At this point in time as bad as it is to say it, I stopped trying to empower my astral hearing and
sight. I focus solely on my chakras and the rituals now. I don't want to invest anymore of my energy into
something that after 5 years has gained no result. My only conclusion is that I am not meant to speak with the
gods, only to fight this war. I am okay with this, as long as I can take down the Jew and help save this world.
It's emotionally painful to think I won't be able to do what I wanted to do the most since the beginning, but it's
the path I must walk. 

It is possible that lack of your astral senses is due to a blockage in the crown chakra, I passed the same to me and
it turned out my crown chakra was totally blocked , I take many months unlock and now slowly my astral senses
are beginning to open, if your crown chakra which it is what connects you to the astral is blocked you can not see
and hear however much they try empower your points clairaudience, your third eye and your pineal gland.

This is a very good suggestion, I had the same ordeal except with sight and now that is slowly coming to me

although hearing was always there and working. 

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Tue Sep 29, 2015 8:52 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Satan666, is correct. 

Look Mein bro, your problem is simply, your focus is unskillful and its created a sense of expectation that is not
realistic and its causing you frustration when its not met. Fact is as mentioned by others its the daily drip that
hollows the stone. I found this out personally over the years. Some new levels took me by surprise. 

That path of success.........
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Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Wed Sep 30, 2015 10:23 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Look Mein bro, your problem is simply, your focus is unskillful and its created a sense of expectation that is not
realistic and its causing you frustration when its not met.

unskillful focus i fully agree

my expectations are basically , vibrate stuff into a chakra , have it release energy , that way i know im
empowering it :p

i dont know what is unrealistic about that , i just want that for now .

sound is the most extreme way of opening the soul , planetary alignments , consistency .

besides i believe this , that if you are not at the stage you want to be in spiritual advancement you probably dont
deserve it.

Thoughts become things.

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Wed Sep 30, 2015 10:50 am

BrandonM321
Wotanwarrior wrote:

It is possible that lack of your astral senses is due to a blockage in the crown chakra, I passed the same to me and
it turned out my crown chakra was totally blocked , I take many months unlock and now slowly my astral senses
are beginning to open, if your crown chakra which it is what connects you to the astral is blocked you can not see
and hear however much they try empower your points clairaudience, your third eye and your pineal gland.
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Posts: 119

Thank you for this advice, brother. I am beginning a 40 day program focused on unblocking my Crown chakra,
going to vibrate Thaur into it and program the energy to remove any blockages and then I'll send sexual energy
with the same intention to unblock the chakra.

The path we walk is full of danger, and with that danger it gives us pride, courage, and power. Forever with Satan, forever in his name.

HAIL SATAN!!

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Fri Oct 02, 2015 4:23 am

High Priest Lucius
Oria

Posts: 515

Opening and closing your daily practice with SATANAS is a good idea.

High Priest Lucius Oria

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: Practical Advancement of the Soul  Fri Oct 02, 2015 4:43 am

111111111111111111
do what works for you lol
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Posts: 1515
Location: Where

do what works for you lol

Lucius Oria wrote:

Opening and closing your daily practice with SATANAS is a good idea.

Thoughts become things.
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Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 6:29 am

AscendingSun

Posts: 80
Location: USA

Prometheus brought fire to man. Lucifer is the light bearer (fire). Satan gave knowledge to man. The stories are
similar, Prometheus may be Satan's greek name.

Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 9:41 am

Search this topic…  Search
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qdzero

Posts: 6

then who is Zeus and the orther gods?

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 12:56 pm

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

Here is something about Prometheus:

post32336.html?hilit=prometheus%20satan#p32336

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 1:20 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627

AscendingSun wrote:

Prometheus brought fire to man. Lucifer is the light bearer (fire). Satan gave knowledge to man. The stories are
similar, Prometheus may be Satan's greek name.

Satan's greek name? Satan has tons of Greek names.

Zues, Dionysus, Heracles, Korous (?), Helios, idr if there are others. read hp magesons posts in the announcement
section.
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---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/
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Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 8:29 pm

Wotanwarrior

Posts: 798
Location: Celtiberia

Olympics wrote:

AscendingSun wrote:

Prometheus brought fire to man. Lucifer is the light bearer (fire). Satan gave knowledge to man. The stories are
similar, Prometheus may be Satan's greek name.

Satan's greek name? Satan has tons of Greek names.

Zues, Dionysus, Heracles, Korous (?), Helios, idr if there are others. read hp magesons posts in the announcement
section.

Many legends of the gods in ancient cultures are allegories and concepts that have to do with spiritual
advancement and the metaphysics of the soul,Satan literally in greek mythology is the god Poseidon and Zeus is
the demon Mammon

Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628
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Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 8:30 pm

AscendingSun

Posts: 80
Location: USA

Olympics wrote:

Satan's greek name? Satan has tons of Greek names.

Zues, Dionysus, Heracles, Korous (?), Helios, idr if there are others. read hp magesons posts in the announcement
section.

Zeus is Mammon. Heracles is about a demi-god. I don't know about the others.
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Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 9:14 pm

Helion

Posts: 253

I always felt that Satan had to be Zeus because of how highly regarded he was, how he is the head of the gods,
and how Zeus is a spelling of Deus, which in Latin means God/deity, but is also translated as "the sky".
Peragamon, which is the alter of Zeus, was written in the bible as Satan's throne. Also, I think Zeus Ammon, and
the way he is depicted, is worth mentioning as well.

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 10:58 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Zeus is also called Ammon, Ammon or Atum the head God of Egypt as well. This is Zeus to the Greek and Dionysus
is the incarnation of Zeus into the microcosm. Dionysus is the second Zeus as Osiris is the second Atum and
Ganesh the second Shiva. Or Krisna the incarnation of Visnu. 

This is dealing with the Solar Logos. Hence Zeus ancient name is Santan Kouros. Which is Sanat Kumara in the
east. And He is shown as the eternal youth, colored blue, has a white bull, plays a flute and has a consort Radha
and 12 cowherds as friends. This is Krisna in India who the Purana's state is originally Sanat Kumara. Same with
Shiva in the south. Its the same over and over, with thousand of years of cultural diffusion.

Hermes, Dionysus, Hercules, Apollo the Logos archetypes are all from the primordial image of Zeus as Korous.
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Hermes, Dionysus, Hercules, Apollo the Logos archetypes are all from the primordial image of Zeus as Korous.
Greek culture was almost destroyed around the end of the Minoan period. Which the primordial phase ended with.
Gong back to Sanat Kumara who is Satan.

Helion wrote:

I always felt that Satan had to be Zeus because of how highly regarded he was, how he is the head of the gods, and
how Zeus is a spelling of Deus, which in Latin means God/deity, but is also translated as "the sky". Peragamon,
which is the alter of Zeus, was written in the bible as Satan's throne. Also, I think Zeus Ammon, and the way he is
depicted, is worth mentioning as well.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 11:51 pm
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111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

btw isnty Hermes Toth ? and what is up with his boots ?

Thoughts become things.

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Sun Oct 04, 2015 11:51 pm
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111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

Thoughts become things.

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 4:58 am

AscendingSun

Posts: 80
Location: USA

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Zeus is also called Ammon, Ammon or Atum the head God of Egypt as well. This is Zeus to the Greek and Dionysus
is the incarnation of Zeus into the microcosm. Dionysus is the second Zeus as Osiris is the second Atum and
Ganesh the second Shiva. Or Krisna the incarnation of Visnu. 

This is dealing with the Solar Logos. Hence Zeus ancient name is Santan Kouros. Which is Sanat Kumara in the
east. And He is shown as the eternal youth, colored blue, has a white bull, plays a flute and has a consort Radha
and 12 cowherds as friends. This is Krisna in India who the Purana's state is originally Sanat Kumara. Same with
Shiva in the south. Its the same over and over, with thousand of years of cultural diffusion.
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Hermes, Dionysus, Hercules, Apollo the Logos archetypes are all from the primordial image of Zeus as Korous.
Greek culture was almost destroyed around the end of the Minoan period. Which the primordial phase ended with.
Gong back to Sanat Kumara who is Satan.

On the JoS website it says Zeus, Osiris, and Satan are different gods, so that's what I was going by. 

"Prometheus is a Titan in Greek mythology, best known as the deity in Greek mythology who was the creator of
mankind and its greatest benefactor, who gifted mankind with fire stolen from Mount Olympus." 

And I mean this really sounds like Satan.

Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 6:39 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Keep debating over literalism. It goes nowhere, but more debate over literalism. Satan rules the concept of the
Logos which is the trine power of the guna's shown as the serpent. As it makes the cosmos in man. The mystery
schools where everywhere and retold the same concept with different characters over and over for centuries.
Shiva is Krisna in North India. Now how different are they perceived by literalist today. These debates always miss
the point and people who missed the point say they don't.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 7:02 am

AscendingSun

Posts: 80
Location: USA

AmonRa666 wrote:

btw isnty Hermes Toth ? and what is up with his boots ?

Yeah. 
"THOTH also known as “Hermes” [Greek], “Mercury” [Roman], “Tehuti,” “Ningishzidda,” and “Quetzalcoatl”
[Central America]"

Maybe the boots are meant to symbolize the sense of levity you get from Mercury energy.
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Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 8:42 am

Indigo Child

Posts: 29

The story of the Titans is just an allegory for overcoming the planets(the chakras) which is what our Gods did and
trying to teach you to do.

Visit us in peace and comfort 
Conclude us receivers of your mysteries, for why? 
We worship Satan/Lucifer in all his glory, 
Everlasting!

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 10:50 am

Olympics 卐
HP Mageson666 wrote:

Keep debating over literalism. It goes nowhere, but more debate over literalism. Satan rules the concept of the
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Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

Logos which is the trine power of the guna's shown as the serpent. As it makes the cosmos in man. The mystery
schools where everywhere and retold the same concept with different characters over and over for centuries. Shiva
is Krisna in North India. Now how different are they perceived by literalist today. These debates always miss the
point and people who missed the point say they don't.

well another thing that about what dude above is saying, he might not be informed of your... er... most recent
belief on the creation and purpose of man, perse.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 11:33 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Its not my belief, its the metaphysical doctrine of the Pagan Mystery schools east to west. Which is the doctrine of
the logos and the key to the magnum opus. But keep arguing over which literal being is so and so and what does
that get. More arguments like the one your trying to start and keep going. 
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well another thing that about what dude above is saying, he might not be informed of your... er... most recent belief
on the creation and purpose of man, perse.
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Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Its not my belief, its the metaphysical doctrine of the Pagan Mystery schools east to west. Which is the doctrine of
the logos and the key to the magnum opus. But keep arguing over which literal being is so and so and what does
that get. More arguments like the one your trying to start and keep going. 

well another thing that about what dude above is saying, he might not be informed of your... er... most recent
belief on the creation and purpose of man, perse.

No i meant with the part about prometheus going against the other gods and giving man fire, with the whole man
wasn't supposed to have knowledge thing, with the gold mining perspective and such. I was thinking maybe his
thought process was in line with that whereas you had said before something to the effect of the evidence points
to man was created as needed stewards to create a perfected civilization on the earth and the reward for
finishing this would be the godhood, how there was no ice age a planet blew up in between mars and earth
dropping a lot of liquid water, the ice caps, etc. Now in who Satan is, you are 100% right on this and I don't have
any arguement or disagreement on this at all, I was just saying the reason he thinks this might... be relevant to
this information which isn't on any page on the Joy of Satan that I know of. I have a horrible headache I'm sorry if
I didn't make my point too well.
'

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: Is Prometheus Satan?  Mon Oct 05, 2015 1:03 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The Platonist's mention that the images of the Gods of cruel characters and such where blasphemies later
inserted. From mentioned the real Greek tradition was the same as the Vedic metaphysic's of the Brahman, the
logos. So I don't know how much is valid or not as how much has been though the Xian authorities who rewrote
the past to confirm to their program. 

Olympics wrote:
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HP Mageson666 wrote:

Its not my belief, its the metaphysical doctrine of the Pagan Mystery schools east to west. Which is the doctrine
of the logos and the key to the magnum opus. But keep arguing over which literal being is so and so and what
does that get. More arguments like the one your trying to start and keep going. 

well another thing that about what dude above is saying, he might not be informed of your... er... most
recent belief on the creation and purpose of man, perse.

No i meant with the part about prometheus going against the other gods and giving man fire, with the whole man
wasn't supposed to have knowledge thing, with the gold mining perspective and such. I was thinking maybe his
thought process was in line with that whereas you had said before something to the effect of the evidence points to
man was created as needed stewards to create a perfected civilization on the earth and the reward for finishing this
would be the godhood, how there was no ice age a planet blew up in between mars and earth dropping a lot of liquid
water, the ice caps, etc. Now in who Satan is, you are 100% right on this and I don't have any arguement or
disagreement on this at all, I was just saying the reason he thinks this might... be relevant to this information
which isn't on any page on the Joy of Satan that I know of. I have a horrible headache I'm sorry if I didn't make my
point too well.
'
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Cultural Judasim

As we will note Liberalism and Communism are born from the same Jewish Illuminati Manifesto. And that this all
comes from the secularization of Jewish Christianity. Its simply all Cultural Judaism. 

Western Liberalism came from the Jacobin French Revolution and its Jewish Illuminati Manifesto was penned by
the Jewish leaders, Jacob Frank and Adam Weishaupt which is the birth of Communism-Liberalism. With the
Rothschild's and other Jewish leaders behind this movement. Indeed Jew Trotsky confessed the start of the
Communist revolution was in France by the Jacobin's. The Jacobin's and their Liberal ideology in the next century
went thought a name change. The Jacobin's became the Communist League and the Illuminati Liberal manifesto
became the Communist Manifesto The Frist International was a Liberal affair with many such sects of the Jewish
Liberal revolution born in France attending the Communists among such. 
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Communism And Free Masonry:
topic1477.html

This agenda was outlined in six basic ideals by the Jews:
The six main points of Weishaupt doctrine is the abolition of: 
1.Ordered or nationalistic governments in the form of monarchies. 
2.Private property. 
3.Inheritance rights. 
4.Patriotism to nationalist causes. 
5.Social order in families, sexual prohibition laws and all moral codes. 
6.All religious disciplines based on faith in a living God, as opposed to faith in nature, man, and reason. 

This is the aim of Liberalism. We are living in this today. Destroy all organic boundaries in the way of a Jewish One
World Order. 

This is most apparent for those who don't understand in the very fact Cultural MARXISM is simply a confessed
Radical Liberal political movement. As stated by its own Jewish creators. Its the continuation of what the Jews
laded out in their Illuminati Manifesto. Communism and Liberalism show themselves as the same. 

On Cultural Marxism

Here is the open confession from the Jews that Liberalism is simply a weapon of cultural Judaism to annihilate the
host nations, races, cultures, identities, and even the family. So that the Jewish Race can rule the ruins. As they
laid out centuries ago. 

"Indeed, the goal of producing political propaganda by using the methods of social science was self-consciously
articulated by Horkheimer."

"The closest that the Frankfurt School ever came to defining utopia. The envisioned utopian society is one in which
Judaism can continue as a cohesive group but in which cohesive, nationalist, corporate gentile groups based on
conformity to group norms have been abolished as manifestations of psychopathology."

"Gentile nationalism and close family relationships are an indication of psychiatric disorder. At a deep level the
work of the Frankfurt School is addressed to altering Western societies in an attempt to make them resistant to
anti-Semitism by pathologizing gentile group affiliations....The opposition of Jewish intellectuals to cohesive gentile
groups and a homogeneous gentile culture has perhaps not been sufficiently emphasized."
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"Frankfurt School may be described as a form of radical individualism that nevertheless despised capitalism-and
promoted individualism in which all forms of gentile collectivism are condemned as an indication of societal or
individual pathology. Thus in Horkhiemer's essay on German Jews the true enemy of the Jews is gentile
collectivity's of any kind, and especially nationalism."

The Jews admit they created a Liberal based pseudo science to declare all opposition to Cultural Judaism a mental
illness this includes declaring all Racialism, Nationalism, Cultural Pride, Family existence, a mental illness. This same
method was employed by the Jewish Soviet Union who's constitution was the same Liberal document penned in
the Illuminati Manifesto of the Jews. Anti Semitism was also listed as mental disease and treated with a
Commissar's bullet to the back of the head. The terms Racism, Sexism, Xenophobic and on all come from them
here. To attack all Gentile racial and cultural existence. 

The Jew's today use the term NAZI and Fascist as well mixed in with this. This is Jew speak.

NAZI, FASCIST are Jew speak for Bad Goyim.

Tolerant, Liberal, Multi Culturist, are Jew speak for Dumb Goyim.

Which one are you?

Jews in America where also behind the creation of bogus science to push this same political agenda of racial
egalitarianism the gospel of the Liberal. They took over the scientific institutions and ruined them with a Jewish
political agenda. Preaching all races are the same and where all one race, this lie is right from the Jews. And a
major key to their aim of a Jew World Order.

The Jew Boas and his fellow Jews created this pseudo science to mask their Jewish racial agenda against the
West. 

"By 1915 the Boasians controlled the American Anthropological Association and held a two-thirds majority on its
Executive Board."

"Boas also opposed research on human genetics- what Derek Freeman terms is "obscurantist antipathy to
genetics." Boas and his students were intensely concerned with pushing an ideological agenda within the
American anthropological profession. Freeman commitment to a common viewpoint, and an agenda to dominate
the institutional structure of anthropology. They were a compact group with a clear intellectual and political
agenda rather than individualist seekers of disinterested truth."
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"It is interesting in this regard that the members of the Boasian school who achieved the greatest public renown
were two gentiles. Benedict and Mead. , gentiles became the publicly visible spokespersons for a movement
dominated by Jews. Indeed, like Freud, Boas recruited gentiles into his movement out of concern "that his
Jewishness would make his science appear partisan and thus compromised." Boas engaged in a "life-long assault
on the idea that race was a primary source of the differences to be found in the mental or social capabilities of
human groups."

"Boas almost single-handedly, developed in America the concept of culture, which, like a powerful solvent, would
in time expunge race from the literature of social science"
"Boas did not arrive at the position from a disinterested, scientific inquiry into a vexed if controversial question..
There is no doubt hat he had a deep interest in collecting evidence and designing arguments that would rebut or
refute an ideological outlook-racism-which he considered restrictive upon individuals and undesirable for
society...there is a persistent interest in pressing his social values upon the profession and the public."

The Jews have used this to create the platform to open the boarders on the West today and exterminate the
White Race. All this is laid out in the Jewish Bible. The gospel of Jewish domination. The end perfected world and
humanity are a race of sexless, identity less, Nationless, Raceless, slaves who toil for the Jewish masters of the
New Zion. The real Jewish Illuminati Manifesto was the Bible. The Jews have just brought what was up in the sky
down to earth.

Source

All quotes are from the:

The Culture Of Critique, by Kevin Mac Donald.
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 6:04 am

Keil

Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Is there nothing of the modern day and history the Jews haven't pissed all over? I never liked politics and always
remained strictly anarchistic. I dislike governments, leaders, presidents, laws, police, things that are just 'offical'.
Crimes and murder wouldn't be as abundant as it is if there was no mental illness. People have their own sense
of morality and can decipher what is right and what is wrong on their own terms. Naturally humans are not evil
and murderous, but because of all this jewish filth and corruption humanity has stooped to such a low point that
they're basically forced to follow these leaders and laws, and I believe it's slowly killing everyone. I believe
humanity can be capable of a world without politics and governments, I believe in a world where people can
create their own peace and live without laws that punish you. Let the people decide what is 'right' and what is
'wrong', let them all be police, let them all be lawyers, let them all decide on their own with the knowledge and
truth that Satan is their true creator and who they really are. 
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I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 6:33 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Thank you Commissar Spartacus the dictatorship of the proletariat will rise and wipe away the class enemies,
nations, races, states, cultures which are all Fascist ideologies to keep the workers of the world from Freedumb.
Except for the Jewish People of course.

Its like your trolling here Keil Maoist commie pic and all. You just proclaimed the jooz doctrine of subversive
nonsense as its somehow against the jews. This is on par with phoney anti Semitic Xianity. Its like your
channeling the ghost of Weishaupt.

You do understand the Anarchist leaders where mainly all jooz like Emma Goldman? And that the Anarchists and
Communist where all part of the Frist International and allies in the Communist revolution right? That Anarchism is
just another liberal sect from the Jewish revolution in France right? Its cultural Judaism. 

I suggest you dejooz yourself. Your in NAZI town now.

Keil wrote:

Is there nothing of the modern day and history the Jews haven't pissed all over? I never liked politics and always
remained strictly anarchistic. I dislike governments, leaders, presidents, laws, police, things that are just 'offical'.
Crimes and murder wouldn't be as abundant as it is if there was no mental illness. People have their own sense of
morality and can decipher what is right and what is wrong on their own terms. Naturally humans are not evil and
murderous, but because of all this jewish filth and corruption humanity has stooped to such a low point that they're
basically forced to follow these leaders and laws, and I believe it's slowly killing everyone. I believe humanity can be
capable of a world without politics and governments, I believe in a world where people can create their own peace
and live without laws that punish you. Let the people decide what is 'right' and what is 'wrong', let them all be
police, let them all be lawyers, let them all decide on their own with the knowledge and truth that Satan is their true
creator and who they really are. 
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 8:24 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

Kiel, you are preaching jewish liberal ideologies. Anarchism is jewish. We are Spiritual Satanist. If one is a Spiritual
Satanist then one is a Nazi. There is no other way around that logic. We don't mix with jewish programs. It is
like oil and water.

I advice you start to deprogram your self from the jewish nonsense unless you don't wish to be a Spiritual
Satanist.
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 1:18 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370

Hello Keil I can understand the sentiments behind your post, and so I compiled some quotes that are just
entertaining, informative, and to also even help me put my thoughts together on this. Through research and
scholarship I hope we can all learn and form our own realizations, to become self-productive and independent
thinkers. There are also some links about Anarchism so we can all see for ourselves what it's original purpose and
creation meant, to what it has been corrupted to today. It is no secret that in it's earliest inceptions Anarchy was
Nationalist and liberationist, and opposed to Marxism, Christianity, and all forms of centralization. Tell me if some
of these ideas sound similar to something we know.

To sum up all of below, this link does an amazing job.
http://golden-dawn-international-newsro ... ctics.html

“The liberty of man consists solely in this, that he obeys the laws of nature because he has himself recognized
them as such, and not because they have been imposed upon him externally by any foreign will whatsoever,
human or divine, collective or individual.”
― Mikhail Bakunin

“But here steps in Satan, the eternal rebel, the first freethinker and the emancipator of worlds. He makes man
ashamed of his bestial ignorance and obedience; he emancipates him, stamps upon his brow the seal of liberty
and humanity, in urging him to disobey and eat of the fruit of knowledge.”
― Mikhail Bakunin

Bakunin on Marx and Rothschild
“Himself a Jew, Marx has around him, in London and France, but especially in Germany, a multitude of more or less
clever, intriguing, mobile, speculating Jews, such as Jews are every where: commercial or banking agents, writers,
politicians, correspondents for newspapers of all shades, with one foot in the bank, the other in the socialist
movement, and with their behinds sitting on the German daily press — they have taken possession of all the
newspapers — and you can imagine what kind of sickening literature they produce. Now, this entire Jewish world,
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which forms a single profiteering sect, a people of blooksuckers, a single gluttonnous parasite, closely and
intimately united not only across national borders but across all differences of political opinion — this Jewish world
today stands for the most part at the disposal of Marx and at the same time at the disposal of Rothschild. I am
certain that Rothschild for his part greatly values the merits of Marx, and that Marx for his part feels instinctive
attraction and great respect for Rothschild.

This may seem strange. What can there be in common between Communism and the large banks? Oh! The
Communism of Marx seeks enormous centralization in the state, and where such exists, there must inevitably be a
central state bank, and where such a bank exists, the parasitic Jewish nation, which. speculates on the work of
the people, will always find a way to prevail ....”
Source: http://www.connexions.org/RedMenace/Doc ... schild.htm
― Mikhail Bakunin

"I am sure that, on the one hand, the Rothschilds appreciate the merits of Marx, and that on the other hand, Marx
feels an instinctive inclination and a great respect for the Rothschilds."
― Mikhail Bakunin

"Does it follow that I reject all authority? Perish the thought. In the matter of boots, I defer to the authority of the
boot-maker."
― Mikhail Bakunin

Alternative to Darwinism
" In the animal world we have seen that the vast majority of species live in societies, and that they find in
association the best arms for the struggle for life: understood, of course, in its wide Darwinian sense – not as a
struggle for the sheer means of existence, but as a struggle against all natural conditions unfavourable to the
species. The animal species[...] in which individual struggle has been reduced to its narrowest limits[...] and the
practice of mutual aid has attained the greatest development[...] are invariably the most numerous, the most
prosperous, and the most open to further progress. The mutual protection which is obtained in this case, the
possibility of attaining old age and of accumulating experience, the higher intellectual development, and the
further growth of sociable habits, secure the maintenance of the species, its extension, and its further progressive
evolution. The unsociable species, on the contrary, are doomed to decay.
— Peter Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (1902), Conclusion."
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Kropotkin

"Those who are in agriculture or gardening know the costs of preserving their plants from the invasion of the
parasitic species that join battle with them over the light and the chemical elements of the earth, without which
they cannot survive. The strongest plant, which is best adapted to the particular conditions of climate and soil and
which still develops with relative vigor naturally tends to stifle all others. It is a silent struggle, but one without
truce. And the whole force of human intervention is required to protect the preferred plants against this deadly
invasion.
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In the animal world the same struggle recurs, only with more dramatic commotion and noise. The extinction is no
longer silent and insensitive. Blood flows; the devoured, tortured animal fills the air with its cries of distress. Man,
the animal, that can speak, finally utters the first word in this struggle, and that word is patriotism."

(Open Letters to Swiss Comrades, 1869-1871)

As for me myself I am more concerned with what the inner meaning of a word is really intended and supposed to
mean because that is it's own truth that it expresses. If anything we must legally work to take back what words
are supposed to originally mean. This especially true for Satanism. And should also be true for many original
human ideas such as Anarchism because by leaving out the jew and in understanding what something is originally
supposed to mean we can learn so much more and progress in our thought and knowledge.

The Anarchist thought was immensely infiltrated and subverted by jews and marxists so that it went from
espousing National liberation, proto-fascist syndicalism, and even an alternative to Darwinism, to what it is today.
Namely a bunch of beta jew-wannabees and hard core violent criminals whose greatest ambition in life is to
strong arm for cultural marxists (in short the exact opposite of what they are originally started as). Anarchy itself
means "without beginning" in Greek, I'm guessing that's to display in non-linear outlook correct me if I'm wrong.

The jew, in it's nastiness, even tries to strip the Dharma away from our very words and languages.
However it is to me abundantly clear that the original philosophical and revolutionary spirit or Anarchism is, at the
very least, a forerunner or precursor to National Socialism, and all the expressed forms of National Socialist
economics, government, esotericism, science, and philosophy. I think real Anarchism in it's evolution rightfully
belongs to the National Socialists, who are the enemies of communism. Real Anarchism in it's evolution does not
belong with the communists. Bakunin waas right.

Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 6:38 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

This is bubble gum commentary, Marx himself wrote a piece to appear a critic of jooz in public. So what? This is all
the same radical liberal twaddle from the pages of Weishaupt who hid his Jewishness to the public like Marx tried
to do. Just because an Anarchist leader of one faction of many, disagreed with Marx on somethings, does not
mean anything. They where still allies in the First International. 

Because the real disagreement was superficial of different means to obtain the same ideology. Protestants
disagree with Catholic's and so what. The same Anarchist fought with the Marxist in Russia.
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Chris666 wrote:

Hello Keil I can understand the sentiments behind your post, and so I compiled some quotes that are just
entertaining, informative, and to also even help me put my thoughts together on this. Through research and
scholarship I hope we can all learn and form our own realizations, to become self-productive and independent
thinkers. There are also some links about Anarchism so we can all see for ourselves what it's original purpose and
creation meant, to what it has been corrupted to today. It is no secret that in it's earliest inceptions Anarchy was
Nationalist and liberationist, and opposed to Marxism, Christianity, and all forms of centralization. Tell me if some of
these ideas sound similar to something we know.

To sum up all of below, this link does an amazing job.
http://golden-dawn-international-newsro ... ctics.html

“The liberty of man consists solely in this, that he obeys the laws of nature because he has himself recognized
them as such, and not because they have been imposed upon him externally by any foreign will whatsoever,
human or divine, collective or individual.”
― Mikhail Bakunin

“But here steps in Satan, the eternal rebel, the first freethinker and the emancipator of worlds. He makes man
ashamed of his bestial ignorance and obedience; he emancipates him, stamps upon his brow the seal of liberty and
humanity, in urging him to disobey and eat of the fruit of knowledge.”
― Mikhail Bakunin

Bakunin on Marx and Rothschild
“Himself a Jew, Marx has around him, in London and France, but especially in Germany, a multitude of more or less
clever, intriguing, mobile, speculating Jews, such as Jews are every where: commercial or banking agents, writers,
politicians, correspondents for newspapers of all shades, with one foot in the bank, the other in the socialist
movement, and with their behinds sitting on the German daily press — they have taken possession of all the
newspapers — and you can imagine what kind of sickening literature they produce. Now, this entire Jewish world,
which forms a single profiteering sect, a people of blooksuckers, a single gluttonnous parasite, closely and
intimately united not only across national borders but across all differences of political opinion — this Jewish world
today stands for the most part at the disposal of Marx and at the same time at the disposal of Rothschild. I am
certain that Rothschild for his part greatly values the merits of Marx, and that Marx for his part feels instinctive
attraction and great respect for Rothschild.

This may seem strange. What can there be in common between Communism and the large banks? Oh! The
Communism of Marx seeks enormous centralization in the state, and where such exists, there must inevitably be a
central state bank, and where such a bank exists, the parasitic Jewish nation, which. speculates on the work of the
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central state bank, and where such a bank exists, the parasitic Jewish nation, which. speculates on the work of the
people, will always find a way to prevail ....”
Source: http://www.connexions.org/RedMenace/Doc ... schild.htm
― Mikhail Bakunin

"I am sure that, on the one hand, the Rothschilds appreciate the merits of Marx, and that on the other hand, Marx
feels an instinctive inclination and a great respect for the Rothschilds."
― Mikhail Bakunin

"Does it follow that I reject all authority? Perish the thought. In the matter of boots, I defer to the authority of the
boot-maker."
― Mikhail Bakunin

Alternative to Darwinism
" In the animal world we have seen that the vast majority of species live in societies, and that they find in
association the best arms for the struggle for life: understood, of course, in its wide Darwinian sense – not as a
struggle for the sheer means of existence, but as a struggle against all natural conditions unfavourable to the
species. The animal species[...] in which individual struggle has been reduced to its narrowest limits[...] and the
practice of mutual aid has attained the greatest development[...] are invariably the most numerous, the most
prosperous, and the most open to further progress. The mutual protection which is obtained in this case, the
possibility of attaining old age and of accumulating experience, the higher intellectual development, and the further
growth of sociable habits, secure the maintenance of the species, its extension, and its further progressive
evolution. The unsociable species, on the contrary, are doomed to decay.
— Peter Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (1902), Conclusion."
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Kropotkin

"Those who are in agriculture or gardening know the costs of preserving their plants from the invasion of the
parasitic species that join battle with them over the light and the chemical elements of the earth, without which
they cannot survive. The strongest plant, which is best adapted to the particular conditions of climate and soil and
which still develops with relative vigor naturally tends to stifle all others. It is a silent struggle, but one without
truce. And the whole force of human intervention is required to protect the preferred plants against this deadly
invasion.

In the animal world the same struggle recurs, only with more dramatic commotion and noise. The extinction is no
longer silent and insensitive. Blood flows; the devoured, tortured animal fills the air with its cries of distress. Man,
the animal, that can speak, finally utters the first word in this struggle, and that word is patriotism."

(Open Letters to Swiss Comrades, 1869-1871)

As for me myself I am more concerned with what the inner meaning of a word is really intended and supposed to
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mean because that is it's own truth that it expresses. If anything we must legally work to take back what words
are supposed to originally mean. This especially true for Satanism. And should also be true for many original human
ideas such as Anarchism because by leaving out the jew and in understanding what something is originally
supposed to mean we can learn so much more and progress in our thought and knowledge.

The Anarchist thought was immensely infiltrated and subverted by jews and marxists so that it went from
espousing National liberation, proto-fascist syndicalism, and even an alternative to Darwinism, to what it is today.
Namely a bunch of beta jew-wannabees and hard core violent criminals whose greatest ambition in life is to strong
arm for cultural marxists (in short the exact opposite of what they are originally started as). Anarchy itself means
"without beginning" in Greek, I'm guessing that's to display in non-linear outlook correct me if I'm wrong.

The jew, in it's nastiness, even tries to strip the Dharma away from our very words and languages.
However it is to me abundantly clear that the original philosophical and revolutionary spirit or Anarchism is, at the
very least, a forerunner or precursor to National Socialism, and all the expressed forms of National Socialist
economics, government, esotericism, science, and philosophy. I think real Anarchism in it's evolution rightfully
belongs to the National Socialists, who are the enemies of communism. Real Anarchism in it's evolution does not
belong with the communists. Bakunin waas right.
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 10:58 pm

Chris666

Posts: 370 HP Mageson666 wrote:

This is bubble gum commentary, Marx himself wrote a piece to appear a critic of jooz in public. So what? This is all
the same radical liberal twaddle from the pages of Weishaupt who hid his Jewishness to the public like Marx tried to
do. Just because an Anarchist leader of one faction of many, disagreed with Marx on somethings, does not mean
anything. They where still allies in the First International. 

Because the real disagreement was superficial of different means to obtain the same ideology. Protestants disagree
with Catholic's and so what. The same Anarchist fought with the Marxist in Russia.

Aaaaahhhhh, huh. I take for granted that they argue about superficial words. I didn't know that.
I actually though they were substantially different ideologies. I needed that.

Do they argue about different divisions of labor on order to distract focus and advancement from divisions in
Human disciplines?

Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 11:37 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

I think Keil needs to study with more concentration.
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Posts: 3946

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Cultural Judasim  Thu Oct 08, 2015 11:39 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Anarchist's all march in support of cultural Marxism its obvious why. Just different sects of the same atheist xianity.
Its like the article I wrote on Libertarian's just another liberal sect of the same Jew nonsense all its ideologues are
also Jews who where working for the international Jewish leaders like the Rothschild's. Just like Weishaupt and
Marx.

Anyway the Libertarian's are hipster liberals, nothing else they always make this big stink of how they not those
mainstream liberals, their different. The law passed in Indiana that protects business owners right to
discriminate.....They all flipped out and joined in the liberal protest hymn of the mainstream liberal. So what's the
difference. Their both down at Starcuck's.

Chris666 wrote:
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HP Mageson666 wrote:

This is bubble gum commentary, Marx himself wrote a piece to appear a critic of jooz in public. So what? This is
all the same radical liberal twaddle from the pages of Weishaupt who hid his Jewishness to the public like Marx
tried to do. Just because an Anarchist leader of one faction of many, disagreed with Marx on somethings, does
not mean anything. They where still allies in the First International. 

Because the real disagreement was superficial of different means to obtain the same ideology. Protestants
disagree with Catholic's and so what. The same Anarchist fought with the Marxist in Russia.

Aaaaahhhhh, huh. I take for granted that they argue about superficial words. I didn't know that.
I actually though they were substantially different ideologies. I needed that.

Do they argue about different divisions of labor on order to distract focus and advancement from divisions in Human
disciplines?
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Sums up Keil's Shit Post  Thu Oct 08, 2015 11:51 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Fri Oct 09, 2015 1:36 am

Chris666

Posts: 370

Just when I figured Cultural Judaism is an oxymoron, but then I had a second thought trying to get the bigger
picture.

culture (n.) 
mid-15c., "the tilling of land," from Middle French culture and directly from Latin cultura "a cultivating, agriculture,"
figuratively "care, culture, an honoring," from past participle stem of colere "tend, guard, cultivate, till" (see
colony). The figurative sense of "cultivation through education" is first attested c. 1500. Meaning "the intellectual
side of civilization" is from 1805; that of "collective customs and achievements of a people" is from 1867. 
For without culture or holiness, which are always the gift of a very few, a man may renounce wealth or any other
external thing, but he cannot renounce hatred, envy, jealousy, revenge. Culture is the sanctity of the intellect.
[William Butler Yeats]
Slang culture vulture is from 1947. Culture shock first recorded 1940.
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Source: http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=culture

Cultural Judaism, I get it. Of Jews tilling the land.

Back to the main topic:
From the poster, my favorite quote has got to be... (sarcastic)
"Anarchism isn't a downward spiral to pure bloodshed and chaos but an ongoing revolution of democracy taken
seriously."
In Soviet Russia, you don't find party, but party find you!
In Soviet Anarchy, you don't downward spiral to pure bloodshed, but ongoing revolution of democracy for you!
I'm sure what they really mean is "In other words it's not murder but a testing the sharpness of a blade in an
ongoing fashion in a serious manner."

Re: Cultural Judasim  Mon Oct 12, 2015 8:32 am

Keil

Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Nothing is safe! I don't know what else to believe any more other than Satanism! You're all trying so hard to tell
me how much of an idiot I am for advocating anarchy, and I've never felt so stupid in my life... actually that might
be a lie. I'm usually very skeptical about everything but I guess with the whole anarchy thing I never even
bothered to research because it seemed pretty straight forward. But I wasn't lying about the whole humanity at
peace without 'official' order. I sincerely believe it's a possibility, or at least I did. My skeptical nature has kicked in
again and my mind went back to a jumbled puzzle. What does that make me though? I refuse to be anarchist with
consideration of it's corrupted level. If I'm not anarchist and I don't trust/believe in political leaders, what am I? I
feel like I'm lost at the super market all over again. Maybe I should stop trying to automatically categorize myself
because it seems to be something that overrides my natural urge to research something before I even talk about
it or become part of it... yea... I'll do that. I'm my own person. I'm just me. An individual with his own beliefs, not
automatically organized into some group without intensive research and my true consent.... I have a long ways to
go before I ever become an Information Broker.

Um.... uh how do you guys do your research? heh........... oh man I really need to rethink everything I know.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: Cultural Judasim  Mon Oct 12, 2015 8:47 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The point of Satanism is to cultivate a supreme spiritual order of life, that is the super conscious revelation of the
divine order of the cosmos as they manifest via the laws of nature. A ORDER of life upon the very underlying
transcendental mechanics of eternal existence. 

Today we call this National Socialism in exoteric, political form.

Keil wrote:

Nothing is safe! I don't know what else to believe any more other than Satanism! You're all trying so hard to tell me
how much of an idiot I am for advocating anarchy, and I've never felt so stupid in my life... actually that might be a
lie. I'm usually very skeptical about everything but I guess with the whole anarchy thing I never even bothered to
research because it seemed pretty straight forward. But I wasn't lying about the whole humanity at peace without
'official' order. I sincerely believe it's a possibility, or at least I did. My skeptical nature has kicked in again and my
mind went back to a jumbled puzzle. What does that make me though? I refuse to be anarchist with consideration
of it's corrupted level. If I'm not anarchist and I don't trust/believe in political leaders, what am I? I feel like I'm lost
at the super market all over again. Maybe I should stop trying to automatically categorize myself because it seems
to be something that overrides my natural urge to research something before I even talk about it or become part of
it... yea... I'll do that. I'm my own person. I'm just me. An individual with his own beliefs, not automatically
organized into some group without intensive research and my true consent.... I have a long ways to go before I
ever become an Information Broker.

Um.... uh how do you guys do your research? heh........... oh man I really need to rethink everything I know.
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Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Mon Oct 19, 2015 10:23 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented By Science Already

This is from an answer I gave in the groups:

Back in the 19th century the president of the Royal Society in England the top ranking scientific society, Sir William
Crookes and the co founder of the Theory of Evolution with Darwin, Alfred Russell Wallace. The Theory of Evolution
was called the Darwin-Wallace Theory originally. Documented the existence of human siddhi's. From telekinesis
and levitation under scientific conditions. In the case of Daniel Hume. Hume once levitated in front of the scientists
up into the air out the open window on the third floor and came back through another open window this just one
ability Hume demonstrated. There is also a book "The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries" published by two America
researchers who went into the Soviet Union and documented numerous cases of people who have been tested
by Scientist's under lab conditions and have the same abilities Hume did along with other powerful psychic
abilities. Dr. Radin has also documented the fact humans have ESP in numerous lab tests. You have the numerous
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works of Rupert Sheldrake on the subject. The prominent Nobel Prize winner's in physic's Pierre and Marie Currie
documented the same abilities of telekinesis and other psychic abilities in the psychology institute in Paris. After
years of studying such individuals under lab conditions they wrote to their fellow colleagues in the physic's
community and stated the Siddhi's are absolutely real and must be taken into accountability. 

As Radin stated in his lecture on taboo on Physic abilities. The scientific community has a taboo against
researching physic abilities you can lose your career. This is why Wallace's name was taken off the Theory of
Evolution and Darwin's was left.

Science and the taboo of psi" with Dean Radin:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw_O9Qiwqew

The test your mentioning is by James Randi. There was a lawyer who wrote a report on this. The contract Randi
offers is not a legal document and is designed so that Randi can you deny you no matter what even if he can't
disprove anything you demonstrated. This is what happens people go and prove they have abilities and get
denied anyway. This challenge is biased to the point its a purposeful fraud. This has lead to law suits against him
and his fake challenge:

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rsuit1.htm

Seems Randi might not be as honest as he claims:

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rested.htm

So who is this nobody who has never been able to proved any evidence of the Siddhi's again....

ac32598 wrote:

Just curious as to why nobody has been able to provide concrete evidence of magick. I know there are certain
people who offer a reward if someone can prove they have occult ability bu noone has been able to pass the test
I would think someone adept at magick would easily be able to provide proof of magick such as pyrokinesis is this
because Jews prevent actual evidence from ever getting out to the public if not y?
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Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Tue Oct 20, 2015 3:58 am

High Priestess
Zildar Raasi666 There was also an interesting documentary made back in the 80's, called Ring of Fire, that featured a monk who

had psychic abilities including telekinesis and pyrokinesis. They filmed him setting news paper a light seemingly
with his hand and moving objects. But after a few weeks of filming, the monk vanished and left behind a note that
said he had been warned not to showcase his abilities anymore. So the film crew had to disband and following
this, they were ridiculed and accused of being frauds, yet no one could ever debunk the footage. One of the men
who had been part of the investigation was a qualified doctor and Scientist. He swore by the legitimacy of the
footage as well as the direct experiences he had with this man until the day he died.

Then, the governments of the world have many psychics who work for them in operations such as spying. Many
ex-Secret Agents of the CIA, for example, who worked as psychic spies have come forward with their testimonies
and tried to offer proof. But they are quickly shut up with threats and made to look like nut-jobs and wackos. You
can find a lot of information on this if you research. The Russian communist government also employed many
psychics, including a woman by the name of Nina Kulagina who had a talent for psychic spying. If these abilities
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Posts: 79

were not real, governments would not be spending copious amounts of money in order to fund them and use to
their benefit. The thing is, these same governments (controlled by the jews) don't want YOU as a public civilian to
know about these abilities. As YOU knowing about them can take the power out of THEIR hands and means that
they will no longer be able to control you. Hence why these abilities, as HP Mageson called them: THE SIDDHI'S,
are not widely known about and kept under heavy wraps in the jewish mainstream media. 

These abilities are gifts from our Gods, as passed down genetically and the means to develop them given to us by
Satan and recorded in our Ancient Teachings.

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!! 

And it's whispered that soon, if we all call the tune,
Then the piper will lead us to reason.
And a new day will dawn for those who stand long,
And the forests will echo with laughter.
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Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Tue Oct 20, 2015 7:55 am

Way_Seeker666

Posts: 252

There's a documentary series called The 5th Dimension, I have an excerpt from one which is about Nina Kulagina.
It shows her demonstrating Telekinesis.
I've also seen repeated mention of governments using Psychic Spies and even an official CIA manual on Remote
Viewing. Charles Cosimano talks about having worked for the government as a Psychic and even being invovled in
psychic combat with those working for other governments. He apparently killed some of them with the help of
radionics, but who knows.
There are modern cases in the documentaries too, like a professional gambler who influences the outcomes of the
games to win. And sadly the poojoo uri gellar or whatever who admitted greys work through him and spiralled
into weeks of depressive self-pity when surprised with a request to demonstrate on a TV show, LOL. "Oi vey, I
need time to call my reptillian masters! Waaaa waaaa poo me! I mean poo on me! no I mean poor me!!"
Anyways I see there are a bunch of these documentaries on youtube now. If they're as good as the bit I've seen
they're worth watching but I don't know. I'll check then out.

Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Tue Oct 20, 2015 9:13 am

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented By Science Already

This is from an answer I gave in the groups:

Back in the 19th century the president of the Royal Society in England the top ranking scientific society, Sir William
Crookes and the co founder of the Theory of Evolution with Darwin, Alfred Russell Wallace. The Theory of Evolution
was called the Darwin-Wallace Theory originally. Documented the existence of human siddhi's. From telekinesis and
levitation under scientific conditions. In the case of Daniel Hume. Hume once levitated in front of the scientists up
into the air out the open window on the third floor and came back through another open window this just one ability
Hume demonstrated. There is also a book "The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries" published by two America
researchers who went into the Soviet Union and documented numerous cases of people who have been tested by
Scientist's under lab conditions and have the same abilities Hume did along with other powerful psychic abilities. Dr.
Radin has also documented the fact humans have ESP in numerous lab tests. You have the numerous works of
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Rupert Sheldrake on the subject. The prominent Nobel Prize winner's in physic's Pierre and Marie Currie documented
the same abilities of telekinesis and other psychic abilities in the psychology institute in Paris. After years of
studying such individuals under lab conditions they wrote to their fellow colleagues in the physic's community and
stated the Siddhi's are absolutely real and must be taken into accountability. 

As Radin stated in his lecture on taboo on Physic abilities. The scientific community has a taboo against researching
physic abilities you can lose your career. This is why Wallace's name was taken off the Theory of Evolution and
Darwin's was left.

Science and the taboo of psi" with Dean Radin:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw_O9Qiwqew

The test your mentioning is by James Randi. There was a lawyer who wrote a report on this. The contract Randi
offers is not a legal document and is designed so that Randi can you deny you no matter what even if he can't
disprove anything you demonstrated. This is what happens people go and prove they have abilities and get denied
anyway. This challenge is biased to the point its a purposeful fraud. This has lead to law suits against him and his
fake challenge:

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rsuit1.htm

Seems Randi might not be as honest as he claims:

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rested.htm

So who is this nobody who has never been able to proved any evidence of the Siddhi's again....

ac32598 wrote:

Just curious as to why nobody has been able to provide concrete evidence of magick. I know there are certain
people who offer a reward if someone can prove they have occult ability bu noone has been able to pass the test I
would think someone adept at magick would easily be able to provide proof of magick such as pyrokinesis is this
because Jews prevent actual evidence from ever getting out to the public if not y?

Hey your bottom 2 links are broken.
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Sieg Heil Father Satan! 

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/
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Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Tue Oct 20, 2015 11:29 am

Black Ninja 666

Posts: 1451

High Priestess Zildar Raasi666 wrote:

There was also an interesting documentary made back in the 80's, called Ring of Fire, that featured a monk who
had psychic abilities including telekinesis and pyrokinesis. They filmed him setting news paper a light seemingly
with his hand and moving objects. But after a few weeks of filming, the monk vanished and left behind a note that
said he had been warned not to showcase his abilities anymore. So the film crew had to disband and following this,
they were ridiculed and accused of being frauds, yet no one could ever debunk the footage. One of the men who had
been part of the investigation was a qualified doctor and Scientist. He swore by the legitimacy of the footage as well
as the direct experiences he had with this man until the day he died.

John Chang.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdYM0vNufwc
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_ ... john+chang
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=john+chang

"To me truth and falsehood are known." "The meaning of life is to better yourself and the universe." - Satan

HAIL SATAN!

Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Tue Oct 20, 2015 1:34 pm

Xanthos666
I see things happen before it happens, I have noticed that when I acknowledge what is going to happen it
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Posts: 48
Location: Oregon

I see things happen before it happens, I have noticed that when I acknowledge what is going to happen it
changes slightly, but when I just let it happen everything plays along the same as in my head. P.S. not worried
about getting abducted from this post as anyone who tries will more than likely not succeed.

"To be afraid of ones creation is to fear imperfection."

Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Wed Oct 21, 2015 8:17 am

Indigo Child
Anyone with a large amount of bioelectricity can easily effect most modern electronic devices. Speakers and weak
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Posts: 29

Anyone with a large amount of bioelectricity can easily effect most modern electronic devices. Speakers and weak
lights are by far the easiest but that doesn't mean you shouldn't practice on other things like routers and
computers

Visit us in peace and comfort 
Conclude us receivers of your mysteries, for why? 
We worship Satan/Lucifer in all his glory, 
Everlasting!

Re: Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented  Fri Oct 23, 2015 6:31 am

ac32598

Posts: 36

Now i wanna make something perfectly clear i wasnt saying psychic abilities arent real because i know from
experience as i was able to put a semi powerful curse on someone in 10 min ritual i should have done more
research because the scientific community could easily try to say a curse is not real thats just what happened to
the cursed person i was just saying it eould be pretty hard to deny something like telekinesis sorry for asking a
kinda dumb question i should have looked into more
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God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 1:42 am

hoodedcobra666
Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces,

Now, many people need to understand something. Others have, others are learning, others are new to this, all
will benefit, I believe. This post surely, is very long, but it answers these concerns from ALL sides. This information
just has to be available, so when people reach a point, they will not be bluffed by circumstances below their
“reach”. To destroy the jew is to destroy their influence on the minds and souls of people. This is education. Then
the jew is revealed, their viruses cannot work. The jew can never be successful with people who think on
themselves, are critical and they are really examining Nature and themselves honestly. The jew thrives for
darkness and lies, lack of knowledge and a distorted understanding of reality.

First of all, I have to explain to everyone what "God" is, for those who don’t know or haven’t quite understood
this already. People are very confused when it comes to this. I have related some points on my other Sermons,
but there is more to this.
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Site Admin

Posts: 536
Location: America

"God" broadly nowadays means either, someone who makes physical things happen, someone very powerful with
power, some essence or some sky spook that controls the fates of men, some universal essence, whatever. It
just means a lot of things, but nobody really knows what "god" is. It has become a faceless jewish fable in these
late centuries. People are spiritually, ethically and mentally handicapped and therefore they cannot understand
this concept. It has been malformed beyond recognition. It has become faceless nonsense, associated with
servitude, the enemy and the attacks they are plaguing us with. In other words, it’s now a useless concept that
has to do with the jewish supremacy over the “Goyim” (Gentile Animals in Hebrew).

Therefore, Spirituality, God and anything of these things becomes an obnoxious nonsense and jewish
psychopathy. So naturally, people tend to not believe or not give a damn, or never take something that they
know doesn't exist seriously. Unless they are blinded to the point of ignorance and brainwashing, where they
shape their own childish world to live in, where some cloud kike that sits on the sky is "god" and the "defining"
force of everything, even your grandma’s stomach ulcers. Literally, any Abrahamic religion having to do with "god"
in the jewish sense, is nonsense and crap. These are just programs for jewish world domination, to blind and
destroy the other people and Races, so they will do this easily.

In reality, the word God was used in the Ancient texts for any defining energy, that resides in a higher dimension
and guides affairs in all aspects of life. In this sense, broadly, planets, chakras and any other such energy is
“God”. Though, there is something subtler to this. “God” is like a “Joker” word, it can mean many things in many
places, yet the center of the essence it’s the same. Any “higher” force, it’s a “God” energy. This is an energy that
is neutral, it doesn’t reason in any way of our present conception, neither it “judges” or anything. It doesn’t think,
it doesn’t “reason” as we would call it, but it actively creates and expands. It’s more of an essence, like the
essence of the Aether, or any other element per se. From this, everything gets created in accordance to some
blueprint. Long story short, in this understanding, “God” is just Nature. I

t’s just a defining force that defines things that we have yet to understand, but since we beings have the abilities
to define too, we are too “Gods” in this eternal movement. This could be YOUR life, EVERYONE’S life, life in general,
existence, how planets revolve around one another, whatever. The first definitions came to be, when the first
“defining wills” came about. Some of these beings that we know as such, are different extraterrestrials who in
fact, after millions of years of “self-developing” and understanding their own being, which when completely
evolved houses the forces of existence, they came to realization that they can “control” and direct this very force.
How these energies of nature take life, active movement and express themselves, are through beings. Beings are
active, alive and expanding. Animals too, microbes and anything else, do project these forces and have some sort
of such force within them. The extent of the power, varies. Also, most beings are not aware of this and this is
what defines us from animals. In-fact, many animals might be more aware than present day humanity, under the
slaver rulership of the jews. Animals do not know, neither they can quite exercise control on Will on these forces,
but other, more developed beings, like humans, CAN. Life evolves on its own, cultivates and advances on its own.
A plant doesn’t ask anybody to grow, just so the conditions are met, it does. This is the knowledge of meditation
and the powers of the Mind. Generally, all forces who are “set” in an order and they define us, or we are
partakers in this collective movement and they do thing we are not aware about, we used to call “god”. Other
than this, Gods are higher than these forces and they have surpassed them, but they are also, ruling these forces
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to greater or smaller extents, depending on their power. These Gods we are calling our “Gods”. The Gods are
beyond this, though. 

These energies could be the energies of the chakras or someone, the energies of the planets, then as you went
further back, The Gods as we know them [Those who descended to the Earth and Created us - our Forefathers],
the energy of Creation itself, Lifeforce etc etc. God is a spiritual essence of the cosmos that is filled with causality
only of itself, but fills anything else with causality. Also, it’s a source of life, because life too can “come” from this,
but also, absolutely anything else can result. Its not like life is abundant in the universe, as its evident. One exists
their “home planet” and they are set to die in seconds, before they reach out of the planet, lest they not have the
necessary gear for this. This environment too exist. It would be a fallacy to state that everything in this universe
happens about life, or anything of that reason. Things do “just” happen, but explaining matters verbally will not
solve this mystery, Meditation will. This is why Satan and the Gods emphasize on meditation. If you want Truth
and power, to look really at matters, then you have to look these from a meditative standby, using ALL your
faculties of understanding. Though, when it comes to living beings, they too are the causality causers of
themselves, when they are made “as the Gods”. This was Satan’s intention, on the contrast of the intentions of
other enemy ET’s who wanted us slaves and unaware of this causality, ie, Animals/Goyim. The jews are playing a
part on the behalf of these enemy ET’s, to keep humanity blind, away from the inner Godly essence and our Divine
Purpose set by Satan. Inside living and sentiment, logical beings, this essence exists. The cultivation of this life-
force/essence/conscious energy and its raising and amplification, makes one a "God".

Satan also mentioned to me, that the jews have lied relentlessly in regards to this concept and that our present
day conception is entirely wrong about this concept, because we have been spiritually blinded, therefore they are
preying on this to destroy us. I will do my best to relate this experience, how I understood it. I am not sure if I
understood it perfectly, as the mind filters information to the level It can understand, but Satan wanted this
message out. The enemy is behind these errors. They are trying to always inject to people that “Someone” or
“Something” “created” all this thing, that reality is somehow predetermined, that it will “end” and so forth. This
determinism is based on stupid, one sided physical speculations about “where the world” is going, while in-fact,
nothing is entirely “set” in the universe in this way. Satan told me these are all lies, both in word and through my
experiences, and I experienced this after many years of spiritual practices. Many of you can state the same, I am
sure. I don’t want to confuse anyone, but there is no “end”, neither a “beginning” in these things.

There is only eternity and constant change, which is the only constant. There is no “within” and “without” of this
reality, but this can be created, as in the sense of the Torah, which has every being locked down on this low
dimension of understanding, such as the “religious” lies of the enemy. This is all in short, jewish lies and wanna-
be stories. They wish it was like this, so their “Will” will be without opposition, but it is not. They want to impose
their Will, because they are created as such by their “creators”, so they can wipe us out. This is their so called
“purpose” and what they are set to do. Life happens on its own, and it has a purpose that it sets for itself, to
continue life. Beings have to advance. Satan’s Race, I don’t know the “human” timeline for all these things,
advanced to the point they “understood themselves” on a complete level. Racial Eugenics and these ideas come
from this realization. They became their own “Gods”, and surpassed these “laws” all together. From there Satan
and His Demons wanted me to know, that there is no “God”, other than the Divine Forces that are being revered.
There is just an endless sea of PURE CONSCIOUSNESS. This source is not “God”, neither anything else, of what
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the jews state. It’s just a sea of creative/destructive energy and consciousness. Every being that meditates can
have potential access for more or less to this energy, and they can become “god”. As their power gets raised and
they advance their own life-form, this becomes bigger and bigger. This force doesn’t reason, doesn’t judge and is
not some sort of set “law”. Its a potentiality which can be everything. If anything, this force makes anything, and
destroys. It doesn’t’ mind anything on its own. From this, the jews bastardized into the low conception of that
“God doesn’t Judge”. The mixing of these forces is the bastardized notion of “Love”. From there on, the creators
are responsible for what they create. In other words, beings of the universe are the Gods.

Heinrich Himmler stated that one will not to seek God, if they have this within themselves. This stupid dialecti of
the jews that somehow, "God" is an omnipotent spook that sits on the clouds, is just nonsense and conception of
a very low level. Its though documented, that the beings which the enemy duped humanity to believe in, are
"residing" and "watching" humanity from the "skies" or the astral level, trying to enslave and monitor Humanity in
all ways. This is again, "God" for the jews. Its nothing but their enemy collective, all its thoughts and actions, and
all its attempts to impose its slaver order in this world. This is the "jewish god". For Gentiles, it has a very exalted
meaning. This is the case here. You cannot seek externally what you have within you already. The jews are
obsessed with this externality because they do not have anything concrete within. 

This not some stupid statement, like people who stupidly state that they do “not have souls” and all these jokes.
They DO have a “soul” of some kind, they do have a “serpent” energy of some kind and some sort of “serpent”
too. Soul = Astral existence, roughly. This is like a pot. It can contain gold and it can contain shit. Even vegetables
have some sort of astral existence. As for the kikes, they have humanoid bodies and this gives them humanoid
abilities like anyone else. They lack certain parts in what they are, compared to what Gentiles have, neither they
do have any exalted purpose to exist on their own like us, but I will not get into this as the community in their
attempt to justify things that are not understood, they wipe out these statements to bullshit and degeneration to
make up disneyland.

Now, as life advances, there are countless incidents that are being created, almost seemingly through
chaotic/random chance. Amongst these sad incidents, were the creations of Satan’s enemies. At some point, some
beings were created and these beings evolved too over who knows what timelines, starting to rival Satan’s
creation and the ways of the Gods, who are in fact those who we call today as Demons. What we know of them
collectively is, “the enemy”. The enemy consists of all energetic forms created by the enemy, the Greys, the races
of the Reptilians and other sorts of imbecile beings, whose business is to keep Humanity on a low level of
consciousness and intelligence, so that they will destroy us and use us as a farm for whatever they desire. Satan
created us by spreading His Seed, which contains all the accumulated knowledge and experience of His Race (He
is Their Leader), so that we will colonize the planet and part-take in this creation. The Gods themselves after our
creation sat with us and taught us, advancing us extremely far in consciousness and understanding. Then, the
enemy attacked us and they halted this process, because they didn’t want Satan’s essence to multiply, so that
therefore, more enlightenment would begin and they would eventually be destroyed. These species can be
mirrored in the jews, they are blackmailers, murderers, superiors that crash all their inferior, they destroy their
home planets and the closer living thing to equate them with is a Virus. Just an evolved Virus.

The whole of the Satanic/Aryan culture was based upon the Worship of 3 forces. The Passive Force, or Divine
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Mother Goddess, the All-Mother, source of all Life. Lilith. This was One Goddess. The Father, or Active Force, which
is the Conscious-All Father Force. Satan. This is the Will that sets the mother force in motion. The third and holiest
force came from the admixture of these two, which is the Life Force, or simply “Love” as the enemy has stolen the
concept. This unified force creates what is known as life, which then results into consciousness. In life, a “miracle”
for a higher realm happens. The opposites Unite. This is the essence of “God” and it’s a common essence for
everyone that meditates. This is what Satan is trying to protect, life that is worth it, according to universal
understanding. His enemies can usher the forces, same as any animal can use force to get what they “want”, but
they haven’t understood any concept as they are evolutionary wise, very far back. This is the same thing with
their jewish offspring, which is cunning and strong in its own distorted way, but empty and devoid of anything
higher. Satan is God and Satan is the one who is protecting Life, Advancing our Consciousness and enlightens us.
He is showing us the Way to the Higher Truth. The enemy wants Satan, same as us, destroyed. Satan, through
the Magnum Opus, wants to grant Humanity eternal life, so they will be partakers of this eternal creation. This
involves the en-lightening of the Soul, which pretty much means meditation. This is why the enemy hoaxes are
obsessed and try to mimic all the above, which was in fact the core of all Pagan Traditions.

When Humanity was on the making by Satan and the Gods, the Gods decided to give us the 5th element, which
was the element of Consciousness and make us self-conscious and conscious beings. This automatically elevated
us, a newly created Race, above the Races of the enemy, which resulted in “war”. Our creator is Satan and in
many places in the “bible” and the other hoaxes, the messages are mixed on purpose by the enemy.

From all the infinite numbers of things that “could potentially” happen in the Universe, one thing happened. Life
evolved and advanced, like all other elements in the universe. Though, this element has been conscious, unlike all
other elements who are just dominated by this passive or active “movement” of existence. This “life” is a force
that moves against other forces and has its own “Will”. The Kundalini of the Gentiles is the "Spirit of God" which is
actually a gift by Satan, so people can rise to higher Dimensions of existence and stop being subjecting
themselves to forces that bring needless suffering to the Consciousness. The jews are the antithesis to this Will
of Satan, and they demand Humanity to descend the ladder of evolution, so that we will fall at their level and
eventually, get destroyed and stop existing with such potentiality, because this threatens them, like pesticide
threatens cockroaches.

Satanism is about Life, protecting life and advancing Life. Life is Sacred, Life is Holy and Life is revered. Not only
Life, but the best Life. This is why Satan is Natural, the Natural religion and why we have all these Natural
celebrations. Satan, except of our Creator being, is a representation of the Forces of Nature, including life. This is
another reason the enemy hates Satan. Because they are life hating in general.

‘God’ is also a code word for laws of Nature, aside of the Forces of Nature. So long one understands and even
succumbs to these forces, only then they can ascend higher. When this is done consciously, then one is on their
way upwards to controlling creation. What defines man from animals is that man can understand and make
choices about this, but animals cannot. What defines man from God is that the Gods are in total alignment with
these laws and can even form their own, on top of these. The Forces of Nature do not have the “reasoning” ability
as the one we may think, which was developed after hundreds of millennia, most probably, and is what is defining
man from rocks, water or any other “element”. They do not have some sort of “understanding” but they are more
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like, just acting on a certain way. Satan gave us the necessary means to understand these, in our Souls. One is
Fire, to understand the brutality of the forces, the other is Water, to feel the WHY these forces are in such motion,
the third is Air to intellectualize what we find and be able to use these in every level we exist, and the fourth is
the Earth element, so we can “bring down” these forces and put these finally under our grasp, so we can survive,
like anyone else in the universe. Satan made us as complete beings.

Reason in itself is not a “thing” but its rather an ability to understand and make into concrete knowledge the
“laws” that revolve around us in the existence. It’s an ability we have and that helps us survive. Another force
has to be ushered against the brutal forces that want to put us into extinction. Yes, many are living in this
peaceful planet, living and let be, but a small explosion from the Sun could easily wipe us all away. We are on a
Race to keep our life, alive. The enemy has desecrated into complete physicality, that is without reason and
purpose. Satan though wants us to KNOW why all this happens, where we are coming from and where we are
going. This is why the Ancient Greek allegory is that when all the elements came together, Man formed, and that
Nous (reasoning) was given to us by the Gods as a gift. In this way, we can create things with a “purpose” or
generally, understand what it means to have a “purpose”. We can make our own purpose, give purpose, or follow
an already existing purpose. The more in alignment with Nature this purpose is, the stronger it becomes, because
it obeys the laws of Nature and as thus, its “Blessed” by nature. This is like riding a wave, instead of going
against a tsunami wave, trying to sever it with a toothpick.

In that case, everyone has to "obey" God, because the “Law of God” is actually, the laws of nature. Whomever
doesn’t, they get “cursed” and they get “destroyed”. When “god” is obeyed, “God” is gracious. This is nature. The
jews hijacked this term to inject themselves within it, forcing into the minds of everyone that they are “god” and
the “ruling law” of everyone else. Given nobody had the spiritual and occult powers, of course, they thought of
them as some sort of “god”. The jews replaced these things with their putrid Jewish World Domination nonsense,
to enslave anyone, placing themselves in the position of this “force” named “god”. The jews hijacked themselves
into the position of those beings who could “control” these forces, by stealing OUR SATANIC knowledge. Originally,
this was US Gentiles. They stole ALL OF IT, and now, they trying to control the forces of the “Empty Shells
(Qlippoth) Goyim”, to do their bidding and create a world in the lowest level, of which they are to exist. To explain
this, the jews call a “Qlippoth” (Shell) everyone who doesn’t meditate. Long story short, like the Goyim (Animals)
these are just animals. They are calling people animals because they do not use their occult powers and because
they want to make fun about how they stripped these away from them. Empty shells pertains that the “Goyim” no
longer have a Soul, therefore they are nothing but empty bodies, like a rock or stick, waiting to be moved by the
jewish hand by the stolen spiritual means (occult forces) to shape history into what they want. This is how the
jews achieve things. A global Communist slave state, that is to be delivered to the Reptilians, is what they are
aiming to do. Just focus on the Slave state first, which is the crucial part. What happens after, nobody wants to
know really. This is the worst thing, that one can possibly imagine. I know many Satanists have “seen” this
“possible” future. Nothing to do with any Original Concept, of “God”, or “Creator. Just jewish insanity and
destruction of all life, subversion and slavery, murder and killings, suffering and sadness. Just some hijacking
reptoids, who stole everything, malformed it, and injected it through what once was the Truth. That’s the story
about the enemy.
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All must obey to the laws of Nature, contemplate and understand these. Nature always has the best and greatest
reasons, and always tries to act with perfection. Nature is HONEST. Its not some insane jew that lies to you about
Liberalism, Marxism and anything else they magickally created with their nasty magick, so they can enslave the
Goyim with. Nature is straight up, forward, her ways always work and bring fruits. Yet, when evolved beings with
consciousness emerge, they are basically asked to take part in this process, wether they like it or not. If you don’t
like this, you are eventually destroyed. From there on, mistakes can happen, and other forms of malformations,
simply because there is no “perfection” as the jewish owned Hollywood teaches, neither “God” to correct these
mistakes. Since Humanity has AWARENESS, Humanity has to become its own GOD. Satan and the Gods teach us
to elevate to a level, so that we can do this. OUR CREATOR GOD, WHO IS SATAN, DOES NOT DEMAND ANY
WORSHIP. Whatever we do, we do it out of gratitude, to THANK Him and to show Him that we love Him for His
action in giving us life. Going back to Nature. One of these laws is the law of separation of Races, which is Natural.

Nature made it happen. The jews destroy everything natural for others, but when it comes to them, they follow
whatever laws they have understood by TOTAL RIGIDITY, to the point they murder anyone of their own that
doesn’t adhere to their laws and is against them. For the Goyim slaves, they can have liberalism, pseudo “human
rights” and all other blinding philosophies that keep people bluffed while the jews are on the back, severely
abusing all the “natural laws” they have either understood or stolen from Gentiles who were highly spiritual.
When Races are separated and the natural laws are followed, people become strong and stronger, more capable
to survive, to deal with their environment and channel this so called "God". This in the jewish clan is the Cohen
and the Levi bloodlines, let alone other “clear blooded” bloodlines that the jews are keeping pure for centuries.
You Goyims, you can Race mix. Them, they do Eugenics. You do sex out of mercy, you are sorry for your Race, you
have guilt for everything and of course, they tell you how bad Eugenics are.

Simply put, since the jews were the only ones who used spiritual powers up to now, except others who were very
few, eventually they took over anything. Its nothing fancy about their IQ, or anything else of that matter. It’s just
abuse of natural laws. The victims and targets were totally without knowledge of what was going on. This,
recurring in the centuries brought them where they are. All your “conceptions” and “understanding” about life is
heavily influenced by the jews. They just spew out how you are to live, what you are to do, why you even exist,
where you will be after you die and the list goes and goes. They merely lie at every Gentile’s face and have made
people insane, cut off from nature and also, blind. The ideal Goyim to plow the meadows for the kikes. 

Life is not interested what your “opinions” are in matters, unless you have the necessary tools to bring these
under some sort of protection. You can put the opinions up your ass, and the jews know this all too well. This is
why they shower Gentiles with all sorts of sickening philosophies that never work, are outright nonsense or are
based into other things that make these seem real. For instance they state that doing drugs is good for people.
Depending on how much you believe this and integrate this in your reality, this is how much it will affect you.
Though, you will face the consequences of Nature for what you are doing, which is the destruction of your mind
and body and the list goes, even life. Satanism emphasizes on the basic values of LIFE IN ITSELF. And its
metaphysical laws. It doesn’t create all sorts of crap all around the place, minding how and if “people” can deal
with this. 

You can deal with this, or you can go and this is why Satanism is about the elite beings who show fortitude and
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loyalty in these teachings. There are hundreds of offshoot religions who are made to fit anyone’s Disneyland.
Satanism is the ORIGINAL religion. That’s that. For instance, the stupid are not meant to survive. People here can
see this, how much stupidity is going outside. The jews keep this stupidity up, alive and good, so that it will
devour intelligence in the end, getting out of the way their most important enemies and the enemies of their
agenda. Then they can ascend. Of course, YOU carry the weight of these things, YOU are the one faced with
adverse circumstances and their effects of what the jews are doing. They themselves aren’t faced with any,
because of course they apply Nature’s laws as much as they can. You, you can burn in the oven they prepare for
you, for being disobedient to “God”, which is in their vocabulary, their collective of beings.

More “force” can be mustered by individuals and beings, and they are able to withstand and fight against more
“force”. Man is put there by the Gods who created us (and these Gods are also, Living beings, who are Racially
Separated too) to further the process of Survival. In this process, Man is still Man but they are advancing to
Godhead. Satan and the Gods have reached the level where all these forces, roughly, are subservient to them.
From there on, other realities begin, which we will not understand unless we reach them. They made us different
for their own reasons, and because they follow Nature, of which another law is the law of Hierarchy in species and
within species. Satanism praises Nature. As far as "Creator God" goes, this universe has no beginning and no
"End". It only changes and gets renewed. The physical universe might have an ever expanding limit, but the
Aether, which encompasses all, does not. Therefore, as "God" as we know it, Humanity has the one who created
them, Satan. They always did know this fact, until the enemy came in and lied about everything, to destroy us. Its
well documented in all the writtings who write about Satan, Satyan (Eternal Truth), Satyaloka (Satan’s adobe
which is the Bhrahmic level of consciousness- highest level of being) and the list goes and goes. This is what it
always was, until the enemy destroyed this notion into jewish nonsense. So everything was fine back then and
Nature was taking her course. Then the jew came in and disrupted this process, no different than a Virus destroys
a healthy body. All Races on Earth talk the same story, about the elder times where the Patron who created them
is Enki/Ptah/Zeus/Odin/Shiva and list goes and goes. They too also mention the “Fall of Man” and the attack we
underwent, by those who stand behind the jews and those who are using the jews as pawns, whom we know
today as “Reptilians”. These beings too are of ‘superior’ power, but not necessarily superior than ours or of the
Gods.

When man arises to the ladder of creation by the knowledge handed to us by the Gods, one starts to raise
themselves higher in the level of consciousness. This is where many Truths are simply understood by heart, but
they may not be able to be expressed. Expressing some stuff spoils such stuff many times. This is wisdom, which
is waiting to become concrete understanding. Some are good at this, some are not, but the universe talks its
language to those willing to hear. How do we learn? By observation of course. The opening of the Satanic 3rd eye
(also known as “Evil eye”) is the Eye of Shiva by which we can see the occult reasons and laws of the universe, if
we pay attention and get to a high spiritual level. The Serpent links one to the consciousness of the Cosmos and
therefore, the Nature where we obey, we are now able to "bend" and "rule”. How "life is" and what "Can" or
"Cannot" be done, rests on the level of elevation of consciousness of someone, not some abstract law defining it,
other than when one is in consciounsess. Whomever cannot do this, is more or less subject to any other “force”
that might potentially K*ll them or anything. As such, all levels of existence, they have their own laws. When one
raises their consciousness, they touch the Divine Consciousness, which is the "Shakti" Force of the universe, the
passive energy, which is in tune with the Active energy and keeps the universe going.
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The statements about Satan going against his own “Father” (Anu), but having his Mother (Tiamat) on his side, are
an allegory of this. This is the mastery over the active, unreasoning destructive forces of Nature who are
symbolized by “Anu”, by getting in control of the “passive” or meditative forces of the female part, “Tiamat”. Other
than this allegory, Anu was a “God” that helped the kings become Gods, so “he” was not Evil. You can see in the
Greek fables, that the Fathers and Mothers of the Gods are, other celestial bodies, such as Earth, Sky and the list
goes on. This is because, of the mixture of the elements. This was the “time before time”. Anu and Tiamat are
probably allegorical and the same. These forces both existing in Man, are the “Divine Mother and Father”. Now in
the literal sense, Father Satan is our Father, but in the allegorical way, the Divine Mother and Father are these
above forces, who have “parented” every living being.

The allegory of the Gods coming to “mine” for “Gold”, I have already explained and I found also stolen in a number
of sites. You see, some “bad” Satanists talk to Satan and he has Truths to say, others mimic and copy webpages
and present falsified info to suit their mediocre, because they cannot do anything by themselves. They do not
respect the Truth, so how the Truth can respect them back and give itself up to them? This is what defines us from
them. Unless this attitude is given up, they are never going to see Satan’s light. Many will want to do so at the
last moment, but it will be too late.

Another allegory is Cronus. The Cronus ate all his children, so his “Wife” hid one Child. This Child, when it was
raised, it defeated Cronus. The defeat of Cronus happened by his “Son”, Zeus/Jupiter. This is obviously not a child
story, but how beings through their “meditative” power can defeat the decaying forces of Nature and also master
these forces, which have nevertheless brought us into being. Or better yet, brought the ET Gods into being which
later brought us too in existence.

Satan is in India called the “Adiyogi” or the “First Yogi”, who descended to the Earth and gave us the knowledge
of meditation. Satan, from the info we have even nowadays, this being seems to have reached this elevated
Status first of all other beings, then guided them to this. Now, this state of consciousness and the ability to tap
into this energy to guide affairs, is called as the "Tuning with the Divine Mother". When people attain this
consciousness state, they are understanding of the higher purposes of life, why is life to exist, the Divisions of life
and the list goes on. From this state of "All knowing" and the "Womb of creation", things are translated in
concrete philosophy and whatever else is needed for the persons and civilizations to advance, such as, concrete
knowledge, science, language etc. It’s the personal “link” to the “Divine Mother” and “Father”, but also “Universal
Consciousness”.

The jews have lied to you, dearest “GoyiM”. Goyims are Yogins. The people who the enemy calls animals are the
exact people who are to NOT be animals in anyway. There isn't some giant spook who does this on the skies, or
who "created" this thing. It’s just natural and exalted form of existence, as the beings who reached there
observed it. To see this, one has the option to rise. Or else, they can remain a jewish slave. Everyone to their
own destiny, right? But the choice lies in your hands.

Our Gods are our Gods because they have been successful of defeating the putrid elements of death and so forth,
in their existence. They also, created us and handed us down the knowledge on how to advance spiritually. From
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there on, we are to take our way. Millenia of Racial separation and Racial empowerment, brought their kind to the
top of this ladder, where they all started to get "higher" towards creation. This evolution never stops. But to us,
they are Gods, because they are vastly superior in all their powers and attributes. This is why we call them
"Gods". Because they are so much above them, that we do not understand them fully. But we have points of
relation, and they help us, they are guiding us, and they have given us the knowledge that cost them who knows
how much time, effort and labor to find.

Satan wants this to be quite understood. "God" is nothing but a force. This force is neutral. It’s not some spooky
“god”. As I explained, this “JHVH” in the bible is a stolen Egyptian formula, of doing magick and getting things to
happen, whatever these are. Because jews have been the only users of this formula, they assumed the “position
of god” and they “stole the Throne of the Gods”, aside with their draconian excrement “parents”. They could only
do this with the stolen knowledge from us, which is stolen in most cases, VERBATIM, letter for letter.

“God” is just a force, or better yet, the mixed primal forces. It just exists and moves. From there on, whomever
can tap into this force, they can use it, same as with any other energy that is set to motion and is guided to
achieve a purpose. There is no “god” outside, sitting somewhere and creating everything. The mystical secret of
the Egyptian/Sumerian/Aryan Kabbalah is that, YOU are this God, in the making. This force exists within you and
you don’t need to search anywhere else. It’s certainly not some jewish imbecile on the clouds, neither some
diseased and ugly looking rabbi who sucks the penis of partly reptilian offsprings. In that sense, WE are the Gods.
But there are also OUR GODS. When the ability of someone to control all these energies becomes powerful, one
starts to understand how to refine it, making their existence immortal and the list goes on. Now, the
personification of this life/consciousness/God energy, is the Sun and also, the Black Sun. The more one's light
body is refined, and the more this type of energy is inside, they start to become more and more "One" with
creation, understanding its laws etc. Therefore, the Sun is also a "God" for the Ancients.

The "One God" which is an enemy corruption, is pretty much the force of the Aether, from which all causality
comes. The why’s of this are unknown to me and in Truth, these cannot be understood or transferred by “words”
in this sense. This is from where all beings "resulted" but this was a natural phenomenon and not some kike
spook doing this, or anything in this behalf. In fact, the enemy books and the Torah, have locked the
consciousness of Mankind to a level where things are observed that way. The Torah is actually, a book created by
the reptilians who have stolen the knowledge we possessed, a turned algorithm, that creates and perpetrates a
reality that is of a very low, murderous and self decaying level. This shit the jews do present as “life”, its rules as
“god” and they are the ones who are sitting there, like the algorithm writer, pretty much reinforcing this program
until its finalized and everyone gets devoured in it. They are the leaders of the darkness, despair and human
failure. They are committing an existential crime of unparalleled proportions. We aren't quite living in any "real"
world, more like, in a "seemingly real" occult prison, which is nevertheless again dominated by the Natural laws, a
copy of the real world owned by the jews. This doesn’t mean this is done in its entirety, as nobody can “Escape”
nature from “Within nature”, but you can see this prison all around. The bizarre outcomes of this is how all jews
own the worlds wealth, why humanity is so fatally stupid, why people are lower than animals, why there is no
spirituality and anything that has to do with the Original Pagan Gods has been lost. We are living in a reality
within a reality, and most Gentiles out there feel it, but they are unable to express what they feel goes wrong,
because so many thigns do go wrong at the same time by the jews.
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Vibrating Aether, or "silent" Aether (waiting to be vibrated) occupies all places in existence and is abundant,
whomever knows how, they can tap this an create or destroy in this infinite space. This is the "God" element that
the "Gods" are breathing and that runs in their vains. It exists there, waiting to be shaped by consciousness and
to be put in vibration. These are the stories on how "God" created "Earth" and everything else, or how “God”
(Aether element) is omnipotent and so forth, but these are allegories. The jews are again degrading the concept
to fit their own genocidal and murderous standards, and they place themselves as “god”.

Long story short, the Torah and its offspring nonsense books, it’s just energies set in motions by the will of the
reptilians, which the enemy appointed rabbis are keeping in order, because the reptilians created them to do this.
The “Torah” is the root of all this program. They are not Human like anyone else, they are more like programs set
to a certain “motion”. Wether they win or fail, the enemy will destroy them. This is just the way the work, don’t
ask why. I know it doesn’t make sense, but for them, it does.

The jews are pushing in this “program” they have created, which encompasses the whole of Human
Consciousness at this point (not totally but still), that somehow Satan fell from Grace, the Demons have been
defeated or whatever other lying crap. Yet, for the beings who are WITHIN this program, this might have been a
reality upwards that the energies of this “program” lasted. Old day occultists who went outwards in the Astral
realms of higher levels, they could see this program as either a “Cube” around Earth, or a “Box” or a Gauntlet,
which veils the real world from the Higher Worlds, where we can see the meaning of life etc. This was recipe put in
motion by the reptilians. I explained that Satan told me that this war is waged in CONSCIOUSNESS. When a
species are attacked in consciousness, as the people nowadays, no matter what you “are” or what you can “do”,
all is fucked with to the point a great being can become a cockroach. This is why you see all this nonsense around
or within you. Meditation naturally “breaks” this program and returns one to “grace”. Also, the Gentiles trapped
into this program, they are reinforcing and creating this program, without their knowledge, because their
thoughts, emotions, beliefs and other crap, enforces and empowers the program. Their prayers also go to the
same program and its reinforcement. The jews are using them like animals, and so they state in their books. The
Goyim are animals that have to fuel the jewish works, they are like animals working the meadow on jewish
instruction.

Satan was the being to have ascended into "God" status. This is total alignment to the higher forces of Nature
and ability to usher them and use them for Creation. This is why Satan is called "King of this World" and "Creator
of the World" in general. Not because he created the Earth or anything else, as in this stupidity and endless
physicality, but because he is in general a creator. Nature creates nature and it is what it is. Now, we are co-
creators and co-destroyers in this. These statements about the physical objects are spiritual allegories and
allegorical. "God" status is not about having all you ever wanted physically, or anything that present day
Humanity can understand ,because unfortunately, the jewish bastards have degenerated this message to where
"god" is some fucking psycho who will K*ll people in the hellfire. But all this is just jewish mirroring. The jews are
unable to grasp anything higher, they are only able to steal, because as such they were created, anyway. Its far
more than this. In other words, being a God, is way of a higher title. How we mean it and perceive it is almost
undeserving to the Real Gods, but in anyway, this is how we call this thing.
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The "Why" of all the above and why all this happens and where this is “going”, everyone would be a hypocrite to
say they KNOW it or WHY it happened, or WHY things are as they are. It doesn’t need be verbally communicated,
as probably, its not even meant for this. The only hypocrites to state they know are the enemy, and this is
because they never know and they never will know, so they lie. Everyone expects a verbal Truth, but they are not
only not ready to “hear” this, but it may not even be able to be “heard” at all. Basically, questions such as these
do NOT exist. These are Neptunian and blinding type jewish injections to make the Goyim go insane, over things
that do not exist and that would never exist, unless the jewish virus injected these deadly ideas to other beings.
The jew kills by Neptunian ways and also, endless brutality. Confusion and dust in the eyes are the number one
skill they have.

Also, the thing that somehow there are things "outside" of this creation, is a nicely made jewish trap to make
everyone go crazy. So many mistakenly believe that when they enter the Astral realm, they are “outside”
existence, but in fact, they are within existence all the time. This is because the jews know, when the
consciousness drops, one starts to see things as in “Oppositions” and they start to see things in a dipolar
manner. For instance, the Sun and the Moon seem to be “different” and in “opposition”, night and day, etc, but
the fact is, both these “Bodies” or “Gods” are subject to one higher and neutral law of movement and causality,
and they are moving under the same “law”. These laws are “Gods”. Any force that somehow imposes us
something in this manner, Nature being above all, is “God”, unless its understood, worked with, and surpassed.
As one surpasses higher than this, they start developing themselves as “Gods”. Higher doesn’t mean in
“opposition”. It means one has enough power and knowledge to not be subjected to what they should not, when
they shouldn’t. Life = Movement. Death = Lack of movement.

Nobody is on the clouds making stuff, there is no Bordallah, or any other thoughtform for that liking. People need
to get this across their heads. Only “Nature” presides above us, as some sort of “Highest God” and nature is
totally “indifferent” to this or what we do. This force on its own doesn’t “favor” or “misalign” anyone. We are
sentiment and we have this force inside us, in our own body, and all the forces that come with Nature. Therefore,
we have control and choice over these. Nature “blesses” whomever goes HER way, and “curses” whomever goes
against, but if one pays attention, it’s just the choices of more or less aware Human beings that are guiding this
so called “nature”, except of the spheres we don’t have influence of. For instance if one is born tall or not, this has
to do with their parents, not some other giant “force” that cursed them or didn’t curse them. Who defines this is
not “nature”, but its something else that I cannot quite explain yet at this point, but the thing is, it’s a part of
nature too. Nature/God energy is only one thing. It’s just a force of movement. From there on, GOD is a term for
anyone who can muster this force and all the other forces and bend them to his will to create and Destroy, and
give Meaning and Purpose to this reality, stemming from the Natural dictate. This is why Satan states, even in the
enemy books, that we are to become as the Gods. And His statement was completely TRUE. We are Gods in the
making.

Our body, is the home of all “Nature” and inside it, the “whole of reality/existence” takes place. In our first 7
chakras, there are “all in the world” that are housed, everything that is evident. This is why, to know “Thyself”, in
the occult light, means to know all. This is why the Body is the Temple of “God”, or in other texts, the Temple of
the Sun or the Rainbow body etc. When the body, in all its dimensions, is perfected according to the Etheric
Element and cleansed from the Dross of the low dimensions, “imperfection” (energies and forces who are out of
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alignment and work against the body to degrade this, the esoteric degrading elements), this body becomes a
Temple of the Serpent, or the “Holy Fire” which has NOTHING to do with xianity, but only with Satan, which given
us this ability. Then one starts to become what the Ancients called as “Angels”. They are not “gods” yet, but they
are “Angels” in that sense. Angel means messenger of the Gods. This is why the Rising of the Serpent is NOT
immortality on its own. It’s the opening of the necessary force and the consciousness needed. Satan is the
Serpent, remember? The enemy hates the Serpent and its followers, Remember? Serpent = Eternal Life,
Remember?

The Swastika is an Aryan Symbol, combining the Sun, the Movement of Life and the 4 elements, plus the Aether in
the Center. It’s a symbol for Creation. There is only existence [life] and no existence [death]. The Swastika,
depending on the tilt, it shows something. IF its tilted, it is moving, its is life. If its stable, its stillness, the
allegorical stage of the Nigredo, or the “personal death”, where one gets “Eaten” by the Ouroboros, Passivity,
Silence. All this happens in the same, infinite universe, in all its infinite layers. Trying to observe the universe from
a "starting" and "Ending point" is just a stupid fallacy, because the jewish Torah has turned this reality into a
deathbed. Reality is meant to be understood from spheres that we are currently cut out from, due to the enemy.
If people are not cut, because well, their hoaxes do not entirely work, Humanity is degenerating and this isn’t
helping matters at all. The enemy attacks and subverts all languages and this is for the reason, language is the
element of AIR. Air is where the things are intellectualized and are brought into written or spoken information,
which transfers the other elements.

Another common mistake, people think that because their physical bodies die, they are "dead" and therefore, as
they have a "beginning" and an "end", everything "must" have. This is not so. There is no "end", there is only
change. There is also, no beginning. This was and has always been the hardest thing for anyone to understand.
But there are two things really, consciousness and the "Eternal Now". This is why Eastern Yoga has corrupted this
thing to no end, no different than how the Abrahamic religions have purposely fucked up the term "God" into
some psycho kike. The downfall of consciousness and anything else, resulted in this.

For anyone Spiritually Advanced, there is NO Death. Satan takes care of our Souls. This is why Satan stated to
HPS Maxine in 2005, that we will be here as long as HE is HERE and that is FOREVER. Others, they can possibly die
or make up their own fate, because this is just again, Natural. The correct term for death is “unconsciousness” of
the next world. When people die, because they weren’t spiritually conscious in this lifetime, they aren’t in the next
one either. This is why in many cultures, death and “sleep” are interchangeable terms. Therefore without being
aware (as they are astrally blind and deaf etc etc), they are taken and reincarnated, or the process happens
naturally and automatically in some cases, by the “unconscious” mind, in which these laws work automatically. If
one is aware, and Meditation builds awareness and bridges over the “unaware” part of ourselves, then there is
no “death” in the Afterlife, unless one’s body is decayed away, which again happens after successive lifetimes of
zero to no meditation. This is why so many hopeless people are hanging into the enemy religions, with such zeal,
while they are Gentiles. These programs of the enemy are made to parallel ours, they are like 1% Truth with
100% lies, all the characters are stolen etc. The average weak minded people, due to the enemy magick, in an
unconscious level, they think they are serving the real Pagan God and their Creator.

Now as far as anyone's personal "Life" goes and personal "Godhead" goes. Since beings tend to “Start” from the
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base chakra consciousness and if they win the fight of survival, “make it” to the higher points, Satan when
creating us, he gave us additional parts and ways for our “individuality” to survive but also the knowledge to tap
to these means. The masters of using these means and who have mastered themselves and others, naturally
have become the “Leaders” of their Races, whose mission was to guide others to survive and advance, while
maintaining living order against these “forces” who wanted anyone gone. This is why the Pharaohs, they were
called Gods. They have literally went to the level of consciousness of a God, and therefore, their mission was akin
to the one of the Gods, whose chosen mission is to help us get to “eternal life”. This also is Racial, as in making
the Races Divine.

This can only happen through separation, as each Race is a different and unique blueprint in creation, that must
be preserved. Satan created us that way, to preserve what they created in their OWN Race, but to create
something entirely NEW as-well. The bright individuals of each Race have to ascend the ladder and then, get their
people upwards to their ladder too. But with the jew around, these things are nonsense. These parts are the
parts of the Soul that are reincarnated over and over. These reincarnate inside the selective Races, so as the
advancement goes, the whole kind advances, and the Races are basically in a battle with the death brining forces
of the environment, struggling to reach the point of “Freedom”, which is basically the transition to a deathless
level. Gentiles were made to be reflections of Satan’s desire for them, which is freedom and elevation. The enemy
always tries to destroy this concept of puporse.

Race is the home when one returns and one must advance. This is common knowledge to any being that knows
the laws of Nature, including the jews. This is why the enemy pushes genocide. They have stolen the means to
this, and because of their inferiority, they want to destroy and obliterate everyone else, to be their slaves, so that
they will never advance. In that sense, the jew is the “unspiritual” element, or an element of opposition in Nature
herself, which intends everyone to become better. Jew is really the source of all evil, and the source of all
destruction when it comes to people. 

To become one with Nature, is to defeat the jew and all their programs and bluffs. These would never work if
people were only in more accordance to Nature and trusted their own eyes more. But the jews have made people
idiots, so they expect the jew to do their thinking for them. The thinking of the jew is to K*ll all the thinking in
others and enslave them. To defeat the jews, is to defeat the major element which keeps Humanity back,
spiritually, physically and mentally- the element of decay which shackles and bondages people in all levels. They
must be dealt with and removed from the minds and realities of people. Then, Humanity elevates.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."
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Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 2:52 am

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

Wow epic sermon , thanks to the power N times 

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________
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 Poo people...

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 6:27 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

True the word God is the name of the bull the Go. And the bull is the symbol of the letter A which is the Ather
which all the elements are and of. The Ather element is the element that rules sound. The logos all the universe is
sound, light, number and form. The full letter A is AUM which means ONE. And is what the Vedic's use to state
Logos, AUM. This AUM is in the West all over Europe as well. Stonehenge was called the AUM phallos by the
Druids. Which is what the pillar of Dionysus was called to the Greeks.

NASA has found the sun literally emits the sound AAAUUUMMMM. The bull is a symbol of the sun.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 7:13 am

HPS Shannon
Outlaw

HP Mageson666 wrote:

True the word God is the name of the bull the Go. And the bull is the symbol of the letter A which is the Ather
which all the elements are and of. The Ather element is the element that rules sound. The logos all the universe is
sound, light, number and form. The full letter A is AUM which means ONE. And is what the Vedic's use to state
Logos, AUM. This AUM is in the West all over Europe as well. Stonehenge was called the AUM phallos by the Druids.
Which is what the pillar of Dionysus was called to the Greeks.

NASA has found the sun literally emits the sound AAAUUUMMMM. The bull is a symbol of the sun.
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Posts: 98

NASA has found that the sun literally emits the sound AUM? Very interesting.

I would love to read more on that finding.

~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 7:32 am

Goldenage666

Posts: 296

I meant this when I wrote some hps sermons touch me inside 
I'm grateful for this sermon thanks you hp hodedcobra666
it open as usual my eyes

Masochist =masochrist 
What a coincidence 
Both lovers of jewsus and masochists love 
The pain and being submitted 

Hail satan forever
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Posts: 296

HP Mageson666 wrote:

True the word God is the name of the bull the Go. And the bull is the symbol of the letter A which is the Ather
which all the elements are and of. The Ather element is the element that rules sound. The logos all the universe is
sound, light, number and form. The full letter A is AUM which means ONE. And is what the Vedic's use to state
Logos, AUM. This AUM is in the West all over Europe as well. Stonehenge was called the AUM phallos by the Druids.
Which is what the pillar of Dionysus was called to the Greeks.

NASA has found the sun literally emits the sound AAAUUUMMMM. The bull is a symbol of the sun.

Interesting

Masochist =masochrist 
What a coincidence 
Both lovers of jewsus and masochists love 
The pain and being submitted 

Hail satan forever

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Thu Oct 29, 2015 9:00 pm

Sebastian Shen
This sermon is simply magnificent...
After I found myself everything became so clear. It is so clear...
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Posts: 117

May the Truth
always bring you
Joy

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Fri Oct 30, 2015 11:41 am

WaterRooster

Posts: 5

So for dedicated Satanists with their astral senses, does this mean that we:

#1. Never reincarnate, have a permanent stay in Hell.
#2. A long time in Hell, but not totally forever, 100-1000 or so years. Possibly reincarnate for a good reason or
two.
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#3. We do reincarnate and Satan guides our soul to a nice body to incarnate in.

I hope it is either #1. or #2. Is there anything good to eat in Hell? (Maxine said spirits don't eat, but I'm not sure)
I'm sure they would have jobs for us to do. Maybe some dates. What is Hell like (I have already read everything
regarding Hell on the JoS, I was just wondering if anybody had more info)? Kind of silly questions, but I was just

wondering. 

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Fri Oct 30, 2015 2:00 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

Very nice post, thank you.

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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Fornax cluster

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: God, Race, Existence and the Future  Fri Oct 30, 2015 2:57 pm

hoodedcobra666
WaterRooster wrote:

So for dedicated Satanists with their astral senses, does this mean that we:

#1. Never reincarnate, have a permanent stay in Hell.
#2. A long time in Hell, but not totally forever, 100-1000 or so years. Possibly reincarnate for a good reason or two.
#3. We do reincarnate and Satan guides our soul to a nice body to incarnate in.
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Site Admin

Posts: 536
Location: America

I hope it is either #1. or #2. Is there anything good to eat in Hell? (Maxine said spirits don't eat, but I'm not sure)
I'm sure they would have jobs for us to do. Maybe some dates. What is Hell like (I have already read everything
regarding Hell on the JoS, I was just wondering if anybody had more info)? Kind of silly questions, but I was just

wondering. 

Godhead makes the physical body immortal and transmutes its essence, within and without. Reincarnation is not
nessescary, neither death. You can be here or in Hell with your astral body, anytime or anyplace. When one
reaches far but doesn't accomplish this, they are reincarnated so they can go on with their spiritual advancement,
until they make it.

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."
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Posts: 3946

Its already known Halloween is a Pagan holiday and its associated with the Devil and Witches, ghosts, goblins
and such.

The traditional image of the Devil in Folk art is a man with horns, adorned with serpents carrying a pitchfork,
wearing animal skins and is the god of fire, forbidden knowledge and Siddhi's and personal freedom, He was
called the "Devil of Freedom." He is colored red and associated with the Goat and mountains. Its known and
admitted the Devil is taken from Pan. This is Dionysus who is Shiva in the east. The God of the Aryan People.
Dionysus and Pan are the same God. They are both depicted the same. As they are the same. Pan is born from
His father the Ather [Zeus] like Dionysus, Dionysus is shown as the black goat, or partial goat and man and plays
the flute, like Pan. Dionysus was also shown red as well, the color of the rising sun at dawn over the mountain.
The symbol of spiritual rebirth. Dionysus was also shown as the eternally young boy which is what the grimoiresi
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attribute to the appearance of the Devil. Dionysus's title in Rome was "Free". The Devil the Witches worshipped
on the mountain Sabbat was called" The Devil of Freedom." Meaning the serpent of freedom. Dionysus was called
the "Good Serpent." Which is a play on words. The God Serpent. Which grants Freedom by the opus, Magnum
Opus means Great Serpent. The wine of Dionysus is the Kundalini energy. Devil means serpent from Devi the
serpent. Dionysus is also shown horned. Dionysus wine cup is the grail.

Shiva is shown red as well in some cases, has the crescent moon on his head like horns, the trident [pitchfork] is
adorned with serpents. Is the God of the mountain, wears animal skins is associated with the panther, goat and
bull, the animals of Dionysus. Shiva is the God of the wilds and wine as well. The mythos of the birth of the God
Dionysus and Shiva as Skanda are the same. Shiva's Gana's are the Korybantes.

As the book: "The Gods Of Love And Ecstasy". States on the subject:

The Greeks speak of "the demoniac cohort which is the following of Dionysus."

"In Shivaite tradition, the god's companions are described as a troupe of adventurous, delinquent and wild young
people who prowl in the night, shouting in the storm, singing, dancing and ceaselessly playing outrageous tricks
on sages and gods. They are called Ganas, the "Vagabonds", corresponding to the Cretan Korybantes and the
Celtic Korrigans[FAIRIES' SONS]...."

"In Crete, the companions of Dionysus where those supernatural beings, the Korybantes, who were born of
Cybele, the Lady of the Mountain. The Greeks identified them with the Dactyls of Mount Ida. The Kouretes the
servants of the Mother goddess, where young men how had been initiated into the god's rites and take part in
his orgiastic cult. They were still venerated in Crete during the Greek period. Hesiod connects the satyrs with the
Kouretes. According to him, they are dancers, musicians, acrobats, practical jokers....They press the grape and
jolly fellows in quest of good fortune. they are ecstatic demons..."

"The followers of the god have a tendency to identify themselves with his heavenly companions and imitate their
behaviour. This is why the Korybantes are sometimes confused with the Kouretes, or in Indian Shivaism, the
Ganas with the Bhaktas, or bacchants."

"The practitioners of the ecstatic or devotional rites which characterize the cult of Shiva are called Bhaktas a word
which Is sometimes translated as "votaries" but which really means "participants". This name is applied to the
god as much as to his followers. Bacchos is one of the names of Dionysus. It appears that the Greeks words
Bacchos and Bacchi [Bacchants] are of foreign origin., being a transposition of the word Bhakta."

This is the Bacchanalia the ancient festivals of the God Bacchos, Dionysus. 

Kouros the name of Dionysus is also Kumara in the east the name of Shiva.
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Here is where the Halloween custom of Trick or Treating comes from:

"During some Celtic celebrations of Samhain, villagers disguised themselves in costumes made of animal skins to
drive away phantom visitors; banquet tables were prepared and edible offerings were left out to placate
unwelcome spirits. In later centuries, people began dressing as ghosts, demons and other malevolent creatures,
performing antics in exchange for food and drink. This custom, known as mumming, dates back to the Middle Ages
and is thought to be an antecedent of trick-or-treating."

Its the Pagan followers of the God Dionysus [The Devil] dressing up and imitating the companions of the God and
their reveilles, you can note this with Shiva who travels with the Gana's who are shown as ghost, globin's, fairies,
and all manner of supernatural creatures.This is also Odin and His companions on the Wild Hunt. Mumming is still
associated with the Green Man and the May day. The Green Man is Dionysus, to this day Shaytan [Satan] The god
of the Yezidi's is called literally. "The Green Man." Its also a title of Osiris as well who was as the Egyptians and
Greeks stated. Dionysus in Egypt. . This is why Witches do their Sabbaths in the wilds and mountain tops. Its the
sacred places of the God Dionysus. Odin was worshipped in Ireland as Wodan or Buddha the head God who is
also Bacchos the Green Man. Buddha is the ancient title of Shiva and Ptah the Memphis version of Osiris in
meaning is Buddha. Bacchos in Ireland was called Essa which is still the title of Shiva and Dionysus, hence
Diony...esus. As Pike stated the Druids, Greeks and Egyptians where the same group. The Jack O Lantern is the
illumined soul, Jack is the ancient name of the Sun God [Dionysus]. And his Lantern is the soul. 

St. Patrick is stolen from the Irish Bacchos. Hence the Green dress, drinking and merry making on St. Patrick's day.
The Pagan New Year on march 17.

The kiss the Witches gave was actually:

"We may refer to a particular detail. In a description of the Sabbat it is said that an obscene kiss, osculum sub
cauda or kiss below the tail, which those taking part should have given to the god of the rite, to the image of the
man who was officiating and representing the god, was a chrism of their Satanic faith. Other witnesses, however,
said clearly that no suh rite was required..... De Lancre wrote that the actual thing in question here might be
another face, a black one, which the idol or person officiating had behind him, perhaps like a mask attached to the
nape of the neck, as if on a head of Janus. This symbolism is clear enough; if the light-coloured face at the front
represented the outer manifested God, the rear black face represented the depthless, formless divinity ranking
higher than the outer God. In the Egyptian mysteries, the formula of the ultimate secret referred to Osiris s black
god."[1]

Amen was the Black God another title of Osiris, the hidden God. His hidden name from the Egyptian texts is
literally" "AUM". The Dionysus Pillar was called the OMphallos. The Stonehenge of the Druids was called the
OMphallos. Its AUM. The mantra of the trident of Shiva the Pitchfork of the Devil. The trine nadis of the serpent
energy that is the Maha Kundalini the macrocosm and the soul in the microcosm. AUM is the name of the serpent
power in the tantra. And the name of Dionysus/Shiva. Black is the symbol of the element of spirit or Ather which is
the element of sound which is existence. Sound, light, number and form the elements of existence all arise out of
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and are the primordial sound of AUM. The Pagan Priest wore black for this reason the symbol of the transformed
soul by the serpent power. The purified ones.

The color black is the female aspect the serpent energy or the Devi....Devil. Yin and Yang. The wearing of the
animal skin is the transformation of the soul by the serpent energy its the same as wearing black. The Egyptian
and Greek Priest wore the leopard skin as part of their ritual clothes. The Roman standard bearers of the Legion
wore the same draped over their heads and shoulders, the Legion standard is the symbol of the kundalini energy
and was called the spine of the legion. 

This is also part of the Dionysus Mysteries. The double headed God Janus is the Baphomet of the Templars and is
Dionysus who was called Jana The Baptizer. Jana is a title of Shiva in the east. Baphomet means baptized in the
serpent power. The Witches rights of dancing naked around the mountain tops, Sky clad is also in the Tantra in
the east. Sky clad in Sanskrit means clad in the Aether. Its a symbol of spiritual rebirth by purifying the elements
of the person to Ather the element of spirit. The symbol of the serpent is the PANtacle the purified five elements
the symbol of Ather. The Bon Fire is the Pagan fire altar the symbol of the Phoenix [the Vedic fire altar is in the
form of a bird for this reason]the bird of rebirth of the soul, the benben bird which is also the benben stone which
was also called the OMphalos and is the blazing fire of the serpent. The God in the form of the serpent fire. The
bird of the fire altar is the symbol of the AUM mantra in the Vedic text's. 

AUM is based on the unification of the body and soul by the serpent energy. AU means to call, to union, to
manifest, to manifest to the final letter of M the cosmic seed mantra of the creation of the material universe. The A
is spirit and light, the U brings the expansion and union, the M is the final materialization, bringing spirit into the
material and unifying soul and body. The chakra's in tantra are shaped in the A shape hence the six pointed star
of Shiva and Osiris. The upper and lower chakra's. The A shape has not changed from ancient Egypt the Triangle
the symbol of the AUM mantra in the east. The three pyramids at Giza are in the A shape and each of the three
was colored, black, red and white the three guna's which form the AUM. 

The word God is the name of the bull the Go. And the bull is the symbol of the letter A which is the Ather which all
the elements are and of. The Ather element is the element that rules sound. The logos all the universe is sound,
light, number and form. The full letter A is AUM in Sanskrit and Egypt, which means ONE. And is what the Vedic's
use to state Logos, AUM. This AUM is in the West all over Europe as well. Stonehenge was called the AUM phallos
by the Druids. Which is what the pillar of Dionysus was called to the Greeks. The A, AUM is the symbol of the bull.
Dionysus and Shiva are also shown as the bull avatar. The AUM is the sound formula, the name of the god, the
serpent. The A was also turned upside down to show the horned god, the bull.

Sources:
The Gods Of Love And Ecstasy. Alain Danielou
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[1] Eros and the Mysteries of Love. Julius Evola

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 11:52 am

Keil
Halloween has always been my most favourite holiday. Something about giving people a good scare for the thrill
of it just fills me with joy! I feel like going out tonight to spook some people. Oh I LOVE this holiday!

Thank you for sharing the origin.

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 12:00 pm

lynn

Posts: 62

Thank you for your post. I am grateful for all of the clergys' posts, but seldom say so. But it should be said at least
once. I appreciate all that is said and done here. This knowledge is like gold. This is the first time in so many years
that humanity has been able to have this available again. And here we have it spelled out for us, for free, the
dots all connected for us and displayed. (Brothers and Sisters, let's keep on posting those links so others may
know too!) Always a pleasure to read. I wish you a happy Samhain.

"Der kostbarste Besitz auf dieser Welt aber ist das eigene Volk. Und fur dieses Volk und um dieses Volk wollen wir ringen und
wollen wir kïmpfen.
Und niemals erlahmen.
Und niemals ermuden.
Und niemals verzagen.
Und niemals verzweifeln."-Adolf Hitler

YOU- Yeah, you reading this... Go do a reverse torah ritual.

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 12:35 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

If you want to thank me do a few extra reverse torah rituals....

feyline wrote:

Thank you for your post. I am grateful for all of the clergys' posts, but seldom say so. But it should be said at least
once. I appreciate all that is said and done here. This knowledge is like gold. This is the first time in so many years
that humanity has been able to have this available again. And here we have it spelled out for us, for free, the dots
all connected for us and displayed. (Brothers and Sisters, let's keep on posting those links so others may know
too!) Always a pleasure to read. I wish you a happy Samhain.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 4:35 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

HP Mageson666 wrote:

f you want to thank me do a few extra reverse torah rituals....

i did all 4 of them twice

Thoughts become things.
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 5:03 pm

HungARYAN

Posts: 267

What a great post! Thanks!

The Hungarian name, János is the same as Janus or Jana. The jews made their St.John the baptizer fake figure
from the original Janus/Oannes/Ea. The name of the month, January is also derived from Janus or IAnus. IA is also
the Hungarian root word for river.
Ea’s name is hidden in the archaic Hungarian word for river: JO (pronounced YO). The idea of “good” is expressed
in Hungarian by the word JO also. That's why we Hun-Scythians also called Satan as "JO ISTEN" which literally
means "GOOD GOD".

BTW Where can I find Alain Danielou's books? You have them?

"Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."

topic2297.html

"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."
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topic5131.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2010 ... t-all.html

http://abolishadoption.blogspot.hu/2013 ... e-and.html

http://www.christiansanonymous.info/suz ... than-ever/

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 8:07 pm

Dnod696

Posts: 344
Location: Canada

AmonRa666 wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

f you want to thank me do a few extra reverse torah rituals....

i did all 4 of them twice

Me Too!!! 

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 10:45 pm

Helion

Posts: 253

Dionysus was spelled/pronounced di-wo-nu-so, Zeus as di-wo. Does this mean that the ending, -nu-so, -ysus,
means the son of? This would make sense of the name Essus, Essu, Essa and so on. Same with the stolen jesus
being the son. The son is the sun then.
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 11:56 pm

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

HungARYAN wrote:

What a great post! Thanks!

The Hungarian name, János is the same as Janus or Jana. The jews made their St.John the baptizer fake figure
from the original Janus/Oannes/Ea. The name of the month, January is also derived from Janus or IAnus. IA is also
the Hungarian root word for river.
Ea’s name is hidden in the archaic Hungarian word for river: JO (pronounced YO). The idea of “good” is expressed in
Hungarian by the word JO also. That's why we Hun-Scythians also called Satan as "JO ISTEN" which literally means
"GOOD GOD".

BTW Where can I find Alain Danielou's books? You have them?

Johns fucking body is resting in Goa in India 
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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HEY HAVE

 Poo people...

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sat Oct 31, 2015 11:59 pm

roadtorevolution
No halloween holiday in India , we have diwali celebrated thats 9th nov I guess cos Lord Ram defeated evil forces
of Ravana and returned to Ayodhya a place in India
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Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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HEY HAVE

 Poo people...

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 2:56 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Good, but do them some more. Like pick one a day every day. This keeps on them daily. I note doing them daily
does create changes in your own personal life for the better as well.

AmonRa666 wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

f you want to thank me do a few extra reverse torah rituals....

i did all 4 of them twice
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 4:36 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Good, but do them some more. Like pick one a day every day. This keeps on them daily. I note doing them daily
does create changes in your own personal life for the better as wel

yes thats right , i will do the one that reverses blood sacrifice until i feel i have done it enough then move to the
next and so on

if we dont make these rituals work for us we are in big big trouble ..

Thoughts become things.
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 5:29 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Good, but do them some more. Like pick one a day every day. This keeps on them daily. I note doing them
daily does create changes in your own personal life for the better as well.

AmonRa666 wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

f you want to thank me do a few extra reverse torah rituals....

i did all 4 of them twice

How about two? I got a sweet plan in mind. Do two four times one day, and then the other two four times the
other day. 

That will be 8 in 2 days. 8/2=4. 

Satanic numbers.
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Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
post68097.html#p68097
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post68097.html#p68097

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 7:00 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

I meant two of the rituals 2 times in one day, adding up to four. Then the other two the next day and so on.

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/

Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
post68097.html#p68097

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 7:40 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

After all the rituals are done if you pick one a day this 365 rituals a year and not even ten minutes out of your day.
For epic winz. Just change them up constantly to keep doing them all.
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Posts: 3946

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 11:24 am

The13thSinner

Posts: 155

HP Mageson666 wrote:

After all the rituals are done if you pick one a day this 365 rituals a year and not even ten minutes out of your day.
For epic winz. Just change them up constantly to keep doing them all.

An idea for a basic (not mandatory) guideline to fall back on.

Sunday: Serpent Empowerment Reverse Rituals
Monday: Either or, your choice based on how your day went, wanna curse some kikes or empower gentiles?
Tuesday: Curse israel and Blood Reversals
Wednesday: Your choice
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Thursday: Your choice
Friday: Serpent Empowerment Reverse Rituals
Saturday: Curse israel and Blood Reversals

Also, keep an eye on moon signs, or even planetary placements, as certain conditions in the sky may make certain
reversal rituals more favorable than other times.

And lets keep up the thurisaz/hagal curse as well, because while these reversals strip the enemy of whatever
stolen power they've amassed, that curse is like an IV line of poison straight into the heart of judea. Maximum
Efficiency. 

And a question too, what about the curses that hold the jews accountable? (if so, lets stick that on Wednesday)
Or should we stick with the four from October for the year?

In a world plagued with evil and lies, the truth is found in what we are told is most evil of all lies.

Fuckin' Kikes.

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 12:36 pm

Dnod696
I will take a ritual, the 4 for exemple and i will do it 8 times a day for 7 days, and next to the Other Ritual (for
exemple the 2) 8 times a day for Seven days, etc...
is that Ok HP?

Men have forgotten that which makes them unique as men. Is not in women or
money but within themselves and their associations within powerful spiritual
brotherhoods of their own fellow men of their race and creed. This is the core of
civilization. -HP Mageson666-
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Posts: 344
Location: Canada

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 1:28 pm

The13thSinner

Posts: 155

I forgot to mention, regardless, we should strive to do the fourth reverse ritual everyday.

In a world plagued with evil and lies, the truth is found in what we are told is most evil of all lies.

Fuckin' Kikes.

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 2:08 pm

Belthazorthemighty

Posts: 166 HP Mageson666 wrote:
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Posts: 166
After all the rituals are done if you pick one a day this 365 rituals a year and not even ten minutes out of your day.
For epic winz. Just change them up constantly to keep doing them all.

My thoughts exactly. Already on it.

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 2:26 pm

Light Algur

Posts: 553

HP Mageson666 wrote:

After all the rituals are done if you pick one a day this 365 rituals a year and not even ten minutes out of your day.
For epic winz. Just change them up constantly to keep doing them all.

That is a good advice. They take me more than 10 minutes but they're worth it. I am highly confident these rituals
work. 

For justice! 88

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/

Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
post68097.html#p68097
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Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 3:03 pm

Dracul

Posts: 53

Off topic: I did all four rituals, and will keep on doing one daily, but should I just do these last four, or I could do
even those older ones, i think there are at least four more?

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Sun Nov 01, 2015 9:47 pm

johnson_akemi

Posts: 1937

Dracul wrote:

Off topic: I did all four rituals, and will keep on doing one daily, but should I just do these last four, or I could do
even those older ones, i think there are at least four more?

Yes, you can repeat other reverse torah rituals besides the most recent four. The jews read their torah and
reinforce the curses on a weekly basis, so repeating the older reverse torah rituals keeps the curses from being
strengthened.

Hail Satan!!
Hail the True and Mighty Gods of Duat!!

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Mon Nov 02, 2015 5:29 am
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FancyMancy

Posts: 1573

It does sound like an antecedent. Something somewhere (was it on here?) said the (at least modern) 'version' of
trick-or-treating started in Ireland. We know the UK used to be Pagan before judeochristianity, and now islam,
raped and poisoned it, so the modern custom and celebration might be true after its antecedent.

Helion wrote:

Dionysus was spelled/pronounced di-wo-nu-so, Zeus as di-wo. Does this mean that the ending, -nu-so, -ysus,
means the son of? This would make sense of the name Essus, Essu, Essa and so on. Same with the stolen jesus
being the son. The son is the sun then.

Presumably Esau from the bible/torah (and koran?), as well -

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esau wrote:

Esau is the progenitor of the Edomites and the elder twin brother of Jacob, the patriarch of the Israelites. Esau and
Jacob were the sons of Isaac and Rebekah, and the grandsons of Abraham and Sarah.

The Beast in the skies has risen - in time it would come. The lands have begun their schism; all bow to the Fallen One.

May the mighty Mjølnir
nail the bleeding and naked nazarene
upon the Pagan planks
pound in the painful nails now and hang him high and dry

Re: Origin Of Trick Or Treating, Witches And The Devil  Tue Nov 03, 2015 11:18 am

Wotanwarrior

Posts: 798

HP Mageson666 wrote:

After all the rituals are done if you pick one a day this 365 rituals a year and not even ten minutes out of your day.
For epic winz. Just change them up constantly to keep doing them all.

I seems an excellent idea to focus your energy on one of the rituals everyday and go then rotating them and
apart continue cursing with the runes.
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Location: Celtiberia Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628
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The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Tue Feb 23, 2016 6:17 pm

High Priestess
Maxine Dietrich

Posts: 639

The “Holy” Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2

For those of you who are unfamiliar with this, please read “The “Holy” Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 1”
before reading this article.
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... hcraft.htm 

To really expose the truth in regards to the Bible, one must be very knowledgeable concerning the occult. In other
words, one must have in-depth knowledge and understanding of astrology, numerology [there are very few
accurate and revealing books on this subject that are readily available], the Tarot, alchemy and so forth. This is
why there are dire threats and warnings throughout the bible that work to frighten followers away from this
knowledge. I also want to add here that there have been curses placed to prevent average people who do not
have enough knowledge, from advancing in occult disciplines. These are NOT “acts of ‘God’” but are curses
perpetrated by the Jews and a few rotten Gentiles who work for them, such as the Catholic Jesuit order [also
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largely comprised of Jews], who are adepts in black magick. 

The Bible as revealed in part 1 of this article is a powerful subliminal. This is not just a theory, but can be proven
with enough knowledge. The fictitious Jewish characters that were invented and corrupted from Pagan spiritual
CONCEPTS that preceded Christianity from hundreds to thousands of years, act as a subliminal tie-in. 

For example, the number 7, which has to do with the main chakras [energy producers] of the human soul, is found
in the Bible 735 times. Again, the Jewish preoccupation with the number 6. In numerology, 7+3+5= 15; 1+5=6. 

What this does is it is a subliminal tie into the chakras. This sets the working so that they can steal the energy of
worshippers. This is why this number is repeated so frequently in the Bible. The fictitious Jewish character of
“Solomon” also has 7 letters. Solomon had unimaginable vast wealth. The "Temple of Solomon" symbolizes the
Jewish people (Israel) as a whole. For more on this, please visit: http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ...
lomon.html 

In addition to this, the “Jehovah” was stolen from “Jove” another name for Jupiter. Jupiter in astrology is the
benevolent planet that brings good fortune and abundance. It is often connected with millionaires. This sets
another very powerful subliminal tie-in for the Jews to reap the energy of Gentiles, channeling it into creating
material abundance for them. The number of Jews who have incredible wealth is disproportionately high. 

The number 8 has to do with abundance. YHVH in Hebraic numerology equals 26; 2+6=8. Combined with the
number 7, as mentioned above, this equals 15; 1+5=6. The number 6 is used by the Jews anytime they want to
influence something, like the phony “Holocaust” of the “six-million.” If one is alert and pays attention, one will
notice the Jewish controlled media using the number 6 quite often, especially in relation to world events. The
number 6 also has to do with Gentile slave labor. 

In addition to all of this, the Jews assume the position of “God” and have dictated and ordered Gentiles about for
centuries. Jews have always placed themselves in charge over Gentiles, Gentile rulers and prominent Gentile
people. One of the most noted subliminals for Jews taking control of a prominent Gentile is the Book of Esther.
Jews are known to marry into prominent Gentile families, especially Gentile people who have a lot of influence and
from there they work to take control of that influence. 

“Jesus Christ” is another fictitious Jewish invented character invented and corrupted from a powerful spiritual
concept. This is the ultra-important and powerful kundalini serpent. When activated and raised, it can bestow one
with the power to create miracles. One must be knowledgeable regarding spiritual alchemy to know this. His
supposed life of 33 years, for one example, corresponds to the 33 esoteric vertebrate of the human spine that the
kundalini serpent must pass through upon its ascension into “heaven” which is the crown chakra of the human
soul. 
For more in-depth information regarding this, please visit: http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Jesus_Christ.htm 

In addition to all of this, life as we know it is made up of numbers. Numbers are the foundation of existence. The
current system of time is based upon the number 6, the number used by the Jews in their workings. The minute
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has 60 seconds, the hour has 60 minutes, and the day has 24 hours, 2+4=6. All of this is a powerful subliminal to
channel energies. The Bible is made up of 66 books. 

To know this, one must be knowledgeable regarding “witchcraft.” Witchcraft uses the energies of the planets, the
phases of the Moon, etc, to tie into energies that are favorable and in harmony with the working, thus giving it
more power. This was of the ancients and very prevalent in Pagan religions, usually for positive purposes and
with black magick used for purposes of justice. 

The Jews took this knowledge, and forcibly removed it from the Gentile populace, replacing it with the false
programs of Christianity and Islam, where there is nothing left that is spiritual. During the Middle Ages, after
Pagan libraries were burnt and destroyed, it was the Jews who “translated” the remaining spiritual texts into the
languages of Europe. Through this, ancient spiritual knowledge and concepts were replaced with corruption and
lies. 

Any time the Jews want to start a war, as they are doing right now, as they have been exposed through the
internet, they use the powers of the Bible, the numbers of the verses and the words involved in those scriptures. 
A major example, as I mentioned in Part 1 of this article was the 9-11 attacks. Another tragic example is the
bombing of Dresden. This was carried out on the Christian holiday of “Ash Wednesday” using the channeled
energies of believers, and reduced Dresden to ashes. I also want to add here concerning the falsehood behind
this Christian holiday, the ashes are placed over the third eye of the soul [which is in the middle of the forehead]
and in truth are symbolic of blotting out intuition and psychic sight.

Christianity and Islam are nothing more than programs to remove all spirituality from the populace. Activated
spirituality creates awareness. Few people are spiritually open enough to see the souls of others. This power
comes from the third eye. The Jew has an alien soul. When the Gentile populace cannot see this, they are
unknowing victims. The Jews have dominated us for centuries. 
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In the ancient painting to the left, “Witchcraft by DOSSI, Dosso 1535,”
It is glaringly obvious these are blatant Jews. In addition, the classic Halloween Witch has the Jewish physical
features. Jews have used occult power for centuries, abusing black magick to no end. This is why so many Gentile
Leaders have been assassinated, [especially those who were on to the crimes of the Jews] such as George
Lincoln Rockwell. At the top, they know they have this knowledge and power, which was forcibly removed from the
Gentile populace by enforcing Christianity and Islam, along with mass-murdering our Gentile priests and others
who had spiritual knowledge, such as the Druids. The Inquisition, which was perpetrated by Jews, such as Tomás
de Torquemada, Heinrich Kramer, and Jacob Sprenger who authored “The Malleus Maleficarum” was also an act of
genocide, particularly against Germany. Many towns and villages in Germany were completely wiped out through
Jewish incited mass-murder. This is no different from Jewish communism. 
For more in-depth information about the Inquisition along with references, please visit:
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html
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http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Inquisition.html

The Gentile populace who lacks this knowledge is easy victim to those who have it. For example, Jews who are
knowledgeable and practice Talmudic magic will curse Gentile competitors out of business and they curse Gentiles
in general. Also, given the Jews control 96% of the world’s media, the readily available information regarding
spiritual power has been corrupted and the “New Age” movement has taken over with Christianized witchcraft.
The real powerful knowledge rarely makes it into readily available books out there. For example, “Wicca” is
nothing more than junk. The elaboration on the “three-fold” and the extreme perversion of “natural law” work to
create fearful weaklings. True “natural law” is if someone or something, or a race, species, etc, does not act to
defend itself, it will become extinct. If every cell in your body followed the teachings of the Bible and the New Age
movement, by “turning the other cheek” and letting crimes go unpunished, and promoting injustice, pacifism,
inaction and cowardice, you would be dead in a mater of hours, if not minutes. THIS IS NATURAL LAW!

The Jews fear black magick retaliation. We Gentiles outnumber them. Black magick is used for justice. Christianity,
Islam and related are nothing more than programs. There is nothing spiritual about them. Few preachers can
even diagram the human soul. The world has been under a powerful spell. It is time every Gentile wakes up to
this!

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Tue Feb 23, 2016 11:10 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d
The numbers in the Unholy Bible are very Subliminal, like the 7 Trumpets, Vials and Seals in Revelations
subliminally having to do with the 7 Chakras. The Bible and Quran must become a felony offense because it's not
a Religion but the foundation of all Terrorism......
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Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Feb 24, 2016 9:44 am

Kauzly

Posts: 17

Sorry for a bit of off-topic, but where can I get Mein Kampf which is not corrupted by Jewish lies?

Also, is this correct?

"After becoming chancellor of Germany in 1933, Hitler began to distance himself from the book and dismissed it as
"fantasies behind bars" that were little more than a series of articles for the Völkischer Beobachter and later told
Hans Frank that "If I had had any idea in 1924 that I would have become Reich chancellor, I never would have
written the book."" 
wiki source: Timothy W. Ryback (6 July 2010). Hitler's Private Library: The Books that Shaped his Life. Random
House. pp. 92–93. ISBN 978-1-4090-7578-3.

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Feb 24, 2016 11:16 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

This link for the book:
http://fourth-reich666.angelfire.com/na ... brary.html

Hitler did write a second book, but Mien Kampf was Hitler's great work for the German People and world. This is
why the Jews attack it all the time anyway they can. Including banning it from being published or sold and trying
to edit it. When the Nazi State was in existence this book was the creed that German's were shown. When the
Reich Church was created to take control of the Churches as Germany was majority Christian, and move the
population slowly out of Christianity. The Bible was not allowed on the Altar instead Mein Kampf was put on the
altar and sermons were from Mien Kampf not the Bible. That shows you that Mein Kampf was the book that was
used to literally educate the population. If Hitler wanted another book outside of this one, he just would have
wrote one and used this instead. This is common sense.

Kauzly wrote:

Sorry for a bit of off-topic, but where can I get Mein Kampf which is not corrupted by Jewish lies?

Also, is this correct?
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"After becoming chancellor of Germany in 1933, Hitler began to distance himself from the book and dismissed it as
"fantasies behind bars" that were little more than a series of articles for the Völkischer Beobachter and later told
Hans Frank that "If I had had any idea in 1924 that I would have become Reich chancellor, I never would have
written the book."" 
wiki source: Timothy W. Ryback (6 July 2010). Hitler's Private Library: The Books that Shaped his Life. Random
House. pp. 92–93. ISBN 978-1-4090-7578-3.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Feb 24, 2016 8:07 pm

Kauzly

Posts: 17 HP Mageson666 wrote:

This link for the book:
http://fourth-reich666.angelfire.com/na ... brary.html
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Hitler did write a second book, but Mien Kampf was Hitler's great work for the German People and world. This is why
the Jews attack it all the time anyway they can. Including banning it from being published or sold and trying to edit
it. When the Nazi State was in existence this book was the creed that German's were shown. When the Reich
Church was created to take control of the Churches as Germany was majority Christian, and move the population
slowly out of Christianity. The Bible was not allowed on the Altar instead Mein Kampf was put on the altar and
sermons were from Mien Kampf not the Bible. That shows you that Mein Kampf was the book that was used to
literally educate the population. If Hitler wanted another book outside of this one, he just would have wrote one and
used this instead. This is common sense.

Kauzly wrote:

Sorry for a bit of off-topic, but where can I get Mein Kampf which is not corrupted by Jewish lies?

Also, is this correct?

"After becoming chancellor of Germany in 1933, Hitler began to distance himself from the book and dismissed it
as "fantasies behind bars" that were little more than a series of articles for the Völkischer Beobachter and later
told Hans Frank that "If I had had any idea in 1924 that I would have become Reich chancellor, I never would
have written the book."" 
wiki source: Timothy W. Ryback (6 July 2010). Hitler's Private Library: The Books that Shaped his Life. Random
House. pp. 92–93. ISBN 978-1-4090-7578-3.

Damn, that is a good link you got there!!! Thanks.

Btw, is the wiki quote false then?
Since you claim that Mein Kampf was used everywhere but this guy says Hitler said he never would have written it
if he knew that he would have become Reich chancellor...

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Feb 24, 2016 8:32 pm

Egyptian_Mau

Posts: 3

Thank you for this valuable info.
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Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Thu Feb 25, 2016 9:56 am

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

HP Mageson666 wrote:

This link for the book:
http://fourth-reich666.angelfire.com/na ... brary.html

Hitler did write a second book, but Mien Kampf was Hitler's great work for the German People and world. This is why
the Jews attack it all the time anyway they can. Including banning it from being published or sold and trying to edit
it. When the Nazi State was in existence this book was the creed that German's were shown. When the Reich
Church was created to take control of the Churches as Germany was majority Christian, and move the population
slowly out of Christianity. The Bible was not allowed on the Altar instead Mein Kampf was put on the altar and
sermons were from Mien Kampf not the Bible. That shows you that Mein Kampf was the book that was used to
literally educate the population. If Hitler wanted another book outside of this one, he just would have wrote one and
used this instead. This is common sense.

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/bloggers/3213153/posts

"Rosenberg had a 30 point program for the National Reich Church. Among these points are the following:

1. The National Reich’s Church of Germany categorically claims the exclusive right and the exclusive power to
control all churches within the borders of the Reich; it declares these to be national churches:

2. The German people must not serve the National Reich Church. The National Reich Church is absolutely and
exclusively in the service of but one doctrine: race and nation.

4. The National Reich Church does not force any German to seek membership therein. The Church will do
everything within its power to secure the adherence of every German soul. Other churches or similar communities
and unions particularly such as are under international control or management cannot and shall not be tolerated
in Germany.

5. The National Reich Church is determined to exterminate irrevocably and by every means the strange and
foreign Christian faiths imported into Germany in the ill-omened year 800.

7. The National Reich Church has no scribes, pastors, chaplains or priests but National Reich orators are to speak
in them.
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10. The National Reich Church irrevocably strives for complete union with the state. It must obey the state as one
of its servants. As such, it demands that all landed possessions of all churches and religious denominations be
handed over to the state. It forbids that in future churches should secure ownership of even the smallest piece of
German soil or that such be ever given back to them. Not the churches conquer and cultivate land and soil but
exclusively the German nation, the German state.

12. National Reich Church orators hold office, government officials under Civil Service rules.

13. The National Reich Church demands immediate cessation of the publishing and dissemination of the Bible in
Germany as well as the publication of Sunday papers, pamphlets, publications and books of a religious nature.

14. The National Reich Church has to take severe measures in order to prevent the Bible and other christian
publications being imported into Germany.

15. The National Reich Church declares that to it, and therefore to the German nation, it has been decided that
the Fuhrer’s “Mein Kampf” is the greatest of all documents. It is conscious that this book contains and embodies
the purest and truest ethics for the present and future life of our nation.

16. The National Reich Church has made it its sacred duty to use all its energy to popularize the coeternal “Mein
Kampf” and to let every German live and complete his life according to this book.

18. The National Reich Church will clear away from its altars all crucifixes, Bibles and pictures of Saints.

19. On the altars there must be nothing but “Mein Kampf”, which is to the German nation and therefore to God
the most sacred book, and to the left of the altar a sword.

20. The National Reich Church speakers must during church services propound this book to the congregation to
the best of their knowledge and ability.

21. The National Reich Church does not acknowledge forgiveness of sins. It represents the standpoint which it will
always proclaim that a sin once committed will be ruthlessly punished by the honorable and indestructible laws of
nature and punishment will follow during the sinner’s lifetime.

22. The National Reich Church repudiates the christening of German children, particularly the christening with
water and the Holy Ghost.

24. The National Reich Church abolishes confirmation and religious education as well as the communion the
religious preparation for the communion. The educational institutions are and remain the family, the schools, the
German youth, the Hitler youth, and the Union of German girls.

28. The National Reich Church rejects the customary day of prayer and atonement. It demands that this be
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transferred to the holiday commemorating the laying of the foundation stone of the National Reich Church.

30. On the day of its foundation, the Christian cross must be removed from all churches, cathedrals and chapels
within the Reich and its colonies and it must be superseded by the only unconquerable symbol of Germany the
“Hakenkreuz” (swastika)."

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
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You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Thu Feb 25, 2016 11:19 am

fourthreich666

Posts: 169 Kauzly wrote:

HP Mageson666 wrote:

This link for the book:
<a class="vglnk" href="http://fourth-reich666.angelfire.com/naziarchive/library.html"
rel="nofollow"><span>http</span><span>://</span><span>fourth</span><span>-
</span><span>reich666</span><span>.</span><span>angelfire</span><span>.</span><span>com</span><span>/</span><span>naziarchive</span><span>/</span><span>library</span><span>.</span><span>html</span></a>

Hitler did write a second book, but Mien Kampf was Hitler's great work for the German People and world. This is
why the Jews attack it all the time anyway they can. Including banning it from being published or sold and
trying to edit it. When the Nazi State was in existence this book was the creed that German's were shown.
When the Reich Church was created to take control of the Churches as Germany was majority Christian, and
move the population slowly out of Christianity. The Bible was not allowed on the Altar instead Mein Kampf was
put on the altar and sermons were from Mien Kampf not the Bible. That shows you that Mein Kampf was the
book that was used to literally educate the population. If Hitler wanted another book outside of this one, he just
would have wrote one and used this instead. This is common sense.

Kauzly wrote:

Sorry for a bit of off-topic, but where can I get Mein Kampf which is not corrupted by Jewish lies?

Also, is this correct?

"After becoming chancellor of Germany in 1933, Hitler began to distance himself from the book and
dismissed it as "fantasies behind bars" that were little more than a series of articles for the Völkischer
Beobachter and later told Hans Frank that "If I had had any idea in 1924 that I would have become Reich
chancellor, I never would have written the book."" 
wiki source: Timothy W. Ryback (6 July 2010). Hitler's Private Library: The Books that Shaped his Life.
Random House. pp. 92–93. ISBN 978-1-4090-7578-3.
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Damn, that is a good link you got there!!! Thanks.

Btw, is the wiki quote false then?
Since you claim that Mein Kampf was used everywhere but this guy says Hitler said he never would have written it
if he knew that he would have become Reich chancellor...

Where the.link says that is the only part that is not true.
Hitler would have written the book Reich's Chancellor or not. 

On a side note, everyone claims Hitler made his income from being a "corrupt dictator". But in truth, most of
Hitler's income came from Mien Kampf sales as he did not want to take money from being leader of the Reich.
Furthermore, they claim Hitler ordered an officer to relieve him of all tax. That is not true because the person they
claim he orderd has no evidence of existence whatsoever and the document never existed.

Hitler just wrote it for the sake of informing. It's less of an autobiography and more of a book for the principals of
National Socialism.

Heil Hitler! Heil Himmler! Sieg Heil!

"This battle is not one for the present, but first and foremost one for the future!" - Adolf Hitler
23 heroes died for your future, 9 million good men were brutally murdered for it , so at-least work to preserve it, it is a duty as your
future is in you hands alone
-fourtheich666

http://www.666blacksun.com
http://fourthreich666.com/
http://naziarchive.fourthreich666.com

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Thu Feb 25, 2016 10:21 pm

FancyMancy

Posts: 1573

Isn't that version still not the correct, original version by Hitler, though? I thought the proper, original version was
lost or something, and we have only close copies but not quite the true one.

The Beast in the skies has risen - in time it would come. The lands have begun their schism; all bow to the Fallen One.
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May the mighty Mjølnir
nail the bleeding and naked nazarene
upon the Pagan planks
pound in the painful nails now and hang him high and dry

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Fri Feb 26, 2016 12:27 am

Egon

Posts: 2103

Correct. That translation by Dugdale is an abridged version from 1933 which contains 1/5 of Hitler's original book
+ one paragraph with xtian insertion.

I recomend reading "Mein Kampf - A Translation Controversy" by Ford (with many grains of salt since Ford is not
favorable to NS): http://hitlerlibrary.org/Mein-Kampf-Translation-Controversy.pdf

FancyMancy wrote:

Isn't that version still not the correct, original version by Hitler, though? I thought the proper, original version was
lost or something, and we have only close copies but not quite the true one.

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Fri Feb 26, 2016 8:33 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

its the best, which is why the Gods wanted it typed in the PDF and put up for everyone to use and read. This book
reads like Hitler's second book which from sources like Irving is not corrupted either. This book actually does give
the honest understanding of Hitler and National Socialism. This is not corrupted and not put out by people with an
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Posts: 3946
agenda.

FancyMancy wrote:

Isn't that version still not the correct, original version by Hitler, though? I thought the proper, original version was
lost or something, and we have only close copies but not quite the true one.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Fri Feb 26, 2016 8:37 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Hitler also gave half of all his money away to the German People by leading by example and donating it to the
Winter Drive in his first year of office. Which for the first time in years in Germany made sure no one died from
extreme poverty conditions in the winter. And also provided Germany families with toys for their children and such.
Hitler showed his love by action not just words. 
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fourthreich666 wrote:

On a side note, everyone claims Hitler made his income from being a "corrupt dictator". But in truth, most of
Hitler's income came from Mien Kampf sales as he did not want to take money from being leader of the Reich.
Furthermore, they claim Hitler ordered an officer to relieve him of all tax. That is not true because the person they
claim he orderd has no evidence of existence whatsoever and the document never existed.

Hitler just wrote it for the sake of informing. It's less of an autobiography and more of a book for the principals of
National Socialism.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Fri Feb 26, 2016 10:23 am
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Also the fact the book was wrote for mass consumption in the environment of Germany at the time must be
understood. You can note from Hitler's personal statements in Table Talk's which is verified by his associates in
their own books on Hitler. That Hitler hated Christianity and He and the other Nazi's worked to remove it from
Germany. Hitler's SS was openly anti-Christian and Pagan. That is why Hitler made the Hitler Youth days on
Sunday to keep the Youth out of the Churches.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Mar 02, 2016 7:04 am

Goldenage666
I want to add some little observation 
Usually priests and popes wear jewelry with amethyst
a violet/purple gem 
This is Jupiter 's color and probably this stone have to do with it too
probably is another proof that prove the churches use jupiter for abundance
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Posts: 296

Masochist =masochrist 
What a coincidence 
Both lovers of jewsus and masochists love 
The pain and being submitted 

Hail satan forever

Re: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft Part 2  Wed Mar 02, 2016 7:21 am

Goldenage666

Posts: 296

Note another thing too
Watch at this verses of genesis THIS IS THE FIRST OF MANY SERIES OF JEWISH LOVE FOR FAT ,I WAS WONDERING
WHY THIS AND I FINALLY UNDERSTOOD, JUPITER CAN BRING PHYSICAL GAINING WEIGHT AND FAT 
4:3 And in process of time it came to pass, that Cain brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the LORD.
4:4 And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings of his flock and of the fat thereof. And the LORD had respect unto
Abel and to his offering:
4:5 But unto Cain and to his offering he had not respect

Masochist =masochrist 
What a coincidence 
Both lovers of jewsus and masochists love 
The pain and being submitted 

Hail satan forever
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Sumerian artifact, note the inlaid lapis blue eyes.

As Laurence Garden showed in his book: Genesis Of The Grail Kings that.... 

"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea He had been called Shaitan."

The Blonde Blood Line, the Yedizi state in their own records they came from India first then into ancient Sumer and
Babylon, they were Chaldean's This group was the Aryan spiritual class. The Chaldean's from their own history
came from the region of the Himalaya's near the Pamir Plateau. Chaldean is related to the word Kula meaning
Klan of the sacred blood. The royal blood, Aryan blood. You can still note the Yedizi's religion is practiced in
Southern India around Sri Lanka with Skanda, Shiva.. Were this survived and also in parts of Tibet with Bon whom
the Tibetan's stated they got from ancient Aryan People. Shambhala is mentioned in the Yedizi texts as well.
Which relates to the Himalayan region.

The Yedizi still call their God, Shaitan as well. They brought this out of the East with them. Enki/Shaitan in the
Sumer texts created a second race of ascended beings into whom he put the blood of the Gods into and thus the
secrets of the Gods into their blood. This was the race the texts stated Enki created in its own image, the first
blue eyed people. This second race in the image of Enki was called the Ari in the Sumer texts, literally Aryan's. This
is the race that was physically birthed by the Gods. The White Race is of the race of the Gods as our ancestral
texts the Jewish program of Christianity tried to destroy, stated. We share the same racial soul with the Aryan
Gods our first ancestors. This is why the Jews hate us. They even call us "Satans" and state we are from the Seed
of Shaitan, in their texts. They are right.

The point of the Aryan path is to fully ascend and have the equality of peers with the Gods as one of their race.
This is why Enki established the Brotherhood of the Serpent. The Yedizi and Mandean texts stated Enki, Shaitan
taught the Ari the secrets of ascension, the Yoga of the serpent power. Which the surviving texts in the east state
by the serpent power the soul is fully transmuted into the fully divine state. The serpent of Satan.

Sources:

Genesis of the Grail Kings, Laurence Gardner
Blue Apples, William Henry
Guardians of the Holy Grail, Mark Pinkham
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 8:02 am

Macrobius

Posts: 14

If we are the second,who was the first race?

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 8:10 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The non-Whites, mainly the Blacks. They found these ancient mining industry operations in Africa that are from
hundreds of thousands of years ago. This is why Blacks as a race are in Africa originally. They were the race of
workers the Gods created to help them build their civilization when they came to earth. The Blacks are probably
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Posts: 3946
the oldest race on earth. Yet the Gods were here before Blacks and we come from the race of the Gods directly
so, its almost like we are the oldest as part of the Gods race.

Macrobius wrote:

If we are the second,who was the first race?
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The non-Whites, mainly the Blacks. They found these ancient mining industry operations in Africa that are from
hundreds of thousands of years ago. This is why Blacks as a race are in Africa originally. They were the race of
workers the Gods created to help them build their civilization when they came to earth. The Blacks are probably the
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oldest race on earth. Yet the Gods were here before Blacks and we come from the race of the Gods directly so, its
almost like we are the oldest as part of the Gods race.

Macrobius wrote:

If we are the second,who was the first race?

Wow. Interesting. Humbling, I'd say, as well. It's interesting to know that the (White?) Gods created Blacks before
they created Whites. I can't help but thinking that Blacks being good, solid workers is another reason and
argument as to why Black slavery happened, as well. Da jew knew it, obviously, so they decided to make them
work as slaves. (Then again, Blacks enslaved Blacks and still do - is that jewish brainwashing?)

The Beast in the skies has risen - in time it would come. The lands have begun their schism; all bow to the Fallen One.

May the mighty Mjølnir
nail the bleeding and naked nazarene
upon the Pagan planks
pound in the painful nails now and hang him high and dry

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 12:56 pm

Babylonian666

Posts: 12

Of what i have read, mandean culture was born in Sri lanka. Does that make them a sub race in the aryan blood
line?

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 1:31 pm

High Priest Lucius
Oria What about the Asians ? Their role and purpose on Earth ? Same as the Blacks ?

High Priest Lucius Oria
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Posts: 515

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 7:19 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d

Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

Thank you High Priest Mageson 666, 

There was also a recent discovery in South Africa where the fossil skeletons of the Hominid Primates the Gods
created us from were discovered......

Here is the link:
http://www.sciencealert.com/this-newly-discovered-hominid-species-will-change-the-way-we-see-human-
evolution

@High Priest Lucius Oria sir, 

There is the Asiatic Black Man that the 5% (Nation of Islam) refer to as the first man created. The 5% are a group
of Blacks that believe the Ancient Gods created the Black man first which is correct with what High Priest
Mageson666 stated, they are called the Nation of Islam. However they are brainwashed by the Jewish corruption
of White Supremacy & still think the Whites were behind the African Slave trade. They also change their last name
to Muhammad to rebel against what they call a white mans world, they are severely under the Jewish Deception
of Islam, only they believe in a black Islam. They believe the pig excrement Allah is the Supreme all is one Black
omnipotent God. According to what this Black group believes the Nation of Islam (5%) was also founded by a
White man by the name of Wallace Fard Muhammad. They believe Whites were created after Blacks in some evil
experiment & that Black is the color of Good & White is the color of evil......

Have any of you heard of The Wu-Tang Clan? They are a Rap Group from like the 90's. All of them follow the
Nation of Islam & this Jewish belief system......
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My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sat Dec 26, 2015 7:52 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d

Posts: 343

I hate when I do this but I need to add something:

It is also said that The founder of the Nation of Islam a White man named Wallace Fard Muhammad (who
disappeared without a trace) boarded a Spacecraft......

This is because he was probably an enemy Nordic who started this religion to destroy the White race, is that not
the Jewish agenda? The Nation of Islam refer's to us as "White Devil" & that the Extraterrestrial Gods of the
Blacks are supposed to destroy all the White people on earth......

This is not an old Religion either, it has been around for a long time. It is another Jewish front in their fight to
destroy the White race. Enemy Extraterrestrials abduct & experiment on Father Satan's Creation to this very day,
if you research you will find 1000's of cases; The Grey's......
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I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 8:22 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

In all reality he was probably some Jew from reports on him. And he simply penned the doctrine and found some
Uncle Tom's to take it over. It might be too obvious down the road otherwise. I suspect Christian Identity was
created by jews as well. Its based on a purposely inverted, understanding of esoteric jewish doctrine that only
some in a Yeshiva would have had at that time. I also notice Pastor Butler looked like that jew Mel Brooks, in fact
that's who I thought it was when I came across his picture. I have been told its because he was part Amerindian.
For some reason Identity which preaches that if you even have one drop of not White in you, one is a beast of the
field and not qualified for Yahweh's kingdom. Is full of people with obvious NOT WHITE admixture in them. With
Last of the Mohicans, their revered pastor.

I also remember when it came out one Identity group was being funded by a local synagogue. 

f0StaR Ch!1d wrote:

I hate when I do this but I need to add something:

It is also said that The founder of the Nation of Islam a White man named Wallace Fard Muhammad (who
disappeared without a trace) boarded a Spacecraft......

This is because he was probably an enemy Nordic who started this religion to destroy the White race, is that not
the Jewish agenda? The Nation of Islam refer's to us as "White Devil" & that the Extraterrestrial Gods of the Blacks
are supposed to destroy all the White people on earth......

This is not an old Religion either, it has been around for a long time. It is another Jewish front in their fight to
destroy the White race. Enemy Extraterrestrials abduct & experiment on Father Satan's Creation to this very day, if
you research you will find 1000's of cases; The Grey's......
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 8:27 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Malcolm X, left the whole doctrine of the Nation of Islam behind after going to Mecca and finding out Islam is a
multi racial, globalist religion. And the Islamic Arabs ran the largest African slave trade in history.
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Posts: 3946

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 9:18 am

f0StaR Ch!1d
They also call us Blue Eyed Devils & they teach that the Foul Nazarene is a Black Man with hair like wool......

They don't under stand that it is related to the hair of a Sheep because their God calls himself their Shephard, its
still all the same altered & corrupted Jewish crap.....

The Satanist is not a Sheep but a Son or Daughter of Father Satan Lucifer Enki our Creator......
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 11:35 am

BlackNazi666
User avatar

Posts: 92

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Malcolm X, left the whole doctrine of the Nation of Islam behind after going to Mecca and finding out Islam is a multi
racial, globalist religion. And the Islamic Arabs ran the largest African slave trade in history.

When he came back he was focused on uniting the Blacks regardless of religion, and political beliefs. I remember
he made a speech how the Black rulers in Africa go to the U.N and no matter what they stand united. He wanted
that for African-Americans and probably would have succeeded since he left the NOI and more Blacks would've
went with it. He also knew about the Jews but when he came back from Mecca he became friends with some as
he stated if people understand Islam everyone can unite. I remember he said this in his auto-biography I've read
it numerous times. I think all of the NOI know how the Jews started slavery but the teachings of the NOI make
people still attack the whites. When the whites were deceived by the Jews also along with most gentiles. The
Jews were the ones who profited off of slavery I'm still reading The Secret Relationship Between the Blacks and
Jews. I've never seen a Jew broke but I have seen whites in worse financial conditions than me and probably still
are when I was living in a shelter.

Up, you mighty race, accomplish what you will.

- Marcus Garvey

The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness.
- Marcus 
Nothing ever comes to one, that is worth having, except as a result of hard work.
- Booker T. Washington

At the bottom of education, at the bottom of politics, even at the bottom of religion, there must be for our race economic
independence.
-Booker T. Washington

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 12:52 pm
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FancyMancy

Posts: 1573 f0StaR Ch!1d wrote:

They also call us Blue Eyed Devils & they teach that the Foul Nazarene is a Black Man with hair like wool......

Yeah, there was a news article that said jesus was not what you think it was; that it was a black/brown,
Neanderthal-looking creature.

The Beast in the skies has risen - in time it would come. The lands have begun their schism; all bow to the Fallen One.

May the mighty Mjølnir
nail the bleeding and naked nazarene
upon the Pagan planks
pound in the painful nails now and hang him high and dry

Re: Enki Is Satan  Sun Dec 27, 2015 3:44 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d
Thank you 4 that Black Panther 666......

Then there's Farrakhan, who Joined forces with the Jews to reverse the Nazism of Father Hitler to provoke a race
war & make the world hate the White race to our destruction......

He even claims that Black people are the real Jews. How in the Hell would he come to that conclusion? Blacks are
Gentiles, Jews are Jews......
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Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Thu Dec 31, 2015 12:04 pm

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

So we didnt evolve from monkeys and apes then  

Thank F for that 

Enki1690

Re: Enki Is Satan  Fri Jan 01, 2016 3:42 pm

Enki1690

Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

Going back to the OP I find all this fascinating, the connection between Enki and Satan.

Superb work I want to learn as much as I can with regards this subject.

Enki1690

Re: Enki Is Satan  Mon Mar 28, 2016 10:56 pm

darkstaroftruth

Posts: 18

I'm just curious, have these artifacts been carbon dated? How old is Enki worship? 

Also, I have seen Satanists on youtube making comparisons to other Gods like Odin as a big example. I even see
Satanists wearing Thor's hammer talismans along with their inverted pentagram. I'm new to all this, so it all
confuses me. Would JoS as a group also recognize any other Gods as being Satanic? If not, why not?
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Re: Enki Is Satan  Mon Apr 04, 2016 8:31 pm

johnson_akemi

Posts: 1938

darkstaroftruth wrote:

I'm just curious, have these artifacts been carbon dated? How old is Enki worship? 

Also, I have seen Satanists on youtube making comparisons to other Gods like Odin as a big example. I even see
Satanists wearing Thor's hammer talismans along with their inverted pentagram. I'm new to all this, so it all
confuses me. Would JoS as a group also recognize any other Gods as being Satanic? If not, why not?

Satan has been worshipped under many names including Dionysus, Wotan, and Shiva. Also, many stories
involving the Gods are allegorical of important spiritual concepts. Many sermons by High Priest Don (Mageson666)
go into depth about those spiritual allegories. 

Spiritual Satanism is Mankind's Original and Only Religion
post5104.html

Satan is the Giver of Immortality and Freedom
post64805.html

Hail Satan!!
Hail the True and Mighty Gods of Duat!!
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Yogic Is Satanic  Thu Jan 28, 2016 6:40 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Yogic Is Satanic

Satan Rules Yoga
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Shiva is the Lord of Yoga...Who was Dionysus in the West... 

As Laurence Garden showed in his book: Genesis Of The Grail Kings that.... 
"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea He had been called Shaitan."

Shatian was the Serpent God of the Sumerian's who is also called Enki by them. Enki was also called Oannes who
is known as Dionysus in the west and Shiva in the east. The Yezidi's the blonde blood line, were part of Sumer
and they still call their God Shaitan they also stated they originally came out of the east from the Himalayas. Shiva
is the White God [svarupa] who came from the Himalayas in the texts of the Hindu's. His sacred mountain is still
there. Shiva's other name is Shaitan.

The Tibetan's stated they got the Kalachakra tantra, the Bon [the rainbow body tradition] around 17,000 years
ago from White Aryan Peoples. Kalachakra is a title of Shiva. Mount Kailash, Shiva's mountain in the Himalayas, is
sacred to the Bon's as the Hindu.

Alain Danielou shows in his book: The Gods Of Love And Ecstasy. That Siva and Dionysus are the same God.

The traditional image of the Devil in Folk art is a man with horns, adorned with serpents carrying a pitchfork,
wearing animal skins and is the god of fire, forbidden knowledge and Siddhi's and personal freedom, He was
called the "Devil of Freedom." He is colored red and associated with the Goat and mountains. Its known and
admitted the Devil is taken from Pan. This is Dionysus who is Shiva in the east. The God of the Aryan People.
Dionysus and Pan are the same God. They are both depicted the same. As they are the same. Pan is born from
His father the Ather [Zeus] like Dionysus, Dionysus is shown as the black goat, or partial goat and man and plays
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the flute, like Pan. Dionysus was also shown red as well, the color of the rising sun at dawn over the mountain.
The symbol of spiritual rebirth. Dionysus was also shown as the eternally young boy which is what the grimoiresi
attribute to the appearance of the Devil and how Shaitan appears to Sheik Adi the prophet of the Yezidi's. And
how Siva is shown as Skanda in the east. Dionysus's title in Rome was "Free". The Devil the Witches worshipped
on the mountain Sabbat was called" The Devil of Freedom." The Meaning the serpent of freedom. Dionysus was
called the "Good Serpent." Which is a play on words. The God Serpent. Which grants Freedom by the opus,
Magnum Opus means Great Serpent. The wine of Dionysus is the Kundalini energy. Devil means serpent from Devi
the serpent. Dionysus is also shown horned. Dionysus wine cup is the grail. The rites of Dionysus were based on
the Kundallini power. As Evola states the rites of such Dionysian, western traditions are identical to those of
Tantra.[1]

Shiva is shown red as well in some cases, has the crescent moon on his head like horns, the trident [pitchfork] is
adorned with serpents. Is the God of the mountain and fire, Siddhi's and liberation. He wears animal skins is
associated with the panther, goat and bull, the animals of Dionysus. Shiva is the God of the wilds and wine as
well. The mythos of the birth of the God Dionysus and Shiva as Skanda are the same. Shiva's Gana's are the
Korybantes.

Siva,Shaitan is Lord of Yoga and this is Dionysus. 

The point of Yoga as stated in the Tantra is thus:
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Outer Vedic ritualistic practices mirror inner Yoga practices balancing the fire and water, Agni and Soma within us.
Vedic literature contains the secrets of the practice of Yoga, including the ascending of the Kundalini-fire force and
the descent of the Soma nectar that open all the chakras. The practice of Yoga itself arose from the inner Vedic
sacrifice in which speech, mind and prana were
offered to the immortal Divine Fire present within our own hearts. Vedic deities reflect a profound psychological
and spiritual symbolism relative to the practice of Yoga and meditation, not just outer ritualistic concerns."[2]

What do the Tanta's which as stated are the inner or esoteric aspect of the Vedic rituals state themselves?

"Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body and the
attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the body."

"Liberation arises from gnosis(jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. Therefore. where
there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Thought the use of mercury obtains a body
that is unaging and immortal.

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric
practitioner[Siddha].

`So the soul penetrated by initiation [Kundalini fully risen] obtains Siva-hood"

`Therefore the breath overflowing bursting into the medial channel this surely brings immortality'

The piercing of the cakras effects a stadial resorption of implosion of the lower elements into their higher
emanates. Thus, when the second cakra is pierced, the element earth whose support is the lowest, the
muladhara cakra becomes imploded into the element water, the second element on the hierarchy, and so on, until
nothing remains but ether in the cranial vault . The cranial vault, the locus of the ether-both the site at the Siddha
techniques for penetration end and that at which mundane existence first begins, when the absolute first
penetrates the human microcosm-is the zero point at which the two infinites meet, the point at which "black
holes" issue into "Whites holes" This is the precisely the "end" of the process for the creation of the Alchemical
Man .when all that remains of the practitioner is the fifth element, ether, in the cranial vault, he arises-out of the
cauldron in which his lowering had been dissolved and imploded into its higher emanates as a massive,
powerful,perfected Siddha...

The more general phenomenon of penetration or piercing that
occurs within the yogic body when the breath, energy, and seed of the yogin embodied in the female kundalini
serpent-pierce the six cakras-called cakra-vedhana or cakra bhedana-is also a sexual penetration of sorts, albeit
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with sexual polarities reversed, given that It is a female kundalini who awakens, stiffens, rises, even rushes
upwards towards the cranial vault, the cavity that is the place of the passive male Siva. As the kundalini pierces
each of the cakras, great quantities of heat are produced, which refine and gradually
transmute the seed that is the stuff of her body: it is this transformed semen that becomes the nectar that
immortalizes the yogin who holds in his cranium. [3]

This was the sacred knowledge the Yezidi and associated Aryan cultures stated that Shaitan taught them in the
Golden age. That of perfection and ascension. 

Sources:

1 Yoga of Power/ Introduction Into Magic: Julius Evola

2 Inner Tantra Yoga: David Frawley

3 The Alchemical Body, Gordon, White
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Re: Yogic Is Satanic  Thu Jan 28, 2016 8:10 pm

SerpentsTree

Posts: 116

So Soma is an allegory for the elixir secreted from the pineal gland and not an actual drink then. From reading a
bit of the Rig Veda they mention it many times and I've been wondering if that was the case or not and I just got
my answer thanks. Also great post as you always do.

Re: Yogic Is Satanic  Thu Jan 28, 2016 10:50 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Soma is the moon god. Which rules such regions of the being. The pineal gland is called the Soma chakra.

SerpentsTree wrote:

So Soma is an allegory for the elixir secreted from the pineal gland and not an actual drink then. From reading a bit
of the Rig Veda they mention it many times and I've been wondering if that was the case or not and I just got my
answer thanks. Also great post as you always do.
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This post was beautiful and very enlightening, thank You HP Mageson! 
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Posts: 109

This post was beautiful and very enlightening, thank You HP Mageson! 

HAIL FATHER SATAN & THE PANTHEON OF ORION!!!!!
HAIL SATANIC WARRIORS & BUILDERS OF ETERNITY!!!!!
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Shiva is the Lord of Hatha Yoga in the East. And as the article below this one shows. Shiva is literally just another
name for Shaitan [Satan]. The Yezidi's and other cultures of the East state that Shaitan/Shiva gave the spiritual
teachings so that beings may become liberated and become fully divine like Shaitan and the other Gods. Who are
fully ascended, Nordic Extraterrestrials. The Jewish enemy only gives death, slavery and ignorance to humanity
and the earth. The point of their programs is to be a cattle slave that are owned and abused by the Jewish
People till it dies. Take a look at the Slave Trade it was run by Jews from start to end they just worked them to
death, along with brutal abuse, in their Jewish owned sugar cane plantations, Blacks, Whites and anyone else
equally. Died side by side as slaves of the Jewish Race. The way the slaves were treated there is the same way
the slaves of the Gulag's were treated in the Jewish run Soviet Union. And worked to death the same way,
literally beaten, raped, starved, tortured by the tens of millions. One hundred million perished in the Holocaust of
the Jewish run Soviet Union like the hundred million that perished in the slave trades and the one hundred and
fourteen million that have died in Communist China which was also built and is run by Jews. 

Whites, Blacks, Asians, all are victims of the Jewish Race. 
The Jews Created Communist China:
topic2027.html

The Real Holocaust and Death Camps the Jewish Run Soviet Union:
topic3994.html

Now contrast that to what Satan wants and teaches below. This is why the Jews hate Satan so much. You can't
be their abused unto death animal if you have spiritual power and knowledge. Satan breaks all the chains the
Jewish Race tries to put on humanity.

Satan breaks the chains...
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The purpose of Hatha Yoga is stated:

"It is by a transubstantiation , which is the ultimate object of the practices of Hatha Yoga, that the realized Yogi
succeeds in elevating himself, body and soul, to a higher level of the hierarchy of creation. At this point he ceases
to be a man, having transposed the harmonies, the characteristic patterns that constitute his physical nature into
another state of matter. What he seeks is to leave the animal state [pashu] to liberate himself from the snare
[pasha] of the material body which imprisons the plan of group of faculties that constitute his Transmigrant Body
or Sexual Body containing all the elements of his physical and mental personality. By virtue of the Siddhi's or
powers acquired by Yoga, he comes to realization and ascension in the hierarchy of being, which culminates in a
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transubstantiation that transforms the entire body into a celestial body without passing through death. The living
being is thus transferred to a higher more subtle level of existence free from the constraints of materiality." [1]

"It is thanks to a particular technique that the body made of corruptible matter ashuddha Maya is made to
correspond to incorruptible matter shuddha Maya and transubstantiation takes place... the human body becomes
liberated from the requirements of the animal economy when the transfer from corruptible Maya to incorruptible
Maya occurs. It is then no longer subject to death... it is transfigured into a body of glory and power called: Jnana-
tanu or spiritual body. The living liberated man jivan mukta leaves the domain of matter and with his body
disappears suddenly into light. [ V.V. Ramanan Shastri, Cultural Heritage of India."

[1] While The Gods Play. Alain Danielou

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Yogic Is Satanic

Satan Rules Yoga
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Shiva is the Lord of Yoga...Who was Dionysus in the West... 

As Laurence Garden showed in his book: Genesis Of The Grail Kings that.... 
"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea He had been called Shaitan."

Shatian was the Serpent God of the Sumerian's who is also called Enki by them. Enki was also called Oannes who
is known as Dionysus in the west and Shiva in the east. The Yezidi's the blonde blood line, were part of Sumer
and they still call their God Shaitan they also stated they originally came out of the east from the Himalayas. Shiva
is the White God [svarupa] who came from the Himalayas in the texts of the Hindu's. His sacred mountain is still
there. Shiva's other name is Shaitan.

The Tibetan's stated they got the Kalachakra tantra, the Bon [the rainbow body tradition] around 17,000 years
ago from White Aryan Peoples. Kalachakra is a title of Shiva. Mount Kailash, Shiva's mountain in the Himalayas, is
sacred to the Bon's as the Hindu.

Alain Danielou shows in his book: The Gods Of Love And Ecstasy. That Siva and Dionysus are the same God.

The traditional image of the Devil in Folk art is a man with horns, adorned with serpents carrying a pitchfork,
wearing animal skins and is the god of fire, forbidden knowledge and Siddhi's and personal freedom, He was
called the "Devil of Freedom." He is colored red and associated with the Goat and mountains. Its known and
admitted the Devil is taken from Pan. This is Dionysus who is Shiva in the east. The God of the Aryan People.
Dionysus and Pan are the same God. They are both depicted the same. As they are the same. Pan is born from
His father the Ather [Zeus] like Dionysus, Dionysus is shown as the black goat, or partial goat and man and plays
the flute, like Pan. Dionysus was also shown red as well, the color of the rising sun at dawn over the mountain.
The symbol of spiritual rebirth. Dionysus was also shown as the eternally young boy which is what the grimoiresi
attribute to the appearance of the Devil and how Shaitan appears to Sheik Adi the prophet of the Yezidi's. And
how Siva is shown as Skanda in the east. Dionysus's title in Rome was "Free". The Devil the Witches worshipped
on the mountain Sabbat was called" The Devil of Freedom." The Meaning the serpent of freedom. Dionysus was
called the "Good Serpent." Which is a play on words. The God Serpent. Which grants Freedom by the opus,
Magnum Opus means Great Serpent. The wine of Dionysus is the Kundalini energy. Devil means serpent from Devi
the serpent. Dionysus is also shown horned. Dionysus wine cup is the grail. The rites of Dionysus were based on
the Kundallini power. As Evola states the rites of such Dionysian, western traditions are identical to those of
Tantra.[1]
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Shiva is shown red as well in some cases, has the crescent moon on his head like horns, the trident [pitchfork] is
adorned with serpents. Is the God of the mountain and fire, Siddhi's and liberation. He wears animal skins is
associated with the panther, goat and bull, the animals of Dionysus. Shiva is the God of the wilds and wine as
well. The mythos of the birth of the God Dionysus and Shiva as Skanda are the same. Shiva's Gana's are the
Korybantes.

Siva,Shaitan is Lord of Yoga and this is Dionysus. 

The point of Yoga as stated in the Tantra is thus:

Outer Vedic ritualistic practices mirror inner Yoga practices balancing the fire and water, Agni and Soma within us.
Vedic literature contains the secrets of the practice of Yoga, including the ascending of the Kundalini-fire force and
the descent of the Soma nectar that open all the chakras. The practice of Yoga itself arose from the inner Vedic
sacrifice in which speech, mind and prana were
offered to the immortal Divine Fire present within our own hearts. Vedic deities reflect a profound psychological
and spiritual symbolism relative to the practice of Yoga and meditation, not just outer ritualistic concerns."[2]
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What do the Tanta's which as stated are the inner or esoteric aspect of the Vedic rituals state themselves?

"Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body and the
attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the body."

"Liberation arises from gnosis(jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital breaths. Therefore. where
there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Thought the use of mercury obtains a body
that is unaging and immortal.

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric
practitioner[Siddha].

`So the soul penetrated by initiation [Kundalini fully risen] obtains Siva-hood"

`Therefore the breath overflowing bursting into the medial channel this surely brings immortality'

The piercing of the cakras effects a stadial resorption of implosion of the lower elements into their higher
emanates. Thus, when the second cakra is pierced, the element earth whose support is the lowest, the
muladhara cakra becomes imploded into the element water, the second element on the hierarchy, and so on, until
nothing remains but ether in the cranial vault . The cranial vault, the locus of the ether-both the site at the Siddha
techniques for penetration end and that at which mundane existence first begins, when the absolute first
penetrates the human microcosm-is the zero point at which the two infinites meet, the point at which "black
holes" issue into "Whites holes" This is the precisely the "end" of the process for the creation of the Alchemical
Man .when all that remains of the practitioner is the fifth element, ether, in the cranial vault, he arises-out of the
cauldron in which his lowering had been dissolved and imploded into its higher emanates as a massive,
powerful,perfected Siddha...

The more general phenomenon of penetration or piercing that
occurs within the yogic body when the breath, energy, and seed of the yogin embodied in the female kundalini
serpent-pierce the six cakras-called cakra-vedhana or cakra bhedana-is also a sexual penetration of sorts, albeit
with sexual polarities reversed, given that It is a female kundalini who awakens, stiffens, rises, even rushes
upwards towards the cranial vault, the cavity that is the place of the passive male Siva. As the kundalini pierces
each of the cakras, great quantities of heat are produced, which refine and gradually
transmute the seed that is the stuff of her body: it is this transformed semen that becomes the nectar that
immortalizes the yogin who holds in his cranium. [3]

This was the sacred knowledge the Yezidi and associated Aryan cultures stated that Shaitan taught them in the
Golden age. That of perfection and ascension. 
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Sources:

1 Yoga of Power/ Introduction Into Magic: Julius Evola

2 Inner Tantra Yoga: David Frawley

3 The Alchemical Body, Gordon, White
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HPMageson, did they even have death in golden age? Or was just very few that did die without reaching the
magnum opus?
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Re: Satan Is The Giver Of Immortality And Freedom  Fri Feb 05, 2016 12:47 pm

bluenitwolf

Posts: 322

There's probably more to it then this i think. my overall purpose is fighting and stuff. i just dont see any point if we
all become cattled slaves. So after jews gone, me personally aighnt really worried about anything else, even
though my meditations and goals contradicts. So i guess theres a looooong way to godhead ,and if we dont make
it, memory of all beloved and learned is gone. i guess you can meditate, past lfe regression. but overall i
personally just situated myself in the above .i can worry about whatver once jews gone. 

the may be a bad outlook. but its just how i feel. been doing yoga for a while. lossen up a lil. flexibility is the
same. welp, time to go jews

Hey, slow down and relax.Breathe and let go. Power takes time. 

Hail Father Satan, SATANAS, and all the gods of hell. Heil to the FOURTHRIECH.

FALUN DAFA

Re: Satan Is The Giver Of Immortality And Freedom  Fri Feb 05, 2016 12:50 pm

The13thSinner

Posts: 155

powerseeker wrote:

HPMageson, did they even have death in golden age? Or was just very few that did die without reaching the
magnum opus?

"In the ancient texts of our people they did not die. They entered the into the
light or the blessed realm and became immortal. They obtained Brahman.

This is the heart of the Aryan religion. To become twice born one. An Aryan."

-HP Mageson, topic87.html

In a world plagued with evil and lies, the truth is found in what we are told is most evil of all lies.
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Fuckin' Kikes.
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Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil

This is from an answer to a question on the forum I gave:

In Buddhism the only being that makes any sense is Mara. He is the god of desire and fulfilments of material
existence. Buddha just states have no desire's so that the energy of the elements that forms you will dissipate so
when you die the psychic aspects of the elements will fizzle out on the astral and you will cease to exist as its
desire that holds them together and gives them meaning. As Buddhism preaches you have no soul, no Atman.
Thus you don't actually exist as a soul consciousness. What you perceive as yourself is illusion. Your just a
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recycling of five elements nothing else. When you realize this deeply its suppose to cause a psychic wave that
releases the power of the elements causing the dissolution of existence upon your death. This is the meaning of
enlightenment in Buddhism.

Nirvana in Buddhism means literally extinction. Buddhism states EXISTANCE is suffering and that EXISTANCE has
an END. That end is EXTINCTION. So if you obtain Nirvana you literally cease to exist. Lights out forever. 

Mara is the god of existence and life. Buddha is the god of death and annihilation. Buddhism exists to bring death,
destruction, demoralization and annihilation on all life. Buddha is actually an evil character that preaches hatred
for all life and the purposes of life. Buddha preached an evil doctrine that is identical to the evil doctrine the
fictional Nazarene preaches on the mount. This has been noted by scholars. There is nothing spiritual about
Buddhism, its annihilationist nihilism. 

This is why having Buddha statues is heretical in Buddhism the form of Buddha that of Gautama is actually Mara.
Because its an existing being thus the realm of Mara. MA...water....RA...fire, the two elements that generate all
existence forever. The actual Buddha is literally nothing, total extinction.
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin
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Buddhism....

What happens when a Buddhist becomes Christian....
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 10:43 am

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

I had like to add 

Had there been nothing in this world but pain and sorrow no living soul would have had
inclination for anything in this world; but it is our daily experience that the souls do desire for the
objects for this world, hence it cannot be true that in the whole universe there is nothing but pain
and sorrow. Both happiness and misery are to be found in this world.

It is not right to say that in this world there is nothing but sorrow and misery, and there is
absolutely no happiness, even as one can conceive of the night only in relation to the
day, and vice versa.

If the Buddhists really believe in the above doctrine, why do they attend to the health of their
bodies, and for this purpose take food and drink and follow the laws of health and in case of
sickness take medicine, etc.? Why do they believe that these things are conducive to one's
happiness? If they believe that these things are conducive to one's happiness? If they answer
that they certainly do these things but at the same time believe that they lead to misery and pain,
it can never be true because the soul takes to what is conducive to its happiness and shuns what
entails misery and suffering. Practice of virtue, acquisition of knowledge and wisdom, association 
with the good and the like undoubtedly are conducive to man's happiness. Now wise man can never 
assert that these result in pain and sorrow. It is Buddhists alone who hold such a belief like hypocrites . 

First they imagined that in the whole world there was nothing
but sorrow and suffering and then they formulated this doctrine of naught which is utter shit . Because If all be
naught, the knower of naught can never be naught, for if he also being himself naught cant know naught. If this
mode of worship could lead to salvation, we should think a man, with closed eyes, could as well find diamonds.
These people have come to believe in such stupid things by rejecting Satan . Its similar to leaving your natural
home, wandering in streets and ending up in gutters and celebrating your own destruction .
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Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 12:26 pm

lucifer

Posts: 4

Thank you for this post, I feel that I have much to learn from you.

This explains why Buddhism was not suppressed, indeed is promoted.

I wanted to know if Buddhism has been corrupted over time or has already been born wrong?

What about Confucianism and Taoism?

Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 12:55 pm

Sebastian Shen
Everytime I think about Buddhism I feel Nazism.
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Posts: 117

May the Truth
always bring you
Joy

Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 7:16 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The Nazi's considered Buddhism a slave religion ultimately. 

Sebastian Shen wrote:

Everytime I think about Buddhism I feel Nazism.
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 8:00 pm

Hvit_Ormr
So ultimately we just have same self denying "desires and wants are evil" narrative like in xianity, communism and
islam. It's more evil jewish gibberish and anti life garbage, and thus must must be purged from human civilisation
like the aforementioned if we're to have any chance at happiness and freedom. If they want their individual selves
to disappear, then they are all literally just self-hating idiots.
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Posts: 82

Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Fri Feb 12, 2016 9:15 pm

ss666

Posts: 73

In this topic topic12948.html discussing Buddhism.
I know that Buddhism is shit,but then everyone said his opinion.
This could cause confusion,but thanks hp mageson everything is clear.
SMALL CONFIRMATION FOR ALL!DEMOCRACY IS STUPID!
And sorry.....my English is worse than democracy! HAHAHAHA

Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Sat Feb 13, 2016 12:21 am

Marsayate

Posts: 440
Location: Dresden,
Germany

HP Mageson666 wrote:

What happens when a Buddhist becomes Christian....
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I CAN'T EVEN XD!!

The rainbow pony in the corner XD you're funny lol

Buddhism teaches so many fucked up things. You can't deny desires, wants, needs, and instincts. It's against
human nature. You go against human nature, suffering will happen, it's a guarantee. Some say that Buddhism
isn't really a religion, more like a philosophy, but if so, it's a fucked up one. A Karl Marx one.

There is pain, and there is happiness. The way to achieve it, is to follow your nature. Your true nature, not the
"front" you likely established for a jewish society to accept you. There are people who are themselves, and they
get shunned for it.

topic10740.html

Any philosophy or religious idea that defines human nature as suffering needs to go. Period.
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Sat Feb 13, 2016 2:50 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Buddhism is a religion they believe in heaven and hell realms, Gods, and a Devil character Mara. Western's don't
really sit down and study actual Buddhism.
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Sat Feb 13, 2016 3:10 am

roadtorevolution

Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

Dont you think slothz every religion other than SS is a sect , for religion too is eternal . And there was never
english equivalent of sanskrit word Dharma .

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
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Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________

HEY HAVE

 Poo people...

Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Sat Feb 13, 2016 7:32 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Religion is the English word for Dharma, just like Dharma has lost all its real meaning in the east its lost it in the
west as well. 

roadtorevolution wrote:

Dont you think slothz every religion other than SS is a sect , for religion too is eternal . And there was never english
equivalent of sanskrit word Dharma .
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Re: Buddhism Doctrine Of Evil  Sat Feb 13, 2016 11:31 pm

kenny.meza

Posts: 3
Location: Lima,Peru

I just wanted to share this: A friend of mine told me that she is budhist, and they don´t believe that there is good
or bad, right or wrong, that we are always learning.
So, my answer: Then why do you budhists have kharma and dharma? Kharma is the punishment and dharma is
the opposite, like a prize. (??) 
She was speechless until now she is....
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Neo-Atheism Is Jewish  Fri Feb 26, 2016 8:40 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Neo-Atheism Is Jewish

This was from an answer I gave in the Forum:

A lot of this is not really important using the neo-atheists, talking points just attempts to justify their Jewish
materialism and nihilism which is part of Marxism. 

The fact is the early Church themselves admit they created Jesus as a fabrication by stealing Osiris and the
Mystery religion around Osiris. And turning such into a Jewish version to scam the world with a jewish cheap trick
to manipulate the goyim with. The Jews put themselves into power with a coup against the Roman aristocracy and
hid behind the Flavian Caesar's as their glove puppets. Vespasian the official founder of the Flavian Dynasty that
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created and imposed the Christian Church on the world, were the Jew is God and the Torah is the order of life to
be obeyed and worshiped. Openly admitted he owed his power to Jews from Alexandria and even built a statue
to one direct Jew of such who thought Titus as a middle man [Titus was married to a Jewess] put him on the
throne. Vespasian's family was notable in the money lending and debt collecting business which is dominated by
just Jew again? Even in the ancient Roman world. This Jewish family that was the heart of the Flavian's as their
money funded it was the Alexandria's who ran the Jewish Therapeuts that as the Founders of the Catholic Church
stated was Christianity origin point. Who in their own early writings openly stated Jesus is a mythological
character taken from Osiris. The Alexandria's where the Goldman sachs of the ancient world.

There is no point in getting caught up in the Jewish trap of creationism and neo-atheism. 

After that what is there to argue with? Five million Dawkin's quotes? Its also proven Moses is a stolen and
fabricated character from Bacchus as well. The ancient Greeks pointed such out. Moses is the founder of Judaism
and he never existed. The Jews are not the chosen of anything and are just filthy, criminal hokum peddlers from
the orient. Note all the Jewish leaders squatting over neo-Atheism don't want you to go there and examine
Judaism....ever. Nor do they want any of this made public. Their gate keepers. Peddling two hundred year old
arguments.

Judaism is nothing but a materialist, race based organized criminal system. That is obsessed with everything from
pedophilia, bestiality, stealing from everyone and killing them. To child ritual murder to feces and is afraid toilet
monsters will attack them if they don't say special shit house prayers over literal excrement. These people are sick
and are disgusting, weirdo's, criminal creeps, frauds and losers and we all know it. Normal people are anti-Semitic.
People who think Jewish finger painting in poo are awesome, and Jew political leaders who support Pedophilia like
Ginsberg are moral role models, are not.

All this Materialist Jewish nonsense is keeping people away from the proper understanding of the structure and
laws of existence which is metaphysical. And gas lighting the world for Jewish Communism.

The debate is simply is the Absolute a being thus a theistic creationist God or not. The ancient Metaphysician's,
the Adepts in the Pagan Mysteries the Jews ripped off and corrupted. Knew the Absolute is not a being. But simply
a force. Spirit the fifth element all elements come from. Spirits main element is sound which light, form and number
are manifestations of. The key properties' of all existence. The Absolute has always existed it has no start or end.
The current jewtrix materialism which is bogus science held up by proven frauds like the Jew, Einstein who faked
the results of his great relativity experiment which brought his candy kosher ass to fame to just peddle criminal
fraud-jewlent, bullshit. Like Communism which materialism forms the key element of. The Big Bang is a proven
fraud and was proven by Physicists of the time as well to be such and laughed at. It only rules by force, question
this hokum and lose your career that's it.

It was Jews who lied and turned the Absolute into a Being....A Jewish Being. Wonder why......

This retarded, Jew weirdo Einstein who couldn't tie his own shoes and couldn't remember where he lived half the
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time but somehow...we are supposed to believe. Like figured the universe out. Just stole anything that worked off
the Goyim scientists. And people like Dawkin's and the Marxist Hitchens's promote this crap and prompted this
crap. Which tricks the Goyim into materialism and neo-atheism [which is Marxism in a new uniform in the west] this
is the Atheism the kind that is the real source of this word in ancient Greek, Agos. The Greeks stated was without
anything spiritual the understanding of the Absolute and the metaphysical science. This is so the Jews at the top
are left with this only which is their key to rule. This is the locus of Jewish Marxism.

The Maverick science which is the future has shown everything in existence is materialized light, sound waves of
different density that are of archetypal patterns that manifest from and are of the source or ether field, the
Absolute. Materialist Jew nonsense the new hokum of the Jews has been disproven that fast. Billions of shekels
and years of enforced lies and the hokum just falls flat.

The fact is everything on earth has gone to a puddle of bagel shit because the Human beings of this world are
living in an aberrant system of life which is built on anti-spiritual Jewish lies. And the problems will go on until the
Human starts as a society to live proper and truthfully as a spiritual being in harmony with the Absolute laws, the
supreme Divine Order of life. We have to live as the spiritual forces and laws that we are formed of and thus are.
This was the tradition our Gods who are ascended Nordic's. Taught the world so the world could live without
suffering and be at peace and not even know death itself. This is the key to the Great Working which gives people
full ascension themselves the Celestial body and immortality. 

All suffering comes from not doing this as the ancient Sages warned. And thus all suffering comes from the Jews
and their trash heap Reptilian, shit lords of the galaxy that have created the Jew to use them to infiltrate
humanity for thousands of years across the globe. The Jews were in the East and still are as well. Which is you
look back you find them behind the destruction of civilization and the metaphysical structure of it in the east. Even
Hinduism now is a mixture of the Jewish programs of Islam and Christianity which influences it today and current
Hinduism looks nothing like it would have just two thousand years ago. Pious Hindu's in the 20th century were
engaging in the cultural destruction of ancient Hindu Temples for not conforming to the corruption they follow and
the morons never put two and Jew together the whole time. The Jewish Jesuit's went all over India removing and
corrupting all spiritual metaphysic's for centuries as Indian Yogi's mentioned. To the point all that is left is
corrupted RHP lies and garbage leaving people programmed and helpless for the final sweep of the Jews. A Global
Communist Slave System. Run out of Israel.
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Location: Where

damn that picture is accurate

Thoughts become things.
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Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented By Science Already

This is from an answer I gave in the groups:
topic11452.html

Back in the 19th century the president of the Royal Society in England the top ranking scientific society, Sir William
Crookes and the co founder of the Theory of Evolution with Darwin, Alfred Russell Wallace. The Theory of Evolution
was called the Darwin-Wallace Theory originally. Documented the existence of human siddhi's. From telekinesis
and levitation under scientific conditions. In the case of Daniel Hume. Hume once levitated in front of the scientists
up into the air out the open window on the third floor and came back through another open window this just one
ability Hume demonstrated. There is also a book "The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries" published by two America
researchers who went into the Soviet Union and documented numerous cases of people who have been tested
by Scientist's under lab conditions and have the same abilities Hume did along with other powerful psychic
abilities. Dr. Radin has also documented the fact humans have ESP in numerous lab tests. You have the numerous
works of Rupert Sheldrake on the subject. The prominent Nobel Prize winner's in physic's Pierre and Marie Currie
documented the same abilities of telekinesis and other psychic abilities in the psychology institute in Paris. After
years of studying such individuals under lab conditions they wrote to their fellow colleagues in the physic's
community and stated the Siddhi's are absolutely real and must be taken into accountability. 

As Radin stated in his lecture on taboo on Physic abilities. The scientific community has a taboo against
researching physic abilities you can lose your career. This is why Wallace's name was taken off the Theory of
Evolution and Darwin's was left.

Science and the taboo of psi" with Dean Radin:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw_O9Qiwqew

The test your mentioning is by James Randi. There was a lawyer who wrote a report on this. The contract Randi
offers is not a legal document and is designed so that Randi can you deny you no matter what even if he can't
disprove anything you demonstrated. This is what happens people go and prove they have abilities and get
denied anyway. This challenge is biased to the point its a purposeful fraud. This has lead to law suits against him
and his fake challenge:

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rsuit1.htm

Seems Randi might not be as honest as he claims:
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http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rested.htm

So who is this nobody who has never been able to proved any evidence of the Siddhi's again....

ac32598 wrote:

Just curious as to why nobody has been able to provide concrete evidence of magick. I know there are certain
people who offer a reward if someone can prove they have occult ability bu noone has been able to pass the test
I would think someone adept at magick would easily be able to provide proof of magick such as pyrokinesis is this
because Jews prevent actual evidence from ever getting out to the public if not y?
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Wotanwarrior

Posts: 798
Location: Celtiberia

Unfortunately many people who rebels against xianity end up falling into this trap of atheism, I myself fell into this
trap for years before becoming a SS.

Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628

Re: Neo-Atheism Is Jewish  Mon Feb 29, 2016 5:02 pm
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Addi

Posts: 8

I have started understanding the jews a bit. They are creating their own sets of GOOD and EVIL where both of
them actually doesn't exist, just a piece of hallucination. They have quite understood the human tendency and
created their own sets of "demons", "the horrible Great Ones" in order to create fear and hatred among the
gentiles towards the true knowledge so that they can get ample of time to manipulate everything. I think they will
go to such an extend, if not checked that they will start preaching that Black is White, White is Red, Red is Blue

blah blah !!!  They are serious retards  They are actually created to create mess.

It's my duty to serve my family
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Elves, Gnomes, Unicorn's, Bigfoot, Good Jews

There are still some sappy souls out there who pine for the romantic myth of the "Good Jew." What is Judaism
about lets look to the Jews to tell us, what it means to be Jewish in the soul:
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believes in lying and deceit as divine acts and whole identity is based on the belief in deceiving you, killing you
and stealing all your property.. . You can trust me!!"

The frog and the Scorpion don't fall for this obvious nonsense. 
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Posts: 445

That first line was GOLD.....     
Im gonna start using that line when someone starts with the Good apples Bad apples BS

Re: Elves, Gomes, Unicorn's, Bigfoot, Good Jews  Fri Mar 11, 2016 3:34 pm

User22
But the big foot is real though .
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But the big foot is real though .

So are unicorns, a brony told me so.
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The Bro-hoof foot. Its an allusive, beta, basement dwelling creature. 

User wrote:

But the big foot is real though .

So are unicorns, a brony told me so.
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Re: Elves, Gnomes, Unicorn's, Bigfoot, Good Jews  Sat Mar 12, 2016 10:38 pm

Kauzly

Posts: 17

Yeah, and as soon as you start talking this to people, they are like "wtf you antisemitic liar" etc...
So sad.
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Runic Meaning

Rune means logos in the sense of the absolute and its emanations. Each rune is a divine animation of the
absolute. The Egyptian Neters are their name for the Gods. The letters of the Neters or Divinities that make up the
logos the Param Brahman. "God [Brahman]is the word" was stolen off this metaphysical science in the east. God
is the word in the original Sanskrit text is Brahman is Aum. The Absolute is the letters that form existence. The
enemy turned the absolute, the Brahman into a literal personality. Brahman is the element of spirit which is the
property of sound which is light, number and form which all existence is manifested of. That's all. The AUM is
Brahman in the east is the trinity of Brahman is Brahma, Visnu, Shiva. Each of the three deities represent each
letter of AUM and its property which make existance. Making Brahman. This is why number was symbolically
started at three in the East and the West. Tri....inity. Tri is three in Sanskrit. 

Each Letter has a number and the meaning of the number is within the meaning of the Divinity that rules the
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Each Letter has a number and the meaning of the number is within the meaning of the Divinity that rules the
letter and number. Each has their own symbols, myths and properties. Rauda relates to the word Rune.

Odin is the A letter and A is the breath or prana. Odin breathes the breath of life into Ask and Ambla. The first two
beings created by Odin from the wood of the two tree's. Which is the element of Ether which is the letter A which
the universe is stated to be the manifestation of this primordial sound. 

The Rauda rune in its hieroglyph is a wheel with the solar cross and the name of Rauda means "Wheel" the
meaning of this is the cosmic wheel. The wheel of Dharma. The solar cross is also the five elements. Which is also
the chakra's. This is the sun god. And the chakra's are called the souls of RA in Egypt. 5 relates to the elements as
that relate to all the chakra's as well. And to the structure of existence. Which is the sun god RA. Or Rauda. The
pentacle. In the east they still use RAM into the chakra's to empower them all. You can find the RA meditation in
the Satanic Kabbalah in more detail. RA is the fire that purifies the soul.
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JackNickelsonsie

Posts: 70

Hi there. They are a very interesting topic. Runes are a very big thing in my life. I use them almost exclusively
except for some backup stuff I have planned for emergencies. I have only ever used the Elder Futharks Germanic
and Icelandic Runes but I recall hearing somewhere that there are other sets of Runes. Are those others useful or
are they just traps or watered down versions of the Futhark?

I learned abit about the meanings of the shapes of them but have plenty more to learn about Runes in general so
any information you can vouch for would be much appreciated. 

Thanks!

Hail Satan!!

Re: Runic Meaning  Thu Apr 21, 2016 4:47 am

JackNickelsonsie

Posts: 70

No worries guys! Its all good >two thumbs up< I will just keep at it!

Hail Satan!!

Re: Runic Meaning  Thu Apr 28, 2016 12:40 am

Light Algur

Posts: 553

RAM? RAUM? 

JackNickelsonsie wrote:

Hi there. They are a very interesting topic. Runes are a very big thing in my life. I use them almost exclusively
except for some backup stuff I have planned for emergencies. I have only ever used the Elder Futharks Germanic
and Icelandic Runes but I recall hearing somewhere that there are other sets of Runes. Are those others useful or
are they just traps or watered down versions of the Futhark?

I learned abit about the meanings of the shapes of them but have plenty more to learn about Runes in general so
any information you can vouch for would be much appreciated. 

Thanks!
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Hail Satan!!

I use the Gothic pronunciations.

http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/

Keep doing Reverse Torah Rituals!
post68097.html#p68097
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Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Fri May 13, 2016 10:06 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's

This is from a interesting thread in the forum dealing with covered up history...

f0StaR Ch!1d wrote:

The Radio Active Dating methods not being reliable as in we cannot say they are 65 Million years old, I think that's
what they were probably talking about High Priest Mageson. That would mean that the time span in which the
Dinosaurs lived from what they call the Trassic Period to what they call the end of the Cretaceous period could not
be put on the Timeline of History. The Apocalyptic event that they say destroyed 3/4 of all life on Earth at the end of
the Cretaceous period which wiped out the Dinosaurs according to my knowledge was the Sumerian Flood, they got
their Dating wrong somehow......
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I answered this below:

The problem with carbon dating was mentioned but also the problem with isotope dating and mineral dating. This
is the same arguments if I remember properly were brought up by Loyd Pye in his question of Darwinism being
false. He showed by conclusive evidence Darwinism is false and we came from the Anu Gods. Then he just all of a
sudden dies of a strange illness. Probably the tribe cursed him as they admit they love to do. He was able to get
the DNA testing done on the Star Child skull and prove it was not of human origin. Loyd Pye proved the existence
of ET's.

Now the ice age is false as Allan and Delair proved in there books, and this revaluates the time line. Up till ten
thousand years ago there was a sub topic climate across the whole of earth and the oceans didn't really exist at
all. So the environment that dinosaur's need to exist within globally still existed up till ten thousand years ago.
Hancock showed were they found Sabre tooth tigers and I believe Woolly Mammoths that perished frozen
beneath ice in day in a region that had been sub topical up till that day. This cataclysm that occurred that wiped
them out was probably ten thousand years ago. We still have some types of sub species of them in sub topical,
topical areas that are documented. Its been claimed they might still exist in remote areas in the jungles were
humans can't enter. The Panda was thought extinct up till the last century. Scientists searched the east for sixty
years looking for one but couldn't find one. The upright hominids still exist as well. The monkey man bones the
Darwinist parade around are actually of them.

The region we lived in was not Atlantis it was what the esoteric historians called MU that was in the region that
was the Indian, Pacific Ocean region today. All that might be left is Sri Lanka as the Hindu records as does the
records of the indo-Chinese regions all the way thought the Pacific regions, Japan and the America's, Egypt,
Greece, Rome and the Druids also state. That is why our ancestors rebuilt in the highest regions of the world like
the Himalaya's and Andes, I believe. Because the flood was so vast it makes sense to build in the highest regions
as a safety measure. The fall out from this is what caused the current wobble in the earth's axis that gives us the
ice poles today. The Piri Reis's map proved Antarctica didn't start to freeze over till around six to three thousand
years ago.

The flood as the ancients all recorded was caused by the destruction of a mainly water planet between Jupiter
and Mars. The Soviet scientists also documented that a planet had existed there along with western ones. Note
the Hebrew god takes credit for having caused the flood to exterminate all the Goyim nations to make way for the
Jewish race to rule the planet and make slaves of the Goyim. Books have been done on this subject but are just
repeating the ancient texts. That our solar system was invaded by the anti-Gods, the Asura's around ten
thousand years ago. This is how that planet got destroyed Farrell's works such as his book "Cosmic War"prove
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such it was not a natural event that destroyed that planet. This is why Mar's atmosphere was wiped out. From
the blast wave and why it was once inhabitable but now is not. It seems we might have lived on several planets
in the solar system. Earth, Mars and Phaeton. As we know it was the Reptilian's who invaded the solar system.
And the Jewish racial gene, the Cohen gene has Reptilian DNA in it. They god from their "god" as they claim. The
Jewish rabbi's even admit they are Alien and from another planet and came here from that one to take this planet
over.

Jewish Rabbi Admits Jews are an Alien Group Who's Goal Is Conqueror the World:
topic13571.html

The Yezidi's also clam they [the Yezidi's] were the first people on earth. And they original came out of the East.
They have always called their God "Satan" as well. Like the Chaldeans who they were part of in ancient Sumeria
did.

As Laurence Garden showed in his book: Genesis Of The Grail Kings that.... 

"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea He had been called Shaitan."

They also stated Satan personally taught our ancestors the knowledge of ascension to the divine body and
eternal life in the primordial paradise of Sri Lanka when it was still the larger continent of MU. Churchward spent
his whole going across the globe proving that we came from MU as did all the ancient advanced civilizations.
Churchward showed the symbol of MU was the almighty......
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Note:

Churchward gave a vivid description of Mu as the home of an advanced civilization, the Naacal, which flourished
between 50,000 and 12,000 years ago, was dominated by a "white race" that was superior in many respects to our
own. At the time of its demise, about 12,000 years ago, Mu had 64,000,000 inhabitants and many large cities, and
colonies in the other continents.
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This matches all the other records from Europe to the America's. The Aryan People came from MU.

The work "The Lost Civilization of Lemuria", by Frank Joseph. Is a good book to get to study this subject. It shows
Churchward was correct.
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Our goal is to help people Liberate themselves and peoples from the Jewish tyranny. 
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yeah , conquering the jews wouldve been better put for me
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Posts: 296

sense 

as for mars 
There are many pics by nasa 
Wheree
you can sometimes see ancient structures 
This is a video I found on youtube 
It claims to have found an alien corpse 
But if this pic is real 
I think it's a statue 
Something I noticed too 
Is the little pyramid 
http://youtu.be/wEbujxvph90

Masochist =masochrist 
What a coincidence 
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Both lovers of jewsus and masochists love 
The pain and being submitted 

Hail satan forever

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Fri May 13, 2016 7:20 pm

Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster
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http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/woman-on ... cbf1e630b6

s a god-awful small affair, to the girl who’s not even there. 

A photo from the Mars Curiosity rover posted to NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory website has the Internet
buzzing about the so-called “woman” on the Red Planet.

But if there is life on Mars, this image isn’t evidence of it, one expert tells The Huffington Post. Dr. Seth Shostak,
senior astronomer and director of the Center for SETI Research, thinks that it’s all in the eyes — or, brain, rather
— of the beholder.

“The fact that so many people are adept at playing ‘Where’s Waldo?’ with rover photos is a testament to our
brain’s ability to pick out creatures in the visual landscape,” he told HuffPost. “It’s a talent that helped our
ancestors avoid predators or catch prey, but it’s a poor strategy in the hunt for extraterrestrial life.”

Yes, the human brain is hard-wired to look for patterns, meaning and even faces in images. It’s a phenomenon
called pareidolia.

Although it’s hard to tell exactly what the first (second?) lady of Mars is made of without examining it, Shostak
says that it’s probably a rock. (Hey, it could have been dust or dirt.)

“I know that this may disappoint those who are convinced otherwise, but just because it looks like a duck is
hardly proof of ducky-ness — or in this case, evidence that a miniature version of the Statue of Liberty is
welcoming NASA hardware to Mars,” Shostak said. 

Here’s a bunch of other cool-looking Mars rocks: 
(Taken from link, has detailed explanations)
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Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Fri May 13, 2016 8:16 pm

descarte666
So I am assuming you didn't find any records of dinosaurs being able to talk to us? I am surprised.
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Posts: 662

Hail Satan!
Hail All of the Beautiful Gods and Goddesses!
Hail Hitler!
Hail all of Satan's True Warriors!
Hail the Gentile's who have died fighting for Satan and the Truth!

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Fri May 13, 2016 8:30 pm

AscendingSun
One of the oldest knows sanskrit texts the Mahabharata describes nuclear attacks on Aryan civilization. 
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Posts: 80
Location: USA

One of the oldest knows sanskrit texts the Mahabharata describes nuclear attacks on Aryan civilization. 

Also it's interesting because the Golden Age was described as being eternal spring and the Earth gave her
bounties without toil. Seasons came after some event.

Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Fri May 13, 2016 8:45 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

descarte666 wrote:

So I am assuming you didn't find any records of dinosaurs being able to talk to us? I am surprised.

I did......but it wouldn't shut up about how it was turned into a lampshade sixity zillion times.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Sat May 14, 2016 5:35 am

Creelien

Posts: 1

What was the the name of the destroyed planet? Or was it Phaeton?
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Posts: 1

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Mon May 16, 2016 12:20 am

NotaHPyet

Posts: 9

Wondering if reptilians have spirituality perfected immortality as our gods have, or if they just continualy
reincarnate. Also wonder the capabilities of whoever they have in charge.

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Tue May 17, 2016 9:46 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d

Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

Creelien wrote:

What was the the name of the destroyed planet? Or was it Phaeton?

Yeah, the name of the Destroyed Water Planet was Phaeton. You can Google it and research about it but most of
the stuff on the Internet about what really happened has been polluted by Kikes, like the theory of Planet Niburu.
High Priest Mageson already confirmed that there is no such thing as Planet Niburu, it's just a theory that a Jew
made up, you can read about it here:

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic2045.html 

Lets give a round of applause to High Priest Mageson for sharing that, thank you High Priest Mageson. People try
to say that one of Planet Niburu's moons hit the Water Planet of Phaeton and threw Planet Niburu off of its normal
course in space, then they try to say that it will come back and hit Earth on some Jewish Xtian Day of Judgment
End of the World Spooky Crap that will never happen. Something else hit Planet Phaeton from Space which leads
me to the next Question on this thread.....

NotaHPyet wrote:

Wondering if reptilians have spirituality perfected immortality as our gods have, or if they just continualy
reincarnate. Also wonder the capabilities of whoever they have in charge.

The Enemy Reptilians are Eternal Gods like Father Satan but they can be defeated and banished from this area of
the Universe, if they were Mortal then they would have never outnumbered Father Satan in the First place. Alien
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the Universe, if they were Mortal then they would have never outnumbered Father Satan in the First place. Alien
Greys are Reptilian Cyborgs, they kidnap and experiment on Human Anatomy for their own sick cloning Mutation
purposes, they also communicate with the Jewish Government through Crop Circles. Our AntiXrist Adolf Hitler and
his 3rd Reich Nazi Army worked with Father Satan to develop a Weapon that would destroy the Enemy
Extraterrestrial Technology on our Planet, after Adolf Hitler Faked his Death he fled to this secret location in the
Heart of Antarctica, Nazi Base 211 or Station 211; I have referred to this as the Frozen Zone in many of my Songs
before Father Satan even personally informed me about it like 6 months ago......

The Enemy God's who are presently on the Earth have a Super Weakness to a Certain Alienic Element and they
know we know about it, similar to Superman and Kryptonite, this Nazi Weapon is infused with this Certain
Element translated in Human Language as the Number 211. The Jewish Government has Antarctica Secure like
Area 51 but they haven't found this Weapon and they Never Will because it is buried with invisible
Extradimensional Nordic Technology. The Main Central Station Nerve Center of the Enemy Extraterrestrial
Presence on Earth is in the Heart of what is known as the Bermuda Triangle. The only problem as to why Father
Satan has not used the Weapon yet is the Dangerous Risk that we might destroy ourselves, like if Father Satan
moves in on the Enemy Extraterrestrial Presence on our Planet Now, his very own Creation (The Gentile Human
Race) out of fear might Fire Nuclear Weapons at Will and completely turn the Earth into an Uninhabitable Nuclear
Wasteland. The Salvation of our Species is completely dependant on the 4th Reich which is why Father Satan is
against all of the infighting. If the 4th Reich Fails to wake up the Gentile Governments of the World and prepare
everybody for the Final Front then there will be no Final Attack and this World will fall under Jewish Enemy Control
4Ever. We have to spread the Satanic Swastika into the Hearts and Minds of like 7 Billion People, it is Mission
Impossible but it can be accomplished. We must Fight together, otherwise we have already Lost. The Mission of
the 4th Reich is to prepare the Entire Human Race for Father Satan's Return, to wipe the Enemy Extraterrestrial
Presence from off the Face of this Earth along with their Humanoid Creation. The Joy of Satan Ministries is Growing
Larger Everyday and Father Satan believes in the Joy of Satan Ministries, so does f0StaR Ch!1d. We must keep
Fighting, if you are reading this, you are the Resistance......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4EVER
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My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Wed May 18, 2016 12:43 pm

Egon

Posts: 2103

No. Despite their great advancement in many areas, they aren't perfected, otherwise Jews would have the
immortality genes within themselves as well and they doesn't, as this genes are of Gods. They are degenerate
life-forms, the opposite of perfection.

f0StaR Ch!1d wrote:

NotaHPyet wrote:

Wondering if reptilians have spirituality perfected immortality as our gods have, or if they just continualy
reincarnate. Also wonder the capabilities of whoever they have in charge.

The Enemy Reptilians are Eternal Gods like Father Satan but they can be defeated and banished from this area of
the Universe, if they were Mortal then they would have never outnumbered Father Satan in the First place.

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: Atlantis, Dinosaurs, Darwinism, Mu, Cosmic Wars, ET's  Wed May 18, 2016 1:21 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d
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Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

Egon wrote:

No. Despite their great advancement in many areas, they aren't perfected, otherwise Jews would have the
immortality genes within themselves as well and they doesn't, as this genes are of Gods. They are degenerate life-
forms, the opposite of perfection.

f0StaR Ch!1d wrote:

NotaHPyet wrote:

Wondering if reptilians have spirituality perfected immortality as our gods have, or if they just continualy
reincarnate. Also wonder the capabilities of whoever they have in charge.

The Enemy Reptilians are Eternal Gods like Father Satan but they can be defeated and banished from this area
of the Universe, if they were Mortal then they would have never outnumbered Father Satan in the First place.

I was wrong, Egon is right, I Apologize for saying they were Eternal Gods like Father Satan, allow me to correct
myself. The Enemy Extraterrestrials on our Planet who created the Jewish Race are Not Eternal Gods like Father
Satan, what I meant was they are Advanced like Father Satan which is why they outnumbered him and our Planet
is Infested with them, their Mother ship is in the Heart of what they call the Bermuda Triangle......

These Reptilian and Alien Greys are Extremely Advanced Beings, though they are Not Eternal and they can be
killed. Jews would be Immortal if these things were Immortal, although Jews have come to practically inherit the
Earth under the Power of their AntiGod Creators......

Even so, they are determined to find immortality, which is why they kidnap and experiment on Gentile Human
Beings, if you research you will find thousands of cases where people have been abducted by these things. They
study Father Satan's DNA inside of us and try to apply it to their own DNA to find Immortality. Also, Alien Greys are
Reptilian Cyborgs as I have already stated, they replace their Mortal flesh with Advanced Robotic Machinery to
give their Bodies a Counterfeit Immortality. In the meantime they are desperately searching for Immortality by
Experimenting with Father Satan's DNA inside of us. As I have already Explained in my previous post on this
thread, the Weapon at Nazi Station 211 in Antarctica that Hitler worked with Father Satan to Design is capable of
wiping out all of Enemy Extraterrestrial Technology from off the Face of the Earth......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4EVER
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My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Nephilim

The Nephilim is a term for our Gods as they came from the Constellation of Orion. Which the major monuments
such as the Giza Pyramids are based on. Orion is also given symbolic meaning in the Mysteries. 

"In Aramaic, the word nephila refers to the constellation Of Orion, the giant hunter in the sky who plays an
important role in Egyptian religion, among many others. Gesenius cites the "Chaldean" [Akkadian] of the term as
nephla, meaning "The giant in the Sky, i.e. the constellation Orion, plur, the greater constellations.....[1]"

"The Nephilim were in the earth in those days, and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bore children to them; the same were the mighty men that were of old, the men of
renown."
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This statement was more then likely originally from the Sumeria epic of Gilgamesh. 

Note Son's of God..... That is an ancient term for ascended beings, the Shining Ones. Its stating the Shining Ones
from the Orion constellation were on the earth in those days and created us. They are our first ancestors and
creators. Of course what then happens the Jew god then attacks and floods the whole earth to attempt to
exterminate then in their Torah. Which points to what was shown here:

Mu, Cosmic War's, ET's:
topic14520.html

When the anti-Gods attacked this solar system as the ancient texts all mention and the evidence in our solar
system and on our earth shows. What is the Hebrew god? The Jews carry reptilian DNA in their racial Cohen gene,
they stated they got from Yahweh. Its no mistake when people report dealing with the enemy ET's the Reptilians-
Greys, they always state they are referred to and treated as cattle. Were do you think the Jews attitude about
the Goyim, meaning cattle comes from. The Jewish rabbi's even admit they are an alien race from another world
come to conqueror this one.

[1] Did Moses Exist. D.M. Murdock
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Olympics 卐

Posts: 627
Location: NGC 1316,
Fornax cluster

Galaxy, Mr.mageson?

---------- ----------

Sieg Heil Father Satan! 
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Fornax cluster

"A true warrior never gives up,"- High Priestess Myla Limlal
"Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead," -Benjamin Franklin
http://www.barenakedislam.com
You don't have to eat the cookie to read the fortune ;p
Peition to ban sharia law in the United States:
http://bansharialaw.com/
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I changed it to constellation for you.

Olympics 卐 wrote:

Galaxy, Mr.mageson?
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Re: Nephilim  Sat May 14, 2016 1:44 pm

AmonRa666 v2

Posts: 458

Don have you read the luceferian liberation front website ? its really interesting i wonder how the guys that run
that website are doing now...

i really recommend you check it out if you havent.

Satanism is the lottery of life
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Yule Gift To Yourself  Thu Dec 03, 2015 11:42 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

Yule Gift To Yourself

We are all living in a society that is built upon being outer directed and dictated. As a result people have a self
image and self regard created for them by others many times toxic others. Just turn on media its made by people
who hate you for not being joozish. This is why people are so miserable so much of the time. Its all so fickle,
beaten over the head with a jar of kosher pickles. Don't focus on what imperfect others imprinted into your being
but actually look into your own being as it is, without judgement. There in that quiet place all truth will be
revealed.

A major part of the spiritualized inward journey is to become inner directed, to discover your own actual being
which is soul, and your own value which is unique and eternal, and to actualize this into the world with living your
inner beauty. All the love and care of the universe is inside That is were happiness is. You have this gem within
you all the time just grasp it, clean all the dirt off and let it shine for all eternity. 
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Eternity is what we all are.
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 12:15 am

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

thank you Don , very touching post <3

Thoughts become things.
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 1:01 am

Satanskidluci

Posts: 14

Thank You so much for this post. 

Hail Satan!

Ek verkondig Satan Lucifer as my een en enigste God. 
http://vreugdevanenki.weebly.com/
www.joyofsatan.org
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HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

AmonRa666 wrote:

thank you Don , very touching post <3

Helping to put the Slothz'inality into your personality......
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 5:00 am

Sebastian Shen
THIS is what I call BEAUTY! Thank you for this post HP 
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Posts: 117

May the Truth
always bring you
Joy

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 5:20 pm

HPS Shannon
Outlaw

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Yule Gift To Yourself

We are all living in a society that is built upon being outer directed and dictated. As a result people have a self image
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and self regard created for them by others many times toxic others. Just turn on media its made by people who
hate you for not being joozish. This is why people are so miserable so much of the time. Its all so fickle, beaten over
the head with a jar of kosher pickles. Don't focus on what imperfect others imprinted into your being but actually
look into your own being as it is, without judgement. There in that quiet place all truth will be revealed.

A major part of the spiritualized inward journey is to become inner directed, to discover your own actual being which
is soul, and your own value which is unique and eternal, and to actualize this into the world with living your inner
beauty. All the love and care of the universe is inside That is were happiness is. You have this gem within you all
the time just grasp it, clean all the dirt off and let it shine for all eternity. 

Eternity is what we all are.
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Posts: 98

Such a wonderful and straight to the point post.

It demonstrates your soft nurturing side. 

It is as if can feel the energy of this post. Very beautiful.

~May The Serpent Transform you and guide you to your own divinity~
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High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 6:42 pm

PromitheusS

Posts: 87
Location: Ελλάδα

This is a very beautiful post, thank you very much HP Don ! The image also is so beautiful i cant find words..

ΧΑΙΡΕ ΣΑΤΑΝΑ ΤΩΡΑ ΚΑΙ ΓΙΑ ΠΑΝΤΑ !

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 7:13 pm

High Priestess
Myla Limlal666

Posts: 1173
Location: Pandemonium

Beautiful msg.... indeed!

HP Mageson666 wrote:

Eternity is what we all are.

You don't stop when you are tired
You stop when you are done! 
AVE SATAN SIEMPRE!
Hail Satan e tutti gli Dei di Duat.
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 04, 2015 10:57 pm

themarblepath666

Posts: 35

Thanks for this post man. I hope everybody gets something out of it. I've learned this lesson the hard way over
the past bit. The power in your soul far surpasses every and all expectations put on you in this society.

"When you Christians have finished burying your god in the sky - come to us; we heathens will again show you the Creator."

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 4:29 am
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Satanic E

Posts: 25

thank you

lovely

Hail Satanas!

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 6:42 am

O_0666

Posts: 22
Location: Everyw here like
dark matter

Understood, very short but very direct simultaneously. Thanks HP.

Hail Father Satan Forever!

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 2:37 pm

MagickEye9

Posts: 69

Beautiful post, thanks for making it. Brought my spirit up a notch or 2 

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 4:32 pm
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Lydia

Posts: 450
Location: Earth

Beautifully said <3

Hail Satan!

When you have nothing else to live for, immerse yourself in the service of Satan.

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 8:07 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The entire society is set up to make you hate yourself for something or other. The amount of false guilt pedaling in
society along shows this, almost every time you turn on the radio its someone trying to make you miserable it just
goes and on.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sat Dec 05, 2015 9:09 pm

Wotanwarrior

Posts: 798
Location: Celtiberia

HP Mageson666 wrote:

The entire society is set up to make you hate yourself for something or other. The amount of false guilt pedaling in
society along shows this, almost every time you turn on the radio its someone trying to make you miserable it just
goes and on.

Yes, This kike zionist society instills this since you are born you are insignificant and you have to blame for
everything bad that happens, when in fact it is the opposite.

Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Sun Dec 06, 2015 4:49 pm

ShenShakti

Posts: 323

Beautiful words !
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Mon Dec 07, 2015 6:37 pm

FancyMancy

Posts: 1573

Aww, nice. 

HPS Shannon Outlaw wrote:

It demonstrates your soft nurturing side. 

I know! I might fall in love! O.O

The Beast in the skies has risen - in time it would come. The lands have begun their schism; all bow to the Fallen One.

May the mighty Mjølnir
nail the bleeding and naked nazarene
upon the Pagan planks
pound in the painful nails now and hang him high and dry

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Wed Dec 09, 2015 3:27 pm

satan666

Posts: 431

"YULE" feel much better after doing this...

Sorry, couldn't help myself.

Aurelius Ophis
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Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Fri Dec 18, 2015 9:28 pm

themarblepath666

Posts: 35

This makes me think of how Peter the Great charged "soul taxes", "hat taxes" and "beard taxes" on his citizens
and was known to be an adversary of the church. He clearly understood that the program was meant to make
you hate yourself and feel like you owe something.

"When you Christians have finished burying your god in the sky - come to us; we heathens will again show you the Creator."

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Tue Dec 22, 2015 8:24 pm
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f0StaR Ch!1d

Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

I had to Google Kosher Pickles because I don't think I ever tasted one in my life but then I found out they are
Jewish pickles, um backspace......

This put's the Slothz'inality in my personality 4show like: In my thoughts, In my dreams, I think about alot of
different things, a brand new world, without the Jew, where Gentiles live the life we once knew......

I love you High Priest Mageson666, thank you 4 the time you have taken out of your life to teach me & everyone
of us the path to life in Eternity Hell 4ever......

My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......
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Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Thu Dec 24, 2015 12:54 am

Nomad the nomad

Posts: 2
Location: South of sanity

Thank you for this.

Re: Yule Gift To Yourself  Thu Mar 24, 2016 2:00 pm

Electra666
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Electra666

Posts: 2

thank you
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JOY OF SATAN Search…  

4 posts • Page 1 of 1

SATANAS  Sat Dec 12, 2015 1:50 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

SATANAS

Shiva the [svarupa meaning White] God in the West is know as Dionysus [Zeus] the archetypical God Of Europe.
Dionysus's most ancient name is Saba this is Sava the V and B are double letters. SAVA is an ancient spelling of
Shiva, its also SAIVA. Zeus was also called Sandan which is Santan, Satan.

Something I stated before is Shiva in His highest aspect of god the being of the perfected five elements, the
divine androgynous god. Is called SADA. This is SATA, the D and T are double letters. Showing what SATA is union
of soul SA and body TA. It might also be the SABA or SAVA is actually SATA as well. SATAN is the original name of
the White God. Which is why the Jews hate and fear this name so much. SA is soul and TA is body unified
together. By the serpent energy which is SATANAS, the devil is the serpent. And the serpent brings eternal life
and enlightenment. 

Search this topic…  Search
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Kularnave Tantra: The body the temple of god. The living being is the image of SADA Shiva. Shiva in His aspect of
being. The adept pronounces the identification formula "I am he" to worship the body is thus to worship the god
whose image it is we worship the god by worshipping his work.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you note SAT means being in Sanskrit this is also SATA in its full form hence SATA Shiva. The "I AM" is NAS you
can note this in Egypt [Araya is the ancient name of Egypt, Sanskrit was their language] with I am, being NUS its
NAS. I am he, is I am being [SAT]. SATANAS is the formula of being mentioned in this text. The temple is called
NAOS in Greek this is also NAS. Which is the microcosm of the god. SADA Shiva is the serpent god. And Naos being
Nous in Latin the term for the Greek word Logos [God]. Meaning SATA is the name [of God] SATANAS is the original
name of God on earth.

Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: SATANAS  Sat Dec 12, 2015 9:56 am
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BrandonM321

Posts: 119

Oh, I thought SAT meant truth In Sanskrit? Hm. So, SA-Soul TA-Body NAS- I am SAT/SATA- Being. I remember in a
previous sermon of yours describing similar combinations having meaning as well, at the top of my head, I think
you were describing SA or something similar as meaning for the serpentine energy to ascend to the crown chakra,
or to direct energies to the crown. My point being, SATANAS seems to be a whole combination of different aspects,
do they all play a role collectively when Satanas is vibrated, or do you have to focus on a certain aspect to bring it
out during vibration? Basically, say I wanted to focus on SA-Soul. Vibrating Satanas with "SA" in mind, would this
in turn directly empower/stimulate the soul? 

Another thought, that occurred to me while reading this, was during the "I am he/I am being" section. I know that
by focusing and meditating on the gods or their sigils, you can manifest certain aspects within yourself. So with
SATANAS meaning "I am he/I am being", I'm thinking that vibrating Satanas with a god/goddess' certain trait in
mind would help manifest it much quicker. You are focusing on the trait you want or the god/goddess in question
and literally telling yourself "I am he/being", this sounds like a present tense affirmation to me, with power in
itself. Purely theory and speculation of course, but it was compelling enough for me to write about. 

Thanks for another sermon, HP. 

HAIL SATAN!!!
HAIL ALL THE GODS OF DUAT!!

The path we walk is full of danger, and with that danger it gives us pride, courage, and power. Forever with Satan, forever in his name.

HAIL SATAN!!

Re: SATANAS  Sat Dec 12, 2015 2:43 pm

Helion
I found this to be very revealing -- http://www.indiachildnames.com/name.aspx?name=Satyen
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Posts: 253

I found this to be very revealing -- http://www.indiachildnames.com/name.aspx?name=Satyen

A variation, meaning the same thing, is Satyan.

Re: SATANAS  Sat Dec 12, 2015 3:04 pm

hoodedcobra666

Site Admin

Posts: 536
Location: America

In a rush now, but Satan or variable of Satan do mean the highest and most exalted spiritual things in all
languages, all having to do with the Serpent, the highest levels of consciousness, the enlightenment of Human
beings in the personal and collective level. It also means light and Truth, it means the Highest level or adobe of
Truth. 

SATAN has many dimensions as a name. What it does to us, who he is as a being, what force he does represent,
then more occult or more personal meanings, or meanings for all Humanity. In all languages, these connect into
the point of Truth and highest elevation of the Spirit. This all relates and has one basic meaning that all people
tried to touch in the same way. Its the common Name of our Central Gentile God, all of us worshipped Him.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

"As Satanists, only your choices and your actions
are the only deciding acts that decide
how long we will endure the enemy
and the plagues and curses the enemy has put upon Humanity."
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White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Sun Dec 13, 2015 8:46 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

White Supremacy And Black Slavery

This is from an answer I gave in the forum:

Black Slavery

The Jews didn't even really sell slaves to Whites. In all reality only 1.4 percent of Whites owned slaves in America.
Most America Whites didn't agree with it and put major regulations on it. Jews owned the majority of slaves. The
Jews mainly sold them to other Jews, the slaves where used in the Jewish run industries that slaves were used to
facilitate such as the sugar cane plantations. This is the source of how the Jews really made their wealth the Jew
bankers, slavers, planation owners and such were all working together this was key to the rise of the massive
wealth power of the Jewish bankers as well. 

The Jews even got laws passed to ban all non Jews from the slaver industry so they could keep their monopoly on
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it. I support Blacks taking Jews to court in law suits for reparations from the Jews themselves. If the Jews want
never ending holo shekels for a holocaust that didn't happen. Blacks should get shekels from Jews for a holocaust
that really did happen to them. It was Whites who ended the slave trade much to the rage of the Jews. As the
Jewish religion states Jews are to make slaves of non-Jews and to treat them cruelly.. The only reason the slave
trade went on as long as it did was because the Jews used their money and political power to manipulate
governments to make sure it did. In fact the Jews originally got massively involved in politics to keep the slave
trade going that is how much European opposition was against it. 

The Jew Karl Marx, wrote a massive essay which was published in major papers defending and advocating for the
continuation of the Jewish run slave trade as necessary for civilisation. And this was the Jew who created Marxism
that did what again.....Demanded a revolutionary Holocaust in Marx's own words. And committed such. Of most of
White Europe and the planet such as China and the creation of a slave state run by Jews called Communism.

Source: The Secret history between Blacks And Jews In America

White Supremacy

White Supremacy, meaning is simple if you listen to the Jews who made up this phrase.....Whites ruling their own
White Nations I don't demand Arab's rule Israel so why do all Jews demand Jews and non-Whites rule White
Nations?. So yes Whites should be supreme in their own home. However this does not include trolling or knuckling
down on other races for not being White. I have met enough people of other races and studied their cultures to
know all races are actually supremacist in their outlook for themselves. Its just the Jews are totally psychotic
criminals about it. And Whites are supposed to feel guilty for any normalcy on the subject...Cause Jews the
biggest supremacists on earth, said so. 

Yes Whites are the highest evolved race and we don't say sorry for winning epochs of hard evolutionary struggle
to earn such in existence. Just to be clear this however does not mean dehumanizing other races of people or
treating them badly which is unjust, just because of differences. However its also not a licence to allow ourselves
to be exploited by Jews, race traitors and non-Whites either. Respect us and we will respect you.
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Follow the Search Slothz engine:
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Sun Dec 13, 2015 11:41 am

BlackNazi666
User avatar

Posts: 92

Exactly I always thought the pro - blacks saying that were dumb. They get mad at "white supremacy" in the white
created nations. It's because the jew lies about everything. It's quite obvious the whites didn't benefit off of
slavery because there are some poor whites. They act as if they're all rich but they're not. I've been friends with
plenty whites and they're more civilized and peaceful and never treated me wrong just for being black. It's the
jew who profited off of slavery the jew is never broke but whites are sometimes. Where I live most whites are
just middle class they go through financial problems just like blacks. Some whites live in the mainly black and
Hispanic communities in trailers. I've actually experienced some whites that carry and wear the Confederate flag
and from what I've seen they don't hate blacks they just love their race and culture because most come from the
south to where I live. There was never racial problems at the school i attended the Confederate flag thing is just
a hype over Jewish lies. What blacks need to do is file a law suit against the jews that profited off slavery and
take that money to build up our communities or buy a afro carribean or african land. The knowledge we have in
America can take blacks a long way. All it is, is a will to learn most blacks don't want to. My mom forced me to do
extra school work growing up and it helped a lot because most blacks aren't that smart. As blacks we must
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encourage our children to learn not be a thug.

Up, you mighty race, accomplish what you will.

- Marcus Garvey

The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness.
- Marcus 
Nothing ever comes to one, that is worth having, except as a result of hard work.
- Booker T. Washington

At the bottom of education, at the bottom of politics, even at the bottom of religion, there must be for our race economic
independence.
-Booker T. Washington

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Sun Dec 13, 2015 3:52 pm

Keil
How do we deal with a disrespectful non-white? I deal with quite a lot of them in my school, mostly blacks, the
typical 'gangsters' and 'thug life' freaks with their pants so baggy they go to their ankles as well as the occasional
asian. I would usually ignore them or tell them to cool their shit, but what about when they get up in your face,
verbally attacking you to the point where it's not even subtle? How do you even handle that on school grounds?

I am the wolf. Playful and optimistic, yet a fierce and loyal protector. A seeker of knowledge and freedom. A vigorous fighter for what's
right. A beast that can never truly be tamed, and yet a true companion that will never leave your side even in the worst of outcomes.
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Posts: 181
Location: Canada

Born under the element of fire, destruction is my strength, flames are my passion and water is my balancer and friend. 

HAIL SATAN!!

"Let none stop you- not even your own self."
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Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Sun Dec 13, 2015 4:22 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

amazing sermon well said Don!!!

wake up white race.

Thoughts become things.

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Sun Dec 13, 2015 10:53 pm

Wotanwarrior

Posts: 798
Location: Celtiberia

Besides the first slaves brought to America by the jews for use as labor in plantations they were white from
Ireland,more than 500,000 Irishmen were taken to America as slaves.

Ahora es cuando debemos luchar con todas nuestras fuerzas, nunca dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy, el tiempo es
ahora!
post27628.html?hilit=El%20momento%20es%20ahora#p27628
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Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Mon Dec 14, 2015 7:07 am

HauptSturm

Posts: 419

How is the race problem going to be solved in the United States? Many non-whites would not want to leave the
U.S. and I don't blame them. Maybe reversing rituals will provide a solution.

Hail Satan Lucifer!
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Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Mon Dec 14, 2015 4:10 pm

Egon

Posts: 2103

If they do not physically harm you then the best is going to the responsible people of the institution, if you can
trust them. Mocking them back can be dangerous so the best is ignoring, and if it is going too upsetting, curse the
shit out of them. 

When I was in highschool there was a mongrel who threatened me, accusing I was harassing his Jewess friend
(which was a total lie but now I understand the reason of this fuck up...) I simple acted like I didn't care for his
clown actitude doing a bad quality stand-up in front of me, and he was left looking an idiot for the folks present...

 

Keil wrote:

How do we deal with a disrespectful non-white? I deal with quite a lot of them in my school, mostly blacks, the
typical 'gangsters' and 'thug life' freaks with their pants so baggy they go to their ankles as well as the occasional
asian. I would usually ignore them or tell them to cool their shit, but what about when they get up in your face,
verbally attacking you to the point where it's not even subtle? How do you even handle that on school grounds?

“With the help of Liberalism and Democracy that the lesser-thans hide and seek refuge behind, 
the HERD animal always triumphs, as opposed to the superior Satanic Aryan God-Man who is 
kicked under the rug by a savage stampede of the weak, the cowardly, and the worthless 
who resent the Aryan Race for its superiority in every aspect of life.”
-High Priest Jake Carlson

ALEGRIA DE SATAN » | QUE RAÇA MARAVILHOSA! » | ALTERNATIVE YOGA ROUTINE »

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Tue Dec 15, 2015 8:35 pm

AscendingSun
When our leader comes and we get the Fourth Reich going, do you think we will have an exodus of non-whites
from America and Europe?

Resistance then revolution, revolution then rebirth
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Posts: 80
Location: USA

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Tue Dec 15, 2015 8:44 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

The Jews are purposely bringing in the worst people from the non-White world to ruin us all as fast as possible.
So probably yes. Europe can't contain this much of them and most of them are criminals fleeing arrest from their
own nations. They just arrested two ISIS death squad members who came into Finland. In the end racial
separation and self determination is the only thing to work. 

AscendingSun wrote:

When our leader comes and we get the Fourth Reich going, do you think we will have an exodus of non-whites from
America and Europe?
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http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Sa ... brary.html

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Fri Dec 18, 2015 10:40 pm

Ernst

Posts: 70 Keil wrote:

How do we deal with a disrespectful non-white? I deal with quite a lot of them in my school, mostly blacks, the
typical 'gangsters' and 'thug life' freaks with their pants so baggy they go to their ankles as well as the occasional
asian. I would usually ignore them or tell them to cool their shit, but what about when they get up in your face,
verbally attacking you to the point where it's not even subtle? How do you even handle that on school grounds?

You can program your aura to make it so they hate seeing you/lose all confidence around you.

Repeat "_____ is a piece of shit and feels incredibly weak upon seeing me". Doesn't have to be that exactly, just
something that you easily remember.

twice a day 10 or so times. stay consistent with it, and know the change is happening. 

Or use runic workings to increase your confidence, self esteem so you don't appear timid/are more confident/got
that fire in your eyes.

Or good ol fashion just hit the fucker one day. people usually try to bully those who they know won't fight back. 

Never waste time arguing with someone who identifies with "hood culture" though. It's like talking to a wall,
nothing gets accomplished through it.

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Thu Dec 24, 2015 7:46 pm

f0StaR Ch!1d
HP Mageson666 wrote:

White Supremacy And Black Slavery
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Posts: 343
Location: U.S.A.

This is from an answer I gave in the forum:

Black Slavery

The Jews didn't even really sell slaves to Whites. In all reality only 1.4 percent of Whites owned slaves in America.
Most America Whites didn't agree with it and put major regulations on it. Jews owned the majority of slaves. The
Jews mainly sold them to other Jews, the slaves where used in the Jewish run industries that slaves were used to
facilitate such as the sugar cane plantations. This is the source of how the Jews really made their wealth the Jew
bankers, slavers, planation owners and such were all working together this was key to the rise of the massive
wealth power of the Jewish bankers as well. 

The Jews even got laws passed to ban all non Jews from the slaver industry so they could keep their monopoly on
it. I support Blacks taking Jews to court in law suits for reparations from the Jews themselves. If the Jews want
never ending holo shekels for a holocaust that didn't happen. Blacks should get shekels from Jews for a holocaust
that really did happen to them. It was Whites who ended the slave trade much to the rage of the Jews. As the
Jewish religion states Jews are to make slaves of non-Jews and to treat them cruelly.. The only reason the slave
trade went on as long as it did was because the Jews used their money and political power to manipulate
governments to make sure it did. In fact the Jews originally got massively involved in politics to keep the slave
trade going that is how much European opposition was against it. 

The Jew Karl Marx, wrote a massive essay which was published in major papers defending and advocating for the
continuation of the Jewish run slave trade as necessary for civilisation. And this was the Jew who created Marxism
that did what again.....Demanded a revolutionary Holocaust in Marx's own words. And committed such. Of most of
White Europe and the planet such as China and the creation of a slave state run by Jews called Communism.

Source: The Secret history between Blacks And Jews In America

White Supremacy

White Supremacy, meaning is simple if you listen to the Jews who made up this phrase.....Whites ruling their own
White Nations I don't demand Arab's rule Israel so why do all Jews demand Jews and non-Whites rule White
Nations?. So yes Whites should be supreme in their own home. However this does not include trolling or knuckling
down on other races for not being White. I have met enough people of other races and studied their cultures to
know all races are actually supremacist in their outlook for themselves. Its just the Jews are totally psychotic
criminals about it. And Whites are supposed to feel guilty for any normalcy on the subject...Cause Jews the biggest
supremacists on earth, said so. 
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Yes Whites are the highest evolved race and we don't say sorry for winning epochs of hard evolutionary struggle to
earn such in existence. Just to be clear this however does not mean dehumanizing other races of people or treating
them badly which is unjust, just because of differences. However its also not a licence to allow ourselves to be
exploited by Jews, race traitors and non-Whites either. Respect us and we will respect you.

4give me High Priest Mageson666 sir 4 not understanding this sooner. The Gods have been trying to tell me this
for a while now but I was confused. I was under the Jewish delusion of White Supremacy. I didn't understand that
every Gentile race has their own version of Racial Supremacy to preserve their own race in its purest form......

I thought that Nazism was only about the white race, I didn't know that all Gentiles are supposed to be with the
Nazi order. I was being ignorant, please understand that I have lived around black people my whole life who
taught me the Jewish phrase of White Supremacy......

I understand now High Priest Slothz, now I know. I am still learning & finding myself. I learn something new about
myself & my Powers everyday. I have been looking at Hitler in a totally different way lately, I have always liked
him but now it's like I love him, I look at him like a Father figure. Someday I want to be just like him......
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My Music is a Gift from the Gods of Hell......

Subscribe to my YouTube Channel 4 more f0StaR Ch!1d MusiK: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcvIylWchR5nM09HnkLvRCQ

I took the Soul of the Child I Possess, and now I see the World through the Eyes of his Flesh......

HEIL HITLER

HAIL FATHER SATAN 4 EVER
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Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Tue Dec 29, 2015 2:34 am

NaziMan12

Posts: 445

Jefferson Davis, Robert. E Lee .. seemed to me to be much better men then Lincoln. Along with most of the South.
As with all wars, the winner writes the succeeding history. They have covered up there atrocities and incompetent
intelligence with a quasi humane heroic.

If we still had all the whites from the south that perished, America would be much more well off. 

As regarding the slavery, I would like to explore the issue more in-depth. I've rationalized it that the few founding
fathers that that did possess slaves did it as a charitable and far sighted necessity, seeing as that they would be
trapped in cages run by jews, if they were not making our leaders wealth.

Now begins the great last revolution. In gaining political power the Jew casts off the few cloaks that he still wears. The democratic
people’s Jew becomes the blood-Jew and tyrant over peoples. In a few years he tries to exterminate the national intelligentsia and by
robbing the peoples of their natural intellectual leadership makes them ripe for the slave’s lot of permanent subjugation.

Re: White Supremacy And Black Slavery  Tue Dec 29, 2015 9:07 am

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

In all reality slavery was already on the way out in America. It would just have ended normally like in the 11 other
Americas based nations. With the government just banning it and buying the slaves from the owners and freeing
them. Thus compensating the loss of property.

Lincoln stated abolitionism was not the cause of the war, but Secessionism was and that's it. Lincoln only offered
the Abolitionists a political branch when his Armies were falling apart and he was losing political allies fast in the
government and most of the Northern population never wanted a war with the South. The North had to impose a
daft which a lot of people paid their way out of or dodged. He was pragmatic with the abolitionists. He also
allowed the massive immigration in from Ireland which had opposition. Because probably he wanted fresh troops
who would fight in his Armies which he got from them and all the freed Blacks as well. 

Lincoln was also a major Jewphile as well from looking into his life. The South was the superior group from
studying the constitutional laws, the general social thinking and such they set up. The problem was General Lee
was the wrong man for the job. He could have ended the war after the battle of First Manassas. Right at the first
battle of the war. The Union Army was gone and the road to Washington DC was open just 20 miles march
basically. Then that strange battle of Gettysburg. Its like he wanted to lose. Jackson was the best commander the
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South had.

NaziMan12 wrote:

Jefferson Davis, Robert. E Lee .. seemed to me to be much better men then Lincoln. Along with most of the South.
As with all wars, the winner writes the succeeding history. They have covered up there atrocities and incompetent
intelligence with a quasi humane heroic.

If we still had all the whites from the south that perished, America would be much more well off. 

As regarding the slavery, I would like to explore the issue more in-depth. I've rationalized it that the few founding
fathers that that did possess slaves did it as a charitable and far sighted necessity, seeing as that they would be
trapped in cages run by jews, if they were not making our leaders wealth.
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SATANAS Is God  Sat Dec 19, 2015 12:20 pm

HP Mageson666
Site Admin

Posts: 3946

SATANAS Is God

The creator god was originally called Atum in the West and in the east. An was an ancient name of the creator in
the east. Its Anu spelled out in full and Anu means Atum in Sanskrit. However the Pyramid texts Atum is TAM. This
is also Tammas in the east and Tammuz as well. 

Atum had a hidden name that was the mantra formula of the deity. Who is the divine spark that transforms the
soul.

In the Egyptian texts. The SA is the hidden god as its the mantra of the Sun, which comes from the letter SAN
[Sanskrit means sun script]. In the east SA is placed at the throat chakra and called the name of the god of
creation. SA is the sun as Ather the hidden sun that all life is, Ather is the element of vibration, light, form and
number. And its SA. 
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TAM is properly TAMAS however this is an N. Its TANAS, which will be shown here. SATANAS is the proper name of
the creator god Atum. The hidden God [SA] then the rest is the name TANAS. SATANAS. SA means Sun and Tanas
means black. SATANAS=The Black Sun among its different conceptual meanings. TANAS is also TAN and you can
see what HA SATAN, really means.

The creator god was called The hidden god Atum. Which is what HA SATAN is. The [HA] hidden god [SA] TAN
[Atum].

The Black Sun of the Aryan's was not some spooky thing. It was the name for the source of existence. They
worshipped it in Egypt as the ATON [ATUN/ATUM] which the proper name of is shown here the SATANAS. This solar
disk is the highest symbol of God from Egypt to India. The creator god is a serpent deity as well. Hence SATANAS
also being the serpent. The ATUN is shown as the solar serpent.

You can see them worshipping SATANAS in ancient Egyptian spiritualized images:
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TANAS is given the Tau cross, the oval on the top of the Tau making the Ankh is the symbol of the RU the mouth of
creation the word of creation. Which is SA, the throat chakra SA is placed is the symbol of the Vak the spoken
word of creation. Many times the SATANAS is shown with the rays holding Ankh's to the worshippers. The Ankh is
the symbol of immortality and enlightenment. SATANAS is the formula of the Ankh. 
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HA SATANAS is shown as the power which transforms Osiris into ascension and immortality. 

As I wrote here:

The Jews Backhandedly Admit Satan Is The True God

Numbers are letters and letters numbers. Satan as stated before is a Sanskrit word, Sat-an means God Eternal.
In Sanskrit 100 is SATAM since the M and N are the nasal the M and N are interchangeable, SATAN. In the Jewish
gematria HA SATAN is given the number 365 the number of the solar year. 365 is the number given to the sun god
in the west. However the number One hundred is also the number of the sun. Showing SATAN is the name of the
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sun God. Which is always the King and ruler of the Gods. This is why the golden or solar age is the Satya age. And
the name of the Aryan Religion was the Satyam.

The serpent of Satan is another symbol of the sun as well. The spiritual sun and enlightenment by the serpent of
Satan.

HA like Satan is a Sanskrit word. HA means "The" HA SATAN means "The Enemy" in Hebrew. But in the original and
proper Sanskrit the original language which predates Hebrew. HA SATAN means "The God Eternal". Here even the
Jews admit SATAN is God Eternal and this makes them mad, right in their own trash religion. The Jews admit Satan
is God Eternal. And they have been warring on this Truth for thousands of years. They wish to rewrite history and
society so they can pretend to be god themselves. Which can be seen in their garbage Torah which is full of
curses against the enlightenment of Gentiles and is designed to bind Gentiles to spiritual darkness on the soul
level. So the Jews can rule the ruins.

HA SATAN, The God Eternal, is the enemy of the Jewish race. The Jews are the declared enemy of God Eternal.
Since the title of SATAN as God Eternal also relates to the perfection of the soul and its full enlightenment the
Jews are enemies of spiritual enlightenment and freedom as well. By their own declaration and deeds. They really
are just criminal trash who want others to be enslaved in spiritual darkness and suffering.

Source: 
The Gnostic's and their Remains. Charles William King.
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Great! Very well explained again!
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Posts: 267 "Spiritual satanism is national socialism at its very pure core."
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"Nazism IS Satan's New World Order."

topic5131.html
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Suzanne Hayes aka Erika Hazarhun, the jewish psychopath stalker, cyberpath:
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Brilliant and interesting to see how the stolen works transcend into Ha Satan in the Jew book.
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Posts: 286
Location: United Kingdom
of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

Brilliant and interesting to see how the stolen works transcend into Ha Satan in the Jew book.

Enki1690

Re: SATANAS Is God  Mon Dec 21, 2015 3:47 pm

Overthere

Posts: 9
Location: Everyw here

Hail Satan!

Hail Satan !
Hail Hell's Army !

Re: SATANAS Is God  Tue Dec 22, 2015 7:57 pm

111111111111111111

Posts: 1515
Location: Where

flash back to the people : but Satan is a bad name im going to call him enki

Thoughts become things.
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http://see_the_truth.webs.com/

The Jewish Creation of Christianity

Vespasian as the Roman histories stated built a statue to an Alexandrian JEW who through Titus was the reason
he became the Emperor. This Jew was Philo Alexandria, who's money funded the Flavian Dynasty and who was
made a core member of the Dynasty along with other Jewish power elites. This Dynasty created Christianity. 

PROTOCOL No. 14
When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should
exist any other religion than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound
up by our position as the Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is
united with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away all other
forms of belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will
not, being only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve
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not, being only a transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve
as a warning for those generations which will hearken to our preaching of the
religion of Moses, that, by its stable and thoroughly elaborated system has
brought all the peoples of the world into subjection to us.

The Christian and Islamic programs both worship the Jews in the form of their
"God" and its claimed prophets. Hence binding Gentiles under the Jews on the
unconscious level and conscious level. The external conflicts are superficial
and many are show. Both programs are built upon the Jewish Torah and force the 
Noahide [Mosaic] laws on Gentiles. Thus conforming to the Jews stated plans to
bind Gentiles into servitude under their rule.

"In 380 C.E. Emperor Theodosius declared Christianity to be the official Roman
state religion, and all Pagan cults were forbidden."

This article deals with how the Jews created Christianity in phases and gained
power in the ancient Roman Empire in general. To get to that point, the Jews
created this ideology in Alexandria- the Jew York of its era.

"There were a number of Jewish brotherhoods, several of whom believed that they
were "God's elect" and that salvation would come through them. Their principle
agent of salvation (yesha) was the Messiah (Christos), and in the Jewish
communities influenced by the Greek culture ("Hellenized") this messiah was
depicted not as a warrior but as a spiritual and mystical entity. In this way
not only would the Romans and Greeks themselves be overthrown but so too would
be their Gods, replaced by the Jewish tribal god Yahweh These various Jewish
sects were intent on creating a philosophy or religion that would manipulate the
Gentiles into the "monotheism" of Judaism and away from "idolatry," or
polytheism, with the awareness that those who held the keys to a monotheistic
god would dominate in religion and culture in general..

One group of these "Jews by Birth" .was that of the Alexandrian Therapeuts." 
- Acharya S "Suns of God"

More on the city and its Jewish population:

"Jews were among the earliest occupants of the newly founded city of Alexandria,
beginning in the fourth century BCE. With further influxes later at the
invitation of the Ptolemy's, as revealed by the ancient historian Strabo (63/64
BCE-24 AD/CE), Alexandria represented by his time the greatest commercial center
in the world. Alexandria during the first century of the common era was thus a
thriving metropolis that extended out in all directions and that influenced
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people around the Mediterranean, including in the important field of religion.

First-century Alexandria vied with Rome to be the greatest city of the Roman
Empire. More then a half a million people lived in its cosmopolitan four square
miles. It was a major center for international trade and shipping.-

It seems clear that the Jewish population of the city was large and spread out
in all of the five areas...-

So sizable was the Jewish population at Alexandria that Philo, a member of one
of the wealthiest Jewish families in that metropolis estimated that by his era
Jews constituted some 50 percent of the city. Moreover, the Jewish population at
Alexandria was so large and powerful that Jews possessed "their own treasury and
court of justice."
D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt"

This Philo character played a major role in working to subvert the Gentile host
culture no doubt using his wealth and influence to do so and himself as being
part of this Therapeut organization which declared objective was to bring
Gentiles down and place chain them to the Jewish yoke via a ideology that
hijacks religion. A Karl Marx of his day.

"Philo himself was apparently a Therapeut, based on a number of factors, not the
least of which is that he was knowledgeable about the mythos and ritual of the
Alexandrian mystery school.Also, Philo's likely involvement with the
Therapeutan Church of God is reflected in that fact that later "Christians"
writings " were "borrowed" heavily from the Jewish philosopher.
"Philo was the bridge between Hellenic Judaism and Christianity"-Acharya S

"He [Philo] came from a wealthy and the prominent family and appears to be a
leader in his community. Philo's brother, Alexander, was a wealthy, prominent
Roman government official, a custom agent responsible for collecting dues on all
goods imported into Egypt from the East."

Note the typical Jewish tactic of trying to inject Jewish lies and claims of
supremacy into every Gentile culture exampled by this Jew:

"He [Philo] put forward the teachings of the Jewish prophet, Moses, as "the
summit of philosophy" (Op. 8), and considered Moses the teacher of Pythagoras
(b. ca 570 B.C.E.) and of all Greek philosophers and lawgivers (Hesiod,
Heraclitus, Lycurgus, to mention a few). For Philo, Greek philosophy was a
natural development of the revelatory teachings of Moses. He was no innovator in
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this matter because already before him Jewish scholars attempted the same.
Artapanus in the second century B.C.E identified Moses with Musaeus and with
Orpheus. According to Aristobulus of Paneas (first half of the second century
B.C.E.), Homer and Hesiod drew from the books of Moses which were translated
into Greek long before the Septuagint."

Even this Moses character was stolen from the Gentile God Bacchus who is a
Romanized term for Dionysus and worshipped in Egypt as Osiris.

More on this order:
It was in Alexandria that the Jews first came so powerfully under the influence
of Hellenism, and here that the peculiar Greco-Jewish philosophy sprang up of
which Philo was the most notable representative.

"Many Jews in that city were "Hellenizing," in that, as Jews do today, they
adopt and lived within the culture or cultures around them, in this case the
Greek, which was dominant during the era in question. As The International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia sates:
Indeed, Hellenistic Judaism had its "chief seat" at Alexandria where also the
Jewish Bible was translated into Greek and called the Septuagint.-

One group of Hellenizing Jews, or rather, "Hebrews of a fashion," was deemed the
"Therapeuts," a type of monastic community centered at Alexandria, with similar
groups elsewhere around the Mediterranean. The Therapeuts at Alexandria were
first mentioned by this name by Philo in his work De Vita Contemplative."

"Living so closely to Alexandria, the great center of learning, the Therapeuts
possessed tremendous clout and significant wealth as well."
Although they were thus headquartered in Egypt, the Therapeutan community, Philo
relates, "is to be found many parts of the world."

Regarding the Therapeuts, Christianity and Hadrian, noted historian Edward
Gibbon (1737-1794) states:
The extensive commerce of Alexandria, and its proximity to Palestine, gave an
easy entrance to the new religion [of Christianity]. It was first embraced by
great numbers of Therapeutae, or Essenians, of the Lake Mareotis, a Jewish sect
which had abated much of its reverence for the Mosaic ceremonies....It was in
the school of Alexandra that the Christian theology appears to have assumed a
regular and scientific form; and when Hadrian visited Egypt, he found a church
composed of Jews and of Greeks, sufficiently important to attract the notice of
that inquisitive prince.
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One Catholic writer who insisted upon the connection between Philo's Therapeuts
and the Christians was Eusebius during the fourth century. In The History of the
Church (2.17), in speaking of "Philo's account of the Egyptian ascetics,"
Eusebius remarks:
"Whether he invented this designation [Therapeutae] and applied them, fitting a
suitable name for their mode of life, or whether they were actually called this
from the very start, because the title Christian was not yet in general use,
need not be discussed here."
The reality, however, may be that the Therapeuts morphed into Christians because
it was they who essentially created much of Christianity, with no "historical
Jesus"....

de Bunsen remarks:
"...Stephen, Paul and Apollos we regard as promulgators of the universalist
Alexandrian (read jewish) Gnosis of the Essenic Therapeuts, as applied to
Christianity."

Dr. Grant states:
"The best precedent for the Christian schools of Alexandria seems to lie...among
the Therapeutae by the Mareotic lake, described in Philo's work On the
Contemplative Life.... Such Therapeutae would be ready for Alexandrian
Christianity."

On their locations of Therapeutan order as presented by Philo in "On the
Contemplative Life" but also in other treatises, Conybeare comments:
Are we to suppose that systemata of the same types as that which Philo proceeds
to describe, were found all over the inhabited world? Or was the one settled on
the Lake Mareotis, to which the best persons resorted from all quarters, the
only one? I think the truth may lie between the two suppositions. There may have
been such societies in several of the great Jewish communities scattered round
the Mediterranean, e.g. in Cyprus, Corinth, Tarsus, Colossae, Antioch, Rome,
Smyrna and elsewhere."

-D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt"

You can see this Jewish order had multi-national bases of operation and larges
amount of funding and influence to spread its subversion with.

"In the Ancient Lowly: A History of the Ancient Working People, C. Osborne Ward,
a political economist at the U.S. Department of Labor, provided an interesting
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and practical take on the Therapeuts. . . . They were members of very powerful
and "business guilds" and "unions" of working class people. Citing various
inscriptions, Ward sought to demonstrate a "Solonic Dispensation,"

This "Solonic dispensation" that Ward suggests became Christianity represented
as a "vast system of trade unions over the world."

Describing these brotherhoods as found in Egypt and elsewhere, Ward remarks:
The principal name by which they were known, not Coptic but Greek, was
Therapeute, an association closely allied to the Essenes."
D.M Murdock "Christ in Egypt"

How did the Jews obtain the power to force Christian program their Therapeuts[
Frankfurt School of the Ancient World] order fashioned, on the populace for
real?

Ben Klassen wrote that Julius Caesar was a Jewish puppet and the Jews wanted to
create the position of Emperor to consolidate power in a central position they
can control with ease, as Rome was a Republic at the time of Caesar.

This makes sense, given that the Jews by that time were in control of the
majority of wealth in the Roman Empire just as they are today with their control
of the global banks and banking/corporate system, which gives them control over
the Gentile Nations.

It was the Jewish Alexander's that funded the Flavian Dynasty of which many powerful 
and famous Jews where members of. Such as Philo Alexander, Josephus and others even Titus's wife 
was Jewish. It was with the rise of the Flavian's we see the appearance of Jewish
Christianity. Constantine himself was descended from the Flavian's. Hence its title 
of Flavius Constantine. It was Constantine who made Christianity the official state religion of Rome
Its no accident the first Catholic Saints are all Flavian's. And the Flavian's are full of Jewish blood 
and funded by Jewish money power and politics'.

Who do you think Caesar borrowed the vast sums of money he did to win the mob
with massive displays and games and fund his armies and wars? We also see from
the evidence the Jews where also in control of the key networks and where behind
creating the Caesar's of Rome thus centralizing all political power into the
hands of few who they controlled. Without this new political system
Christianity could not have been put into total power by the decree of
Theodosius toppling the Gentile word:
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"The politically ambitious Julius Caesar recognized the power
of the Jews, which stemmed from one incontrovertible fact 
Rome was made up of many opposing political groups and sects.
In order to win, the politician needed the support of one group
which would stick by him steadfastly, and thus influence other
groups to support him. Just as in our present-day democracies,
this group was the Jews. They would guarantee their support to
any politician who in turn would do what they asked.
When Caesar discovered this simple truth, he sought out the
Jews, and won their support. On page 8 of "Jews of Ancient
Rome", Leon says,

"The Jews in the 'Populares', the liberal-democratic or people's
party, supported Caesar and he issued verdicts in their favor."
Things have not changed much in two thousand years. We
still have the liberal-democratic party in every country, and
it always represents the ambition of the Jews.
With the Jews behind him, Caesar soon became the dictator of
Rome and the unchallenged ruler of the world. Alarmed by his
increasing subservience to the Jews, a group of loyal Senators,
led by Brutus, a former friend of Caesar's in his pre-Jewish period,
resolved to assassinate him. On page 9, Leon says,
"In return for the support which he had received from the
Jews, Caesar showed them his favor conspicuously, and his decrees
in their behalf, which, fortunately, were recorded by them from compulsory
military service, allowed them to send shipments of gold 

Thus we find that Caesar made the Jews a privileged group
who were above the laws of Rome. The traffic, in gold between
nations was the cornerstone of Jewish international power two
thousand years ago, just as it is today. It was carried on under
the guise of being a "religious" occupation, and if we understand
that the religion of the Jews was and is gold, this was an accurate
description. The Jewish Temple in Jerusalem was still the headquarters
of Jehovah. Several Roman Senators tried to ban the traffic in gold,
only to be overthrown by Jewish power,
On page 10, of "Jews of Ancient Rome," Leon says, "For many
nights after Caesar's murder, groups of Jews came to weep at
the site of his funeral pyre."

Here too, nothing has changed. We saw the Jews weeping at
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the funeral of Roosevelt, at the funeral of Churchill. They will always be
weeping when a politician who has committed himself to the machinations of world
Jewry
meets his end.

Leon states that Emperor Augustus, who inherited the empire
after Caesar's generals fell out among themselves, restored the
special privileges of the Jews. This probably explains why he
emerged stronger than the other factions which divided Rome
after Caesar's death. As Jewish decay continued, the empire
rapidly weakened. After the death of Domitian in 96 A.D., the
emperors of Rome were no longer of Roman birth; henceforward,
they were all foreigners.
The power of the Jews was such that no Roman politician
dared to attack them. Leon quotes the speech of Cicero in October,
59, before a Roman jury. Cicero was defending Lucius Asia. Flaccus had tried to
enforce the ban on the Jewish shipments of gold, with the result that the Jews
of Rome had him
removed from office and brought back to face a trumped up charge of embezzlement

Cicero said:
Gold. This is obviously why the present case is being tried close
to the Aurelian Steps. It is because of this particular charge
that you have sought out this location, Laelius (the prosecutor),
and that mob (referring to the noisy crowd of Jews whom Laelius
had assembled to create a commotion at the trial). You
know how large a group they (the Jews) are, and how influential
they are in politics. I will lower my voice and speak just
loudly enough for the jury to hear me; for there are plenty of
individuals to stir up those Jews against me and against every
good Roman, and I don't intend to make it any easier for them to
do this. Since gold was regularly exported each year in the name
of the Jews from Italy and all our provinces to Jerusalem, Flaccus there,
gentlemen of the jury, who cannot sincerely commend this
action? The exportation of gold had been forbidden by the Senate
on many previous occasions, and most strictly of all during
my consulship. Further, that Flaccus was opposed to this barbarous
Jewish superstition was proof of his strong character that
he defended the Republic by frequently denying the aggressiveness
of the Jewish mobs at political gatherings was an evidence
of his high sense of responsibility."
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This speech of Cicero's is one of the few revelations of Jewish
subversion which survived the burning of libraries. The great
consul of Rome, Cicero, had to lower his voice to avoid stirring
up the Jews. A Roman aristocrat, Flaccus, was removed from
office and dragged back to Rome to face a false charge. Why?
Because he had tried to enforce the Roman law banning the
Jewish traffic in gold. The outcome of this trial was that Flaccus
was acquitted of the charge of embezzlement, but the Senate
ban on the shipping of gold was removed. Thus the Jews won
their objective, and Flaccus was lucky to escape with his life
after he had opposed them.
In the face of this power of the Jews, the Roman aristocrats
were no longer able to keep order in the empire, and Rome fell
to the barbarians.

In a papyrus found in Oxyhynchus, Egypt, a Roman named
Hermaiscus is tried for treason, apparently because, like Haman
in the Persian Empire, he protested against the growing power
of the Jews. The papyrus states that in his defense, Hermaiscus
said to the Emperor Trajan, "It distresses me to see your cabinet
and your privy council filled with Jews." Of course he was executed his
own death sentence was his daring statement. How many other gentiles have died
for like offenses during the past centuries?

-From "New History Of The Jews"-Eustace Mullins

"Considering all the factors, it appears that in the Egyptian Therapeuts we
possess a Jewish religious community that was evidently part of a massive
brotherhood ."- D.M Murdock "Christ In Egypt"
"The Therapeuts, who in turn created Christianity" .

Where did the Jews steal and corrupted their concepts from?

It is apparent from the purported remarks of the emperor Hadrian in a letter to
his brother-in-law Servianus around 34 AD/CE, as related by the Pagan writer
Vopiscus circa 300, that the Jews at Alexandria were very involved in the
worship of Serapis, as were the Christians. Over the centuries that this letter
has been translated, scholars of certain sensibilities have found it expedient
either to expunge various parts of it or to denounce it as a forgery.
"The worshippers of Serapis are Christians[Chrestians], and those are devoted to
the God Saerapis, who call themselves the bishops of Chrestos." -Emperor Hadrian
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"It is thus possible that the "Christos" or "Anointed" god Pliny's "Christiani"
were following was Serapis himself.
The Jewish branch of the Therapeutae, contrived to create an equivalent mythical
god-man of their own in Jesus Christ.
Like his earlier incarnation Osiris, Serapis was called not only Christos but
also "Chrestos." Centuries before the common era. Indeed Osiris was styled
"Chrestus" long before his Jewish copycat Jesus was ever conceived."-Acharya S,
"Suns Of God"

This is why Christianity as noted by scholars is so identical to the Egyptian
Pagan religions. This is the major template the Jews stole and corrupted it
from. Even lifting the title for their fictional Godman from one of the major
Pagan deities.
What just did the Jews do to the Gentile followers of Serapis once they have
gotten what they wanted from their weakening and subversion of the host culture?

In 391 C.E. the Patriarch of Alexandria, Theophilus, summoned the monks to arms
and turned them against the city of Memphis and the great shrine of Serapis, the
Serapeum, the main temple of the Osirian-Isis religion. The attack was akin to
ordering the destruction of the Vatican. Egyptian priests were massacred in
their shrines and in the streets. The ferocity of the violence consumed priests,
followers, and the Egyptian intellectual elite of Alexandria, Memphis and the
other cities of Egypt who were murdered and their temples and libraries
destroyed. The institutional structure of Egyptian religion, then more then four
millennia old, was demolished in less than two decades."-Acharya S "Suns of God"

The ancient Romans wrote that the Christian mobs were funded, lead and organized
from local Jewish community synagogues within the empire. They also called
Christianity "a sect of Judaism." Now we know why.
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There have been very few people in the past who have had the guts to challenge the authenticity of islam’s
“Muhammad”, and very little research has been done into the subject. However, when it is looked into, it becomes
more and more apparent that just like the “jesus” of xianity, Muhammad is too a false, fabricated character
created for no other purpose than the destruction, desecration and removal of the true Ancient Knowledge given
to humanity by the Gods and the consequent enslavement of the Gentile People.

Islam and its false “prophet” have heaped untold sorrow and suffering upon humanity from the moment of their
creation. One only need look to the Middle East and other areas and countries dominated by islam to see that this
is true. The poverty, war, destruction, anti-life practices, abuse of women and children, total lack of personal
privacy and freedom, filth, ignorance and violence in these areas all have their roots in islam and its Muhammad.
To rid the world and the Gentile people of this suffering, the world must be rid of the lie that is Muhammad.

There is a ton of evidence to prove this character never existed. That which stands out most clearly is the fact that
the only so-called “Ancient Sources” of information concerning the life of Muhammad are extremely questionable
and have never been able to be proven accurate and authentic.

As one example, the earliest “biography” of Muhammad has left no surviving copies and even so is dated to at
least 100 years after his supposed death. Very suspicious, to say the least, and the question has to arise, if this
was such an important character as islam states, why did people wait 100 years to document his life and
achievements? Also, considering the fact Muhammad had already been dead 100 years at the time, the biography
could not have been written by anyone who knew him personally, and therefore the accuracy would have been
extremely questionable. This biography is known only because it is mentioned in much later texts, and no copies
or anything of the sort have ever been found to prove its existence. Why? Because it never existed in the first
place.

There are many more examples like this one. The same as with xianities “jesus”, the only place in which the life
and existence of Muhammad is documented is within islam’s qur’an. Outside of this, there is nothing. One scholar
wrote, “It is a striking fact that such documentary evidence as survives from the Sufnayid period makes no
mention of the messenger of god at all. The papyri do not refer to him. The Arabic inscriptions of the Arab-
Sasanian coins only invoke Allah, not his rasul [messenger]; and the Arab-Byzantine bronze coins on which
Muhammad appears as rasul Allah, previously dated to the Sufyanid period, have not been placed in that of the
Marwanids. Even the two surviving pre-Marwanid tombstones fail to mention the rasul”.

The qur’an and pseudo-biographies of this supposed prophet claim that he was widely known, and that people,
many of whom were powerful in the political world of the time, travelled from all over to witness his “miracles” and
teachings. If this were so, there would be much surviving documentation for us to investigate, and it would be a
known historical fact. We have hundreds of documentations of Alexander the Great, Christopher Columbus, all of
the Egyptian Pharaohs and other powerful and influential people of history from those who saw and interacted
with them, because they were real people who existed in a real time and were involved in events which really
took place. It is human nature to document events and experiences in order to preserve them for future
generations to learn from. However, as stated above, no documentation of this man Muhammad exists outside of
the islamic texts, which themselves cannot be put forward as proof of his existence.
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As for the inscriptions upon Arab Sasanian coins mentioning “Allah”, it has already been proven that the name
“Allah” was STOLEN from the Ancient Pagan Title for the chief God or Goddess of an area, which was Al-Ilah. The
Al-Ilah was the “supreme God” of a region. The Moon God Sin was given this title in much of Ancient Arabia, and
many connections have been made between Sin and “Allah”, due only to the fact that islam STOLE this. This goes
a lot deeper, however I will address this in an entirely separate article in the near future .

On the other hand, the real historical documentation that we have is in contradiction with the islamic version of
history, which again proves that islam and its Muhammad are false.

As a small example, according to the history put forth by the qur’an and other islamic Texts, islam spread through
much of Arabia peacefully and by willing conversions of hundreds of people. However, historical documentation
tells us that this is not the case at all and that the time known as the islamic conquest was a time of brutal and
savage war perpetrated by the bringers of islam against the Pagan people residing in the Arabian Peninsula and
countries father East such as India at the time. Pagan Temples had to be destroyed, thousands and thousands of
Ancient Sacred Texts full of the knowledge of the Gods were destroyed, Pagan Priesthood were brutally tortured
and murdered, cities were besieged and raised to the ground and hundreds and thousands of people died as a
result of the spread of islam.

Various other artifacts that have been found have blatantly contradicted what islam has put forth as history and
reveal a different story altogether.

Aside from this, once again, we can expose the lies of islam through its connection to xianity. Xianity has been
proven to be false. Everything it has was blatantly STOLEN from Ancient Paganism with the purpose of the
enslavement and eventual destruction of our Gentile people. There is literally more than a ton of proof for this.
One only need read through all of the articles contained on http://www.exposingchristianity.com by High Priestess
Maxine Dietrich to see that this is true, I also highly recommend the book, “The Christ Conspiracy, the Greatest
Story Ever Sold” by Acharya S.

When the enemy formed their trinity of lies, they gave it one major flaw, and that is the fact that all three are
undeniably and irrevocably connected. Thus, when one comes down, the others must come down with it. At least
to a very large extent.

The character Muhammad is said to have been descended from the jewish (Note another connection to the jews,
the root of the lies and the perpetrators of Gentile Enslavement. Muhammad was always described as a jew
himself, and NOT an Arab/Gentile!!) Ishmael, son of Abraham. “Abraham” has been proven to be fictitious and was
a corruption stolen from the Hindu God Brahma. This has been discussed on exposingchristianity.com. As the
stolen and corrupted jewish story goes, Abraham was most famous for his “many Sons”. This is a blatant
corruption of Brahma and his “many forms”. Also, the connection can be made when you look at “Abraham and his
wife Sarai/Sarah”. This was stolen from Brahma and his wife Saraswati, the Hindu Goddess of Knowledge. Once
again, like all the fictitious characters invented by the enemy jews, there is absolutely no physical proof that
Abraham ever existed, or that his so-called son Ishmael ever existed. It is safe to assume that anyone else said
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to be descended from them never existed either, and would therefore make them fictitious.

Connecting Muhammad with the jewish characters is yet another subliminal message of jewish supremacy over
Gentile People. This is the entire purpose for islam’s invention of Muhammad. To enslave the Gentile people who
have been blinded by the lie of islam and put them under the power of the enemy jews and their masters. It is
simple as that.

Many of the other supposed family member of Muhammad are also nothing more than stolen and corrupted
versions of Ancient Pagan Gods. A prime example is “Fatima”, supposedly Muhammad’s daughter, who was
STOLEN from the Goddess Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. She was supposed to be portrayed as the fertile, “divine” mother,
and divine Feminine. Although, considering how appallingly women are treated in islam, any reverence of “divine
feminine” is an outright contradiction. None the less, Fatima’s character is stolen from the Goddess Al-Uzza, the
Arabian Goddess of Fertility, motherhood and the Planet Venus, among other things. Al-Uzza was the original
Arabian Feminine Divine and the sacred mother. Islam took this and horrendously corrupted it into “Fatima”, the
so-called ideal islamic woman/mother and role model for women to live by. This is no different than in xianity
where the virgin-kike Mary was also stolen from Inanna/Isis/Al-Uzza. Once again, it is a common theme
throughout the enemy programs.

As well as this, Muhammad accompanied by his four family members Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein can be seen
as a corrupted (Stolen) Spiritual Allegory. The Five together are a representation and corruption of the Five
Elements of the Soul. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hassan and Hussein = Akasha, Fire, Water, Air and Earth, the
Elements which make up all that exists, the central forces of the Universe. These five characters are the central
characters of islam. In the same way that the Akasha was supposed to have “given life” to Fire and Water, which
further joined and gave birth to Air and Earth, Muhammad (Akasha) gave life to Fatima who married/joined with Ali
(Fire and Water) and they in turn gave birth to Hassan and Hussein (Air and Earth). The Spiritual/Alchemical
corruption is blatant here, and it is also blatant that these were never real characters, but stolen allegories.

There are countless more examples like this one. Another is the “12 Imams”, who are a rip off of the 12
constellations of the Zodiac and the 12 Great Ages accompanying them. However, I will write on this in much more
detail in a later article.

The qur’an makes many more connections between Muhammad and other characters who have been proven
fictitious. An example is Moses/Musa who is stolen from a number of Ancient Pagan Gods, such as the Egyptian
Gods Set and Horus. For more information regarding this, see exposingchristianity.com. Muhammad is also
frequently compared to and given ties to xianities “jesus”, who again has been 100% proven to be stolen and
fictitious. Again, see exposing christianity. A character who is constantly compared with and so deeply connected
to fictitious characters is fictitious themselves.

The events which are said to have occurred throughout the life of Muhammad are also nothing more than
Alchemical Corruptions. Here are but a few examples (There are far too many to list here, but more will be dealt
with in a separate article):
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-The qur’an relates how when Muhammad was only an infant, two men appeared to him and cut open his breast,
retrieving his heart and removing from it a “Black Clot” which they proceeded to cast away. The “Black Clot” is the
Philosophers Stone. The Philosophers Stone has often been described as “Black”, i.e. “The Black Stone” referred
to in many Alchemical writings. “Black” refers to and Alchemical process before the Stone is transformed and
becomes White. Black is Base/Lead. As has been said before, the Philosophers Stone is contained within the
Heart Chakra, thus why they “removed it from his Heart”. Note how islam removes the Philosophers Stone (True
Satanic Power, GodHead, etc) and “casts it away”. This is a powerful subliminal message.

-The “angel” (enemy thoughtform) Gabriel appears before Muhammad, striking the side of a hill and causing a
Spring to come gushing forth. With it he instructs Muhammad on how to perform Ritual Ablution for purification,
also teaching him the prayer postures, “the standing, the inclining, the prostrating and the sitting” to be
accompanied by repetitions of sacred names. This is ripped straight from Ancient Yoga and Mantra Practices of the
Far East! Anyone who practices Yoga and Meditation will be able to see this easily, the postures that are
performed along with Mantras/Words of Power, in order to drastically increase Bio-Electricity. Although, in islam,
the energy raised is reversed and directed not to the person performing the postures and Mantras, but to the
enemy thoughtform. As well as this, the “striking the Hill, causing a spring to come gushing forth” is an Alchemical
Corruption. The Chakras have often been portrayed allegorically as hills or mountains in various Ancient Texts
throughout the world, due to their True Form. The “Spring” is referring to the Alchemical Elixirs which are released
and “dripped” from the Chakras during the Magnum Opus.

-Muhammad performs a “miracle” by splitting the Full Moon into Two Halves, causing half a Moon to Shine on
either side of the Mountain. Once again, the Mountain represents the Chakras, and the Moon being split in two
represents the two polarities of the Soul.

-The “Isra and Mi’raj”, The Night Journey and the ascension through the Seven Heavens. This entire event is an
Alchemical corruption and rip off of the raising of the Kundalini Serpent through the Seven Chakras. The word
Mi’raj means ladder, which is referring to the Spine up which the Serpent Ascends. The qur’an relates how
Muhammad rode a Winged Horse (An Ancient Alchemical Symbol!) to the “Circles of Heaven”- The Chakras. He is
taken through each one until finally after going through the Seventh Heaven, he meets with “God”. It is blatantly
obvious that this is a corruption of reaching “Enlightenment” when the Kundalini rises to the Seventh (Crown)
Chakra.

As I said above, there are many other examples of this. The Stolen and corrupted Alchemy is astounding and
blatant throughout islam and its qur’an.

This not only proves Muhammad to be false, but it also proves the qur’an to be false. Throughout its pages, it has
professed these characters and events to be real, yet it has been proven that on the contrary, all of these
characters are fictitious and STOLEN.

Everything that islam has, like xianity, has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient Pagan Religions that are
many thousands of years older.
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Sources:
*Muhammad Sven Kalisch, German Muslim states “likely muhammad never existed”
*MUHAMMAD: his life based on the earliest sources, Martin Lings (Abu Bakar Siraj al-Din), 2006
* Quran (Arabic and English Translation)
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The Torah Is Fake Jews Lie About Themselves

Abraham never existed:

Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can see the plain truth. Their entire
history is false and stolen from Gentiles. The real foundation of their history rests upon two major characters
Abraham and Moses. 
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The supposed Great Patriarch Abraham and his family the first "official" Jews in history, are in fact stolen from the
ancient Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, along with Saraswati:

Since Krishna was not born of man, he was not actually the earthly father of Brahma and Mahesh. Therefore, he
himself was the protector (Tara) of Brahma. In Sanskrit, Tara means "savior; protector." It is a term generally
used with the gods Rudra, Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma. Even our Old Testament says that the father (protector) of
Abraham was Terah (Genesis 11:26.) The Bible tells us that Abraham and Sarah were half-siblings. (Genesis
12:19-20.). The Hindu holy books also tell us that a blood relationship existed between them. The Puranas relate
Sarasvati to Brahma and Vishnu. Most frequently, she is associated with Brahma. Her connection with him dates
earlier than to any other God. She is portrayed mostly as his wife and occasionally as his daughter. When Vishnu's
popularity in India increased, myths relating Saraswati to him appeared. (Ref: Sarasvati and the Gods;
www.vishvarupa.com.) Therefore, Brahma or Vishnu would also have been the Tara (Terah) of Sarasvati because
of her divine origins.

Brahm (Abraham) Sarasvati (Sarah)

Abraham or Brahma's home was the land of Haran (Genesis 1:4.) Haran was the coastal principality governed by
Krishna. It was even named after him because Hara (Sun God) is another name of Krishna. Brahma/Abraham was
75 years old when he left Haran.

The Bible mentions Haran and Haryana. The Hindu holy books also say that Brahma/Abrahan lived in Ur of the
Chaldees. Ur was a Sumerian name for "town; city." Chaldee (pronounced Kaldee) derives from the Sanskrit Kaul,
a Brahman caste, and Deva (demi-god). The North Indian Kauldevas worshiped idols representing their ancestors.
According to the Hindus, Brahma married Sarasvati in Chaldea, the part that is now Afghanistan.

In Hindu mythology, Sarai-Svati is Brahm's sister. The bible gives two stories of Abraham. In this first version,
Abraham told Pharaoh that he was lying when he introduced Sarai as his sister. In the second version, he also
told the king of Gerar that Sarai was really his sister. However, when the king scolded him for lying, Abraham said
that Sarai was in reality both his wife and his sister! "...and yet indeed she is my sister; she is the daughter of my
father, but not the daughter of my mother; and she became my wife." (Genesis 20:12.)

But the anomalies don't end here. In India, a tributary of the river Saraisvati is Ghaggar. Another tributary of the
same river is Hakra. According to Jewish traditions, Hagar was Sarai's maidservant; the Moslems say she was an
Egyptian princess. Notice the similarities of Ghaggar, Hakra and Hagar. 

The bible also states that Ishmael, son of Hagar, and his descendants lived in India. "...Ishmael breathed his last
and died, and was gathered to his kin... They dwelt from Havilah (India), by Shur, which is close to Egypt, all the
way to Asshur." 
(Genesis 25:17-18.) It is an interesting fact that the names of Isaac and Ishmael are derive from Sanskrit:
(Hebrew) Ishaak = (Sanskrit) Ishakhu = "Friend of Shiva." (Hebrew) Ishmael = (Sanskrit) Ish-Mahal = "Great
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Shiva."-Matlock

Lingam worship in the Bible:
In the 28th chapter of Genesis Jacob, after having a dream about a 'ladder' reaching up to heaven with angels
'limbing' it and God standing at the top(12), erects a 'pillar' with the stone he was using for a pillow and
concecrates it with oil (18). He calls the place Beit-El ('Bethel' in english, which means 'House of God') (19). He
says that the stone pillar itself was "God's house" (22). And he later, in chapter 35 v14, erects another one on the
road from Paddan-Aram.

The worship of Brahma was also in the Near Eastern World:
"About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by several different Indian groups
after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and
Saraisvati rivers."

"...the Temple of Mecca was founded by a colony of Brahmins from India.it was a sacred place before the time of
Mohamed, and.they were permitted to make pilgrimages to it for several centuries after his time. Its great
celebrity as a sacred place long before the time of the prophet cannot be doubted." (Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p. 421.) 

"...the city of Mecca is said by the Brahmins, on the authority of their old books, to have been built by a colony
from India; and its inhabitants from the earliest era have had a tradition that it was built by Ishmael, the son of
Agar. This town, in the Indus language, would be called Ishmaelistan." (Ibid, p. 424.) 

Before Mohammed's time, The Hinduism of the Arab peoples was called Tsaba. Tsaba or Saba is a Sanskrit word,
meaning "Assembly of the Gods ". Tsaba was also called Isha-ayalam (Shiva's Temple). The term Moslem or
Moshe-ayalam (Shiva's Temple) is just another name of Sabaism.-Matlock

The facts on Mohammed fictional existence:
http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress. ... r-existed/

One of the shrines in the Kaaba was also dedicated to the Hindu Creator God, Brahma, [not Abraham] which is
why the illiterate prophet of Islam claimed it was dedicated to Abraham. The word "Abraham" is none other than a
malpronunciation of the word Brahma. This can be clearly proven if one investigates the root meanings of both
words. Abraham is said to be one of the oldest Semitic prophets. His name is supposed to be derived from the
two Semitic words 'Ab' meaning 'Father' and 'Raam/Raham' meaning 'of the exalted.' In the book of Genesis,
Abraham simply means 'Multitude.' The word Abraham is derived from the Sanskrit word Brahma. The root of
Brahma is 'Brah' which means - 'to grow or multiply in number.' In addition Lord Brahma, the Creator God of
Hinduism is said to be the Father of all Men and Exalted of all the Gods, for it is from him that all beings were
generated. Thus again we come to the meaning 'Exalted Father.' This is a clear pointer that Abraham is none
other than the heavenly father."
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Moses never existed:

http://stellarhousepublishing.com/moses-dionysus.html

Famed French philosopher Voltaire made the following astounding remarks way back in the 18th century - and he
wasn't the first! Why don't we know these facts? Said Voltaire:

The ancient poets have placed the birth of Bacchus in Egypt; he is exposed on the Nile and it is from that event
that he is named Mises by the first Orpheus, which, in Egyptian, signifies "saved from the waters"… He is brought
up near a mountain of Arabia called Nisa [Nysa], which is believed to be Mount Sinai. It is pretended that a
goddess ordered him to go and destroy a barbarous nation and that he passed through the Red Sea on foot, with
a multitude of men, women, and children. Another time the river Orontes suspended its waters right and left to let
him pass, and the Hydaspes did the same. He commanded the sun to stand still; two luminous rays proceeded
from his head. He made a fountain of wine spout up by striking the ground with his thyrsus, and engraved his
laws on two tables of marble. He wanted only to have afflicted Egypt with ten plagues, to be the perfect copy of
Moses.

It is related in the hymns of Orpheus, that Bacchus had a rod with which he performed miracles, and which he
could change into a serpent at his pleasure. He passed the Red Sea, dry shod, at the head of his army. He divided
the waters of the rivers Orontes and Hydaspus by the touch of his rod, and passed through them dry-shod. By
the same mighty wand, he drew water from a rock, and wherever they marched, the land flowed with wine, milk
and honey. 

Bacchus, was called the "Law-giver, and it was said of Bacchus," as well of Moses, that his laws were written on
two tables of stone. Bacchus was represented horned, and so was Moses. Bacchus was picked up in a box that
floated on the water, and so was Moses. Bacchus had two mothers, one by nature, and one by adoption, so had
Moses. Bacchus and his army enjoyed the light of the sun at night, Moses and his army a pillar of fire by night. 

Moses being called the Law-giver and the laws being written on two tablets of stone, were obviously copied from
Bacchus, but the idea of his (Moses) receiving the commandments from the Lord on a mountain was undoubtedly
taken from the Persian legend of Zoroaster.
"In his gentler (Dionysus) aspects he is a lawgiver."
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Posts: 1139
Location: Republic Of India

Hail Satan Hail Peacock Lord Hail Shiva Hail Kartikey HAIL all demon friends 
“It is necessary that I should die for my people; but my spirit shall rise from the grave, and the world will know that I was right.” -Adolf
Hitler.
Heil mein Führer I know you were right -roadtorevolution
Contact ME - proudpaganproudpast@gmail.com 
______________________________
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